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Preface 

.......... eginning in the late sixth century, the early Japanese imperial 
......., 'nstitution took about one hundred years to emerge as a viable 
political entity capable of extracting loyalty from all its contending 
barons. This era roughly coincides with the first century of a reunified 
China, ruled first by the Sui (581-618) and then by the T'ang (618-
928) dynasties. This period is roughly comparable to that of seventh~ 
century England, during which the English Church was established 

, according to the tradition of Latin Christendom under Theodore of 
Tarsus (Archbishop of Canterbury, c. 669-90). In Japan the core of 
the aristocracy was busy Sinicizing its institutions. The first such effort 
was led by Regent Prince Shotoku (574-622) and Minister Soga no 
Umako (540?-626). Next came a far .. reaching renovative period 
known as the Taika Reform. After launching a palace coup in 645, 
the reformists developed the basic mechanisms that \vould sustain 
the imperial institution during the ensuing centuries. Emperor Tenmu 
(r. 673-86), who ascended the throne in 673, made himself the first 
strong sovereign of Japan by unifying the country under a Buddhist~ 
Confucian ethic. 

Tenmu, pursuing the government reforms initiated by his brother 
Tenji (r. 668- 72), continued the codification of administrative rules 
and penal laws. With no less emphasis, he also instructed his court 
functionaries to compile aristocratic genealogies and record the old 
tales abou t their forebears. Though he died before these works were 
completed, the projects were carried on by his successors through 
promulgation of the Taiho Code of 701 and completion of the Kojiki 
(Records of ancient matters, 712) and the Nihon shoki (NS) (Chronicles 
of Japan, 720). Thanks to Aston and Chamberlain) the latter two 
works were made accessible to western readers in the early twentieth 

• 
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Preface 

century, and much of the work done on early Japan has depended 
primarily on them. 

But another important corpus of documents, generically known as 
fudoki, or local gazetteers, has only been partially introduced to \vestern 
readers+ Most of these collections of local information about eighth-
century Japan, so rich in literary, anthropological, and political data, 
still awaits western readership. 

Clarification of certain terms used in discussions about early Japanese 
history seems due at this point. The term Yamato Court is loosely used 
in Japanese scholarship to describe the political entity whose power 
center "vas located in the Yamato region and its vicinity. For example, 
soon after the initiation of the Taika Reform in 645, the Imperial 
Court moved to Naniwa (in Settsu Province, the present .. day Osaka 
Prefecture). Betweeh 667 and 672 it was based at Afumi (in Omi 
Province, the present ... day Shiga Prefecture). Yet these periods are 
generally perceived as being part of a larger historical era, the period 
of the Yamato Court. For the sake of clarity, I have adopted a SOlne-
what artificial demarcation. The time extending from the reign of the 
quasi ... mythological first emperor, ]immu, to the eve of the issuance of 
the Taiho Code (701) is referred to as the period of the "Yamato Court," 
or simply "the Court.)' The Imperial Court after 7 ° 1 is referred to as 
the "central government." Since the period during which the first 
local documents were compiled-the prototype of fudoki (ordered 
713)-is customarily called the Nara period, the corpus of these docu-
ments also may be considered a product of the Nata period. 

Nature of the Fudoki 

In 708, news reached the Imperial Court that Chichibu District of the 
eastern province of M usashi had produced copper ingots. This auspi-
cious achievement prompted the central government to adopt the 
word wado (harmonious copper) as a new era name and to establish 
the first large--scale Japanese mint. Subsequently, in 710, the seat of 
the imperial government was moved to Nara, or Heijo Kyo, the layout 
of which closely resembled that of China's capital, Chang .. an. Before 
long the Japanese government decided to begin collecting local infor .. 
mation for administrative purposes. The documents collected under 
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this policy la.ter came to be known as fudoki. Of the many documents 
coLlected from more than sixty provinces only a handful of any length 
survive. But the extant documents provide information about early 
Japanese language, literature, history, anthropology, and, most impor .. 
tantly, the politico--religious aspects of Japanese society. 

The folklore and myths included in these documents are particularly 
valuable because human affairs are explained in terms of mythology. 
The legends are helpful in gaining an understanding of the interaction 

between the early inhabitants of the Japanese Islands and the late-
comers or immigrants. The immigrants, whose beliefs were patriarchal, 
were vital contributors to the shaping of] apanese economic and political 
patterns. Yet the indigenous population preserved matrilineal practices 
on the lower levels of island society. There is no doubt that conflict 
over such practices yielded the tale in which a wrathful goddess could 
not be appeased until a priest was selected from among her own people 
and a shrine established in her honor. 

This volume was planned initially as a continuation of my translation 
of afudoki published as a Monumenta Nipponica monograph, under the 
title Izumo fudoki, by Sophia University in 1971. Since that time, how, 
ever) many discoveries have been made in the fields of archaeology, 
anthropology, geography, and history. These discoveries warranted a 
new translation of the Izumo fudoki (lZU). Thus, this volume includes 
translations of all five extant "old fudoki," namely, the Hitachi fudoki 
(HIT), Izumo fudoki, Harima fudoki (HAR) , Bunge) fudoki (BUN), and 
Hizen fudoki (HIZ). 

Acknowledgments are due to Monutnenta Nipponica~ the publisher 
of the first translation of the Izumo Fudoki, for permiSSion to use the 
information contained in that book. I am grateful to Professors Gary L. 
Ebersole of the University of Chicago Divinity School, Robert S. 
Ellwood of the UniverSity of Southern California, W Wayne Farris of 
the University of Tennessee, Joan R. Piggott of Cornell University, Paul 
S. Ropp of Clark University, Stefan Tanaka of the University of Cali .. 
[ornia at San Diego) and Conrad Totman of Yale University for their 
unwavering interest in the early history of Japan. Their encourage .. 
ment and support were vital to the publication of this work. I am also 
indebted to the Higgins School of Humanities and the Research Board . 
of Clark University whose financial support allowed me to prepare the 
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manuscript in its present form. My gratitude extends to Professor 
Tomiko Kakegawa, of Kansai University, who helped me locate source 
materials not available in the West. I am equally grateful to Dr. Gina 
L. Barnes of Saint John's College, Oxford University; Professor Wontack 
Hong of Seoul University; Professor Hiroshi Kanaseki of Tenri Uni.

versitYi the late Professor Yoshinari Kato of Shimane University; Mr. 

Yoshiyuki Kuraku, Director of the Nara National Research Institute 
for Cultural Properties; Dr. Makoro Sahara, vice director of the Na .. 
tional Museum of Japanese History; Professor Takao Sakamoto of Gaku ... 

shuin University; Professor KyungCheol Shin ofKyungsung University; 

Professor Taichiro Shiraishi of the National Museum of Japanese His ... 
tory; Professor Kimio Suzuki of Keio Gijuku University; Professor Yukio 
Takeda of the University of Tokyo; Professor Hiroshi Tsude of the 
University of Osaka; Professor Hiroshi Watanabe of the University of 
Tokyo; Professor Masayuki Komato of Kumamoto University; Professor 
Yasutami Suzuki of Kokugakuin University; Professor Masahiro Saoton1e 

of the University of Tokyo; Mr. Shun'ichi Kawagoe, curator of Asuka 
and Fujiwara Sites Excavations Division, Nara National Cultural Prop .. 
erties Research Institute; Mr. Hitoshi Hayashibe, senior curator of 
the Archaeological Institute of the Kashihara Museum; Mr. Masahiro 

Watanabe, head curator of the Osaka Prefectural Museum of Yayoi 
Culture; Mr. Toru Takashima, head curator of the Osaka Prefectural 

Chikatsu Asuka Museum; Mr. Masaaki Fujinaga, curator of the Osaka 

Prefectural Chikatsu Asuka Museum; Mr. Kazuaki Yoshimura, curator 
of the Archaeological Institute of Kashihara; and a number of scholars 

associated with the Edwin O. Reischauer Institute for Japanese Studies 

at Harvard University who with their specialties and expertise helped 

deepen my understanding of the early history, literature, political 
philosophy, religion, anthropology, and archaeology of Japan. Finally, 

my special thanks go to Ms. Ann Harley, Dr. Carol Hochstedler, Ms. 
Sue Shield, and Dr. Tomiko Shimada, who helped with earlier versions 

of the manuscript, and especially to Ms. Gail Gardner of the Winsor 
School, Boston, who edited the manuscript in its final stages. 
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Introduction 

enerical1y~ fudoki are accounts of local matters that con~ain leg .. 

__ ends as welL as information about such things as spas, scenic 

spots1 specialty products, festivals, and religious edifices. To?ay's 
equivalent of such documents may well be the elaborate promotlonal 
literature produced by the chambers ·of commerce of individual towns 
and cities. In the early eighth century, the prototypes of these (iwould .. 

be fudoki" were conceived by the leaders of the central government. 

The goal -was hardly to serve the needs of ordinary citizens or to promote 
commercial activities. Rather, the information was to be used by the 
central government to maintain control over provincial affairs. 

In A.D. 713, the central government of Japan ordered the gaver .. 

nors of all provinces to compile surveys of products, animals, plants, 
and land conditions, etymologies of place names, and written ver~ 

sions of oral traditions. This edict is included in the , Shoku Nihongi 
(SNG), the sequel to Nihon shoki. It reads as follows: 

Choose auspicious characters to designate provinces, districts, and 
townships in the Home Provinces as well as the provinces in the 
seven circuits. [Each province] should submit reports listing items 
produced in each district [under its jurisdiction], [These items in.
elude) silver, copper, dyes, plants, birds, animals, fish, and insects. 
Also. [the reports should include] a description of the fertility of the 
soil, etymology of the names of rivers, mountains, and unreclaimed 
plains [fieldsJ~ In additioh, record and report the old legends trans.-

. l 1 n1itted by the elders and other unusua accounts. 

l This is my translation of the edict recorded in SNG, 2d day, 5th -month, 3d 
year ofWado (713), vol. 5. Unless otherwise hoted, all translations are mine. See 
also J. B. Snellen, ~'Shoku Nihongi, Chronicles of Japan, Continued, From A.D. 697 
to 791,'~ Transactions a/the Asiatic Society of Japanl 2d seT., vol. 14 (1937); 257 . 
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It is not known how many provinces complied with this request or 
how n1uch time each local government devoted to producing the re ... 
ports. Yet it is reasonable to assume (from the format of the extant 
documents) that the reports of Harima and Hitachi provinces were 
produced two years after the issuance of the edict in 713. 

In the eighth century, these documents were simply known as the 

ge (reports) of specific provinces. To be sure, the edict was issued one 

year after the compilation of the Kojiki l Japan's first national history. 

While the Kojiki is episode~oriented and well rounded in its characteri ... 

zations, it focuses on the achievements of the forebears of a few families 

who were influential at the Yamato Court. Local information was not 
included. Naturally) as a more thorough examination of the national 

history was called for, more information gathering was initiated. The 
result of this endeavor was the compilation of the Nihon shoki in 720. 

Most Japanese scholars today support the idea that some of the infor ... 

mation sought by the central government in 713 was used to compile 
the Nihon shoki. 

The term fudoki (in the sense of "local gazetteers") was not in the 
vocabulary of eighth ... century Japanese scholar .. bureaucrats, central 

or provinciaL However, during the next two hundred years the J apa

nese seem to have learned the word fudoki (feng t'u chi in Chinese) 
fr6m their reading of S initic litera tu re. 2 By 925, when the office of the 
Dajokan (Council of State) ordered the provincial governors to sub ... 

mit documents dealing with Inatters under their jurisdictions, offi-
cials were well acquainted with the word fudoki and its connotations. 

The Inemorandum issued by the Council of State reads as follows: 

To: All governors of the Five Home Provinces and all provinces in 

the Seven Circuits, with regard to editing and sublnitting the fudoki 
docun1ents without delay. 

It is understood that there exist documents called fudoki in all the 

provinces. No\v, by the executive order of the Minister of the Left, 

the follo\ving is announced: Have your subordinates [in charge] 

edit the documents and let them be presented [to the central govern ... 

ment]. If no such documents can be found in your offices, extend 

2 For a luore detailed description of the term, see Michiko Aoki, Izumo fudoki 
(Tokyo: Sophia University, 1971)) 25, 5n. 
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the search throughout your jurisdictions, ask elders for information, 

make reports in writing, and present them to [the central govern ... 
ment] in all haste. All provinces should do this as it is [a task to be 
done] in cOlnpliance with the executive order. The execution of 

this matter must not be postponed. As soon as this memorandum 

reaches your offices, execute it.3 

3 

From this time onward) official documents or general accounts 

pettaining to local matters were called fudoki. Thus, the generic term 
fudoki does not refer only to the documents collected as a result of the 
edict of 713. In order to avoid confusion as to the types and dates of 

the fudoki, Japanese researchers have reached a tacit understanding: 
\vhen it is necessary to refer exclusively to the documents produced 

in response to the edict of 713, the term ko ... fudoki ("old fudoki") is to 

be employed. In practice, however, the local reports produced in 
response to the order of 713 are now identified with the names of the 
provinces concerned: the Izumo fudoki, Hitachi" fudoki, and so on.4 

The first exhaustive study of these ~coldn fudoki was initiated in 

1898 by Kurita Hiroshi (also known as Kurita Kan) who from then on 
devoted his career to con1piling authoritative texts.s 

Of the five "old" fudoki, two are considered to have been compiled 

before the others. One is the Hitachi fudoki, some sections of which 

are believed to have been produced between 713 and 726.6 The other 
is the Harima fudoki, the last editing of which is thought (though not 

unanimously) to have occurred sometime around 715.7 The Izumo 
fudoki, the date of which (733) is clearly inscribed at the end of the 

volume, was once alleged to be a forgery. This theory emerged in 
1950, five years after Japan's defeat in the Pacific War, by which time 

3 "Dajokan--fu, 14th day, 12th month, 3rd year of Encho, " in Dai Nihon shiryo 
(Tokyo: Tokyo Teikoku Daigaku Bungakubu Shiryo Hensan Gakari, 1927), vol. 
1, no. 5, p. 769. 

4 Akimoto Kichiro, Fudoki no kenkyu (Osaka: Osaka Keizai Caigaku Koenkai, 
1963), 19. For simplicity of style, however, I use the tetmfudoki to mean these ((old" 
fudoki whenever the reference is clear from the context. 

s Ibid., 3-8. 
6 Ibid., 112,115-17. 
7 Tanaka Takashi, Sumiyoshi Taisha jindaiki no kenkyu, in Tanaka Takashi 

Chosakushu (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankokai, 1985),7:406-9. 
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Japanese researchers of the country's early history were relieved of 
the fear of persecution by the authorities.8 Two years later the matter 
was cleared up by Tanaka Takashi (also known as Tanaka Taku) who 
published the results of his unbiased} exhaustive studies of the texts 
of the Izumo fudoki. It is now accepted as an authentic document 
produced in 733.9 

The retnaining two documents, the Bungo fudoki and the Hizen 
fudoki, Came from the two provinces of Kyushu Island. Although defi .. 

nite conclusions have yet to be drawn, scholars agree that these fudoki 
were compiled sometime between 729 and 739.10 

Use and Transmission of the Fudoki 

If collecting local reports was so important to the central government 
in the eighth century, one wonders how the information was used 
and for what purposes. The first possibility that comes to mind is expan .. 

sion of the central government. In 683, there had been fifty--eight 

provinces under the jurisdiction of the Yamato Court. A generation 
later, beginning in 712 when the new province of Dewa was established 
in northern Japan~ the number had increased to as many as sixty .. nine 
in less than ten years (in 721). The next twenty-two--year period saw 
a decrease in the number of provinces to sixty ... one (in 743). After this 
time, the practice of estabiishing and eliminating continued sporadi

cally '}lltil~\uch manipulation of provindal jurisdictions came to an 
end In 824, )at WhlCh tIme there were SIXty--SlX provinces. While the 
reasons for such changes in the number of provinces would make an 

8 In 1950) Japan was stili under occupation by the Supreme Commander of the 

Aliied Powers who was determined to eradicate all vestiges of the oppression of the 
former militaristic governlnent. Taking advantage of the liberal atlllosphere, count~ 
less arguments appeared in an effort to discredit the authenticity of classical Japa .. 
nese texts, especially of the materials invoked as "sacred" scriptures during the 

war. As the "old" fudoki were in such a category, the theory of the forgery ap~ 
peared. See Yabuta Kaichiro, "Izurno fudoki hakugi," Nihon rekishi 22 (January 
1950):11-19. 

9 Tanaka Takashi, "Gensen Izumo no kuni fudoki no seiritsu nendai," Shintogaku 
1 (May 1954):37-46. 

10 Akimoto, Fudokino kenkyu, 75, 113,118
1

126. 
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interesting subject for investigation, one thing is clear: the year 713 
marked the beginning of vigorous efforts by the central government 
to construct highways connecting certain regions with the capital 
and to establish posting--stations and Buddhist temples, the latter of 

which often played the role of hostels.ll There is no doubt that for the 
purposes of taxation the central government wanted to learn all it 
could about the condition of the land and obtain lists of the goods 

produced in specific provinces. 

Also crucial to politics in 713 was legitimizing the Fujiwara fatnily, 

which was rapidly gaining influence at the expense of the old ruling 

class. The most notable name in the Fujiwara clan at this time was 
that of Fuhito (d. 720), a man who rose from relative obscurity and later 
claimed descent from the illustrious Fujiwara (Nakatomi) Kamatari 
(d. 669), the brains behind the Taika Reform. 12 To be sure, the Hitachi 
fudoki devotes substantial space to accounts relating to the Fujiwara 
family and its followers. According to one entry: 

[After the Taika Reform,] during the reign of the emperor [post~ 

humously known as Emperor Kotokul who governed the realm from 
Toyosaki Palace at Nagara in Naniha, [the Court] appointed Taka~ 

muku no Omi as governor general of Azuma and N akatomi ... Ha taorita 

no Muraji as deputy governor general. At that tilne Azuma was 

divided into eight provinces, one of which was Hitachi Province.B 

This passage, of course, refers to the monumental undertaking of the 
Taika Reform, plans for which are believed to have originated with 

II Akitnoto Kichiro, ed., Fudoki (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1958). This is volume 

2 of the series known as Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei (NKBT). 
\ 2 Although generally accepted as fact, there is only circumstantial evidence 

linking Fujiwara Fuhito's lineage to that of Fujiwara Kamatari. No one has been 
able to prove that he actually descended from Kamatari. It is possible that the 
geneology connecting Fuhito to Kamatari was fabricated in an attempt to explain 
Fuhito's brilliance, his loyalty to the sovereign, his achievements 1 and his wealth, 

which was so colossal that his descendants prevailed for nearly half a millenium 
thereafter. See Nanjo FUlnio, ed., hKofukuji ryuki," in Dai Nihon Bukkyo Zensho 
(Tokyo: Bussho Kankokai, 1915), 22 [Kofukuji Series One] . 

13 KBT 2, 34-35. For a translation of the passage and a discussion of other 

related n1atters, see Michiko Aoki, Ancient Myths and Early History of Japan (New 

York: Exposition Press, 1974) , 96-97,140- 43. 
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N akatomi Kamatari. The Court had every reason to provide Kamatari 
with a tangible reward. In fact, it granted him a considerable amount 

of stipend land and raised his court rank from a moderate position to 
one of the highest, uchitsu omi, or imperial confidant. Management of 
the stipend land was entrusted to one of Kamatari's subordinates who 
doubtless exerted extraordinary effort to increase its productivity.14 

More revealing information about the potential wealth and political 
and religious influence of the Fujiwara (N akatomi) ctan is found in 

the E-Iitachi fudoki) which describes the apparent encroachment of 
Yamato forces into the fertile plain of the lower Tonegawa (the Tone 
River). According to this document, in 649 two members of the 

Nakatomi clan petitioned and received permission to reclaim a large 
portion of land in the lower Tone Valley. 

According to the elders, in the year ofTsllchinoto Tori [649], during 
the reign of the emperor [post.hun1ously known as Elnperor Karokul 
... Daiitsujo Nakatonli no [ ... ] .. ko and Daiitsuge Nakatomibe no 
Unoka petitioned Councillor Takamuku, the governor general of 
Azuma, to establish a new district in honor of the Great God of 
Kashima. 15 

The implications of this information are far reaching when it is analyzed 
in light of the early history of Japanese religions. It \vould appear that 
Kashima J ingu, a shrine dedicated to the illustrious deities believed 
to have contributed to the formation of the mythical period of the 

Yamato Court, was not erected exclusively for those deities. Instead it 
was constructed as a gesture of reconciliation between the indigenous 

deities and the tutelary gods of the incoming settlers. As both the 
homes and the lineages of ancient Japanese deities have been knovvn 
to shift at the convenience of persons giving offerings to those deities' 
memories, it would be intriguing to know how a shrine such ·as Kashin1a 

]ingu, the Great Shrine of Kashima, was erected. 16 

The Hita.chi fudoki goes on to state that Councillor Takamuku 

14 NKBT 2, 80-8l. 
15 All the excerpts quoted in the following discussion are from ibid., pp. 64-69. 

For other pertinent discussions, see Aoki, Ancient Myths l 102-5. 
16 For observations on the editing of Japanese theogony and manipulation of 

mythology, see Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 52ff. 
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ordered a village of a local chieftain (of Unakami) and five. villages of 
another chieftain to be designated as a territory of the Great god of 
Kashima. What actually went ort during the time when such mundane 
transactions took place will be a subject of infinite speculation. Yet 
one thing is clear; not all of those involved in the matter would have 
been pleased, and armed conflicts must have occurred between the 

original inhabitants and the newcomers. This can be surmised from 
readings of certain passages in the Hitachi fudoki. 

Today there are three shrines dedicated to this god.They are the 
Heavenly Great Shrine [of Kashima], Sakato Shrine, and Numawo 
Shrine .... [In the remote past~ hegemony ,",vas not yet established by 
the royal family in Yamato; hence,] the distinction between hiah b 

heaven and earth was not clear .... The unruly spirits were every ... 
where. Even rocks and plants were believed to possess prophetic 
natures. The world was as obnoxious as flies in early summer. , . 
[and] vicious creatures were every\vhere as apparent as a fire glowing 
in the night. The Great God of Kashima came down from high heaven 
to rectify this situation, 

Having been dispatched to pacify the unruly, the nature of the Kashima 
god was predictably warlike, for the offerings made to him consisted 
mainly of instruments of war including swords, spears, iron bows and 
arrows, quivers, a horse, a saddle, mirrors, and bundles of coarse silk 
in five different colors. The latter items were streamers used to stimu ... 
late the military valor of the conquering troops. 

If the newcomers were successful by virtue of their better weapons, 
they were troubled nonetheless by the pervading influence of the indig .. 
enous deities, who basically were guardians of the seafarin~; cotnmunity. 
The follOWing excerpts illustrate the dread experienced by the new
comers. Episodes were offered to the earlier Hitachi residents as an 

apologia by the N akatomL clan, which obtained the exclusive right to 
give offerings to the deities of the region. According to the Hitachi 
fudoki: 17 

Every year in the seventh month there is a festivaL during 'which 

large boats are built and dedicated to Tsu no Miya, the branch shrine 
of the Great God of Kashima. According to the elders, this custom 

17 The following three excerpts are from NKBT 2, 68-69. 
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of the boat (dedication] began during the reign of Prince Yamato 
Takeru. One day the Great God of Kashima said to Sayama of the 
Nakatomi family, uYou shall hereafter be placed in charge of my 

divine boats." Sayalna answered, "I sh~ll respectfully obey your conl. .. · 

mand. I dare not decline this commission. ' The following morning 

the Great God of Kashima again appeared to Sayama, saying, "I placed 
your boats in the lake." Sayama looked at the ' lake. The boats were 

not in the water but on top of a hill beside it. Sometime later, the 

Great God of Kashima said to Sayama, "The boats are now on the 

hill.}) Looking at the hill, Sayama saw that the boats were hot there 

but had been placed in the lake. After many similar experiences, 

Sayatna came to dread the god's ptonouncements. He therefore can .. 
structed three boats-each about twenty feet in length-and for 

the first time dedicated them to the use of the Great God of 
Kashima. IS 

The aim of the story seems to have been to persuade listeners that the 
Nakatomi clan had long been functioning in the role of high priest of 
the Great God of Kashima. However, by claiming that the time of the 
shrine's origin was contemporaneous with that of Yamato Takeru, the 
legend makers appear to contradict another passage of the same fudoki, 
which clearly states that the shrine was erected after the Taika Reform: 
"The emperor [posthumously known as Emperor TenjiJ who held his 
court at Ohotsu, in Afumi~ sent the emissary to erect a large shrine 
dedicated to the Great God of Kashitna." The language here is so 
plain that no other words seem necessary to certify the date of con .. 
struction of the Great Shrine of Kashima. As though the imperial 
commission obtained from Emperor Tenji were not enough, however, 
the legend makers of Hitachi elaborate the Nakatomi clan's right to 
serve as the high priest by seeking to establish in antiquity the clan's 
association \vith the imperial family. 

According to the local traditions of this area, the Great God of 

Kashima once appeared to Prince Mimaki. [When he was in Yanlato,J 
Prince Mirnaki saw a figure clad in a white robe .... The white figure 

18 In the pre~Taika period this branch shrine seems to have been independent. It 
was revered by local people who were most likely seafarers+ Sayama is also identi, 
ned as the owner of the boats. For more information about the Nakatomi clan and 
the Kashima Shrine, see AokiJ Ancient Myths, 140-43. 
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... said, "Worship me in the proper manner and I will stand by thy 
side. I shall cause thee to rule whatever territory thou desirest to 

govern." 

9 

The god who appeared to Prince Mimaki was quite an expansionist, 
as were the councillors of the prince. Prince Mimaki straightaway 
summoned them in order to consult them on the matter. Among them 
was none other than Kikikatsu (Wise Listener), the legendary pro .. 
genitor of the Nakatomi clan. He advised the prince, saying, "This is 
the god's pronouncement. He is the Great God of Kashima. He ap~ 
peared in order to remind you that you are the one to whom the 
ancestral deities entrusted the rule of these Great Eight Islands.)) 

Clearly, the relationship between Prince Mimaki and Kikikatsu is 
a recasting of the relationship between Prince Naka (Emperor Tenji) 
and Kamatari of the N akatomi clan, the principai planners and per ... 
petrators of the palace coup of A.D. 645. While. a connection between 
the N akatomi clan and an early Yamato prince is hardly probable, it is 
certain that this story was created to justify the Nakatomis t position 
in charge of the Divine District of Kashilua. 19 It is not difficult to 
conclude that the] apanese theogony, a large part of which was orga ... 
nized in the early eighth century, was highly political, or that the 
privilege of serving important deities was reserved only to those related 
to the powerful. Without a doubt the compilation of the theogony was 

heavily influenced by persons endeavoring to relate their lineages to 

the most powerful families of the time. 
Whether religious or political, the information found in the fudoki 

can shed light on conflicfs between settlers in the fertile river valleys 
where the right to cultivate could determine life or death. The Harirna 
fudoki is especially rich in information of this nature. For example: 

The Great Goddess oflzumo, who now is enshrined at Kamiwo Yama, 

was quite violent [at one time]. Whenever travellers from Izumo 

passed through the area, this goddess killed half of them: five out of 

ten, three out of five. The Izumo [immigrants] made a plough to 

dedicate to the goddess in an attempt to appease her. [The plough, 

however, was ineffective;] the goddess was not appeased.20 

19 Ibid. 
20 NKBT 2, 294-95. 
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The Izumo goddess was appeased, however, when another group of 
immigrants, the Ayahito, came to settle at the foot of the same hill. 
The aCCQunt continues; 

[There is a reason why the goddess of Izurno was so spiteful toward ' 
Izumo men. In the remote past] a god of [Izumo] calne to this place. 
His goddess followed hiln. The tnale deity was disturbed [by her 
appearance in his new land] and he deserted her. The female deity 
was so enraged [that she determined to harm the IZUHlo people in 
reprisal]. Later, ilnmigrants from the village of Hirakata, of Mamuta 
District in Kahachi Province, came to the foot of this hilL These 
people respectfully prayed to the goddess, [begging for a peace settle.
nlent,] and [finally] they were successful. 21 

If the tale of the goddess of Izumo, unappeased by the meager 
offering of a plough but appeased by the prayers of new immigrants, 
reflects the human history of the area, it may also suggest the inferior 
agricultural technology employed by those described as the Izumo 
people. The story of the god of Izumo, who came to this area belatedly 
accompanied by his goddess, whom he abandons in order to go else .. 
where, also may represent people who wish to improve their livelihood 
by seeking better technology and/or greater political power. In the 
memories of the eighth .. century Harima elders, episodes of this na ... 
ture seem to have been abundant. Another entry in the Harima fudoki 
suggests a possible political concession made by the two regional powers. 
It is the tale of a man whom the old Harirna residents believed to be 
of royal blood. 

Once upon a time Prince Ohotarashi decided to court Wake Iratsume 
(Princess Wake) of Inami. On the courting journey he wore a long 
sword decorated with carved jewels and a bright mirror. He took 
Okinaga {also called Ishiji} [along to serve] as his escort. This man 
is the forebear of the Yama no Atahi faluily of Kama District in this 
province. 22 

The prince does not seem to have authority over the boatman, how-
ever, as the fudoki relates: 

21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., 258-59. 
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Prince Ohotarashi and his escort arrived at the ford of the Takase in 
Settsu. At the prince's request for a ferry} the boatman, a resident of 
Kif natned Wotama, said, HI am not your subject, sir." The prince 
replied, "Nevertheless, let me cross the river, agi (my dear man)." 
The man answered, "If you wish to cross here, you must pay the 
fare." Thereupon the prince threw the boatman his kazura (travel .. 
ling cap). It lay in the boat [with its jewels] glistening in the sun.13 

11 

The prince wishes to take the ferry in order to court a young woman 
hiding on an islet off the main island. After a series of rituals reminiscent 
of ancient courting customs, he meets the woman, Wake Iratsume. 

Most Japanese scholars agree that this Wake Iratsume represents the 
regional power of Kibi (present--day Okayama Prefecture).24 Thus, 
their subsequent marriage represents the formation of a coalition. 

In the account of the Harima fudoki, this Prince Ohotarashi is 

described as coming from Settsu, the area that later became parts of 
Osaka and Hyogo prefectures. Although the' historical evidence is 
weak, it is probable that the fertile river valleys of Settsu and Harima 
provinces were areas the early settlers from the continent wished to 
reclaim. Also not easy to ignore is the presence in the Harima fudoki 
of numerous references to the name Homuda no Sum.era Mikoto, 
which can be tendered as Prince Homuda. ] apanese scholarship, with 
sonle reservation, accepts these accounts as portrayals of Emperor Oujin 
(r. 346-95) whose origin and exploits have been tirelessly debated 
since the early twentieth century.25 One such story relates that Prince 
Homuda: 

23 Ibid. 
24 John Whitney Hall, Government and Local Pm,ver in Japan: 500 to 1700 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), 25ff. 
25 For an extended discussion of this character1 see Michiko Y. Aoki, "Empress 

Jingu: The Shaman Ruler," in Heroic with Grace, ed. Chieko Mulhern (New York: 
M. E. Sharpe, 1991),6-39. Oujin's regnal dates derive fronl Gina L. Barnes, 
Protohistoric Yamato; Archaeology of the First Japanese State (Ann Arbor: Center 
for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 1988), 8. For the controversial ~~horse 
rider" theory and its refutation, see Egami Namio, "The Formation of the People 
and the Origin of the State of Japan)" Memoi7'S of the Toyo Bunko 23 (1964):35-70; 
and Gary Ledyard, "Galloping Along with the Horseriders: Looking for the Founders 
of japan," Journal oflapanese Studies 1, no. 2 (Spring 1975) :217-54. 
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came to this place from the land ofTajima. On his way he was unable 
to obtain [materials for] his head ornament .... Toyo Oshiwake, the 
kuni no miyacsuko [who had prepared a reception,was blamed for 
this, and he] was stripped of his title and office.26 • 

If Homuda was so powerful that he could strip the local magistrate of 
his office, he also selected someone to intercede with him for the 
offending magistrate. Such a person was found among the local leaders 
who had already come to terms with Homuda. This was Akone, a 
magistrate of the neighboring Tajima. The Harima fudoki continues: 

Presently, Akone, the kunino miyatsuko ofTajima, [came to his rescue]. 
Akone interceded with [the prince] for [Toyo Oshiwake, in an 
attempt] to have the latter's offense pardoned. According to the 

agreement then concluded, Toyo Oshiwake surrendered about ten 
acres of rice field, labeled salt land} to compensate for his offense, 
and he regained his title and office. 27 

Although it is related as a beau tiful episode of friendship between 
two kuni no miyatsuko, Akone and Toyo Oshiwaka, this legend also 
suggests a harsher reality-that the small and weak were absorbed by 
the large and strong. For a newly emerging strongman, it must not 
have been difficult to gobble up a weaker power on the pretext of an 
"offense." To cultivate his new piece of iand in Harima, Horuuda 
brought in settlers from Tajima. The acquisition of this Harima territory 
surely added to Homuda's strength, and he named the new village 
Asako ... be, the suffix be indicating that the inhabitants belonged to 
him.28 

26 NKBT 2,274-75. Note that in the memories of the Harima residents this 
prince came from the land ofTajima, northwest of Osaka. 

27 This episode seems to have had a strong influence on the minds of the people 
who Ii ved in the area, for the Nihon shaki includes it in the section describing the 
fortieth year of Emperor Nintoku's reign. Nintoku is generally thought to have 
been the heir to En1perorOujin (wholn many historians believe to be Prince 
Homuda). For information regarding son1e confusion in the transmission of this 
episode, see NKBT 2, 354. 

28 For a concise article about the groups of people categorized as be , and others, 
see Cornelius]. Kiley~ "A Note on the Surnames of Immigrant Officials in Nara 
Japan," Harvard}oumalof Asiatic Studies 29 (1969): 177- 89. 
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The hidden history between the lines of this story becomes more 
illuminating when seen in the light of a legend about Empress Jingu. 
Although dismissed by some as a fanciful (and wishful) creation of 
eighth .. century scholarship, the tale of this empress contains abundant 
clues suggesting ways to join the "missing links" of early Japanese 
history. In a sort of fairy tale, the Kojiki provides Empress J ingu's lineage 
with a mystical origin in which "the shafts of the sun" playa vital role 
in procreation.29 

. In this story a woman of the kingdom of Silla, following an Himmac,.. 
ulate" conception involving the sun, gives birth to an unusual child, 
a rounded je\vel, whose color is red. A prince of Silla, Arne no Hihoko 
(also read as Arne no Hiboko, the Prince of the Shining Halberd), 
takes possession of the jewel, which turns out to be a beautiful woman. 
Marriage to this woman, the child of the sun, brings the prince a 
materially satisfying life to which he soon grows accustomed. When 
he later becomes abusive, his wife leaves Silla for Japan. Though the 
prince pursues her frantically, she cannot be located. Finally the prince 
settles down in the land of Tajima to become the fore bear of J ingu 
and her son Honluda. 

Apparently the legend makers of ancient Japan took their inspira ... 
tion from the fact that a number of immigrants were settling in the 
land of Harima, either peaceably or forcibly. It is generally accepted 
that in the fourth century the Yamato Court entered the incipient 
stage of its polity and began extending its power into neighboring 
regions. Many of the continental immigrants who settled there at this 
time were skilled in metallurgy and rice farming. In addition, they 
were well acquainted with the engineering techniques needed for 
the construction of drainage and irrigation ditches. It was the descen ... 
dants of these settlers who so ardently insisted in the eighth century 
that they were related to Empress ]ingu, the mother of Prince Homuda.30 

29 NKBT 1, 254-57. See also Aoki, Ancient Myths, 32-34; and Aoki, "Empress 
]ingu," 3- 4. 

30 Ibid.) 29-30. For reports of archaeological discoveries made on the earliest 
sites of the Yamato Court~ see Ishino Hironobu and Sekigawa Hisayoshi eds., 
Makimuku: Nara~ken Sakurai~shi Makimuku iseki no chosa, 2 vols. (Sakurai: Sakurai, 
shi Kyoiku Iinkai, 1978). 
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As if to underscore these points, the Harima fudoki contains ample 
information suggesting the settlers' original home. One such account 
describes a man who knew how to build a Korean.-style residence as 
well as a storage shed. 31 , 

Village of Karamuro. {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
Karamuro is named after Korean, style storage buildings. The forebear 
of Takara of the Karamuro no Obito family was very wealthy and 

successful. He erected Korean,style buildings around the area. That 

is how the place came to be knovvn by the name of Karamuro (Korean~ 
style houses). 32 

Since the fudoki passage is somewhat ambiguous, one might argue 
that this man's knowledge of Korean .. style bUilding practices does not 
constitute hard evidence regarding his place of origin. But the following 
account may clarify this point. 

ViUage of Koehi. . . . The Kochi, an immigrant family that settled in 
this village, was the first [to clear the farmland]. Thus, the family 
nalne Kochi came to designate this village.33 

The Shinsen shojiroku (SSR), a genealogical record of Japanese families 
compiled during the Heian period, describes this family as descending 
from a prince of the Chin dynasty in China (B.C. 221-206). While 
such a cLaim testifies to the respect that the Japanese people of the 
Heian period held for the descendants of refugees from the continent, 
the following passage, also found in the Harima fudoki, is more reveaLing. 

Kana t of the Nara no Kochi, who is the forebear ofYamamura, originally 
from Korea, requested this land for reclamation. At that time there 

31 For the use of braces) brackets , and parentheses in my translation of the 
following passage (and in all the translatedfudoki), see the section "The Transla
tions," below. 

32 NKBT 2,272-73. Although I have translated the word Kara as "Korea" and/ 
or "Korean," it does not necessarily refer to the pre-sent,day nation of Korea. AI ... 
though current research on this subject is inconclusive j it is generally accepted 
that to the eighth ... century Japanese, the word Kara referred to parts of the south, 
western Korean Peninsula. The word kara, with a different graph, later came to 
refer to China or the Chinese. 

JJ Ibid. 
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was grass growing there, the roots of which had a distinct odo!+ That 
is why the hamlet came to be known as Kusakami (stinking grass).34 

Indeed, there are SOIne who claim that this Kochi family originated 
on the Korean Peninsula, most likely in the kingdom of Paekche. 
Regardless of "\'vhether these claims are historically verifiable, it is 
certain that a strongman named Homuda once prevailed in the river 
valley, an area that would later become the great city of Himeji and 

its environs.35 

If Prince Homuda's parties, or the settlers backed by him, were 
successful in settling the river valleys in the land of Harima, their 
villages were not entirely free from conflict with the original inhabit ... 
ants. Homuda's followers settled in areas adjacent to the territory 
reclaimed by the earlier inhabitants. In the guise of tales concerning 
two deities, the Harima fudoki relates many such episodes. According 
to one, \vhen he arrives from Kara, Ame no Hihoko (the Prince of the 
Shining Halberd) asks Ashihara no Shikowo (the Ugly Man in the 
Reed Field) to give him shelter at the n10uth of the Uzu River. "I wish 
to find a place where I can stay the night," he says. "You are the lord 
of this land."36 This statement, which could be interpreted as menacing, 
certainly contains a threat to the power and influence of the Ugly 
Man. Naturally he refuses to comply. He allows the newly arrived 
prince to remain in the sea but he will not let him come ashore. The 
Ugly Mant the tutelary god of the people of Izumo, acts as those who 
worship him would like to have done. It is Likely that the worshipers 
of the Ugly Man are the earlier settlers of the area. That the earlier 
settlers keep the newly arrived at arm's length (in the sea) has further 
significance. From the way the episode continues, the newcomers seem 
to -be backed by a naval force; "Thereupon the prince god stirred the 
sea with his sword to form a whirlpooL and sat on top of it. After 

34 Ibid. Also see Saeki Arikiyo, Shinsen Shojiroku (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 
1962), v. 1, p. 312. 

35 Japanese scholarship, with some reservation, accepts this Homuda as the 
same Prince Homuda who is posthumously known as Emperor Oujin. The passage 
is from ibid., 272-73. 

36 Ibid.} 304-7. 
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witnessing this valorous feat, the Ugly Man became afratd of the 
prince.1)37 

The term visiting god is traditionally transliterated as marebito ("sea ... 

farers/guests from afar"), and the great feat may have been an ancient 
version of gunboat diplomacy. The Ugly Man, or the earlier settlers, 

acts to ward off the approaching threat to his territorial rights. The 

defense is attempted, characteristically, through the perfonnance of 

a magical gesture. The Ugly Man climbs atop a nearby hill and cere ... 

moniously eats; or at least tries to eat, some rice. The Harima fudoki 
does not say how effective this "rice eating" \vas in establishing a 

territorial claim. But it implies that the struggle between the Ugly 

Man of the Reed Field and the visiting prince/god was far from over, 
as it contains many episodes of a similar nature. Another tale is pre .. 

sented as the etymology of the name of a ravine. 

Ubahi Tani. Ugly Man in the Reed Field and the frince of the Shining 
Spear fought each other for possession of this area. The contenders 
struggled by grappling in a valley. As a result, the shape of the valley 
was greatly distorted. It looks like a series of twisted vines. Because 
[the deities] grappled over [this place,] it is called Ubahi Tani (grap ... 
piing ravine).3R 

Ever since the compilation of the Kojiki (the first Court ... sponsored 

history of Japan), it has been accepted that the Ugly Man of the Reed 
Field, or Ashihara no Shikowo, is actually Ohokuninushi, often de

scribed as Ohonamuchi. As the tenn ugly man is derogatory, it indicates 

that this deity was not on the side of the eventual victors in the political 
strife that prevailed during the formative years of Japanese society.39 

Certainly this Ugly Man represents not only the people \vho lost power 

in the valleys of Harima Provinc.e but all the earlier settlers who reluc .. 

tantly came to submit to the suzerainty of the Yamato Court. 

An arguable parallel may be drawn in the case of definitions of 

political structure after the battle of Sekigahara in 1600. When this 

battle was won by the Tokugawas, the new hegemon carefully classi-
fied all the lords, or daimyos, into categories. One, of course, was 

37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid.) 318~19. 
39 For more discussion of these episodes, see Aoki) Ancient Myths, 130-34. 
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reserved for the daimyos who had been loyal to the Tokugawas before 
the battle. These were known as fudai. Daimyos who submitted to the 
Tokugawas only after the ba tde of Sekigahara were class ifed as tozama 
("outside lords"). The parallel is striking, for it reveals the Japanese 
mentality, which never forgives or forgets a grudge against those who 
once opposed their cause. Just as the word tozama contains a subtle 

notion of distrust of the outer daimyos, the name Ashihara no Shikowo 
reveals the contempt of the victorious Yamato Court fat the local 

chieftains who did not welcome the settlers sent to clai!n the land. It 
is not surprising that the people represented by the Ugly Man, or local 
chieftains in general, did not participate in Court polities in its forma .. 

tiv~ years, just as the outside daimyos were excluded from positions of 
influence at Edo castle in the seventeenth century.40 

If the Ugly Man in the Harima fudoki represents the earlier settlers 

\vho lost the contest over their territoryj then he is known to have 
come originally from the land of Izumo, Hariroa's northwestern neighbor. 
In Izumo this god fared far better than in Harima. The Izumo fudoki 
testifies to this, and in that text the god is never identified with sueh 
a derogatory designation as "ugly man)t (shikowo). Instead he is referred 
to as ohokami (the Great God), ohonamuchi (the great landholder), 
and ame no shita tsukurashishi ohokami} which can be rendered as "the 
Lord of the Great Land."4 1 In the Harima fudoki, on the other hand, 
there are only a few ins ranees in which this god is given a more distin ... 

guished name (such as the "god of Izumo"). 
An explanation for these temarkable differences may lie in a hidden 

40 Conrad Totman, Pditics in the Tokugawa Bakufu, 1600-1843 (Berkeley: Uni~ 
versity of California Press, 1988)) 36-37. 

41 In the Court ... oriented mythology found in the Kojiki and the Nihon shoki, 
Ashihara no Shikowo has more than one natne. Two of the most common ate 
Ohonamuchi and Ohokuninushi (Okuninushi). The existence of a deity with 
such variable names, often confusedly used, indicates the inordinate editorial 
efforts of the eighth~century Court historians. Naturally, these scholars made every 
effort to sweeten harsh historical realities by romanticizing past events as tales of 
their ancestral deities. Nonetheless, they were not entirely successful in disguising 
their forebears' exploits. Their lack of success is most expedient for our investigation, 
for in. tracing discrepancies, inconsistencies, and the confused use of names we 
now are able to determine what actually occurred. For more about such editorial 
efforts, see Aoki, "Empress ]ingu," 33-36; and Aoki, lzumo fudoki, 54-67, 73. 
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historical fact, one that calls for further investigation. When the new 
wa ve of immigrants came to the land of Barima, the rivet valleys 
were populated by groups who revered the god Ohonamuchi as their 
tutelary deity. Supported by a stronger force, the new immigrants pre ... 
vailed, pushing the older settlers out of Harima. While the precise 

reason for the defeat of the earlier settlers is difficult to identify) it is 
reasonable to assume that inferior agricultural technology was one 
cause of their decline. As the name of Arne no Hihoko (Prince of the 
Shining Halberd) indicates, those who drove the older settlers out of 

Harima were farmers with better tools. Recent archaeological finds 
suggest that they had some knowledge of iron sil1elting. With "shining" 
agricultural tools, they definitely would have won the battle over who 
had the right to SO\v and reap.42 

Although they are discounted by some as mere copies of the ac~ 

counts found in the Nihon shoki, the two remaining fudoki, those of 
Bungo and Hizen provinces, include interesting information about 
the early exploits of Japanese princes. For example, the Bungo fudoki 
records several miraculous achievements of Prince Ohotarashi. One 
relates that: 

In the relnote past, Prince Ohotarashi ... issued an edict and ap ... 

pointed Unade, the forebear of the Toyokuni no Atahi, governor of 

Toyokuni. The sun was setting when Unade ... arrived at the hantlet 

of Nakatomi in the district of Nakatsu of Buzen. He spent the night 
in this village. At dawn the following day, white birds flew into this 

village froln the north. Unade ordered his luen to watch the birds. 
Thereupon the birds turned into rice cakes. After a \vhile, these rice 

cakes turned into taro potato plants. The plants grew continuously, 
and their flowers and leaves were abundant even in winter .... Unade 
then went to the royal Court for an audience with the prince. The 

prince was overjoyed "vith the news .. . . [He] honored Unade by 
bestowing upon hint a kabane (title) i calling him Toyokuni no 
Atahi.4.} 

ObViously useful in enhancing the ancestry of the people \vho set .. 
tled in this area, the tale contains several eleluents worth considering. 

42 The archaeological evidence seems to support this view. See Kobe shinbun, 12 
June 1984, 14 October 1987, and 15 February 1991. . 

43 NKBT 2,356-57. 
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For one thing, the taro potato is a species native to this region. The 
rice cakes represent the encroachment of the people \\7ho brought 
rice culture to the area. The question, then, is how to interpret the 
white birds observed by the man who became governor of the .land. 
Several anthropological explanations may be employed to decipher 
the meaning of this legend. Countless speculations as to the origin of 
the earliest settlers notwithstanding, one common thread is discernible 
throughout all the ancient myths, that is, the white bird, or birds, 
often invoked as a symbol of toil, defeat, sacrifice, and even death. 
The Hitachi fudoki provides one such story as the etymology of the 
name of a village. 

One day the villagers noticed white birds flying overhead. Strangely, 
upon landing the birds turned into young girls. As maidens, during 
the day, they gathered rocks and pebbles, which they piled up to 
form dikes. Each evening they would again become \V'hite birds and 

flyaway, returning the following morning to work as maidens. But 
as fast as the maidens worked, the rocks were always washed away by 
the action of the waves. 

The white birds, transformed into maidens, may represent the work 
force Inobilized to build dikes. The legend makers of the Hitachi fudoki, 
however, use the episode to develop an incipient form of Japanese 
poetry} or waka. Thus, the maidens of the white birds begin to sing:44 

Shirotori no 

Ha ga tsu tumi wo 
Tsutsumu tomo 

Arafunla mo uki ha 
Ko .. e 

With wings) the white birds 
Piled rocks up high; 
But alas, they are all washed away! 
White wings, too, 
Are tired and broken! 

Japanese scholars, in general, suggest that large sections of the Hitachi 
fudoki were collected and edited by Takahashi Mushimaro (fl. c. 710-
20), a talented storyteller and an accomplished student of Sinitic 
literature. 45 As Mushimaro was a faithful follower of Fujiwara Umakai 
(694-737) who was assigned to Hitachi Province in the eighth century, 

44 As this song contains many plays on words, the translation is tentative. 
45 Many of the tales included in the Man')loshu (MYS) are the work of this man. 
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his authorship of the Hitachi fudoki seetns reasonable.46 But, whether 
Mushimaro was the editor of the song or not, the destiny of the white 
bird or birds evoked an overwhelming memory in the minds of the 
eighth ... century audience. Such was the memory of the legend of 
Yamato Takeru (also known as Take, meaning "brave") whom the 
Kojiki asserts was the son of Prince Ohotarashi (Emperor Keiko). This 
Prince Yamato Takeru, or Yan1ato the Brave, having made a successful 
series of attacks that brought most of the recalcitrants to their knees 
to acknowledge the suzerainty of his father, eventually died in an 
obscute place in the mountains of central Japan. When he passed 
away his body turned into a huge white bird, which flew away.47 While 
an infinite number of interpretations of the image of white birds are 
possible, it would seeln that in the minds of eighth ... century courtiers 
the white bird represented something laudable yet not entirely recon
cilable with the reality of Court pohtics.48 

As the bulk of the documents that later came to be known as 
fudoki had practical purposes that served the central government's 
needs, their importance was diminished in the eyes of the scholar ... 
bureaucrats once those needs were fulfilled either by the completion 
of the theogony (the national history) or by the reorganization of ad .. 
ministrative units. 49 Thus, a large number of these local gazetteers 
eventually seem to have been combined with other documents and 
stored away. It is also reasonable to assume that these documents 

46 Fujiwara Umakahi is known to have been appointed governor of Hitachi 
Province and azechi (regional inspector) sOlnetime between 719 and 723 (NKBT 
2, 27). 

47 In my opinion, Yainato Takeru was not necessarily a historical person. He may 
represent many local barons who contributed to the founding of the Yamato Court. 

48 The presentation to the Court of kuguhi, which can be interpreted as "swan," 
frotn the kuni no miyatsuko of Izumo tnay well be a reminder of the political power 
Izumo possessed before its sublnission to the Yamato Court (see Aoki, Izumo fudoki) 
pp. 19, 64, for argutnents of this nature). On Izumo's religious leadership, see Joan 
R. Piggott, "Sacral Kingship and Confederacy in Early fzumo," Monumenta 
Nipponica 44, no. 1 (Spring 1989):45-74. 

49 It is noteworthy that in the Hitachi fudoki, large portions of which were 
omitted during copying, the portions dealing with the Fujiwaras were carefully 
preserved. 
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were disposed of when the Court moved to its new capital at Heian, 
the site of the present ... day city of Kyoto, in 794. The central govern .. 
ment had reason to believe that the original drafts of the documents 
had been kept in the local offices, especially in those of the district 
governors. The district governors' offices were staffed by local residents, 
in contrast to those of the centrally appointed provincial governors.50 

In the tenth century, Emperor Daigo (r. 897- 930), who tried to 
check the dominance of the Fujiwara family in both the political and 
economic spheres, heeded the advice of the non ... Fujiwara scholar 
Miyoshi Kiyoyuki and decided that the antiquated local reports of 
eighth .. century Japan should be collected again. We do not know to 
\vhat extent these re .. collected doculnents were used by the emperor 
in his efforts to check Fujiwara po\ver.51 But it is significant to note 
that from this time on the information included in the fudoki was used 
to help determine the validity of a variety of claims, fron1 those con .. 
cerning rights to disputed land to conflicts over the authenticity of 
classical texts. 

During subsequent periods, from the time when Fujiwara power 
began to wane and the warrior class came to dominate Japan's political 
arena, fudoki documents were frequently used to solve land disputes. 
The natural outcome of such a practice was the emergence of so .. 
called fudoki fragments. Although the validity of some of these docu .. 
ments would have been questionable even then, the word fudoki carried 
such weight in the minds of the medieval] apanese that the party 
supported by a fudoki document tended to win its case. Again~ in the 
late thirteenth century, when the political power of the Kamakura 

50 It is possible that the documents were removed from the old central govern~ 
luent offices for recycling purposes. Not only in the eighth century but throughout 
the classical period in Japan paper was an extremely expensive commodity. This 
led Japanese officials to use the backs of old documents after their initial purpose 
had been fulfilled. Because of this practice, some scholars suggest that the older 
manuscript copies of the fudoki may still be extant somewhere. 

51 Some of the materials collected at this time came to be included in the Engi
shiki (Procedures of the Engi Era), which was cotupleted two years after the issu~ 
ance of the 925 Dajokan memorandulu requesting resubmission of the fudoki. On 
the Engi-shiki; see Felicia G. Bock, trans., Engi--shiki: Procedures of the Engi Era 
(Tokyo; Sophia U ni versity) 1972), 
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Shogunate declined as a consequence of attempted invasions by the 
Mongols, the fudoki received serious attention from those who investi,. 
gated Japan's antiquity in search of a new focal point for their identity ,52 

From this time on, the fudoki began to command scholarly interest 

among ecclesiastical elites.53 

The fudoki evoked little interest among members of the political 
elite (essentially the ruling warrior class) between the fourteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, a time in which Japan experienced an overalL 
transformation affecting the economic, political, and social lives of all 
its people. Toward the end of the sixteenth century, however, the 
fudoki caught the attention of Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616), the 
founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1867) .54 During the next 
two centuries, interest in the fudoki was sustained by historiographers 
who worked for the Lord of Mito, a collateral house of the shogunate, 
whose domain roughly corresponded to that of the eighth ... century 

Hitachi Province. 
From the early nineteenth century onward, "as a result of the interest 

in National Lea.rning, or Kokugaku~ the fudoki drew the attention of 
people throughout the land. Printed versions of various fudoki were 
made available, enhancing both local pride and national consciousness. 
At the dawn of the twentieth century, as Japan began her expansionist 
enterprise, the Shinto religion acquired the status of a state .. sponsored 
institution. Before long the "old" fudoki became part of the Hsacred 
scriptures,)~ or shinten, of Japan. 55 It is little wonder that the Japanese 

52 As early as about 1140, references were made to fudoki in discussions of 

poetics. This practice continued throughout the subsequent Kamakura period, 
during which time the reference to fudoki was extended to such subjects as historiog-
raphy, the study of theogony, and linguistics (Akimoto, Fudoki no kenkyu, 319-22). 

53 One notable scholar who studied thefudoki is Urabe Kanekata (mid-Kamakura 
period, exact dates unknown) who wrote the ShakuNihongi. (commentaries on the 

Nihon shoki) . He frequently cites fudoki to support his arguments. 
54 A Shinto priest by the name of Bonshun (1553-1632) is known to have been 

instrumental in convincing Ieyasu of the i.mportance of studying Shinto literature, 
which by that time included "old' fudoki (Akimoto t Fudoki no kenkyu, 450). 

55 An the extant Judoki were included in the shinten together with such classics 
as the Kojiki, Man'yoshu, and Nihon shoki. See Shinten , ed. OKura Seishin Bunka 

Kenkyujo (Tokyo: Sanseido j 1936). 
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easily justified their ('surprise" attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 1 for the 
nation at war was reading such texts as the one included in the Harima 
fudoki that relates the words of a quasi .. mythological empress who was 

planning an assault on an enemy-

When she was about to dispatch her army to fight in the area, the 
princess gathered her troops ... and gave them instructions. She 
said, "This war should be carried out secretly. It should not be declared 
beforehand."56 

After Japan's defeat in 1945, the study of the "old" fudoki took a new 
turn. Thanks to a series of archaeological discoveries, as well as the 
study of old manuscript copies of various fudoki, it became possible to 
conduct a more thorough investigation of the texts and through them 
to reconstruct local affairs in eighth ... century Japan. Today, in the last 
decade of the twentieth century, the Japanese are again questioning 
their identity. This time the issue is whether or not they should or can 
wholeheartedly join the forces of the world that seem determined to 
seek a greater peace. As a result, the "old H fudoki are again com ... 
manding a great deal of interest among the people of Japan. 

The Texts and Translator's Notes 

What we consider today to be "old" fudoki are annotated versions of 
manuscript copies of the materials collected in response to the imperial 
edict of 713. The oldest manuscript copy now extant is the Harima 
fudoki, a copy believed to have been made during the late Heian 
period. Since it \vas in the possession of the Sanjo ... Nishi family before 
it was acquired by the Tenri University Library, it is known as the 
Sanjo.-Nishi Text.57 The second ... and third .. oldest manuscript copies 
are the Bungo fudoki and the Izumo fudoki, both of which bear 
colophones dated 1297. The fourth is the Hizen fudoki , which is believed 

56 NKBT 2, 298- 99. 
57 A branch of the Northern House of the Fujiwara, the Sanjo-Nishi family 

produced generations of poets, including Sanjo.-Nishi Sanetaka (1455- 1537), the 
founder of the Sanjo ... Nishi school of poetry. Sanetaka is known to have studied 
poetry under Sogi (1421-1502) I a principal leader of the school of renga (linked 
verse). See Akimoto, Fudoki no kenkyu, 322. 
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to be the product of a time just preceding the period betwee~ the two 
courts, or Nan .. Bokucho (1336-92). As for the Hitachi fudoki, there is 
much scholarly speculation over the date of the oldest manuscript 
copy, for the extant copy is highly abbreviated and lacks some material 

cited elsewhere. 
The copy of the Hitachi fudoki most accessible to late .. seventeenth ... 

century scholars was one kept by Lord Maeda of the Kaga domain. 
Caned the Kaga Text, this manuscript copy was made available for 

transcribing to two researchers, Kikuchi Nariaki (in 1678) and Matsushita 
Kenrin (in 1693). These versions are known by the given nalnes or 
styles of the transcribers, thus the Nariaki Text and the Kenrin Text.58 

The N ariaki Text was later copied by a scribe who presented it to the 
Lord of Mito. Having been stored in the Shokokan Library of the 
Mito domain, this copy is now known as the Shokokan Text. 

THE TEXTS 

Hitachi fudoki. Up unti11958, when Akimoto Kichiro prepared critical 
texts of the fudoki, the most widely available versions of the Hitachi 
fudoki were uncritical copies edited by Nishino Noriaki under the 
title Teisei Hitachi no Kuni Fudoki in 1839. These were printed by means 
of a wood .. block technique kno\vn as hampon. Akimoto, who had access 
to the 1693 manuscript copy (the Kenrin Text) of the oldest known 
text of the Hitachi fudoki (the Kaga Text), compared all the existing 
versions against the Kenrin Text and published his version with detailed 
notes. In addition, he compared his annotated version with the text 
included in the Gunsho Ruiju series (made available sometime between 
1673 ahd 1681) and with the manuscript copy of the version made by 
Kikuchi N ariaki (the N ariaki Text). As Akimoto provided copious 
annotations wherever discrepancies or inconsistencies were observed, 
his version is considered to be the most reliable available today. Thus, 

my translation largely follows the Akimoto Text . 

Izumo fudoki. As the Izumo fudoki was originally presented to the cen-
tral government by a forebear of the current chief priest of the Izutno 

Taisha, research on it has enjoyed unusual popularity. An important 

58 In the case of Matsushita Kenrin, Kenrin is his '-'-style." 
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version was edited in 1805 by Senge Toshizane who claimed to be 
descended from Izumo no Omi Hiroshima) the kuni no miyatsuko of 
Izumo and district governor of Ou in 733. This text was published in 
1811, under the title Teisei Izumo fudoki, in the hampon wood .. block 
form. However, an older, and perhaps more dependable) manuscript 
copy of the Izumo fudoki is also extant. This is the so ... called Hosokawa 
Text, which has been preserved in the library of the Hosokawa family 
in Kyushu. This text has a colophone inscribed by Hosokawa Yusai 

(1534-1610) in 1597. 
After Japan's defeat in 1945, several scholars under the direction 

of Hiraizumi Kiyoshi, a professor at the University of Tokyo, under .. 
took an analytical study of the Izumo fudoki, which produced both 
extensive textual criticism and analyses of the historical background 
of the text. The results of this research were published under the title 
Izumo no kuni fudoki no kenkyu in 1954. The most recent and widely 
respected study of the Izumo fudoki appeared as the fruit of a lifetime 
of work by Kato Yoshinari, a native scholar from the Izumo region. 
Professor Kato adopted the Hosakawa manuscript as his basic text, but 
he also used the thirteen other versions of the lzumo fudoki available 
before 1962, the year he published his exhaustive work, Izumo no kuni 
fudoki sankyu.59 I have used Kato's text as the basis for my retranslation of 
the entire Izumo fudoki, but where discrepancies occur I have com .. 
pared the Kato text against the Akimoto text and made notations 
accordingly. 

Harima fudoki. The oldest extant text of the Harima fudoki is a manu, 
script copy considered to have been made sometime in the mid, Heian 
period. This copy, which was long kept by the Sanjo .. Nishi family, is 
now referred to as the Sanjo .. Nishi Text. It was faithfully transcribed 
by YanagiharaNorimitsu in 1796 and by Taniluori Yoshiomi in 1852.60 

Sometimes these later copies are also referred to as Sanjo .. Nishi texts 
(since their contents are the same as the "originalH

), but the real 
("original") Sanjo-Nishi Text is now in the library of Tenri University. 
Akimoto used this copy to prepare his version of the Harima fudoki, 

59 See Aoki, Izumofudoki, 77-78. 
60 Yatnada Yoshio, "Kaisetsu)" in Harima fudoki, ed. Token Hozonkai (Tokyo: 

Token Hozonkai, 1926). Yamada is cited in Akimoto, Fudoki no kenkyu, 339. 
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which is included in NKBT 2. My translation follows the Akimoto 
text. In places where a passage was thought to be questionable by 
Akimoto, I have compared it with other annotated versions in an 
attempt to provide a text as close as possible to the original. Such 
occurrences are indicated in the notes. 

Bungo fudoki. The earliest manuscript copy of this fudoki allegedly was 
made in 1297 by a priest named J oa, who inscribed a colophone at the 
end of the book.61 A photocopy of this version is now in the collection 
of Tenri University. In 1595, another copy of the Bungo fudoki is believed 
to have been made by Bonshun, who also inscribed a colophone.62 

Although there is a gap of three centuries between them, the contents 
of these copies are nearly identical. A photocopy of the 1595 text is 
also housed at Tenri University. The oldest version of the Bungo fudoki 
with a known date of transcription "vas copied in 1654. This text is 
also owned by Tenri University. Two additional ·manuscript copies are 
available today. One, now owned by the University of Tokyo, is known 
as nanpon -(meaning a text in the Old Nanki Bunko, the name of the 
collection that once housed it). The other, also owned by the University 
of Tokyo, is a hand .. written copy of the 1654 text. It is called the Old 
Watanabe Text after its former owner. 

The first printed text of the Bu-ngo fudoki "vas published in 1800. It 
was edited by Arakida Hisaoyu and published as a wood .. block print, 
making its contents available to the larger public for the first time. In 

61 It is noteworthy that this particular text has a colophone dated 1297, for the 
date coincides with that of the Tokusei~rei, a debt~cancellation ordinance issued 
by the Kamakura Shogunate. The ordinance intended to relieve men1bers of the 
"varnor class who had become heavily indebted, especially after the abortive Mongol 
invasions of 1274 and 1281. In order to finance their military obligations to the 
shogunate, many warriors borrowed funds using their stipend land as collateral. 
After the dust of the invasions had settled, the shogunate faced a situation in 
which many of its warriors were impoverished. The debt~cancel1ation ordinance 
stipulated that aU loans made to the warriors would be pardoned and all properties 
used as collateral would be returned to their original owners. There is no doubt 
that copies of the fudoki were in demand at this time because certain passages were 
used to prove original ownership of land. , 

62 This occurred not long after Japan's failure to defeat the Korean kingdom (in 
1591, under Hideyoshi). 
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preparing his critical edition of the Bungo fu~oki, Akimoto. use~ the 
1297 manuscript copy of the text. My translauon follows the Aklmoto 

version (in NKBT 2). 

Hizen fudoki. Believed by some to have been compiled at about the 
same time as the Bungo fudoki, the Hizen fudoki seems to have shared 
the ·same destiny. The oldest extant manuscript copy is believed to 
have been made in 1297, the year in vvhich the oldest Bungo fudoki 
manuscript copy was also made. This manuscript copy, now in private 
hands, is called the Inokuma Text after the owner's family. In preparing 
his critical edition of the Hizen fudoki, Akimoto adopted the Inokuma 
version as his basic text, con1paring its contents with the text of the 
HOld Nanki Bunko" copy at the University of Tokyo. My translation 
follows the Akimoto text (in NKBT 2). 

ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEXTS 

Since the days when Kurita Hiroshi first annotated and compiled all 
the extant "old" fudoki, it has become customary among Japanese scholars 
to place the Hitachi fudoki at the beginning of a collection. This practice 
probably began because Kurita himself was born in the land of the 
"old" Hitachi Province. More important, however, is the fact that 
Kurita was a student of the Mito school, the citadel ofN ational Learning 
that produced a number of ardent proponents for the restoration of 
the imperial government that culminated in 1868. Needless to say, 
the former territory of Hitachi Province embraces Kashima J ingu, the 
Shrine of the Great God of Kashima, upon which the Meiji government 
conferred some of the highest status enjoyed by any Shinto edifice.63 

63 The first volume of collected fudoki was compiled and annotated by Kuri ta 
Hiroshi. It was published in 1899 under the title Hyochu ko-fudoki (Tokyo: Dai 
Nihon Tosho). In this volume, Kurita placed the Hitachi fudoki first, the Izumo 
fudoki second, the Harima fudoki third, the Hizen fudoki fourth, and the Bungo 
fu:J.oki last. Various later scholars have changed this order, some placing the Harima 
fudoki after the Hitachi fudoki, others placing the Hizen fudoki last, and so on. 
However, no one has failed to place the Hitachi fudoki first. Akimoto Kichiro's 
version, which is now largely accepted as a definitive collection of the "old" five 
fudah, places the texts in the following order: Hitachi fudoki , Iznmo fudoki, Harima 
fUdoki, Hizen fudoki, and Bungo fudoki. My translation follows Akimotols arrange .. 
ment of the texts. 
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THE TRANSLATIONS 

In order to distinguish the texts of the original from n1y interpretative 
additions, as well as from my translations of certain terms, I have used 
the following methodology. 

1. Comments that appear in square brackets [ ] are my additions. 

2. Comments that appear in parentheses ( ) following proper 
nouns are translations of terms that would lose their significance 
unless accompanied by the original wording. 

3. Braces { } indicate passages in the original that are written 
in graphs smaller than those of the main text. 

4. In the designation of Buddhist and Shintoist edifices, I 
have followed the traditionally practiced method: the word temple 
always refers to a Buddhist temple, while shrine always refers to a 
Shinto shrine. 

S. In romanizing the original Japanese, I have used the so ... 
called rekishiteki kanazukahi, or historical kana orthography, as it 
retains sound values closer to those of eighth ... century Japan. For 
example, the name of the Gteat Lord of Izumo is transcribed here 
as Ohonamuchi, although the present ... day orthography renders it 
as Onamuchi with a macron atop the elongated 0 sound 
(Onamuchi). The Japanese word for river is transcribed as kaha 
rather than kawa J and it is transcribed as gaha when preceded by 
another word (Inaka Gaha, for example, rather than Inaka Gawa). 
For words commonly used in recent scholarship~ however, I have 
followed western conventions (for example, Taika Reform rather 
than Taikwa Reform). Sino ... Japanese words, which were adopted 
after the Taika Reform, are expressed in the same manner. Thus, 
an official rank given to a magistrate in Hitachi Province reads 
shoitsuge, as in Sino .. Japanese, rather than seuotsu no shimotsu shina, 
which is a juxtapositon of Sino ... Japanese and old Japanese read ... 
ings. Macrons, which indicate the elongation of certain vowels j 

have been eliminated. 

6. Names of objects or things, especially plant names, have 
undergone frequent changes throughout Japanese history. To 
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ensure accuracy I first checked all the names of plants against 
the Kokugo jiten (Dictionary of Japanese Language) to determine 
their common names. Then they were converted to Latin, from 
which the English common names were obtained. Species that do 
not have English equivalents are listed by their family names. 
Plants for which neither common nor family names exist in English 
are listed in romanized Japanese. Their corresponding Latin names 
are provided in the notes when they appear in the translation for 
the first time. 

7. Cross ... references to passages in the same fudoki (or others) 
are to the appropriate sections and passages. As these may be 
difficult to locate (since the various, and numerous, headings are 
unnumbered), the reader is also urged to consult the index of 
persons, place names, and deities. 
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The Hitachi no Kuni Fudoki 

he governor of Hitachi Province reports [to the Council of State] 
about matters of the past handed down by the elders,l Upon my 

inquiry into such matters as old tales and traditions, the elders replied 
[as described below]. 

In ancient times, aU the land east of Mount Ashigara in present ... 

day Sagamu Province was referred to by the -name Azuma (east). A 
part of this territory, which is now Hitachi Province, then consisted of 

[six] smaller areas. These were known as Nihihari (newly reclaimed) 1 

Tsukuha (sticking to leaves), Ubaraki (thorn fortress), Naka (middle)} 
Kuji (vvhale) l and Taka (highland). [During the pre--Taika period, 

the Yamato Court] appointed a magistrate to administer each of these 

six areas. These officials were from the familie.s of wake (royal descen ... 

dants) and miyatsuko (deputies!1ocal chieftains).2 
[After the Taika Reform,] during the reign of the emperor [post .. 

humously known as Emperor Kotoku] who governed the realm from 

Toyosaki Palace at Nagara in Naniha, [the Court] appointed Takamuku 

1 For the Chinese graphs of the Q1iginal, see glossary, under the heading "Hitachi 
no Kuni no Tsukasa." 

2 Smaller areas: Moromoro no agata in the original. The graph that stands for the 

term agata indicates that these areas belonged to the royal family before the Taika 
Reform (see glossary~ under agata). Wake: Ueda Masaaki interprets this term to 

mean "royal descendants," while Saeki Arikiyo takes it as a kabane (title/surname) 
given to the pre ... Taika chieftains. Both arguments hold true, in part, because it is 
highly probable that the Yamato ruler and local chieftains assumed a kind of 
pseudo~kinship through covenant. See Ueda Masaaki, Nihon kodai kokka ronkyu 
(Tokyo: Hanawa Shobo, 1968), 67-68; and Saeki Arikiyo) Nihon kodai no seiji to 
shakai (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1970), 32. 
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no Omi as governor general of Azuma and Nakatomi Hataorita no 
Muraji as deputy governor general. 3 At that time Azuma was divided 
into eight provinces, one of which was Hitachi Province. 

Hitachi Province is said by some to have been named for the lack 
of natural barriers within its borders. Its land flows continuously and 
the roadways are uninterrupted by wide watePNays. The districts and 
communities are separated only by such natural boundaries as dells 
and rivers. Therefore, the province was named Hitachi (continuous 

land).4 
According to another story related by the elders, the name Hitachi 

derives from a royal prince's tour of the area. While travelling in the 
Nihihari area on an inspection tour of the Azuma barbarian land, 
Prince Yamato Takeru (Yamato the Brave) ordered Hinarasu, the kuni 
no miyatsuko of this area, to dig a new well. 5 

The fresh water collected in the well was clear and prized for 
drinking. The prince felt that such delightful water deserved the 
princely blessing, so he stopped his palanquin. As he ladled out some 
water with his hand the sleeve of his garment got wet. From this 
occurrence [incident] the place acquired the nalne Hitachi (soaking 
in water). This episode gave rise to the following folk song: 

Tsukuha no Yama ni 
Kurokumo kakari 

Dark cloud 
Hanging round Mount Tsukuha 

3 Emperor Kotoku reigned from 645 to 654. "Appointed, .. governor generaL" 

This is my liberal translation of the expression sube osame shimeki, which basically 
means that the Court allowed these two n'len to govern the area (see glossary, 
under sube osa). Takamuku no Omi: This man is also called m-ahctsukimi. While 
ami denotes his title, mahetsukimi indicates his function as a councillor at the 

Yamato Court. 
4 Continuous land: Commentators differ in their readings of this part of the text. 

I have followed Akimoto's interpretation. 
S Prince Yamato Takeru: Yamato Takeru (or Take) no Sumera Mikoto. For 

more information about the term sumera mikow, see Aoki, Ancient Myths, 136- 37. 

Nihihari (present-day reading Niibari) area: The word means "newly reclaimed," 
Hinarasu: A pre ... Taika kuni no miyatsuko. He is said to have descended from 
Anle no Hohi, the tutelary deity of the lzumo no Omi family. See Aoki~ Izulno 
fudoki, 60-61. 
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Koromo no sode 

Hitachi no Kuni 

The Hitachi no Kuni Fudoki 

In the land of sleeve-soaking 
Hitachi.6 

Hitachi is a spacious province with far--flung boundaries. Its so~l is 
fertile, awaiting farming. Blessed with resources from both sea and 

highlands, its residents are self-sufficient and the households affluent. 
If people labor at tilling and spinning, they soon prosper and avoid 

poverty. If they want the taste of salt or fish, the sea is [at hand] on 

their right, [as] mountains stand on their left; if they "vant to plant 

mulberries or hemp, the terrain is ample to their rear and fore. The 

whole province is a virtual storehouse of products. It is, indeed, the 

land of prosperity. What ancient people called "Tokoyo" (eternal 
world) must have been something like Hitachi.7 

The only drawback is that the soil does not drain well. Because of 

this, the soil throughout the province is considered to be of middle rather 
than superior grade. During a prolonged rainy season, seedlings can .. 

not grow. However, when the summer is dry, crops are generally good. 
[This section is {copied} from the original draft {without omission.} ]8 

District of Nihihari 

East of this district are high mountain ranges, which constitu te the 
boundary between it and the district of N aka. To the south is the district 

of Shirakabe; the Keno Gaha (Keno river) flows along the west side. 

6 There are plays on words here. The first two syllables of the word hitasu (to 
soak) are the same as the first two syllables of the nan1e Hitachi. The expression 

Tsukuha no Yama later came to be shortened to Tsukuhane (and Tsukubane). By 
the same process of sound change, koromo no sode became koromode. Both 

Tsukubane and koromode became indispensable tenns in classical Japanese poetry. 
7 Awaiting farming: As the original text has no punctuation, this translation 

follows the punctuation suggested by Akimoto. Tokoyo: The author here attempts 
a play on words. The first graph of the word tokoyo is the same as the first graph of 

the proper noun Hitachi. See glossary, under Hitachi and Tokoyo. 

8 The sentence at the end of this paragraph is a notation n1ade by a copyist. It 

indicates that the preceding section retains the fannat of the original draft of the 
document (see also note 10). Throughout the text, copyists' remarks are placed in 

braces {}. Passages in square brackets are translator's additions. 
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On the north lie the hills called Hata no Woka, which mark the boundary 

between Shimotsu Keno and Hitachi provinces.9 

According to the elders1 during the reign of Prince Mimaki [post.
humously known as Emperor Sujin], Hinarasu, the forebear of the 

kuni no miyatsuko of Nihihari, was sent to pacify the violent barbarians 
of Azuma. {Local people refer to them as araburu nishimono.} Upon 

reaching the district of N ihihari, Hinarasu dug a \vell. {The well is 

still in existence in the village of N ihihari. The well site provides the 

neighboring residents with a festival ground from time to time.} The 

water collected from this well was unusually clear. Thus, this district 

was named Nihihari (newly opened) and the name has never changed. 
A folk song of this area refers to shiratohofu Nihihari (distant Nihihari). 
{The rest is omitted.} 10 Sixteen miles from the district office is the 

hamlet of Kasama. The road between the district office and Kasama 

passes through the hills called Ashiho Yama. According to the elders, 
a Tsuchikumo female chieftain nan1ed Abura Okime lived with her 

people in these hills. Burial caves in one of the groves in the hamlet of 
Kasama are known to have sheltered the Tsuchikumo. t I The exist .. 

ence of these caves gave rise to a folk song. 

Kochitakeba 
Wohatsuse Yama no 

Ihaki nimo 

Wi te konlora namu 

N a kohi so wagimo 

If the rumors were too strident, 
I would take you 

Even to the sarcophagus 
In the Wohatsuse Graves to hide; 
Be not worried, my dearest. 12-

9 Although the document here refers to the district of Shirakabe, that section is 

missing from the extant text. 
10 Village of Nihihari: The word denoting "village" here is expressed in the 

Chinese graph ii. In 715, the designation for "village" was ,changed to the Chinese 
graph hsiang. Japanese commentators argue that the presence of the graph Ii, 
which was in use prior to 715, indicates that this portion of the original draft was 
prepared before 715 (see glossary, under go, sato, and gori~sei). The rest is omitted; 

This is a copyist's notation. Normally the description of a village or township would 

provide more information about the condition of the land and/or the products of 

the area. 

11 Abura Okime: A native female chieftain. 

.12 There is a similar poem in the Man')'oshu (MYS, no. 3806). 
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District of Tsukuha 

{East of this district is the district of Ubaraki and to the south is the 

district of Kafuchi. On the west is Keno Gaha; to the north lies Mt. 

Tsukuba.} 
According to the elders, the land of Tsukuha was once called Ki 

(fortress). During the reign of Prince Mimaki, a man named Tsukuha 

was appointed kuni no nliyatsuko of this area. Tsukuha was a kinsman 

of the Uneme no Omi family. At the time of his appointment, Tsukuha 

said, "I \vill name this land after myself so that my name will be re-
membered generation after generation.)? So he discarded the original 

name Ki and adopted the name Tsukuha for the district. {A folk song 

mentions nigiri ihi Tsukuha (leaves that \vrap rice balls). The rest is 

omitted.}U 
Accordina to the elders, [Mt. Tsukuha's popularity originated in 

. b 

the following legend]. In the remote past, a Japanese ancestral deity 

was travelling around visiting his descendants. As he rounded Mt. 

Fuji, in the Suruga region, the sun was setting. So the ancestral deity 
asked the goddess of Mt. Fuji for overnight shelter. {This goddess of 

Mt. Fuji was the child of the ancestral deity.}14 . . . 
The goddess of Mr. Fuji, [however, was reluctant to extend hospttal ... 

ity to the visiting deity.1 "We are no\v observing a period of abstinence 
for the new crops," she said. "During this time [custom forbids us to 

entertain outsiders in our households). We cannot comply with your 

wish. Pray [we beg] your forgiveness."ls 
The ancestral deity, who was both disappointed and furious, vio-

lently denounced the goddess of Mr. Fuji and all her household. "What 
do I hear?" asked the visitor god. '~How could you not let me stay? I 

am your father,') he cried. "May my curse hereafter fall upon you; may 

13 Uneme no Omi: Unelue were tributary women presented to the Yamato 

ruler by local chieftains as a gesture of their submission. The Uneme no Omi may 

have been a family placed in charge of these \\romen. 
14 Throughou t the Hitachi fudoki, legendary tales such as this one are introd uced 

with the set phrase "the elders say.;' In translating these tales I have incorporated 

the phrase into the appropriate sentences. . 
15 There is a poem related to this crop-tasting ritual in Azunla Uta (see MYS, no. 

3460) . 
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the snow fall and cover you at all times; may you suffer from the bitterest 

cold; may no one ever climb to visit yaUj and may no offerings be 
. H gIven to you ever. 

Thus turned away, the ancestral deity went to Mt. Tsukuha and 

asked to stay the night. The goddess of Mt. Tsukuha answered, 

"Though we are observing a ceremonial period for the new crops, we 

shall obey your will, my lord," The goddess of Mt. Tsukuha ordered 

food to be brought in and respectfully attended to the deity's needs. 

The ancestral deity was pleased, and said, "How lovable my descendant 

is; how lofty her shrine stands! As heaven and earth would prosper 

forever; and as sun and moon would shine forevetj may her domain 

prosper forever. May her people gather here to celebrate the good 

harvest every year." 

Because of [the ancestral god's curse] j Mt. Fuji has always been 

covered with snow and is inaccessible. [On the contrary,] Mt. Tsukuha 

has always been [accessible. Folks have continued to come hereL 

gather together, sing, dance, eat, and drink without ceasing. {The 

rest is omitted.} 

Mt. Tsukuha has two distihct crests. The western peak} called 

Male, is craggy and precipitous, standing high above the drifting 

clouds. The eastern peak, called Female, is easier to climb, though 

not without encountering rocks and stones along the way. On this 

peak there is a spring from \Nhich water flows constantly. Men and 

women froln all over Azuma gather there every spring and autumn. 

Some come on foot, others on horseback. All come in groups, bringing 

food and drink, and enjoy festive nights there. These gatherings oc ... 

cur in the spring, when the flowers are blooming, and in autumn, 

when the leaves are turning red. A local folk song says: 

Tsukuhane ni 
Ahamu to 

Ihishi ko ha 
Taga koto kikeba ka 
Mine ahazu kenl:u ya 

"Why not gather together 
At the festive night at Tsukuha. Jl 

The one so promised me must have gone 
with someone else but me) 
Since I sat up alone all night long. 16 

16 The original, which is rendered like the last two lines in English, is so highly 
corrupt that itis impossible to translate it without emendation. The translation 
adopts Takeda Yukichi's amendment, for it makes better sense in light of the 
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Another folk song goes: 

Tsukuhane ni Staying all alone 
Ihorite At the festive night • 

Tsuma nashi ni Of Tsukuha, 
Waga nemu yoro ha Without my sweetheart; 
Haya Ino akenu kamo ya How I long for daybreak! 

There are many such songs, far too numerous to list here. According 
to the local folklore, if the girls did not receive token gifts from the 
boys -at this [popular] gathering, requesting their further association, 
[their parents] would not consider their daughters to be women. 17 

[North of Mt. Tsukuha and] three rniles west of the district office 
lies Toba no Afumi [Toba shoal]. It is 3.3 miles long and 1.6 miles 
wide. East of this [Toba shoal] is the district [office] of Tsukuha and 
to the south is Keno Kaha. The west and north sides border on the 
district of Nihihari, and the district of Shirakabe is on the northeast. 

District of Shida 

{East of this district is Shida no Ului [Shida inlet] and to the south is 
Enoura no Umi. Keno Gaha forms the western boundary; to the north 

lies the district of Kafuchi.}18 

following song. Another possible translation follows Akimoto's correction of the 
text: "To whose word did s/he listen? Has s/he joined him/her in the divine 

. 7'; Ulount31n. 
17 The MYS contains a long poem written by a noted courtier, Takahashi 

Mushimaro, about a similar gathering (no. 1759). [Parents did notconsider]~ This 
may also be interpreted as "did not pass muster as young women." In an extended 
sense) it could mean "girls who did not receive such gifts were considered to be 

1 II unpopu ar. 
l8 The so.-called Nishino manuscript text, which is the basic text adopted by 

Hisamatsu, appends the following description: "According to the elders, in the 
year of Mizunoto Ushi [653], during the reign of the emperor [posthumously 
known as Emperor Kotoku], who governed the realm frotn Toyosaki Palace at 
Nagara in Naniha, Kafuchi and Ahizu of the Mononobe family petitioned Coun .. 
cillor Takamuku, who was the con1missioner of Azuma, to allocate seven hundred 
households from the districts ofTsukuha and Ubaraki. The district of Shida was 
established with these seven hundred families. The territory of the district of Shida 
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Three miles north of the district office there is a well known as 
Usuwi. According to the elders, when Prince Ohotarashi [posthumously 
known as Emperor Keiko] set up camp on Ukishima (floating island), 
there was no drinking water. Therefore, [the prince sent for a water 
diviner] and let him divine [the site]. The wen was dug. This well is 
still in existence in the hamlet of Wokuri. 

West of this well is the Village of Takaku. According to the elders, 
in the remote past, at the beginning of heaven and earth, when even 
the plants could talk, the god Futsunushi descended from high heaven 
to make an inspection tour of the Middle Land of the Reed Field (the 
Japanese island). This god pacified the unruly in the mountains and 
valleys of the Middle Land.19 

When he had subjugated aU the unruly people and was planning to 
return to high heaven, the god Futsunushi removed his august [be ... 
longings] from his person and left [them] here [in the village of Takaku 
before] he ascended into high heaven riding on a white cloud. {Local 
people call these [august items] Itsuno.} These [items] were his armor, 
halberd, shield, sword, and a string of jewels. {The rest is omitted.} 

The inhabitants say that venison obtained in the swamps of this 
area tastes stale, not quite as good as the meat of deer caught in the 
dry land. In any case, there are so many deer in the area that they 
remain plentiful, despite the large .. scale deer hunts conducted by 
residents from both {Shimotsufusa and Hitachi} provinces. 

West of the village [of Takaku] is Ihina Shrine. The presiding 
deity at this shrine is related to the god Ihina who resides in Mt. 
Tsukuha. 

was formerly a part of the land of Hitakami [distant country]." The text describes 
these two men in terms of their official court ranks. Kafuchi was shosenjo and 
Ahizu was daiitsujo. For the various ranking systems of this period, see Nihon shoki, 
ed. Sakamoto Taro, Ienaga Saburo, Inoue Mitsusada, and Ono Susumu (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1967),2:622-23. 

19 When even the plants could talk: The use of such expressions is the ancients' 
way of emphasizing the antiquity of the matters under discussion. It can be inter, 
preted as "the time when the realm was not yet under the full control of the royal 
house-or the central government." "When plants could t~lk" also may be a 
euphemism for a time when anyone who was strong enough could make a territo, 
rial claim by speaki.ng or performing some magical formula. 
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Enoura no Tsu (Enoura Harbor). There is a posting,sration at this harbor. 

This is the terminus of the Great Eastern Sea Route [Tokaido Road] 

and the beginning of the Hitachi Road. When official messeng~rs 
come to this province, they first lnust wash their mouths and hands in 

honor of the Great God of Kashima who resides in the district of 
Kashima, east of Enoura. Only then may the messengers proceed farther 

into the province. {The rest is omitted. }20 

[Hamlet of Norihama.1 According to the elders~ Prince Yamato Takeru 

once toured the shore of Shida no Umi (Shida inlet) as far as the 

place called Norihama, where he saw large quantities. of edible sea~eed 
drying on the beach. {Locals call this nori}. That IS why the village 

was named Norihama (seaweed beach). {The rest is omitted.} 
There is a hamlet called Ukishima (floating island) east of the 

village of Norihama. {It is about two miles long and half a mile wide.} 

It is surrounded by water; its terrain is a mixture of hills. and fields. 

There are fifteen households on the island. The tillable land amounts 
to only about nineteen acres. [Those who] live (on this island] make 

their living by producing salt [from sea water]. Nine shrines are found 

there~ [The islanders) exercise moderation in both speech and action. 

{The rest is omitted,} 

District of Ubaraki 

{East of this district is the district of Kashima) and to the south is Saga 

no Nagareumi. West of this district lies Mt. Tsukuha; on the north is 

the district of Naka.}21 
According to the elders, in the past [this area was inhabited by] 

the [two native groups known as] Kuzu {in the local dialect they are 

called the Tsuchikumo and the Yatsukahagi}: Yam a no Saheki and No 

20 The actual location of the harbor is quite far from the Kashima Shrine. What 

this passage lueans is that the officials paid homage to the Kashim,a God from afar. 
Great Eastern Sea Route: In olden days, travellers on the Tokaldo Road would 
have to take a ferry at the tip of Miura Peninsula to reach Hitachi Province. Hence 

" the designation "eastern sea route. 
2l Saga no Nagareumi: The word nagareumi is best described here as meaning 

"inlet" or "estuary." The Japanese language suffers from a paucity of words de .. 

scribing bodies of water, even though the country is surrounded by water. 

/ 
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no Saheki. [These subhuman creatures] dug caves all around [the 
area] and lived in them. At the approach of people, they would hide 

deep in the caves, coming out and wandering the fields only when 

the people had left. Their nature was [like that of] wolves and night 

owls, spying and stealing. They would never reconcile themselves with 

a civilized approach.22 

Kurosaka, a member of the Oho no Omi family [, devised a scheme 

to exterminate the Kuzu]. While [the Kuzu] were away in the fields, 

Kurosaka had his Hlen place thorn branches in their caves. He then 

ordered his horsemen to charge them in the fields. [In great excite .. 

roent, the recalcitrants] rushed to their caverns but the thorn branches 
barred their way and all were fatally wounded. Because of this, the 

word meaning thorns, ubara, was adopted as the name of this agata 
(imperial district).23 {That which is known as [the village of] Ubaraki 

no Kohori is in the western section of the district of Naka. In the past, 

the Kohori no Miyake (royal granary) was located there. In other 
words, the village] belonged to the [old] district of Ubaraki. The 

folklore refers to the district with the expression mizuyoru ubaraki no 

kuni (Ubaraki, the land of thorns by the water).} 

According to another story, Yama no Saheki and No no Saheki 

became chiefs of the bandits and indulged in plundering and killing 

[good people]. In an effort to exterminate them, Kurosaka constructed 

a fortress made of thorn branches. This is why the area was nan1ed 

Ubaraki (fortress of thorny branches). {Takekoro, the forebear of the 

kuni no miyatsuko ofUbaraki, served the royal court of Princess Okinaga 

Tarashi until the birth of Prince Homuda. Takekoro had eight children. 

One of the eight, a boy, was named Tsukuha Omi, and he is the 

forebear of the Yuwe no Muraji family in the district of Ubaraki.}24 
A river runs southwest of the Ubaraki District office. It is called 

22 Kuzu: A derivation ofkunisu, the older form of which was kuninushi, meaning 
"master of the land. n Saheki~ A generic term for aborigines) not necessarily indica ... 

tive of any specific tribal or fmnilial background. 
13 Agata: An older designation, comparable to kohori or gun, which is translated 

as "district." 
24 Takekoro; A quasi .. mythological figure. The Takechi family in the Yamato 

region claimed descent from Takekoro. Okinaga Tarashi: A -qllasi~mythological 

figure in the J apan~se imperial genealogy. Prince Homuda: A possible Japanese 

unifier of the late fourth and early fifth centuries (see Aoki, Ancient Myths) 34-39). 
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Shizuku no Kaha. It originates on Mt. Tsukuha, flo\vs do\vn from west 
to east, and penetrates the middle of the district where it empties 
into [Saga no Umi at the beach called] Takahama. {The rest is omitted.} 

(Takahama] is a place people visit in the spring and fall. Tney 
corne by land and sea. In springtime, the shore is decorated with 

flowers of a thousand hues. In autumn, the banks are adorned with 
leaves of a hundred colors. Warblers sing out from the field [behind] 
the beach and graceful cranes wade in the shallows. Lads and lasses 

from the farms and fishing villages throng the beach in droves; vendors 
and farmers arrive and depart in small boats. How much mote so [it 
is] in the summer months! The crowd gathers in the sizzling morning 
and roasting evening, together with their companions and servants. 

They pass the humid days sitting on the beach gazing into the water 
[lost in their daydreams and thoughts]. As the evening wind brings 
rustling tides, those who avoid the heat can forget troublesome worries; 
as the shadows of the surrounding hills grow long, the cool air pleases 

[soothes 1 the throng with respite [relief]. A poem cOlnposed at one of 

these gatherings says: 

Takahama ni 
Kiyosuru nami no 
Okitsu nami 
afar, 
Yosu tomo yoraji 
Kora ni shi yoraba 

Another poem reads: 

Takahanla no 
Shita kaze sayagu 

lmo wo kohi 
Tsunla to ihaba ya 
Shiko to meshi tsu rna 

The rolling waves 
On the beach of Takaharna: 
Even though the throng would come from 

I would not go with them, 
If lance rendered you my heart. 

At the rustling wind 
At the lower beach of Takahama, 
My heart yearns faT the girl 
Whom I wish to embrace; 
But alas, she called me "ugly fellow!" 

There is a knoll called Kuhahara three miles east of the district 

office. In the remote past, when he stopped on top of this small hill for 
a mea1

1 
Prince Yamato Takeru ordered the men in charge of drinking 

water to dig a new well. The water poured clear and fragrant from 
the new well. There was no doubt that it was drinking water of superb 

quality, and the prince said, "How pure is the water collected here!" 

· 
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{In the local dialect it [the remark] reads yoku tamareru mit~u kana.} 
This is ho\v the village of Tamari received its name.25 

District of Namekata 

{The east, south, and west sides of this district are surrounded by 
lakes. On the north is the district of Ubaraki.} 

According to the elders, in the year of Mizunoto Ushi [653], during 

the reign of the emperor [Kotoku] who governed the realm from 
Toyosaki Palace at Nagara in Naniha, two magistrates of this region 
petitioned Councillor Takamuku, who was the governor general of 
Azuma, to create a new district by relocating eight villages from the 
jurisdiction of Ubaraki and seven Villages from the territory of Naka. 
Altogether, there were more than seven hundred households in these 

fifteen villages.26 

The two magistrates making this petition were Shoitsuge Mibu no 
Muraji Maro and Daikemu Mibu no Atahi Onoko. Takamuku no Omi, 
the governor general, was assisted by his deputy, Nakatomi--Hataorita.27 

The petition was granted and the new district established. This was 
the district of Namekata. A district office was built accordingly. 

The district of Namekata \vas named after a comment made by 
Prince Yamato Takeru while he was on a military campaign in the 
vicinity. [After pacifying the region] north of the lake~ the prince 
came to this area. He stopped at the spring of Tsukino (zelkova field), 

and while washing his hands he intentionally dropped one of his jewels 
into the water [to bless the spring]. The ~pring is still in existence in 

25 Men in charge of drinking water: Mohitoribe in the originaL Even today, the 
al? folks in this area pronounce mitsu as meaning water) the sound of which is now 
:nlZU. The Hitachi fudoki is one of the rare documents containing this kind of 
Information. 

Z6 Most texts do not use the phrase that can be translated as Hseven villages from 
the territory ofNaka." This translation follows Akimoro in his correction of the 
text. 

27 Shoitsuge was the 24th rank under the system stipulated in the 3d year of 
Te ". D "k . ( da "k nJl. a~ en or £ emu) was the 25th rank in the same systelll (see also note 18, 
above). 
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the village of Namekata. It is called Tama no Shimizu (clear water of 
the jewelled spring).28 

Resuming his journey, Prince Yamato Takeru arrived at Arahara no 
Woka where he had his meal. After looking about him in all four di~ec .. 
tions, the prince turned to his lords .. in ... waiting, and said, "I caused my 

palanquin to stop here so that I could take a stroll. As I gaze into the 
distance from the top of this hill," he continued, "this land is extremely 
appealing. Clouds circle above the ridges of the mountains, while 
mists are creeping through the dells and valleys below. The configura ... 
tion of this land is both extraordinary and beautiful. It is fitting to call 
it namekuhashi (scenic land)." Later, people began calling this district 
N amekata. 29 {The folklore refers to the district by the name tachisame 
furi Namekata no Kuni, meaning HNamekata, the land of showers."} 

The site from which Prince Yamato Takeru viev/ed the four corners 
of this land is a plateau called Arahara. Descending from this plateau, 
the prince came to Ohoya Gaha where he took a boat up the river. 
[When he reached the middle of the river] the rudder broke. Ohoya 
Gaha "vas therefore renamed the Kajinashi Gaha (rudderless river). 
The river is the boundary between the districts of Ubaraki and 
N amekata. The many kinds of fish, such as silver carp, obtained from 

this river are too numerous to be listed in total. 
When he had proceeded further toward the border, Prince Yamato 

Takeru saw a wild duck in the sky, and he shot it with an arrow. The 
bird fell to the ground. The place where the bird fell was named 
Kamono (Kamo field). The condition of the soil in this place is such 
that no plants grow there. North of there, however, there are virgin 
woods where trees grow luxuriantly. These are the ichihi, kunugi, maple, 
and hinoki (cypress) .30 In the woods there is a rectangular pond. This 

28" To bless the spring: To drop a jewel into water seems to have been a symbolic 
means of claiming suzerainty. A comparable deed is related in the Izumo fudoki 
(see Aoki, Izuma fudoki, 83). 

29 N amekuhashi is the reading given by Akimoto. Hisamatsu reads it as 
Namekata. If one follows the latter, the last sentence would read, "It is still called 
Namekata." 

30 Ichihi is the Quercus gilva Blume. Kunugi is the Quercus acutissima Carruth. As 
for the last plant in the text, translated as "cypress/' there has been some debate 
over the reading of the graph. This translation follows Akimoro. 
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is actually an irrigation reservoir built by the people of the area during 
the term of office of the governor general of Azuma, Takalnuku no 
Omi. North of the reservoir there is a branch shrine of the god of 
Katori. The soil around this shrine is fertile and plants grow there in 

abundance.3l 

West of the district office is a ferry used for ctossing N amekata no 
Umi. In the sea grows miru (a small edible seaweed) and a kind of 
se<lweed from which salt can be obtained after burning. The various 
types of fish obtained from this lake are too numerous to be listed. 
Only whales have never been seen in this lake. 

There is a grove east of the district office. A shrine of the local 
agata god is located in this grove.32 A cold spring in the grove serves 
as a meeting place for the local people who gather here to draw water 
and drink. The spring is called Ohowi (large well). 

There is a large zelkova tree south of the district office. Its northern 
branches trail to the ground and the top grows as if it is trying to 
teach the sky. There once was a marsh near this tree. Even today, in 
·a prolonged rainy season, the courtyard of the district office becomes 
flooded. There are a few orange trees growing in the courtyard. 

Northwest of the district office is the village of Tega. Long ago, a 
Saheki named Tega lived there, and the vitlage was named after him. 
North of this village there is a branch shrine of the Great God of 
Kashima. The soil of the hills and fields around this shrine is fertile. 
Pasania, chestnut, bamboo, and miscanthus grow abundantly there.33 

North of this shrine is the hamlet of Sone. Here, too, there lived a 
Saheki named Sonehiko. The village is still named after him. Today, 
a posting--station is situated there. I t is called the posting .. station of 
Sone.34 

JIThe god of Katori: The presiding deity of the Katori Shrine) which is located 
in present .. day Sahara City, Chiba Prefecture. 

32 Agata god: An indigenous deity worshipped by the early residents. 
33 Akimoto adds kunugi before pasania.. The grass~hand script for the word pLants 

can be taken to be the graph for kunugi. 
34 The name Sone did not necessarily derive from a native chieftain's name 

because the word sane in archaic Japanese means I'the place near the water." See 
Matsuoka Shizuo, Hitachi fudoki monogarari (Tokyo: Tokyo Shoin, 1928); 65. 
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According to the elders, during the reign of the emperor [Keitai] 
who governed the realm from Tamaho Palace at Ihare, there was a 
man called Matachi of the Yahazu family.35 Matachi planned to reclaim 

the valley filled with miscanthus west of the district office. His rice-

farming scheme was disrupted, however, by a plague of snakes. {People 

of this area refer to all snakes as yatsu no kami (valley gods). [The 

snakes that disturbed Matachi's reclamation project] are said to have 

had horns. (The local people believed that the horned snakes would 

harm them.] They [ also] believed that when fleeing from the snake, 

they must never look back. Anyone who turned his face to the snakes 

would suffer a curse upon his household-he and his entire farnily 
would perish, leaving no descendants. [Even today,] snakes are 
numerous in the vicinity of the district office. }36 

Matachi, outraged by the sudden appearance of the snakes, armed 

himself against them. Taking up his halberd, he slew several, and the 
rest retreated to the foot of the hill [on the east}.37 Matachi then 

thrust a long cane into the irrigation ditch [which his people had dug 
for him] to mark his territory, and said to the snakes, "[The land 

extending] from this place to the hill is your territory. [The land ex .. 

tending1 from this landmark to the valley, however, is mine, and it is 

reserved for my people's farming." He continued, "Do not violate this 

boundary. Be not resentful of this decision, for I shall [construct a 
shrine for you and] serve as the priest there. My descendants \vill 
respectfully provide you with offerings. "38 Theteupon Matachi erected 

a shrine to consecrate the spirits of the serpents. He then reclaimed 

about twenty .. four acres of rice field [for the upkeep of the shrine]. 
His family has retained the priestship of this shrine ever since. 

Later, during the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as 
Emperor KotokuJ39 who governed the realm from Toyosaki Palace at 

15 Emperor Keitai allegedly reigned between 507 and 531. For more on Keitai, 
see Aoki, Ancient M)lths, 69-70. 

36 Yatsu no kami: This may also be read as yato no kami. 
37 I have added "on the east" to reflect the actual topography. 
38 For the political implications of sacerdotal rights, see Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 

60-61. 
39 Emperor Kotoku (r. 645- 54) . 
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Nagara in Naniha, this valley was occupied by Mibu no Muraji Maro. 
Maro constructed an embankment around the irrigation ditch there. 
At that time, the san1e kind of snakes again massed together in the 
pasania trees beside the irrigation ditch. Time passed, and the reptiles 

showed no sign of evacuating the treetops. Realizing that the snakes 

were not going to leave, Maro proclaimed in a loud voice} "This irriga .. 

tion ditch is here to aid my people. Who are you to disregard this 
aim?" Presently he issued an order to the laborers engaged in extermi ... 

nating the snakes: "Kill all the insects and animals, wherever you see 
them. Don't be afraid, and show them no mercy." When Mara finished 

his declaration, the vicious snakes disappeared.40 Today, this ditch is 

called Shihiwi no Ike (pond by the pasania well). Pasania trees grow 

around the irrigation ditch. [N eat the ditch there is J a well, which 
yields fresh Water and thus has given rise to the name [Shihiwi no 

Ike]. This [well] is located on the highway leading to Kashima. 

There is a viUage 2.3 miles south of the district office. This is the 
village of Wotaka, named after an unruly saheki [chieftain] who lived 
in this area in the remote past. In this village, on the east side of the 

highway, is a pond, which was COhstructed by Councillor Tagima while 
he was serving as the provincial governor. A large number of monkeys 

and wild boar live on the hill west of the pond. Plants are also abundant 
on this hill.41 

South of the pond is another small hill called Kujira Woka (whale 
hill). Long ago, a whale crawled up the hill and lay down there, and 

so the place came to be called Kujira Woka. Beside this hill is a pond 

called Kuriya no Ike (chestnut .. house pond). The nuts of the chest~ 
nut trees around this pond grow so big that the pond came to be 

known as Kuriya no Ike. [Located] there is another branch shrine of 
the god of Katori. [It is] north [of the pond built by Councillor Tagima]. 

Village of Asafu. Long ago, [wild] hemp gre\v abundantly beside the 

marsh that surrounds this area. The stem of the hemp was as thick as 

bamboo and it grew to a height of approximately ten feet. The hills 

40 Maro: See the beginning of the "District of Name taka," above. 

4t Councillor Tagima: The Tagima family is said to have descended from Prince 
Tachibana; posthumously known as Emperor Yomei (r. 586?). 
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around this village are populated with monkeys and wild boar. Pasania, 
chestnut, zelkova t and ichihi trees aLso grow in these hills. During the 
reign of the emperor [posthumously known as Emperor Tenmu], who 
governed the realm from Kiyolnihara Palace in Asuka, Wokoro of,the 
Takerube family in the village of Ohofu caught some vvild horses [which 
were fit for riding] in this field and presented them to the central 
Japanese court. They were what are known as Namekata horses, a1-
though some people mistakenly refer to them as Ubaraki horses.42 

Six miles south of the district office is the village of Kasumi. Accord ... 
ihg to ancient tradition, Prince Ohotarashi climbed to the top of Tomi 
no Woka (the Tomi Plateau) in Inami in the land of Shimotsufusa. 
He strolled around, gazing at the panoramic view. Looking to the 
east, the prince exclaill1ed to his lords ... in ... waiting, "Blue waves are 
rising and falling in the sea, and a pink mist is creeping over the land. 
How beautiful is the land I now behold in the mist!" As a result of 
these princely remarks, the people named the area Kasumi (mist). 
There is a shrine on a hill east of the village of Kasumi. Elm, zelkova, 
camellia, pasania, bamboo, yadake (arrow ... shaft bamboo), and 
snakesbeard grow abundantly on this hill. A sandbar can be seen in 
the sea [lake] west of this village. This is Nihihari no Su (Nihihari 
shallow). The place is so named because one can see Mt. Tsukuha in 
the Land of Nihihari from that sandbar.43 

Three miles from here [the village of Kasumi] is the hamlet of 
Itaku. This hamlet, which is located near Namekata no Umi, comprises 
the posting ... station of Itaku. West of the posting--station is a grove of 
elm. This grove is the place to which Prince Womi was exiled during 
the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as Emperor Tenmu] 
who governed the realm from Kiyomihara [Palace] in Asuka. Abun-
dandy obtainable in the sea [lake] are [two kinds of] seaweed: [one 

42 The Takerube: This family allegedly was established by Prince Ohotarashi 
(posthumously known as Emperor Keiko) in memory of his son, Yamato Takent. 
See Inoue Mitsusada, Taika Kaishin (Tokyo: Kobundo Shoten, 1970; originally 
published in Tokyo by Kaname Shabo, 1954),89. 

43 Nihihari: Today this place is called Niibari. Note that the informant here uses 
the pre~Taika designation Nihihari no Kuni (land ofNihihari) rather than Nihihari 
no Kohori (district ofNihihari). 

. 
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is the type used for] salt making, and [another, the type called] miru. 
[Also obtainable are] round clam, mud snail, and clam.

44 

According to the elders, the prince [posthumously known as Em .. 
peror Sujin] who governed Ohoyashima (the great eight islands) from 
Mizukaki Palace at Shiki, sent Take Kashima {who is the forebear of 
the kuni no miyatsuko of N aka} to suppress the unruly rascals of the 

eastern hinterland.45 

Take Kashima (Brave Kashima) and his soldiers crushed a large number 

of rebels and subsequently arrived at Aba no Shima (Aba Island) 
where they were to take shelter overnight. While reconnoitering the 
surrounding vistas, Take Kashima noticed smoke rising in the east. 
Suspecting that there might be people living there) he and his troops 
[were alerted]. He looked to the sky and prayed [to the heavenly 
deities 1., "If the smoke be that of friends, may it drift toward us. If it be 
the smoke of our enemies, may it disappear over the sea. H The smoke 
thereupon floated toward the sea, betraying the presence of an enemy. 

There were [in fact] two Kuzu who had made themselves leaders 
[of the recalcitrants] in that area. These were Yasakashi and Yatsu-
kushi. (Together with their followers, they] dug into the ground, built 
bunkers, and lived in thenl. They spied on the imperial troops, and 
thus remained secure. [Whenever they showed thetuselves and] Take 
Kashima released his men to pursue them, the recalcitrants would 
flee to their bunkers, shut the gates, and defend themselves. Presently, 
Take Kashima fonned a grand scheme [to eradicate the recalcitrants 
from both land and sea. First, he] selected soldiers willing to die, and 
placed them in the recesses of the hills. [There the warriors] equipped 
themselves with tools and weapons to destroy the enemy. [Second, 
Take Kashima ordered his other tnen to] walk in a splendid procession 

44 Prince Worni: According to the Nihon shoki f Emperor Tenluu banished Prince 
Worni [roln the Yamato Court. There has been some debate among Japanese 
historians over the location of his place of exile. The information provided here 
seems to a.nswer the question. See Matsuoka, Hitachi fudoki monogarari, 69; MYS, 

23-24; and Sakamoto et a1., Nihon shoki, 2:419,420, 33n. 
45 Take Kashima: A quasi,mythological figure said to be a grandson of Prince 

lware (traditionally known as the first emperor, Jimmu). Ohoyasl}.ima refers to the 

] apanese Islands. 
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on the beach and put the boats and rafts into the water. [In the water 
these rafts and boats were] tied together side by side, forming a make-
shift stage for dancing. Canopies overhung the stage like floating 
clouds, their colors waving in dazzling hues. The tunes of flutes ,and 
zithers harmonized with the sound of the waves. Thus, the soldiers 
performed the Kishima dance for seven days and nights. 46 

Observing this unusual performance of music and dancing, all the 
rebels came down to the shore. While the enetny was thus carried 
away by the fantasy at the shore, Take Kashima had his cavalry close 
the gates of the enemy stronghold and attack them from the tear. All 
members of the band were taken prisoner or burned to death at once. 

At the time [there was widespread comment on this carnage]
commen ts such as itaku korosu (to kill relentlessly) and futsu ni kiru 
(to slay all indiscriminately). The township of Itaku and the hamlet 
of Futsuna trace their names to these expressions. [Two other places 
also were nan1ed after the hearsay concerning this massacre.] These 
are the village of Yasukiri (to kilL easily) and the hamlet of Esaki (to 
split skillfully). 

There is a shallow area in the water south of Itaku, covering about 
a square mile. In springtime people from the districts of Kashima and 
Namekata go there to gather clams and other shellfish. Clams, round 
clams~ and several other kinds of shellfish are obtained there.47 

About four and a half miles from the district office is the vUlage of 
Tagima. According to the elders [this village was named after the 
poor road conditions in its vicinity]. When Prince Yamato Takeru 
visited this area on a hunting trip, a Saheki named Torihiko was living 
there. Because this chieftain \vould not submit to Prince Yamato 
Takeru, the prince schemed against him and killed him. 

Afterward the prince returned to his calnp, which "vas at Yakatano. 
To reach the camp he and his troops had to follow a very narrow and 
rugged road. Because of the bad road, the area \vas named Tagima 

46 Kishima dance (or Kishima Buri): A native dance,song of northern Kyushu1 

which had spread throughout Japan by the late eighth century (see MYS 385). See 
also Takagi Ichinosuke, Gomi Tomohide, and Ono SUSUffiU, eds., Man'yoshu (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1957), voL 1 [NKBT 4], 189, 3n. 

47 This area is now a vast stretch of \vet,rice fields. 
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(rugged area). The village is thus called Tagima. {In the Ioca,l ~ialect, 
people say tagitagishi, meaning "rugged."} Although the SOlI IS very 
poor in this field, the gromwell plant grows there. There are two bran,c~ 
shrines of the great gods of Kashima and Katori in this village. lchlhL} 
hahaso chestnut and kunugi grow in the groves surrounding the village. 

, , . 48 
A large number of wild boar, monkeys, and wolves also lIve there. 

South of the village of Tagima is the village of Kitsu. In the remote 
past, two Kuzu chieftains named Kitsuhiko and Kitsuhime dwelled 
there. [The male chieftain, Kitsuhiko,] did not recognize the royal 
authorities and disobeyed an august command issued by Prince Yamato 
Takeru when he passed through the area. The prince therefore slew 
the man with his mighty sword. This action so frightened the female 
chief, Kitsuhime, that she raised a white flag to signal her surrender 
and prostrated herself on the road before the prince. The prince 
granted her amnesty and released her followers. 

Kitsuhime was 'so grateful to the prince that she served him whole
heartedly as he proceeded to his camp at Wonukino. There Kitsuhime 
and her sisters waited upon him hand and foot, supplying all his needs. 
Wind and rain did not faze Kitsuhime. She never failed to serve the 
prince under any circutnstances, Prince Yamato Takeru was very 
touched by her loyalty, and came to feel affection toward the women. 
This is how Wonukino alternately came to be called Uruhashi no Wono 
(lovely small field/small field of loving). 

South of Wonukino is the Village called Ta no Sato. During the 
reign of Princess Okinaga Tarashi [posthumously known as Empress 
Jingu] j a man named Kotsuhiko lived in this area. He served as emis-
sary to Korea three times during his life, and because of his service 
[the princess] granted him rice fields in this area. This is why the 
village is called Ta no Sato (village of the rice field). 

In this area there is also a field called Hatsumu. It was named 
after a deed of Prince Yan1ato Takeru. While spending the night here, 
the prince repaired the edges of his bow and restrung it. This is how 
the field came to b called Hatsumu no No (bow.-edge field). On the 
shore of the lake north of Hatsumu no No there is a branch shrine of 

48 Hahaso is the Quercus serrata Thumb. 
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the Great God of Kashima. The condition of the soil is poor. Only a 
few scattered ichihi, hahaso, elm, and bamboo grow there.49 

South of this [Ta no Sato] are the villages of Afuka and Ohofu. 
According to the eiders, [the origins of both pl.ace names are related 

to Prince Yamato Takeru. The village of Ohofu was named after the 
dining hut of his lordship]. When Prince Yamato Takeru was staying 

at a temporary palace at Wakazaki, in Afuka, he had his dining hut 
constructed at the water's edge. He would travel back and forth be ... 
tween the dining hut and his living quarters by walking over boats 
tied together to form a [sort of pontoon] bridge. [The present .. day 

name] Ohofu is traceable to the name of the princets dining hut, 

Ohohi (grand meal). Afuka was named after the meeting of Prince 

Yamato Takeru with his wife Princess Oho Tachibana (Great Orange), 
who came down from Yamato to visit him. They met here and thus 
the place came to be called Afuka (meeting). {[The description of] 
the district of Namekata [has been copied] without abridgment.} 

District of Kashima 

{East of this district is Oho Umi (great sea). To the south is Aze no 

Minato (waterway of Aze), which forms the boundary between 
Shimotsufusa and Hitachi provinces. On the west is a lake. To the 

north is Atakana no Minato, which forms the boundary between the 
districts of Naka and Kashima. }50 

According to the elders, in the year of Tsuchi no to Tori [649], during 
the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as Emperor Kotoku] 

who governed the realm from Toyosaki Palace at N agara in N.aniha, 
Daiitsujo Nakatomi no [ ... ] .. ko and Daiitsuge Nakatomibe no Unako 

49 Hatsumu no No: Commentators disagree about the reading of this part of the 
text. Akimoto suggests that the prince prepared (checked) his bows. Hisamatsu 
interprets the passage to mean that the prince repaired his bows. I have interpreted . (' . )' 
It as restrung. 

50 This reading of the graph, which is rendered as minato (\vaterway) 1 follows 
Akin10to and Matsuoka (Akimoto, Fudoki no kenkyu, 65; Matsuoka, Hitachi fudoki 
monogaran, 199-200). 
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petitioned Councillor Takamuku, the govetnor general of Azuma, to 
establish a new district in honor of the Great God of Kashima. 

[Councillor Takamuku therefore ordered that] one village south 
of Karuno in the former territory of the kuni no miyatsuko of Unakami 
[an eighth .. century district in Shimotsufusa Province] be designated 

far this purpose. Likewise~ Councillor Takamuku commanded that 
five villages north of Samuta in the old territory of the kuni no nliyatsuko 
of Naka [an eighrh .. century district of Hitachi Province] be desig ... 

nated as well. The new district established from these six villages was 
named Kashima and it was dedicated to the Great God of Kashima. 
Today there are three shrines dedicated to this god. They are the 

Heavenly Great Shrine (of Kashima], Sakato Shrine, and N umawo 
Shrine. [Kashima Shrine is the collective name for all three shrines.] 
The Great God of Kashima is also known by the name Heavenly Great 
God of Kashitna. {The folklore refers to this land with the expression 
ararefuru (hail falling) Kashima.} 51 

[In the remote past, hegemony was not yet established by the royal 
family in Yamato; hence] the distinction between high heaven and 

earth was not clear. The ancestral deities [who produced the rulers of 
Japan] wished to correct this situation [and establish hegemony]. 
Therefore, the ancestral deities caHed a meeting of a multitude of 
gods. {In the local tongue these ancestral deities are referred to as 
kamiromi (goddesses) and kamirogi (gods). }52 

At the meeting in the Plain of High Heaven the ancestral deities 
named the Japanese Islands Tayo Ashihara no Mizuho no Kuni (the 
land of beautiful reed plains) ,53 and decreed that this land would be 
governed by the imperial grandson [known as Prince Ninigi]. 

51 Heavenly Great God of Kashima: At present the Kashima Shrine (Kashitna 
]ingu) has three deities enshrined in it: Futsunushi, Take Mikazuchi, and Arne no 
Koyane. In the Court .. oriented mythology, the first two \vent to Izumo to under .. 
take negotiations prior to Ninigi's descent. The third is a tutelary deity of the 
Nakatotui (Fujiwara) family. 

52 For a discussion of the age of the gods, see William George Aston, trans.) 
Nihongi: Chronicles of Japan from the Earliest Times to A .. V. 697, pc. 1, 64ff. 

S3 Toyo Ashihara Mizuho no Kuni: A beautified designation for Japan. 
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[In order to fulfill this prophecy] the parental deities dispatched 
the Great God of Kashima to herald the coming of their grandson. 
The heavenly gods called the palace of this herald deity Hi no Kashima 
(the shining palace of Kashima), whereas before it was customarily 
called the Toyo Kashima (palace of Kashima the bounteous) .54 {Ac.
cording to the oral traditions of this area, [when the ancestral deities 
entrusted this world to their grandson Ninigi] by decree, [the land 
was filled with] unruly spirits, araburu kami tachi (recalcitrants). The 

unruly spirits were everywhere. Even rocks and plants were believed 
to possess prophetic natures. The world was as obnoxious as flies in 
early summer. Furthermore, vicious creatures were everywhere as ap .. 
parent as a fire glowing in the night. The Great God of Kashima came 
down from high heaven to rectify this situation.} 

Later, duri~g the reign of Prince Mimaki [posthumously known as 
Emperor Sujin] who governed the realm for the first time, several 
offerings were presented to this meritorious Great God of Kashima. 
The offerings consisted mainly of instruments of war, including ten 
swords, two spears, two iron bows, two iron arrows, four quivers, a tool 
made of cast iron, a sheet of steel, a horse, a saddle, two mirrors, and 
bundles of coarse silk in five different colors.55 

{According to the local traditions of this area, the Great God of 
Kashima once appeared to Prince Mimaki. [When he was in Yamato,] 
Prince Mimaki saw a figure clad in a white robe standing on top of 
Mt. Ohosaka. The white figure carried a white spear, and said, "War .. 
ship me in the proper manner and I will stand by thy side. I shall cause 
thee to rule whatever territories thou desirest to govern." Prince 
Mimaki hastily summoned his favorites to consult with them on the 
matter. Among them was Kikikatsu (Wise Lis tener)} of the great 
Nakatomi family, who advised, HThis is the god's pronouncement. He 
is the Great God of Kashima. He appeared in order to remind you 
that you are the one to whom the ancestral deities entrusted the rule 

54 Herald: The original wording is very ambiguous. Based on examples found in 
the descriptions of other pacification efforts, I have interpreted it as it appears here 
(see also Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 57-60). 

55 Four quivers: This translation of the original expression, koro yotsu, is tenta
tive+ The five different colors were blue, yellow, red, white, and black. 
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of these Great Eight Islands." Prince Mitnaki was awed at hearing 
this and presented the above--mentioned offerings to the shrine of the 

Great God of Kashima.}56 

Shrine Households. There are sixty ... five households assigned to Kashima 
Shrine. {In the beginning there were only eight households serving 
this shrine. Fifty more were added during the reign of the emperor 
[posthutuously known as Emperor Kotoku] who governed ,the realm 
from Toyosaki Palace at Nagara in Naniha. During the relgn of the 
emperor [posthUlTIOusly known as Emperor Tenmu], who governed 
the realm from Kiyomihara Palace in Asuka, nine more households 
joined them, making a total of sixty .. seven. Later) in the year of Kanoe 
Tora [690], at the time of another regrouping of the shrine households, 
two households were redesignated. Hence there are now sixty ... five 

shrine households.} 57 

It was during the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as 
Emperor Tenji], who held his court at Ohotsu in Afumi, that an em .. 
issary was sent to erect a large shrine dedicated to the Great God of 
Kashilna. Since then, the reconstruction or repair of this shrine has 
been carried out [by imperial craftsmen]. 58 

Every year in the seventh month there is a festivaL during which 
large boats are built and dedicated to Tsu no Miya, the branch shrine 
of the Great God of Kashima. [This shrine is located on the beach 
that faces the lake.] According to the elders, this custom of the boat 
[dedication] began during the reign of Prince Yamato Takeru. One 
day the Great God of Kashima said to Sayama of the Nakatomi family, 
"You shall hereafter be placed in charge of my divine boats." Sayama 
answered, "I shall respectfully obey your command. I dare not decline 
this commission." The following morning the Great God of Kashima 

56 Some commentators suggest that Kikikatsu) a legendary ancestor of the 
Nakatomi, was the one who received the mission froIn the white figure. This 
translation follows Sahara Yoshiatsu who believes that it was Mimaki. See "Hitachi 
fudoki '1 (vol. 2, p.17b), in Kofudoki--shu, ed. Yosano Hiro hi and Masamune Atsuo 
(Tokyo: Koten Zenshu Kankokai, 1926). 

57 Shrine households: Kanbe in the original. The yield from these households 

was allocated to the Kashima Shrine. 
58 Emperor Tenji: Also known as Tenchi (r. 668-71). 
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again appeared to Sayalua, saying, ((I placed your boats in the lake." 

Sayama looked at the lake. The boats were not in the water but on 
top of a hill beside it.59 

Sometime later, the Great God of Kashima said to Sayama, "The 
boats are now on the hill." Looking at the hill, Sayama saw that the 
boats were not there but had been placed in the lake. After many 

similar experiences, Sayama came to dread the god's pronouncements. 
He therefore constructed three boats- each about twenty feet in 

length-and for the first time dedicated them to the use of the Great 
God of Kashima. [This is how the festival of the boats came to be 
associated with this branch shrine of the Great God of Kashima.] 60 

[The festival of the Kashima Shrine is celebrated by the Urabe 
(diviner) family] on the tenth day of the fourth month every year. The 
n1embers of the Urabe [and their associates] gather at the shrine to 

observe this festival. Day and night they enjoy drinking and dancing. 
This is one of their songs: 

Arasaka no 
Kalni no misake wo 
Tage to 

Ihikeba kamo yo 

Waga wehi ni kemu 

This new wine 
Of the god, 
You made me drink 
I am beside myself, 
Hence. 61 

The people of the Urabe [who belong to this shrine J live in the 
Vicinity of the shrine, which is located on a plateau overlooking the 
Oho Vmi [great sea] in the east and the lake in the west. Peasant 
dwellings dot the adjacent hills and dells .62 

59In the pre~Taika period this branch shrine seems to have been independent 
and worshiped by 10cal people, most likely seafarers. 

60 For mote on the Nakatomi and the Kashitna Shrine, see Aoki, Ancient Myths, 
140-43. 

61 There are plays on words in this poem. Arasaka is a pillow word for kami, 
which has two connotations, one meaning "to chew ll and the other meaning 
Hgods." At the same time, the prefix ara, of arasaka, means "new/newly." Hence, 
the expression arasaka no kami no misake me,ans "this newly brewed wine of god." 
Tage to ihike ba kama yo literally means "because you told me to drink." 

62 The Urabe family was kin to the Nakatomi. Extant records suggest that the 
Nakatomi had a higher status than the Urabe. See Hirano Kunio, Taika zendai 
shakai soshiki no kenkyu (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1969), 27-32. 
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The natural configuration of this area is nearly ideal. Trees and 
grasses grow so thick and high that they form natural fences and 
walls. Even the houses on the high ridges are protected from wind by 
the surrounding pine trees and clumps of bamboo. The place is blessed 
with abundant water. Many brooks and springs are found nestled be.
tween the knolls and dells. People living up in the hills can always 

dig deep wells for good water. Vines cover the walls of these wells. In 
the springtime there is an unforgettable fragrance from the various 

flo\vers in bloom. In the autumn one cannot help but admire the bro-
cade of the leaves. It is as though this is the territory of invisible gods 

and the land of hermits. Its beauty cannot be described by the human 
tongue. 

South of the Kashima Shrine is the district office. North of the 
shrine is a marsh called Numawo (marsh tail). [If we are to believe] 
the stories told by the elders, this is the marsh whose water ran down 

from high heaven in the remote past. Edible lotus roots are obtained 
from this marsh. Their taste is superb. No lotus roots obtained elsewhere 
can match those obtained here. The lotus roots from this marsh are 
also used for medicinal purposes. Carp and silver carp live in the marsh. 
The district office was formerly located near this marsh. Numerous 

orange trees now growing on the site bear delicious fruit. 63 

Less than a mile east of the present district office is [the popular] 
Takahama Beach, On the beach is a shell mound composed of sand 
and shells from the Great Sea. Pine groves cover the mound. Pasania 
and kunugi also grow on the mound. [Spring water flows] under the 
pine trees. The spring is located on the southeastern part [of this 
beach]. It is about fifty feet in circumference ~ Clear water is always 

obtainable there.64 

[As one proceeds farther down the beach to the southeast, passing 

a series of pine groves, the name changes to Wakamatsu Beach. Iron 
ore is obtainable there.] In the first year of Kyoun [704]' Uneme no 

63 Edible lotus: This is the Nelumbo nucifera Gaertn. According to Taoist beliefs, 

the lotus provides a long life to those who eat its root. The Japanese still consider it 
a delicacy. 

64 Most texts give the location of the spring as the "eastwestern" part of the 
beach. Akimoto takes this as an error and alnends it to "southeastern. n The amend ... 
luent fits the actual topography. 
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Asomi, the provincial governor of Hitachi, directed the biacksmith 
Ohomaro of the Sahi family to make swords from iron ore obtained at 
Wakamatsu Beach. The pine groves stretch about ten miles between 
[the Takamatsu] and Wakamatsu beaches, [the latter of which] belongs 
to the village of Karuno. 65 Matsuhodo and its root [China root] are 
found in these woods every year. 

At the south end ofWakamatsu Beach is a place called Wakamatsu 
no Ura (Wakamatsu harbor), It is located north of Aze no Minato (the 

waterway of Aze), which forms the boundary between Shiluotsufusa 
and Hitachi provinces. Iron sand from the area around Aze no Minato 
produces unusually sharp swords. However, one cannot simply go there 
and cut trees or collect sand at will, because the area is within the 
territory belonging to the Kashima Shrine. The village of Hatna 
(beach) is located six miles south of the district office. The pine groves 
that cover its eastern side enclose a large marsh. This is called Samuta, 
and it is about a mile and a half in circumference. Carp and silver 
carp are obtained there.66 

The rice paddies in the villages of Shima and Karuno are rather 
\-vet. The wreckage of a large ship has washed ashore on the beach 
east of the village of Karuno. The beach is on the Great Sea. The ship 
is about forty.-seven yards long and thirty yards wide. It is decayed 
and buried in the sand. {[It is said to be the hulk of] a ship built at 
the order of the en1peror [posthumously known as Emperor Tenji who 
held his court at Ohotsu] in Afumi. During his reign the emperor had 
the shipwrights at Ihaki. of Michinoku Province (the northern neighbor 
of Hitachi Province] build a large ship to be used for a survey of the 
frontier. The ship was wrecked en route and drifted to shore here.}67 

[According to tradition,] there is a love story about the Unawi no 
Matsuhara (pine grove of young lovers) on the southern part of this 
beach. 6R {Local people give the young lovers in the story the names 

65 Akimoto believes that Wakamatsu is in the village of Karuno, while Hisamatsu 
thinks that the ten"luile distance is that between Karuno and Wakamatsu. Akhnoto 
is con-eet. 

66 Samuta: The presellt .. day name of the marsh is Ko .. no .. ike (divine pond). 
67 The Hitachi fudoki is the only extant docun1ent of the period that speaks of 

Tenji's enterprise in the far north. 

68 Unahi no Matsuhara: In the dialect in this area, unahi refers to youngsters of 
both sexes. In this case, the expression means "young adults." 
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Kami no Otoko (Son of God) and Kami no Otome (Daughter.of God).} 
The boy was from Samuta [the former territory of the kuni no miyatsuko] 
of N aka, and the girl was from Aze [former territory of the kuni no 
miyatsuko] of Unakami. Their beauty was wen known an10ng the vil-
lagers. The boy and girl [lived some distance apart and1 thus they 
knew each of other only through the village's rumors about their beauty. 
They yearned to meet, and their yearning turned to burning desire. 

After many months, they met one day by chance at the regional 

songfest. {Local people call this gathering utagaki or kagahi.} The boy 

cOlnposed a poem for the girl: 

Iyazeru no 

Aze no ko 
Matsu ni yufu shide te 
Wa wo furi miyu lUO 

Azeko shi maha roo 

The girl replied: 

Ushiho ni ha 
Tatamu to ihe do 
Nase no ko ga 
Yasoshima kakuri 
Wa wo mi sahashiri 

To the twig of the small branch of pine, 
Having tied a charm strip firm; 
You must have been pining for me, 
Oh, lovely gir[ from Aze. 
I will dance with you. 69 

Though mingled with 
The multitude I am, 
You have singled me out already, 
Have you not) my love? 
Look at you, so hastily running toward me! 70 

Having finally met, the sweethearts wished only to be alone in 
each other's arms, and they declared their love. In feat of being dis-
covered by the others, they took shelter among the pine trees some 
distance from the crowd. There they sat hand in hand, knee to knee, 
telling each other of their long--restrained yearning. The waiting was 

over and new joys were welcoming them. 
The autumn night was beautiful. Cool breezes brushed their bodies. 

Cranes could be seen landing here and there on the moonlit beach. 
The voices of wild geese in the mountains blended with the whispering 

pines overhead. [There were no other sounds.] In the hills even the 

69 There is a play on words in the expression Azeko shi mahamo. Azeko's ko and 
the following shi and ma combine to create the word koshima (little/lovely islet). 

Aze koshima thus means "lovely isle of Aze.
n 

- . 

70 Through the word tatamu (standing/mingled with)) the word ushiho extends 
its imagery to imply (ia multitude of people coming and going like waves. H 
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spring water ran soundlessly over the rocks . As the serene night wore 
on, a mist rose to cover the land. [The lovers' fancies] saw multi-
colored leaves flutter about nearby and heard sapphire waves roar on 

the distant beach. They experienced that night the utmost happiriess 
and rapture. Speaking honeyed words, the two were oblivious to the 
approach of daybreak. 

They were suddenly awakened by the cockcrow. As dawn came, 
dogs began to bark. The young lovers did not know what to do in the 
daylight. They were so terrified of being seen by the villagers that 
they wished only to beome pine trees. [The Great God of Kashima 
must have felt merciful, for he] transformed the couple into two pine 
trees. The lad became a pine called Namimatsu (behold me not) and 
the lass became a pine called Kotsumatsu (cut me not). These names 
have never been altered. 71 

The village of Shirotori is . located ten miles north of the district 
office. According to the elders, the name of the village originated 
from an episode that occurred during the reign of Prince Ikume [post' 
humously known as Emperor Suinin]. 72 One day the villagers noticed 
white birds flying overhead. Strangely, upon landing the birds turned 
into young girls. As maidens, during the day they gathered rocks and 
pebbles, which they piled up to form dikes. Each evening they would 
again become white birds and flyaway, always returning the following 
morning to work as maidens. But, as fast as the maidens worked, the 
rocks were always washed away by the action of the \vaves. Days passed 
with little progress on the dikes, and the maidens of the white birds 
began to sing this song: 

Shiro tori no 
Ha ga tsutsumi wo 
Tsutumu tomo 

With wings the white birds 
Piled rocks up high; 
But alas, they are all washed away! 

71 The word kotsu (ofKotsumatsu) can also mean "yearning," hence "yearning 

pine. n For another example, see MYS, no. 3548. 
72 Traditionally, Prince Ikun1e is thought to have been related to the princes 

Ohotarashi (Emperor Ke-iko) and Homuchi wake. The latter is kno\vn to have had 
a speech itnpairment caused by the curse of Ohokuninushi (see Aoki) Izumo 
fudoki, 64). 

. 
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Arafuma mo uki ha White wings, too, 

Ko,e Are tired and broken! 73 

Finally, singing this song, the white birds flew a\vay and never returned. 
This is why the village was named Shirotori (white birds). {The rest 

is omitted.} 
South of the village of Shirotori is Tsunowore Beach. According to 

local tradition, a huge serpent lived in this area long ago. The animal 
wanted to reach the Great Sea, so it tried to dig a tunnel under the 
beach. The serpent broke his horn while digging, and so the place 

was named Tsu nowore (horn ~ breaking) . 
According to another version, the etymology is related to Prince 

Yamato Takeru. When the prince was staying at this place, there was 
no drinking \vater for him to enjoy with his meal. His servants dug a 

well using the antlers of deer, and [some of] the anders broke during 
the digging. This is why the place came to be called Tsunowore. {The 

rest is omitted.} 

District of N aka 

{East of this district is the Great Sea. On the south are the districts of 
Kashima and Ubaraki. Bordering on the west is a large mountain, 
which fortns the boundary between the district of Nihihari and 
Shimotsu Keno Province. To the north is the district of Kuji.} 74 

{The beginning [of this section] has been omitted.} There is a 
hill about half a mile west of the posting.-station of Hiratsu. This hill 
is called Ohokushi. In the remote past, there was a giant with arms so 
long that while sitting far inland he could reach all the way to the 
beach and dig clams at the seashore. After eating the clams, the 
giant would throw the shells in a pile. Eventually so many shells accu, 
mulated that the pile became a hill. So the people at this tiine named 

n This could be a folk song sung by laborers as they built dikes. Some Japanese 
scholars believe that the last four syllables of the original are missing. 

74 Shimotsu Keno (the rear half of Keno) later came to be called Shimotsuke. 

Keno is an old name for the area comprising present~day Gunma, Tochigi, and a 

portion of Ibaraki prefectures. 
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the hill [great digging] after the [giant's] monumental feat of clam 
digging. [The present ... day name, Ohokushi, derives from Ohokujiri 
(grand digging).] 

The giant's footprint was sixty yards long and forty yards wide. 
When he urinated, it made a huge hole forty yards in diameter. {The 
rest is omitted.} 

The Village of Ubaraki. There is a hill called Kurefushi Yama north of 
this village. According to the elders, a brother and sister once lived 
in this village. The brother was N ukahiko and the sister was 
Nukahime. One night while the sister was in a sleeping chamber 
alone, a man whose name is unknown [approached her]. His nightly 
visits continued. Each evening the man would come to court [the 
girl,] always leaving her the following day, and finally Nukahime agreed 
to become his wife. One night she became pregnant. 

When her time of delivery came, Nukahime gave birth to a small 
snake. The baby snake would not talk during the daytime, and would 
talk to his mother only at night. Surprised and awed, the mother and 
her brother grew to believe that this was the child of a god. They 
placed it in a clean bowl and set it on a raised altar [in their home]. 
Overnight the baby snake grew as large as the bowl. The mother and 
her brother transferred it to a larger vessel~ and again the snake grew 
to fill the vessel overnight. 

Every day Nukahiko and Nukahin1e moved the snake to a larger 
vessel until eventually they had used all the bowls and vessels in the 
house. At this point, Nukahime, the mother, said} "From the speed 
with which you grow it is obvious that you are not an ordinary snake 
but a child of divine nature. In our current circumstances, we can no 
longer afford to raise you. Pray go to your father's place. Remain at 
our place no longer." 

The snake ... child was saddened by his mother's pronouncement. 
Bu t when he dried his tears, he said, "I shall respectfully obey your 
command. I dare not go against your Will, Mother." Then he continued, 
"But now I am all alone. I have no one to go with me. Pray take pity 
on me, Mother. Give me one attendant to care for me." 

Nukahime replied, "As you can see, in this household there is no 
one but your mother and uncle. No one can go with you. It would be 
beyond our means, [my son.]" 

-
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The baby snake} who resented his mother's words, became indignant 

and speechless. [Revealing his true ~o?d,] ~s he was about to leave 
he shook his uncle with great force, kllhng hIm. In alarm, the mother 
threw a tray at the child. The snake lost its power to ascend. Unable 

to rise, it turned into a hill. . 
The vessels and jars in which the snake was raised are preserved 

, the hamlet of Katawoka. The descendants of [those who lived in 

~~is hamletl built a shrine dedicated to the snake, w~ich possessed a 
divine nature. [Since that time] there has been a festIval observed at 

this shrine. {The rest is omitted.} 
Northeast of the district office, at Aha Kaha [the old name of the 

Naka River], is the posting--station of Kafuchi. There is a unit of the 

posting ... station on each side of the riv~r. {At one ~ime, the station 
was located on a small island in the nver, and so It was called the 
posting ... station of Kafuchi (within the river). {[Although it is no~longer 
situated in the river], it is still known by the original name.}7.) 

There is a spring south of this posting--station, from 'which water 
flows abundantly. It is called Sarashiwi (bleaching well). Women gather 
here to wash and bleach cloth on moonlit nights in summer.76 {The 

test is omitted.} 

District of Kuji 

{East of this district is the Great Sea. On the south and west it is 
bordered by the district of Naka. On the north side lie the hills, which 
also extend to form the boundary between Michinoku Province and 

the district of Taka.} 
According to the elders, a small hill to the south of the district 

office was named KUji (whale) by Prince Yamato Takeru because it is 

shaped like a whale. {The rest is omitted.} 
[There is a reservoir in the vicinity of Kuji Hill. J It was during the 

75 Small island in the river: The original text does not contain the graph mean ... 
ing "island" but I have added it following Akimoto. The place is now in the vicinity 
ofMito, the capital of Ibaraki Prefecture. 

76 This area produces much limestone. Hence, the water of the spring contains 

calcium oxide, a bleaching agent. 
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past, when the Imperial Grandson [Nihigi] came down froIn heaven! 
the weaving goddess followed him and descended to the top of the 
ridges called Futakami no Mine of Himuka in Tsukushi. She later 
moved from Futakami to Hikitsune Woka in Mino. . 

Much later, during the reign of Prince Mirnaki [posthumously 

known as Emperor SujinJ, her descendant and the forebear of the 
Nagahatabe family, Tate, left Mino and settled in the district of Kuji 
where he built a hu t and began weaving. In this hut Tate produced 
cloth of a magical nature the cloth made garments by itself. It never 
had to be cut or sewn. Tate's garment cloth was called utsuhata (per ... 
fecdy woven). According to another version [of the story], the name 
utsuhata derived from Tate's manner of weaving. Tate would shut him-
self up in his hut while he worked because he was afraid that his 
technique would be stolen. Thus, his cloth came to be called utsuhata 
(woven in secret). It is said that this cloth was so sturdy that a strong 
soldier could not cut the garment with a sharp blade. Even today 
people bring silk cloth to this shrine as a yearly gift to the goddess 
Kamuhata Hime. 

The village of Satsu is north of the Village of Ohota. In the past an 
unruly Kuzu lived there. He was a Tsuchikumo.86 A brave deputy [of 

the Yamato Court] nalned Unakami sumnl0ned soldiers and destroyed 
this Tsuchikumo and his followers. Afterward, Unakami praised his 
campaign, saying, "Blessed is Iny campaign." This is how the place 
came to be called Satsu (blessed). A kind of white mud obtained in 
the hills around this village is used as a white pigment. 

There is a high mountain called Mt. Kabire located east of the 
village of Satsu. A heavenly deity called Tachihayahiwo is enshrined 
there. This god is also known by the name of Hayafuwake. He came 
down from heaven and initially resided in the pine branches at Matsu, 
saha [Matsuzawa (pine marsh) ]. The curse of this god was quite sev reo 
Whenever people excreted facing in the direction of his residence, 
the god became angry and cursed their households with sickness. 

The residents of the area suffered greatly fronl. this, and they 

brought their problem to the Court. The Court sent Katawoka no 

86 Tsuchikumo: The original wording seetns to imply that Tsuchikumo was this 
person's given name and Kuzu a tribal name. 
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Ohomuraji to present offerings to the god. In his prayer of supplication 
to the god Tachihayahiwo, Katawoka said, "Since peasants live nearby, 
you cannot avoid being defiled at this place. Pray stay away from this 
place, so as not to become offended again. You would do better to 
take up residence on the clean top of a high mountain." After listening 
to Katawoka's prayers and supplications, the god Tachihayahiwo moved 

to the top of Mt. Kabire. 87 

The shrine of this god atop Mt. Kabire is surrounded by stone walls. 

Countless families are descended from this deity. Various treasures 
are said to have been kept in this shrine. Several rocks are even kept 
there as religious relics. These rocks are said to have been transformed 
from bows, halberds, pans, and other cooking and serving utensils 
belonging to the god Tachihayahiwo. Birds never fly there. I t has 

been so since ancient times. 
At the foot of Mt. Kabire is Satsu no Kaha. Its source is in the hills 

north [of this district] from which it flows south to join the Kuji River. 

{The rest is omitted.} 
About two .. thirds of a mile northeast of what is called Takechi is 

the village of Mitsuki where there is a spring of clear water. People of 
this area call the spring Ohowi (large fountain). The water of this 

spring is cold in summer and warm in winter. The water flows out to 
form a river. In the hot SUIUluer, villagers from far and near gather 
here with food and drink. This natural setting provides an ideal spot 

for summer festivities. 88 

South and east of this spring are beaches bordering the Gteat Sea. 

{Abalone, sea urchin, and various kinds of fish and shellfish are abun .. 
dant there.} North and west of this spring is a stretch of gently rolling 

countryside. {Pasania, ichihi, yew, and chestnut grow there. Deer and 
wild boar live in [the rolling countryside].} The products of sea and 

hills are too nUlnerous to list. 
The posting .. station of Sukegaha is about nine miles northeast of 

the village of Mitsuki. The original name of the posting--station was 

87 Katawoka no Ohomuraji: Probably the same person as N akatomi-Katawoka 

no Muraji. 
88 The early Japanese do not seem to have distinguished -between a natural 

fountain and a dug well. The word ohowi could also mean Hlarge well. ') 
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reign of the emperor [posthumously known as Emperor Tenji] who 
governed the realm from Ohotsu Palace in Afumi, that Inner Minister 
Fujiwara sent his deputy to supervise his stipend land. The deputy 
was Satomaro of the Karuno Atahi family. It was this Satomaro who 
constructed the dikes to form this reservoir.77 

A succession of dells and hills located north of the reservoir is 
called Taniahi Yama (joining hills). Large rock formations in this area 

are yellow in color and have (trees growing] in their clefts. The area 
is populated by monkeys. They gather, stay, and eat there often. 78 

The village of Kafuchi is located about seven miles northwest of 
the district office. This village was formerly called Koko.79 {[It is said 
by the locals in this area that] Koko is an onomatopoeic word for a 

monkey cry.} On the hill east of the village is a rock with a surface 
[as smooth as] a mirror. In the remote past, ogres [unruly aboriginesJ 
lived there. They sometimes calne to look at their reflections in the 
rock mirror. Because they looked at themselves in the mirror, they 
gradually became extinct. {According to folklore, even the fiercest 
of devils will perish upon viewing its image in a mirror.} 80 The mud 
of this area, which is blue in color, is used to make a beautiful pig ... 
ment. {Local people call it awoni (blue piglnent) or kakitsuni (colored 
nlud).} The pigment is obtained and presented to the imperial court 
upon request. Koko (here) is the source of what is known as the Kuji 
River. 81 

The village of Shidori (twill weaving) is three miles west of the 
district office. In the remote past, when the art of twill weaving had 

not yet been developed, the people of this village began using looms 

n Inner Minister Fujiwara: This refers to Nakatomi {later Fujiwara) Kamatari 
(614-69), the designer of the Taika Refonn. For inner minister, see glossary. 

78 Rock fornlations; The original contains graphs that nlay also be rendered as 
H l'f'L " C 1 is. 

79 Most texts give six ri as the distance between the village of Kafuchi and the 
district office. This translation follows Akimoto who corrects the figure to twenty 
ri, reflecting the actual topography. 

80 In early Japanese belief, a n1.irror had the pOV.ler to ward off evil spirits. The 
ogres described here tuay have been unruly people who refused to submit to the 
Yamato Court and eventually became extinct. 

81 Koko: There is a pun in the word koko (here) and koko (monkey's cry). 
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that could weave twill. This is how the place came to be called Shidori 
[or Shizuhata, meaning "twill"] .82 

North of the village is a small river from which gemlike pebbles are 
obtained. Their texture resembles that of agate with blue stripes. These 
pebbles make good flints. The river is called Tama Gaha [Tamagawa] 
because of the gemlike quality of the pebbles obtained there.in 

The village of Yamada is two .. rhirds of a mile notth of the district 

office. Most of the land within the Village has been reclaimed as rice 
fields. Thus, the village is called Yamada (rice field on the hillside). 84 

The river running through [this village] originates in the hills to the 
north. It passes south of the district office and joins the Kuji River. 
Ayu fish are obtained in abundance there. They are an ann's length in 
size. Along the river is a place called Ihato (rock gate) where a huge 
rock formation extends out over the water. Trees grow luxuriantly 
atop the rocks, their green leaves rustling with the wind and shuttering 
the sun. Beneath the cliff the water runs deep and cool, and white 
sand on the shore proVides a comfortable respite. On hot summer 
days, people seeking cool air gather here froln villages near and far. 
They sing songs of the Tsukuha melody while drinking the sweet wine 
made in the district. Here it is possible to forget one's troubles. 

Another cliff along the river is located in the hamlet of Ohotomo, 
in this township. The earth in this area is yellowish. Birds gather 
there to peck [worms] from the ground. 

Two miles east of the district office is the village of Ohota, which 
is the site of the N agahatabe Shrine. According to the elders, the 

forebear of the 1'J agahatabe family settled in this area and opened a 
small weaving shop. His name was Tate, and he claimed to have de ... 
scended from Katnuhata Hime (the weaving goddess) .85 In the remote 

82 This reading of the name of the village (Shidori) derives from shizuori, which 
is a weaving technique. The graphs tnay also be read as shizuhata. 

83 Because the text is corrupt here, the precise shade of the stone cannot be 
determined. However, it is likely a fine ~ grained, fibrous variety of chalcedony. 

M The original graph for Yamada (rice paddy on the hill) in this text may have 
been Oda (small rice field). But based on the actual topography Yamada is more 
plausible than Oda. 

85 The Nagahatabe afe said to have descended from the Tsao, one of the seven 
Chinese/Korean families who sought refuge in Japan durino the reign of Prince 

Homuda (see SSR, 357). 
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Afuka. According to the elders, this name relates to Prince Yamato 
Takeru who at this place met his \vife~ Princess Great Orange. Thus, 
the place was called Afuka [literally, "meeting deer"]. When Council .. 
lor Kume was provincial governor of Hitachi, the village was renamed 

Sukegaha because salmon are obtained there. {Adult salmon are called 
suke in the local dialect.} 

District of Taka 

{East and south of this district is the Great Sea. On the north and 
west are high mountains, which form the boundary between the prov ... 
inces of Michinoku and Hitachi.} 

According to the elders, the name Taka derives from the topograph ... 

ical configuration of this area. Take Misahi was appointed kuni no 
miyatsuko of Taka during the reign of Prince Taka Anaho [posthumously 

known as Emperor Seimu] who governed the Great Eight Islands. 
Seeing the mountains and ridges of this place while on a tour of inspec
tion; Take Misahi named the land Taka (highland). {Take Misahi 

was a member of the Izumo no Olni family. [In fact, he was entrusted 
with] the area covering the [present ... day] district of Taka and the 

district of Ihaki [in Michinoku Province]. The folklore [relates the 
words] kama makura (pillow made of straw matting) [to the name] 
Taka no Kuni (highland). }89 

On his [first] tour of this area, Take Misahi designated Suke Gaha 
in the district of Kuji as the [southern] boundary of his territory. {It is 

about ten miles southwest of the present district office. Today there is 

still a village named Michinokuchi (beginning of a territory).} He 

designated the hamlet of Kuma as the [northern] boundary of his 

territory and called it Michinoshiri (rear half of a territory). [The 
hamlet of Kuma now belongs to Michinoku Province.] 

Later; in the year of Mizunoto Ushi [653], during the reign of the 

emperor [posthumously known as Emperor Kotoku] who governed the 

realm from Toyosaki Palace at N agara in N aniha, [these boundaries 

89 Emperor Seitnu; A quasi-mythological figure traditionally thought to be the 
successor of Emperor Keiko (see Aoki, "Empress Jingu," 3-39). Kamo-makura is a 
pillow word for taka (high). "High pillow" indicates a relaxed state of luind. 
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were altered. In that year] the magistrate of the territory, together 

with his kinsman, petitioned Councillor Takan1uku, the governor gen ... 
eral of Azuma. The petition was a request for permission to divide the 
territory [delineated by Take Misahi] into two jurisdictions. Their 

reasoning was that the original territory was too large, making com ... 

munication and administration difficult. The persons presenting the 

petition were Miyabe of the Ihaki no Atahi family and Shikoaka of 
the Miyatsukobe family. Miyabe was the magistrate of Taka and 
Shikoaka was his deputy in charge of Ihaki no Kohori,90 [The governor 

general of Azuma granted their request and] divided the region into 

two new districts-Taka and Ihaki. {The district of Ihaki is now under 

the Jurisdiction of the present ... day Michinoku Province.} 
There is a hamlet called Akita in the village of Michinokuchi. 

According to the elders, Akita was named after [the august words of] 

Prince Yamato Takeru. While on an inspection tour of Azuma, the 

prince stayed overnight at this place. There, a man had an audience 
with the prince, telling him, "There are many deer in this area. [They 
are so plentiful that] their protruding antlers look like dry reeds in 
the fields, and the vapor from their breath is like the morning mist." 
[The tnan 'went on praising the area, saying,] HThere are untold num .. 

bers of abalones in the sea here. They grow to several feet. Many 

other sea products are found here also." 
Prince Yamato Takeru [was intrigued by this Inan~s description, 

and he J decided to stage a hunting and fishing contest between him .. 

self and his wife, Princess Great Orange. The prince sent his wife to 

fish in the sea, and he went into the hills to hunt. He spent the entire 
day in the mountains without seeing so much as a single animal. 

Meanwhile~ Princess Great Orange caught over a hundred fish in a 
short time. 

When the contest was over and Prince Yamato Takeru had eaten, 

90 Ihaki no Kohori: The historical significance of the nalue of this jurisdiction 
lies in the fact that the term kohori is expressed by a character in use before the 
Taika Refonn rather than the one in use after the Taika Reform (see glossary). 
Although both are translatable as "district/' a distinction should be Inade between 
the two; since the different characters convey the different stages of central ad
ministration as well as the size of the territory. The Ihaki no -Kohori in question 
became the new Ihaki Province in 718. 
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he said to his lords .. in .. waiting, "My wife and I matched our luck. 
{Local people call it sachi (luck of catches).} Although I did not 
catch anything from the land [and lost the contest], I have enjoyed a 
lot of seafood." Later generations called the place Akita (satiatea) 
after the prince's remark. 

[At one time] Kuromaro of the Kahara no Sukune family held the 

office of provincial governor [of Hitachi]. It was he who had a relief 
sculpture of Bodhisattva K wan..-yin carved on the cliffs along the beach 

of the Great Sea. The icon still exists. This is how the beach came to 
be called Hotoke no Hama (Bodhisattva beach). 91 

The posting .. station of Meshima is nine miles south of the district 
office. On the beach southeast of the posting.-station, jewellike pebbles 
are found. These are used to play the game of go. In all of Hitachi 
Province, it is only on this beach that these beautiful game stones are 
found. 

[The posting .. station of Meshima got its name when Prince Yaluato 
Takeru visited the area on tOUf.] When the prince rowed to shore at 
this beach, he exclaimed over the many kinds of edible seaweed grow-
ing along the shores of the islands in this area, and he named the 
place Meshima (seaweed islands), The name has never been altered. 
{The rest is omitted.} 

9l Kahara (also Kawara) no Sukune was perhaps a descendant of an immigrant 

who introduced Buddhist practices into. this area (SSR, 322-23). 

b 

The Izumo no Kuni Fudoki 

enerally speaking, the land of Izumo lies with its head facing east 
__ and its tail extending toward the southwest. 1 The southern and 

eastern regions are in the mountains; the north and west are adjacent 
to the sea. Izumo is 45.6 miles from east to west, and 61 llli1es from 

north to sou th. 2 

570 feet 
24.2 miles3 

I Kato Yoshinari considers the eastern border of Izumo Province to be the "head" 

because the sun rises [roln that direction. See Kato Yoshinari, Izumo no kuni fudoki 
sankyu (Tokyo: Hara Shabo, 1962),46-47. Akimoto has a different reason. In his 

view, the eastern end oflzumo Province is the point nearest the capital, hence the 
l'head" (NKBT 2, 94, headnote). As this translation ernploys historical orthogra-

phYt or rekishiteki kanadzukahi, the name of this province should be expressed as 
Idzumo instead of lzutTIo. However, because the modern spelling is so well estab~ 
lished, I use Izumo to avoid confusion. It should be noted, however, that in the 

eighth century the word was pronounced idzumo. 
2 The east--west distance was measured along a roadway extending from 

Temaseki, on the eastern boundary of Izumo j to Takigi Yama, on the western 

boundary. Distances in the Izumo fudoki are given in eighth .. century measure .. 

tnents. These have been converted to standard English measureluents, as fol~ 

lows: 1 shaku equals 11.67 inches, 1 bu equals .0011 miles, and 1 ri equals .332 miles. 
The notth~south distance was rneasured along a roadway extending from the 

southern boundary of Hiichi Yama to the northern boundary, at theChikurni 

posting--station. Different versions of the fudoki provide different distances. Kato 

agrees with Tanaka Takashi that the original text read 183 ri, 193 bu. My translation 

fonows Kato and Tanaka because theirs seems to be dl.e most probable interpretation. 

3 570 feet and 24.2 miles: These figures are considered to be later additions to 

the text (see NKBT 2, 256). 
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Because it is difficult to carry out surveys, there may be errors.in these 

1 · 4 calcu atlons. 
In compiling this report the editor [has observed the following 

principles: first,] information should be carefully verified to the most 
minute detail;5 [second,] etymology should be based on the authen-
ticity of tradition; [third,] as to shores and beaches, dens of birds and 
ani.mals, and types of sea products, these items are too numerous to 
record exhaustively. However, since I cannot ignore them [entirely]) 
1 will summarize and record that [in this document]. The report has 
been compiled on the basis of these principles.6 

Izumo was harned for the august Yatsukamidzu Omidzunu's decree, 
yakumo tatsu (heap of clouds rising); hence, Yakumotatsu Izurno.7 

In Izumo there are 399 shrines; 184 of them are registered with the 
COll'neil of Religious Affairs, while 215 are unregistered.8 

+ This is the tnost ambiguous sentence in the entire text. Most commentators 
agree that it is a later addition, and hence avoid having to explain it. I have tried to 
provide an approximate meaning, 

5 The graphs for the word translated as "most minute detail" literally mean "tree 
leaves and branches." Akimoto interprets the word as "descendants of the ances ... 
tral deities of Izumo." Hisamatsu and Kato interpret it as "details." If one were to 
follow Akimoto's suggestion, the essence of the sentence that is introduced by this 
word would be rendered as "Considering [the cOlnplexiry of the matters involved], 
I ... find it nearly impossible to exhaustively list [the achievelnents of] the descen~ 
dants of the ancestral deities Iof the land] or to determine the authenticity of the 
etymological explanations." Throughout the text, expressions in brackets add 
material in English that is ilnplicit in the Japanese. Approximate English meanings 
of certain Japanese words are given in parentheses. 

6 This sentence marks the end of the prefatory note to the Izumo fudoki. 
7 This can be considered as one of the stories identifying the founding father of 

burne. Omidzunu means "God/Lord of the Great Water." The "great waterH in 
Izumo is the Great River Hinokawa, which had less alluvial deposit in the eighth 
century than it has today. It is reasonable to suppose that the Lord of the Great 
Water was an anrhropolnorphic representation of the action of the river, which 
increased, with its depOSits, the arable land of Izumo. 

8 There was a basic register of shtines in the eighth century. It was called the 
Jinja daicho. It is the predecessor of the Shinmei cho (also known as Jinmyo cho) , 
which was incorporated later into the Engi--shiki. The shrines listed in the register 
:vete known as shikinaisha, tueaning "shrines listed in the shiki." Shrines not listed 
In the register were called shikigaisha, meaning "shrines outside the shiki." 
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Izumo has 9 districts; 62sato (townships) {which include 181 kozato 
(villages)}; 4 amaribe (units of single households); 6 umaya (posting-

stations); and 7 kamube (units of shrine households) {which include 
11 villages}. 9 • 

The district of Ou has eleven townships {which include thirty .. 

three villages}, one unit of single households, three posting .. stations, 

and three units of shrine households {which include six villages}. 

The district ofShimane has eight townships {which include twenty~ 

four villages}, one unit of single households, and one posting .. station. 

The district of Akika has four townships {which include nvelve villages}, 

and one unit of shrine households {which consists of one village}. 

The district of Tatenuhi has four townships {which include twelve 

villages}, one unit of single households, and one unit of shrine house-

holds {which consists of one village}. 

The district of Izumo has eight townships {which include twenty-
three villages}, and one unit of shrine households {which includes 

two villages}. 
The district of Kamuto has eight townships { which include twenty-

two villages}, one unit of single households, two posting--stations, and 
one unit of shrine households {which consists of one village}. 

9 Each to\vnship had fifty households. An average household consisted of twenty .. 
five persons, including persons not related to the household head by blood (ac..
cording to Yanaga Teizo, Nara jidai no kizoku to nomin [Tokyo: Shibundo, 1956]) 
188). If this information is dependable, the population of one township was about 
1,250 in eighth-century Izurno. As to the number ofkozato, most texts say 179. 
Drawing upon other pertinent information] Akimoto suggests that the number 
was 181 (NKBT 2) 94). The sato (township) was an artificial unit created for 
administrative purposes. In the Taiho Code , fifty households were grouped to
gether regardless of the natural conformation of a village. Therefore, groupings 
having fewer than fifty households were not large enough to fonn a sato. These 
households were called amaribe, meaning "surplus" households. Posting~stations: 
These stations were supposedly established about every ten miles on public road .. 
ways. Shrine households: Taxes from kamube households were allocated to the 
upkeep of shrines. In other words~ anyone holding a priestly position at a shrine had 
control over a unit of shrine households. Although the evidence is not conclusi ve, 

it would seetn that one shrine-household unit had fewer than fifty households. For 
"posting--stations," see Sakamoto Taro, lodai ekisei no kenkyu (Tokyo: Shibundo, 

1928),82-83. 
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The district of Ihishi has seven townships {which include pineteen 

villages} . 
The district of Nita has four townships {which include twelve 

villages} . 
The district of Ohohara has eight townships {which include twenty .. 

four villages}. 
The graph sato used above [to designate townships] was adopted 

in place of the [old] graph sato in accordance with the shiki (supplemen..

tary code) of 715.10 The graphs used to designate the nanles of these 

townships are the ones that were adopted in accordance with the kuzen 
(oral edict) of 726. The edict was transmitted by the Department of 

People's Affairs. 

District of Ou 

The district of Ou has eleven townships {thirty .. three villages}, one 

unit of single households, three posting .. stations, and three units of 

shrine households {six villages}. 

Township of Mati: The old graphs were mori. 11 

Township of Yashiro: The old graph was yashiro. 
Township of Tatenuhi: The graphs are the same as those of old. 

Township of Yasuki: The graphs are the same as those of old. 
Township of Yamakuchi: The graphs are the same as those of old. 
Township of Ihinashi: The old graphs were ihinashi. 
Township of Tone: The graphs are the same as those of old. 
Township of Ohokusa: The graphs are the same as those of old. 

Township of Yamashiro: The graphs are the saIne as those of old. 

Township of Hayashi: The old graph was hayashi. 
To\\rnship of Shishiji: The graphs are the same as those of old. 

{There ate three villages in each of the above townships.} 

10 The later word for sato is inscribed in the Chinese graph hsiang, while the 
earlier word (described as the I'old graphn) is expressed as the Chinese graph li (see 

glossary, under go, gori.-sei, and sata). 
J 1 The old and new graphs are provided in the glossary urrder Moti. Graphs 

mentioned throughout this fudaki are listed in the glossary in the same manner. 
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Unit of single households. 
Posting--station of Noki. 
Posting ... station of Kuroda. 
Posting--station of Shishiji. 
Unit of Izumo Shrine households~ 
Unit of Kamo Shrine households. 

Unit of Imube Shrine households. 

• 

Izumo was named for the words of the God Yatsukamizu Omidzunu. 

The august Omidzunu, who performed the kunihiki (also kunubiki, 
meaning "land-pulling)))} spoke maj estically [thus], "Clouds--Rising 

Izumo is a narrow strip of young land. [When the creator gods estab
lished the land of lzumo] they made it small. Therefore, it must be 

enlarged with the addition of more land, which is to be attached [to 
the original land of IZumo]." 

"As I looked at the cape of white Shiragi in search of spare land," 
he said, til could see that Shiragi had an overabundance." Thereupon, 
he took a wide spade shaped like a maiden's chest,12 thrust it into the 
land as though he had plunged it into the gill of a large fish, shook it 
about as if brandishing pampas grass 13 [and broke off a piece]. Then 
he looped a three,ply rope around the land and began to pull it. He 
pulled the rope slowly~ as if reeling in [a fishing line]. As it came near, 
it looked like a huge riverboat [being] pulled by his august might. 
"Come land, COlne hither," said the god. Thus, he added [to Izutno] 
the portion of land called the cape of Kizuki, which protrudes from the 
inlet of Kozu. 14 The mooring post to which h fastened this land is Mt. 

12 The expression used here is Orome nomunasuki (flat, wide plow), like the 

ches t of a young girl. 
13 The text reads hata susuki hofuri wake. Hata susuki means "ears of Mise an thus 

sinensis." The phrase is a pillow word for ho~ in hofuri- (to slay). There is a play on 
the sound ho in the words ho (ears of miscanthus, or pampas grass) and hofuri 
(slaying). Such play on a sound serves to stretch the nleaning of a given phrase. In 
the case ofhatasusuki hofuriwake, the meaning becomes "brandishing ears of the 
tniscanthusH [he] ''-slew/severed.'' There are numerous instances of such word play 
in the Izumo fudoki. 

14 Kizuki is the present--day site oflzumo Taisha. The language of this section 

retains some of the oldest forms of Japanese with abundant plays on words and 
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Sahime. This mountain separates Izumo Province from Ihami Province. 
The rope used for the land--pulling is the long beach of Sona. 

The [noble] god spoke again, "As 1 looked to\vard Saki, in the 
north) I could see that there was more land to be spared." So saying, 
he took the wide spade shaped like a maiden's chest) thrust it into the 
land as though he had plunged it into the gill of a large fish, shook it 

about as if brandishing pampas grass, and broke off a piece. Then he 
tied a three .. ply rope around the Land, and began to pull it. He pulled 

the rope slowly, as if reeling in [a fishing line]. It looked like a huge 

riverboat [being] pulled by his august might. "Come land! Come 
hither!" said the god. This annexed piece of land is the land mass of 
Sacia, which projects from the cape of Taku. 

"As I looked toward the land of N un ami, in the north, in my search 
for spare land," he said [once again], "1 coutd see sOlue.

H15 
Thus he 

picked up the spade shaped like a maiden's chest, thrust it into the 
land~ as though he had plunged it into the gill of a large fish, shook it 
about as if brandishing pampas grass, and broke off a piece. Then he 
tied a three-ply rope around the land, and began to pull it. He pulled 
the rope slowly as if reeling in [a fishing line}. It looked like a huge 
riverboat [being] pulled by his mighty power. "Come land! Come 
hither!" said the god. This piece of land is the land mass of Kurami. 1 t 

extends outward from the cape of Tashimi. 
Once again [the God Omidzunu] said mightily, "As I gaze toward 

the cape of Tsutsu in Koshi, in my search for spare land} 1 see more 
land to be spared."16 He grasped the wide spade shaped like a maiden's 

chest, thrust it into the land as though he had plunged it into the gill 
of a large fish, and broke off a piece. Then he tied a three .. ply rope 

around the land and began to pull it. He pulled the rope as if [he 
were] reeling in [a fishing line]. It looked like a huge riverboat [being] 
pulled by his mighty power. This additional land is the cape of Miho. 
The rope used to pull the land became the Isle of Yomi. The stake to 

onomatopoeic expressions that are capable of modifying verbs. Note in the following 
passages the repetitious descriptions of the actions of the god. The diction is typical 
of storytelling, and is similar to that found in the texts of norito (Shinto prayers). 

15 The location of Nunatui has not been determined. 
16 Koshi is an old name for the Hokuriku region of Echizen, Etchu) and Echigo. 
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which the rope was firmly tied is Mt. Fire God in the province of 
Hahaki. 17 

"Now I am finished pulling the land," said the god. Thereupon, 
the God Omidzunu set his cane in the ground of Ou, and uttered a 
word, "O.-e. "18 That is why [this place] is called OUt {What is known 
as the sacred woods of Ou is situated on a small hill northeast of the 
district office. The dialneter of this mound is about forty--four feet. 
There is a lofty tree atop the hill.} 

Township of MOTi. Mori is situated 13.1 miles southeast of the district 
office. The Great God Ohonanluchi, \vhen he walked along Mt. 
Nagaye on his return from his campaign to pacify Yakuchi in the land 
of Koshi) said, '~The land that I have opened and governed shall be 
entrusted hereafter to the Imperial Grandson for his peaceful admin
istration. As for the land of Izulno, it shall be kept as my territory and 
I will dwell in it forever. I will protect it like a precious jeweL Green 
hills and mountains shall surround Izumo, and I shall protect it. 19 

Therefore) the place will be called Mori, meaning "to defend." {The 
[new J graphs for mari were adopted in 726.} 

Township of Yashiro. Yashiro is located thirteen tuiles east of the district 
office. "This is the shrine in which I will reside, " said the God Amatsuko, 
the ancestor of Iki of Yashiro, when he came down from heaven with 

Arne no Hohi. 2o That is why the place is called Yashiro, n1eaning 
"shrine." {The [new] graphs for yashiro were adopted in 726.}21 

17 Miho no Saki is situated at the eastern tip of the Shimane Peninsula. YOlui no 
Shilna is the present-day island ofYumigahama, which forms the border between 
Shin1ane and Tottori prefectures. Mt. Fire God is the present ... day Mt. Daisen, a 
volcano (Hinokamidake in Japanese). 

IH The equation of o-e with Ou now seems artificial and unlikely. But it is the 
way the people of ancient Izutno wished to relate themselves to this god. 

19 This legend seems vital in authenticating the story of the kuni yuzuri (surrender 

of the land) to the Yamato Court. See Yamada Yoshio, Izumo no kuni no mi)'atsuko 
kamuyogoto gikai (Shitnane; Izumo Taishakyo Kyomu Honcho, 1960),177-98. 

20 Amatsuko: Mention of this deity occurs only in this section of the Izumo 
fudoki. He does not feature in either the Kojiki or the Nihon shoki. 

21 .Although there is another Yashiro Shrine in the list below, there is no evi .. 
dence that this story is a later addition. 
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Township of Tatenuhi. It is 10.7 miles northeast of the district qffice. At 
this place Futsunushi stitched up a rip in his sturdy shield of heaven. 
Thus it was named Tatenuhi, meaning '{shield fastening."22 

Township of Yasuki. It is 9.1 miles northeast of the district office. Lord 
Susanowo made a tour of inspection [there]. Upon his arrival at this 
place, Susano\vo said, "My mind has been comforted." Therefore, the 
place is called Yasuki, lneaning "being comforted. "23 On the north 

shore of this township there is a cape called Himesaki. A daughter of 
Imaro of the Katari no Omi [head of a reciter clan] was strolling 
around the cape.24 Suddenly she was attacked by a shark. It was the 
thirteenth day of the seventh month of the second year of the En1peror 
Tenlnu [674].15 The daughter of Imaro did not retu.rn home but was 
killed by the shark. 

22 Futsunushi: According to the Kojiki-Nihon shoki tradition, Futsunushi was 
sent from the Plain of High Heaven to negotiate with Ohokuni the peaceful 
surrender of land prior to the august descent of the Imperial Grandson. In the 
Kojiki he is called Futsuno Mitama (Spirit of Sword) . The Nihon shoki tells us that 
Futsunushi was with Take Mikazuchi (Thunder God) when he proceeded to the 
northeastern part of Japan to pacify the unruly elements there. He is the entity 
enshrined in the Kashima Shrine in present~day Ibaraki Prefecture. See HIT, 
"District ofShida.'l 

l3 Kamu Susanowo (Lord Susanowo): "Lord" is the English translation of the 
word l<ami (or kamu). In the lzumo fudoki Susanowo appears with the epithet kamu 
or kami, which in this case means "god." In the Nihon shoki he appears frequently, 
described by the adjectives ha)'a and takehaya. Both words have the connotation 
of wildness. 

24 Katari no Omi is Ilnaro's title. Among the members of the kataribe (reciters) I 

there are several title holders: Katari no Miyatsuko, Katari no Omi, Katari no 
Muraji, Katari no Sukune, Katari no Obito, Katari no Atahi, and Katati no Kilni. 
The Shinsen shojiroku also carries the title Arne no Katari no M uraji. See Kato, 
Izumo no kuni fudoki sankyu, 101-2. 

Zj Asuka no Kiyolnihata no Miya ni Amenoshita Shiroshitneshishi SUlnerami~ 
koto: His posthumous nanle is Tenmu Tenno. His other designations are Kiyomihara 
no Miya ni An1enoshita Shiroshimeshishi Sumeramiko (in the Nihon shoki) , 
Kiyomihara no SUtllerarnikoko (Nihon shaki) , and Asuka Kiyomihara no Sume~ 
ralnikoto (Man'yoshu). The title used in the Izumo fudoki is the same one used in 
the Todaiji archives (see Takeuchi Rizo, Yamada Hideo j and Hirano Kunia, Nihon 
kodai jinmei jite.n [Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kabunkan, 1963]) 4: 1159). This strongly 
supports the theory that the lzumo fudoh is a product of the Nara period. 
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Itnaro buried his daughter in the ground along the shore of Hime,. 
saki. 26 Deeply grieved, he cried to heaven and stamped the earth. 
Day and night he sobbed and staggered near the grave. Several days 
passed. [As the story goes,] Imaro brought himself under control, 
whetted his arrowheads, sharpened the edge of his halberd, and chose 
an advantageous spot from which to attack the shark. He worshiped 
the gods, praying, ('-Fifteen million heavenly gods, and 15 million gods 
of the earth, 399 shrines venerated in this land, and all the deities in 
the sea, may your gentle spirits watch over me in peace.17 But I beseech 
you, gods, let all your brave spirits abide by my desire. If there be a 
divine spirit, may it help me avenge the wrongs done to my daughter. 
And let me know the divine nature of the spirit [through my success]." 

Meanwhile, a hundred sharks gathered slowly and quietly, leading 
the shark [that killed Imaro's daughter]. The sharks approached lmaro, 
and remained there, motionless, tightly surrounding the guilty shark. 
Thereupon, Imaro took up his halberd and stabbed the shark. Thus, 
the shark was caught and executed. Then the other sh.arks dispersed. 

When the dead shark was eu t open, a leg of the dead girl was 
found. Thereupon, the shark was torn to pieces, pierced with a stake, 
and exposed on the roadside. {Imaro is the father of Atau of the 
Katari no Omi, the resident of Yasuki. It has been sixty years since 
this ineiden t [ace u rred] .} 28 

Township of Yamakuni. It is 10.9 miles southeast of the district office. 
Fu tsunushi came to this place during a campaign. He said, '(This is 
the land I wish to behold forever." Because of this the place is called 
Yamakuni, tneaning "land to behold forever." The tax storehouses are 
located there. 29 

26 From this description it may be concluded that the people of that era did not 
use COlnmon burial grounds. 

2.7 Heavenly gods: The word in Japanese is amatsukami, which is customarily 
translated as "gods in the Plain of High Heaven.)) The Izumo people became 
acquainted with the heavenly gods later in their history, while the earthly gods are 
associated with the origins of the Izumo people themselves. 

28 The incident allegedly took place in 674. As the ensuing sixty years include 
the year in which the incident occulTed, it is actually a fifty~nine .. year tilne span. Fifty, 
nine yeats following 674 is 733, the year in which the Izumo fudoki was compiled. 

29 Tax storehouses: Shoso in Japanese. The reading for the characters varies 
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Township of Ihinashi. It is 10.6 miles southeast of the district ,office. 
Ohokunitama, or the Great Spirit of Land, enjoyed his majestic meal 
at this place when he descended from heaven. Hence, the place is 
known as lhinashi, meaning "to have a meal. "30 {The graphs were 

altered to ihinashi in 726.} 

Township of Tone. It is 8.6 miles east of the district office. Shibi, of the 
Heki no Omi, the ancestor of, the Tone no Kimi~ who is in charge of the 
tax storehouses, served at the Ilnperial Court as an In1perial Attendant 
when Emperor Kimmei ruled from the Imperial Palace of Shikishima.31 

The township of Tone is the place where this man lived after [com .. 
pleting] his service. Therefore, it is called Tone, meaning "Imperial 
Attendant." Tax storehouses are situated in this township. 

Township of Ohokusa {Sakusa}. It is .8 mile southeast of the district 
office. Aohata Sakusahiko, the son of Susano\vo, resided at this place. 
Therefore, it is called Ohokusa {Sakusa} .32 

Township of Yamashiro. It is 1.1 miles northwest of the district office. 
Yamashiro Hiko, a son of Ohonatnuchi, the Creator God of Izumo, 
lived at this place.33 The place is called Yamashiro after him. There 

are tax storehouses located there. 

depending upon the scholar. Akimoto reads it as miyake, whereas Kato reads it as 
mikura. In both cases it refers to the storehouses in which the collected regular 
taxes were kept. The inside of the shoso was called shoso,in. A section of the Shoku 
Nihongi records the word shoso~in in this sense. See "Shoku Nihongi,') in Shintei zoho 
kokushi taikei, ed. Kuroita Katsumi (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1935),2:357. 
Supervision of these storehouses was the sole responsibility of the district governors. 

30 Ohokunitama; In some cases, Ohokunitalua is another name for 
Ohokuninushi, the Lord of the Great Land. Here, however; he is modified by the 
epithet amori mashishi, which means "the one who came down from the Plain of 
High Heaven.uTherefore, this deity should not be identified with Ohokuninushi, 
who is a god of the earth. 

31 Heki: According to the Shinsen shojiroku, the Heki clan is descended from 
Korean immigrants (see also Kato, Izumo no kuni fudoki sankyu, 113). 

32 Aohata Sakusahiko: God of Hemp. As hemp can grow as tall as six feet, the 
place was called ohokusa, meaning "tall grass." "Sakusa" is Kate's reading for these 
ideographs. Akimoto reads them as "Ohokusa." 

33 The name of this deity is found only in the Izumo fudoki. He is probably the 
tutelary god of Yamashiro Township. 
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Township of Hayashi. It is 7.2 miles west of the district office. The Lord 
of the Great Land Ohonamuchi came upon this place during his cam ... 
paign to pacify the Yakuchi of Koshi.34 At that time, the grove in this 
area was rich and verdant. The god said, "This grove rouses my spitit.1' 

The place is called Hayashi, meaning "grove" and 'Ito rouse the spirit," 
because of this.35 {The graphs were altered to hayashi in 726.} 

Totvnship of Shishiji. It is 12.3 miles west of the district office. There 

are two statues of wild boar on a hill in the sou thern part of this 

township. [It is said that] these are the images of boar that were 
hunted by the Lord of the Great Land. {One statue is 26 feet, 2 
inches, long; 9 feet, 6 inches, high; and 55 feet, 4 inches, around. The 
other is 24 feet, 3 inches, long; 7 feet, 7 inches, high; and, 18 feet, 1 
inch, around.} [There is also] a statue of the lord's hunting dog. {It is 

9.7 feet long, 3.8 feet high, and 18.5 feet around.} As [all these images 
are] natural rock formations, the statue of the dog is indistinguishable 
from those of the boar. These [rock] statues are still [in place]. Hence, 
this spot is called Shishiji, meaning "boat's passageway."36 

Unit of single households, It is 2.2 miles east of the district office. {In 
accordance with the regrouping of the household units [based on the 

census of 727] a village was established [with a group of households 
numbering fewer than fifty; too few to form a township]. Therefore, it 
was named amaribe, meaning "left over" or "surplus" households. The 
same practice was utilized in other districts~} 

Posting .. station of Noki. It is 6.7 miles east of the district office. Because 
the great god Noki resides at this place, it is called NokL37 

34 Koshi no Yakuchi: The last word, yakuchi, means "eight mouths," perhaps a 
euphemism for the unruly recalcitrants. It is known that there was once a place 
called Yatsukuchi (eight mouths/many mouths) in the old Echigo Province (present~ 
day Niigata Prefecture) . 

35 The graphs introduced as the new name of the township in 726 have been 
traditionally interpreted as meaning "to rouse the spirit,H while the old graph for 
hayashi means "woods." This is another example of a play on words. 

36 There are some rocks on the site that might have been thought of as statues 
of these animals, but they no longer resemble either a dog or a boar. 

37 In the Engi~shiki this posting. .. station is listed as Nogi no Umaya. In the 
Wamyosho it is not listed at all. Instead, a township called Nogi appears in the 
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Posting ... station of Kuroda. It is located in the same place as the district 
office. There is a village called Kuroda .6 mile northwest of the district 
office where the soil is black. The place is called Kuroda (meaning 
"black field") because of its soiL 38 Formerly the posting ... station was 
situated at Kuroda. That is why it is called by this name. The posting ... 

station is now adjacent to the district office, but it is still known by 
the old name. 

Postina--station of Shishiji. It is 12.6 miles west of the district office. c . 
{The origin of this name is the saIne as the origin of the name of the 

township of Shishiji.} 

Unit of shrine households of Izumo. It is .7 mile southwest of the district 

office. These shrine households belong to two deities: Kumano Kamuro, 
a beloved son of Izanagi; and the Lord of the Great Land, Ohonamuchi, 

who created the arable land with five hundred hoes and ploughs. 
This is why they are called shrine households. 39 {The same practice 

was utilized in other districts.} 

Unit of shrine households of Kama. It is 11.2 miles southeast of the 

district office. Ajisuki Takahiko, a son of the Lord of the Great Land j 

resides at the Kamo Shrine in. Kadzuraki. These households belong to 

him.4o Therefore, it is called Kamo. 41 {The new graphs kamo were 

adopted in 726.} 

Wamyosho. Therefore, it is assumed that the abolition of the posting ... station of 
Noki and the establishment of the township ofNogi (fonnerly called Noki) occurred 
before the compilation of the Wamyosho, that is, in the late Heian period. 

38 The soil of this place is darker than that of other areas, even today (Kato, 
Izumo no kunifudoki sankyu, 122). 

39 Kumano Kamuro is the deity enshrined in the Kumano Shrine. The Lord of 
the Great Land (Ohonamuchi) is the god who opened the territory by tilling the 
land. Here Ohonamuchi (Ohokuninushi) is described as the god of agriculture. 
Analysis of the relationship between these two deities would lead to an interesting 
discussion (Kumano Kamuro, a beloved son of Izanagi, versus Ohonamuchi) the 

god of the earth of Izumo) . 
40Ajisuki Takahiko appears as a son of Ohonamuchi in the lzumo fudoki. The 

approximate meaning of his name is "the Shining God of the Boe and Plough." 
41 The graph given here means "duck," though the more recent two graphs 

have no such connotation (see glossary, under Kamo). 
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Unit of shrine households of Imube. It is 7.3 miles west of the district office. 
This is the place where the kuni no miyatsuko undergoes his purification 
[and observes abstinence] before proceeding to the Imperial Court to 
perform the Kamuyogoto, or the presentation of the divine words of 
congratulation.42 Hence, it is called lmube, or the place of ablution. 
There is a hot spring on the river bank in this locality. The site is 
known for its scenic beauty. Men and women, old and young, visit 
this spot, arriving by land and sea. They gather here, put up a market, 

and enjoy themselves, mingling together; they are noisy and lively. 
One dip in the spring and their physical beauty is improved; two dips 
and all their ailments are healed. Since ancient times, the good effect 
of bathing here has never failed. Therefore, the people call it "the hot 
spring of the gods." 

Kyokoji Temple. It is situated in the township of Tone, 8.4 miles east of 
the district office. A five .. story pagoda has been erected there. {Bud .. 
dhist priests live in the temple.} The temple was built by the priest 
Kyoko. {He is the grandfather of Oshiwi of the Uehara no Obito 
clan, who is an [unofficial] village chief with the rank of the Greater 
Initial Rank, Lo\ver Grade.}43 

A new temple. It is located in the township of Yamashiro. It is 1.5 miles 
northwest of the district office. A chapel has been erected there. {No 
priests live in this temple.} The ten1ple was built by Mare of Heki no 
Kimi. {He is the forebear of Imaro, of the Heki no Kimi, who is a 
resident of Izumo Kamube. }44 

42 The term kamuyogoto may be rendered as "congratularorywords of a god or 
gods." This particular karnuyogoto is incl uded in the norito (Shinto prayers) . Every 
tilue a new kuni no miyatsuko of Izumo was appointed? he would go to the Imperial 
Court to present the emperor with these "godly words of congratulation." Misaha 
is another place where the kuni no miyatsuko of Izumo observed ablution (see 
"Township of Misaha" under the "District of Nita" below). 

4.3 Daisoi no shimotsu shina: His rank is preceded by the word tone (or san'i)) 
which means "rank without office'; (see glossary, under tone). Kyokoji: This is the 
only temple designated by its proper name in the Izumo fudoki. All the rest are 
simply described as new temples. 

44 Heki: Akimoto reads this name as hioki, while Hisamatsu and Kato read it as 
heki. My translation follows the latter. 
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A new temple. It is [also] located in the township of Yamashiro, .7 mile 
northwest of the district office. A chapel has been constructed there. 
{A Buddhist priest resides in this temple.} The temple was built by 
Otoyama of the Izumo no Omi. Otoyama is the vice distric t governor 

of IhishL45 

A new temple. It is in the township of Yamakuni, 10.4 miles southeast 
of the district office. There is a three ... story pagoda in the precinct of 
the temple. The temple was built by Newo, of the Hekibe, who is a 

resident of Yamakuni. 

[LIST OF SHRINES]46 

Great Shrine of Kumano 
Medzuki Shrine 

Yuki Shrine 
Tsuheshiro Shrine 

Noki Shrine 
Kitnachi Shrine 
Noki Shrine 
Sakuta Shrine 

Suta Shrine 
Fube Shrine 
Otaki Shrine 
Kume Shrine 
Shishiji Shrine 
Mefu Shrine 
Sawi Shrine in the High 

Ifuya Shrine 
Fujina Shrine 
Noshiro Shrine 
Otaki Shrine 

Tanaka Shrine 

Yamasa Shrine 
Katsuhi Shrine 
Katsuhi Shrine in the High 
Tamatsukuriyu Shrine 
Ifuya Shrine 
Yamasa Shrine 
Ku tami Shrine 
Tanomo Shrine 
Manawi Shrine 
Shihomi Shrine 
Ichihara Shrine 
Fugon1l Shrine 

N oshiro Shrine 
Sawi Shrine 
Urufu Shrine 
Yuu Shrine 
Same Fujina Shrine 
Sakuta Shrine 

Saki Shrine 
Noshiro Shrine 

45 Archaeologists have found roof tiles of the Nara period at this site. In 746, 
Otoyatua inherited the office of the kuni no miyatsuko of Izumo follov,ring the 

demise of his father, Hiroshima. . 
46 Here the Izumo fudoki lists all the shrines in the district of Qu. 
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Tatewi Shrine 
Ihasaka Shrine 
Takahi Shrine 
Tsukiya Shrine 

Hayatama Shrine 
Sakusa Shrine 
Yamashiro Shrine 
Same [Tsukiya] Shrine 

• 

{The above forty ... eight shrines 
Religious Affairs.} 

are registered with the Council of 

Uyuhi Shrine 

Mokoso Shrine 
Kifusa Shrine 
Tamura Shrine 

Same Ichiho Shrine 

Adakaya Shrine 
Kahara Shrine 

Manawi Shrine 
Kasakara Shrine 
Mikeshi Shrine 

Kifusa Shrine 

Nahonoya Shrine 
Kunihara Shrine 

Ichiho Shrine 
Ifuya Shrine 
Suta Shrine 
Fuu Shrine 

Kawara Shrine 
Shitabi Shrine 

{The above nineteen shrines are not registered with the Council of 
Religious Affairs.} 

[MOUNTAINS] 

Nagaye Yama. It is 16.6 miles southeast of the district office. {Crystal 
is produced there.} 

Atsugaki Yama. It is 6.7 miles east of the district office. {There is a 
[conical brick] structure [there] for a beacon fire. }47 

Takano Yama. It is 6.3 miles east of the district office. 

Kumano Yama. It is 6 miles south of the district office. {Cypress and 
spindle trees grow there.48 The shrine dedicated to the Great God of 
Kumano is situated on this mountain.} 

Kutami Yama. It is 7.6 miles southwest of the district office. A shrine is 
located there.} 

47 Atsugaki Yama: The remains of the beacon may still be seen today. The hill 
is the present-day Kurama Yama. 

48 Hinoki (translated as "cypress") was the wood used to make fires in ancient 
times. The word hinoki derives from hi no ki, meaning uwood that n1akes fire. I! 
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Tamatsukuri Yama. It is 7.3 miles southwest of the district office. {There 

is a shrine on this mountain.} 

Kamunabi Yama. It is 1.3 miles north of the district office. It is 78 feet 

in height and 2.2 miles in girth. {Pine trees grow on the east side, and 

reeds on the other three sides, of this hill.} 
The plants that grow in the hills and fields of the district of Ou are 

listed below: 

Snake"s beard, uda, ilwgusuri, nozeri, ginger, forsythia, Solomon's seal, 
hotozura, chain fern, okera, yam, kurara, wild ginger, pokeweed, 
sa.sahasorashi, figwort, sanekazura, skullcap, kudzu vine, woody peony, 
mercury, hog brake, wisteria, plum, cypress, white cedar, glory tree, 
paulownia, camphor, pas,ania, camellia, wax myrtle, pine, yew, Chi ... 
nese cork tree, and zelkova. 

The animals that live in this district are listed below: 

Eagle, peregrine falcon r copper pheasant, dove, quail, skylark, long ... 
eared owl, bear, wolf, wild boar, deer, hare, fox, flying squirrel, and 
monkey. 

The plants and animals of this land are too numerous to be listed 

exhaustively. 

[RIVERS, PONDS, AND ISLANDS] 

Hakuta Gaha. The source of the river is in the Kadzuno YamaJ where 

it creates the border between the districts of Nita and Ou. It flows 
through the townships of Mori, Tatenuhi, and Yasuki, and empties 
into the lriumi (estuary). Ayu and dace [are obtained] there.} 

Ya11Ulkuni Gaha. The head of this river is in Urami Yama, 12.6 miles 

southeast of the district office. The river flows north and joins the 

Hakuta Gaha. 

Ihinashi Gaha. This river has three sources. {One comes from Tahara, 

on the border benveen the three districts of Nita, Ohohara) and Ou. 

Another source is derived from the Urami Yama, and the third flows 
from Tamamine Yama in the district of Nita.} Three ·streams join to 

make Ihinashi Gaha, "vhich drains into the Itiumi. {Ayu and dace 

[ are obtained] there.} 
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It is 1.6 miles to the ferry port of Asakumi, the boundary between 
the district of Shitnane and the district of Ou. 

The district described above is situated on the south side of the 
lriumi. This district is the seat of the provincial government of Izumo. 

[Respectfully presented by] 

District Clerks: 

Without rank Ama no Omi 
Without rank Izumo no Omi 

Assistant District Governor, 
Junior 7th Rank, Lower 
Grade, 12th Grade in Merit Izumo no Omi 

Secretary, Outer Lesser Initial 
Rank,53 Upper Grade; 12th 
Grade in Merit Hayashi no Omi 

Acting Secretary, 

Without rank Izumo no Omi 

District of Shimane 

The district of Shimane has eight townships {twenty ... four Villages}, 
one unit of single households, and one posting--station. 

Township of Asakumi: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Yamaguchi: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Tashimi: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Miho: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Kataye: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Kaga: The old graphs were kaga. 
Township of Ikuma: The graphs remained unchanged~ 
Township of Hohoki: The graphs remained unchanged. 

{Each of the above eight townships has three villages. }54 

53 This is ge shosoi in the original. Ge stands for gei (ranks given to local officials). 
54 The Hosokawa version and other texts list the township of Yamaguchi first 

and the township of Asakumi second. In any case, the order of the listing differs 
from the arrangement of the descriptions in my text, below. 
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Unit of single households. 
Posting--station of Chikun1i. 
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Shimane was named after the words of the Lord of the Great Water, 
Omidzunu, who performed the land pulling. Because he delivered an 
august address at this place, it is called Shimane, meaning ((island 

b " ase. 

Township of Asakumi. Asakumi is located 3.4 miles south of the district 
office. The God of Kumano issued an order to appoint five groups of 
people to take charge of his divine meal. The God gave them a place 
to live in this township. This is why the place is called Asakumi, 
meaning "drawing [water] in the morning."55 

Township of Yamaguchi. It is situated 1.8 miles south of the district 
office. Tsurugihiko, a son of Susanowo, piously said, "This place is the 
entrance to my territory." Thus, it was named Yamaguchi t meaning 
"entrance to the hills. "56 

Township of Tashimi. It is 3.7 miles east of the district office. The Lord 
of the Great Land said, HI made this land firmly.J' This is why the place 
is called Tashi~ meaning "firmly made." People today mistakenly call 
it Tashimi, however. The tax storehouses are located in this township. 

Township of Miho. Miho is located 9.1 miles east of the district office. 
The Lord of the Great Land married Princess Nunagaha~ a daughter 
of Hetsukushiwi (God of the Coast) and a granddaughter of 
Okitsukushiwi (God in the Offing) who resided in the land of Koshi. 
The God Mihosusumi, a son of the two deities, is enshrined at this 
place. This is how the place came to be known as Miho.57 

Township of Kataye. It is located 6.7 miles east of the district office. 
Kunioshiwake, a son of Susanowo, said, ('The land I govern is in good 

55 In the Izumo no kuni no mi)'atsuko kamuyogoto, this Great God of Kumano, or 
Kumano no Ohokami, is called Kushimikeno1 which means "the Lord of Food." 
See Yamada, Izumo no kuni no miyatsuko, 9. 

56 This deity!s nanle occurs only in the Izumo fudoki. 
57 This township has a port at the eastern tip of the Shimane Peninsula. The port 

witnessed the departure of Emperor Gotoba (in 1221) and Emperor Godaigo (in 
1332) when they were exiled to the Oki Islands. 
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Tsukiya Gaha. The source of this river is in Wogi Yama, 3.4 miles east 
of the district office. It takes a northward route as far as the Iriumi. 
{There are ayu in the stream.} 

• 

Ou Gaha. 1Its source is in Kumano Yama, six miles south of the dis .. 
triet office; it runs northward and empties into the Iriumi. {Ayu and 
daee [are obtained] there.}49 

Noshiro Gaha. The source of this river is in Suga Yama, six miles 
south of the district office. It flows to the north as far as the Iriumi. 

TamatsukuriGaha. The river originates in the Ashi Yama, 6.3 miles 
south of the district office, and flows north, [eventually] entering the 
Iriumi. {Ayu [are obtained] there.} 

Kimachi Gaha. It rises in Wanasa Yama, 9.3 miles west of the district 
office. The stream takes a westward route as far as the village of 
Yamada where it swings north and flows into the Iriumi. {Ayu [are 
obtained] there.} 

Shishiji Gaha. It flows down from Hataya Yama, 12.6 miles west of the 
district office, and runs north as far as the Iriumi. {There are no fish 
[in this river].} 

Tsumanuki no Ike [Tsumanuki Pond]. It is .7 mile in circumference. 
{Teal; Siberian duck, silver carp, [and] smartweed [are obtained] 
there. } 

Manawi no Ike. Its circumference is .3 mile. 
North [of the district ofOu] is the Iriumi.50 

Kadaye Hama [Kadaye Beach], {This beach marks the boundary be .. 
tween the provinces of Hahaki and Izumo. [Below, the islands are 
listed in order] from east to west.} 

Kojima [Child Island]. {It is all rocks.} 

Aha Shima [Millet Island]. {Such plants as pasania, pine, oak, Malay 
balnboo, and spindle tree are [found] there.} 

49 The rnodern name of this river is Iu Gawa. It is also called Adakai Gawa. 

50 When the Izumo fudaki was compiled, the body of water known to the local 

people as the lriumi directly met the tide of the Japan Sea. By the people outside 
fzumo this estuary was known as au no Umi. 
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Tokami Shima. It is 1.1 miles in circumference, and 58 feet, 3 inches, 
in height. {Pasania, pine, wild ginger, starwort, Japanese silver leaf, 
and fern grow there.} 

Kama Shima. {It is all rocks.} 

Hashima (Feather Island). {Such plants as camellia, hisaki) 51 oak, 

bracken, and starwort flourish there.} 

Shihotate Shima. {Spiral shellfish and water pepper [are obtained 

there].} 

In the water [north] of Noshiro lies [an islet called] Kashima. It is 
348 feet in circumference. The center of the isle consists of black soil. 
Its four sides are covered with rocks {In the middle of the islet is a 
single tree, which is as thick as a man's fist. The rocky shores of the 
islet are Unfested] with mosquitoes. Spiral shellfish and seaweed are 
[obtainable] there.} 

West of [this body of water] are beaches. The San'indo highway 
runs west through the beaches. Some of these beaches are precipitous 
and others are flat. 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 13.8 miles [from the district office] to the barrier of Tema,52 on 
the eastern boundary of Izumo Province. 

It is 11.1 miles to the pass of Hayashigaki, the boundary between 
the district of Ohohara and district of Ou. 

I t is 14 miles to the cape of Sasafu, the boundary between the 
district of Izumo and the district of Ou. 

51 The identification of this plant is debatable. Akimoto calls itakamegashiwa, 
which is the Mallotus japonicus Muell Arg. in Latin. Kato calls it hisakaki, the Eurya 

japonica Thunb. Hisakaki) which is called "sakaki" in the Kanto region today, is 
used in place of real sakaki. See Makino Tomitaro, ed., Makino Nihon shokubursu 
zukan (Tokyo: Hokuryukan, 1938). 

52 According to the RJ10 no gige, there are two types of seki (barriers). One is a 

checking station and the other a stockade surrounded by a moat ("Ryo no Gige," in 

Shintei zoho kokushi taikei, ed. Kuroita Katsumi [Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 
1966], 22:61). 
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condition geographically." Therefore, it was named Kataye, meaning 
"well ... shaped land." 

Township of Kaga. It is 8.1 miles northwest of the district office. This is 
where the Great God Sada was born. Princess Kisakahi (the Goddess 
of Shellfish), a daughter of the Great Ancestor God Kami Musubi , 
said, "How dark is this cave 1" She took up the shining bow and shot 
an arrow into the air. Thereupon, the cave was illuminated. Thus, 
the pLace was named KB;ga, meaning "illuminated. "58 

Township of Ikuma. It is located 5.5 miles northwest of the district office. 
The god Yahiro Hokonagayorihiko (Prince of the Long Halberd), a 
son of Kami Musubi, said, "I, the son of the Spirit of Fertility, will 
never be provoked and wil11ive peacefully." Because of these words, 
the place was named Ikuma, meaning "unprovoked. " 

Township of Hohoki. It is 4.9 miles west of the district office. Umu ... 
kahime, a daughter of the Spirit of Fertility, flew over this place in the 
guise of a bush warbler and has been enshrined there. Therefore, it is 
called Hohoki, meaning '\varbler." 

Unit of single households. {[The explanation for this term is] the same 
as that for the households of the district of Ou.} 

Posting .. station of Chikunli. It is located 5.7 miles northeast of the dis-
tricr office. Tsukutsumi, a descendant of Izanagi, is enshrined there. 
Therefore, it should be called TsukutsumL Today, however, people 
call it Chikumi. 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Fujikimi Shrine 
Kurami Shrine 
Kahakami Shrine 
Kadoye Shrine 
Kaga Shrine 

Take Shrine 
Kurami Hayatsumuji Shrine 
Nagan1i Shrine 
Yokota Shrine 
Nisa Shrine 

58 Akimoto supplies a note after this portion of the text disc ussing the new 
graphs adopted in 726 (NKBT 2, 127 J 24n). 

t 
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Nisa Kashinowi Shrine 
Ikuma Shrine 

Hohoki Shrine 
Miho Shrine 
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{The above fourteen shrines are registered with the Council of Reli

gious Affairs.} 
Ohowi Shrine 
Miho Shrine 
Tako [Octopus] Shrine 

Shichiruhi Shrine 
Tamaye Shrine 
Mushino Shrine 
Kasanashi Shrine 
Sugi Shrine 
lneage Shrine 
Hitsu Shrine 
[Same} Kuya Shrine 
Ikuma Shrine 
Kamoshi Shrine 
Wowi Shrine 
Suyetsugu Shrine 
Ohosaki Kahabe Shrine 
Asakumi Shrine in the Low 

Kurami Shrine 

Arahashi Shrine 
Taku Shrine 
Tako Shrine 
Kataye Shrine 
Kahara Shrine 
Mochida Shrine 
Hikiya Shrine 
Inadzumi Shrine 
Mitsu Shrine 
Kuya Shrine 
Tahara Shrine 
Funaho Shrine 
Hitoyo Shrine 
Katsuma Shrine 
Ohosaki Shrine 
Asakumi Shrine 
Nunami Shrine 

{The above forty.-five shrines are not registered with the Council of 

Religious Affairs. }59 

[MOUNTAINS] 

Takayama (high mountain) of Fujikimi. It is 2.5 miles south of the dis-
triet office. Its height is 2,630 feet, its circumference 3.3 miles. {There 

is [a facility there for] a beacon fire.}60 

Medake Yama. It is 1,265 feet south of the district office. 

59 There are only thirty .. five shrines in this list. The names of the ten missing 

shrines luay have been lost in copying. -
60 This beacon was used to relay emergency messages to the office of the provin .. 

cial government. 
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Mushino (insect field). It is 1.1 miles southwest of the district office. 
{There are no trees there.} 

Moshi Yama. It is 1,650 feet north of the district office. 

Ohokura Yama. It is 3.2 miles northeast of the district office. 

Itoye Yama. It is 8.7 miles northeast of the district office. 

Wogura Yama. It is 8.1 miles north of the district office. 

• 

The plants that grow on the various hills and mountains are listed 
below: 

Okera, snake's beard, mercury, sanekadzura, udo, kudzu vine, yam, 

poison yam, Japanese pokeweed, spindle tree, peony, nozeri, lwtodzura, 
ihaguSUril sasahasorashi, wisteria, plum, glory tree, paulo\vnia, camellia, 
camphor, wax myrtle, pine, and yew~ 

Animals that live in the district are listed below: 

Eagle,61 peregrine falcon, copper pheasant, dove, pheasant, wild boar, 
deer, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS, BEACHES, AND ISLANDS] 

Mikusa Gaha. This river has two sources {One [flows] from the peak 
of Moshi Yama, 1.2 miles northeast of the district office; the other 
[flows] from [the other side of] Moshi Yama, 2.2 miles northwest of 
the district office.} The two streams meet and join to enter the Iriumi.62 

{Silver carp [are obtained] there.} 

Nagami Gaha. This river comes down from Ohokura Yama, 3.2 miles 
northeast of the district office, and flows east. 

Ohotori Gaha. Its source is derived from Hakano Yama, .8 mile north .. 
east of the district office. The river flows south. The two rivers [Nagami 
and Ohotori] join and flow east, emptying into the Iriumi.63 

61 For the Chinese graphs that are used interchangeably to mean "eagle," see 
Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 96. 

62 This is the present~day Shinji Lake. 
63 This is the present ... day Nakaumi. 
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NonamiGaha. Its source is in Itoye Yama, 8.7 miles northeast of the 
district office. It flows west and drains into the Great Sea.64 

Kaga Gaha. It originates in Wogura Yama~ 8.1 miles north of the district 
office. It runs west and flows into the Great Sea. 

Taku Gaha. Its source is in Wogura Yama, eight Iniles northwest of the 
district office. The river flows west as far as Sada no Midzu Umi (Sada 
Lake) in the district of Akika. {There are no fish in the above six 
streams. They are, indeed, only small brooks. }65 

Hohoki no Tsutsumi (embankment/reservoir of Hohoki). 66 It is 1.6 miles 
in circumference, and 7 feet in depth. Mandarin ducks, teal, wild 
geese, and duckweed [may be seen] there. {In summer, very delicious 
vegetables [are obtained there]. }67 

Sakihara no Tsutsumi. It is 1,540 feet in circulnference. Mandarin ducks, 
teal, and wild geese are found there. 

Harita no Ike [Harita pond]. It is 1,815 feet in circumference. 

Hisago no Ike [bottle gourd pond]. It is 2,255 feet in circumference. 
{Wild rice grows there.}68 

Minoya no Ike. It is 1,650 feet in circumference. 

Kuehr no Ike. It is .53 mile in circumference. {Wild rice and mandarin 
ducks are found there.} 

Shikita no Ike. It is 1,650 feet in circumference. {Mandarin ducks are 
seen there.} 

64 This is the present~day Japan Sea. 
65 The site of this old lake is now a vast stretch of rice field located northwest of 

the city ofMatsuye. 
66 Though it was actually a reservoir, it was named for the embankment. 
67 Although I have translated this phrase as "in SUffitner," the original graphs 

indicate that it was only for a period of about two weeks that such vegetables could 
be obtained. Apparently the residents oflzumo did not know the names of these 
vegetables. They may have been some variety of herb. The rea~ing of the name of 
this reservoir follows Akimoto. 

68 Makomo in Japanese, this is the Zizania latifolia Turz. 
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South [of th d' , f Sh' . . e Istnct a · tffiane 1 is the Iriumi. 69 {[Th fc 11 . 
items are lIsted in order] from } e 0 OWIng west to east. 

The ferry at the Straits of Asakumi A road w 
the ferry, and a vast field is located on the way runs on the east sid~ of 
is situated in between the two. The eo I est slde. The ferry landing 
traps all over the straits. In spring an:au~ e setdnu~erous bamboo fish 
a varie of fish umn, unng the open season 

Some break I . h h . WIn an eras · hke the water. 

h b 
t lroug t e traps, others spring to the shore to be d . d 

or caug t y the birds. ne 

asti~e~ause of ~he fish, large and small, the beach and its houses are 
, bWlth bustlmg people. Peddlers come from all over the land Th 

sIte ecomes a tempora . k · I . e 
ward on both the north ;:d

mar 
etp ace: {Two beaches extend east-

beach of Oh '0 h b th~ south sldes of the straits as far as the 
deep.} OWl. n t ese eac es lce fishing is possible. The water is 

The {restricted] ferry port of Asakumi. Th d' b 
site shores is 440 feet. The roadw e lstance et\v~en the oppo ... 
ment office [of I ] h ay runs from the provmcial govern
this ferry J . 70 zumo to t e north shore [of the province by way of 

Ohowi Beach Sea sl d d 'bI . . ugs an e 1 . e sea weed are obtained th E h 
enware IS also produced there.71 ere. art .. 

Cold Spring of Ohomi. The area east, wes t, and north of th . ' , 
mountaInous; to the south is a vast sea Between th e s~nng IS 
the sea there is a stretch of pebbly beach CI . e mOuntalns and 
[of this beach Th h . . . ear spnng water flows out 

. e scenery at t e sIte IS SO beautiful that} men d 
~omen, ol~ and young, frequently gather there. Whenever they co~~ 

ere are lestlve celebrations. ' 

The Cape of Mahehara. Except on the south th ' 
by h'll A h ' e cape IS surrounded 

craggy 1 s. t t e foot of these hills th' . 
ere IS a reserVOIr, the 

69 TI' , 
70 11S IS present-day Shinji Lake. 

The restricted ferry was located a little east fl. 
was intended for use by officials. ' 0 t 1e regular Asakuffil ferry. It 

71 In the area around the beach the remains of the old kilns can still be observed. 
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circumference of which is 1,540 feet; its depth is 14.6 feet. There is a 
luxuriant gro\vth of trees and grass on the shores. Birds such as the 
mandarin duck, teal, and wild goose fly over this place and live in it 
during the appropriate seasons. South of the reservoir is the sea. 72A 
narrow beach spreads east and west between the sea and the reservoir. 

Its length is 550 feet; its width is 33 feet. A row of pine trees grows on 

the beach. The water is deep and clear. It is such a beautiful place 

that people of both sexes occasionally come to enjoy it. Some go home 

after enjoying the gathering to the full; others become so engrossed in 

the outing that they forget to go home.73 

Tako Shima (octopus isle). It is about 6 miles in circumference, and 29 

feet in height. The old folks told us the [follOWing] story. There was 

an octopus living at the cape of Kidzuki in the district of Izumo.74 The 
"sky ... f1ying" eagle caught the octopus and brought it to this isle, where 

it stayed. This is why the island was named Octopus Isle. Nevertheless, 

people today mistakenly call it Taku Shima [instead of Tako Shima]. 
The soil is fertile. There are two pine trees on the west side of the isle. 
In addition, miscanthus, nut grass, starwort, rhubarb, and other [plants] 
grow there. {There is an imperial pasture on this isle.} 75 The isle is 
4,950 feet from the main island. 

Mukade Shima (centipede island). Its circumference is 1.8 miles. Its 

height is 19 feet. According to the elders, the octopus who lived on 

Tako Shima brought a centipede to this island. Therefore, it is called 
the Mukade Shima (centipede island). On the east side of the island 
there is a Shinto shrine. The other buildings are the houses of the 

farmers. The soil is rich, trees and grasses are thick, and there is a 
luxuriant growth of mulberry and hemp. This is what people call "Shima 

no Sato (the village of the island)." {It is 3 ,850 feet from the shore of 

72 This is the present,day Nakaumi. 
73 The site is the present~day Asakun)i~machi in the city of Matsuye. 
74This is the seat of the Izumo Taisha. The folloWing story is extremely intrigu-

ing when one interprets it as an allegory involving the victor and the vanquished. 
75 This pasture belonged to the Hyobusho (Ministry of Military Affairs) of the 

central government. The animals were raised for the use oJ ,army divisions, or 
gundan, that were stationed in the district of Ou. 
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the [main island].} Between this island and Yomi no Shima (the island 
of Yomi [the netherworld]) in Hahaki Province there is a rock floor. It 
is about 3,300 feet long and 330 feet wide. [The water] is shallow; so 
it is possible to cross on horseback. When the tide is high, it is about 
2 feet, 5 inches, deep; when the tide is low it is [ahnost] like land. 

Watada Shima. The circumference of the island is 1.2 miles. {Pasania, 
camellia, paulownia, pine, taro, starwort, butterbur, and Japanese silver 
leaf grow there. Deer and wild boar also live on this island.} It is 55 
feet from the main island. The depth of the water [between the islands] 

is not known. 

Misa Shima. It is 1,430 feet in circumference, and 39 feet in height. 
{Pasania, oak, miscanthus, reed, Japanese silver leaf, and starwort 
grow there.} 

Tonoye no Seki [the barrier of Tonoye}. It is 6.8 miles east of the district 
office. {It is not [located on a separate] island, but is located on the 
shore of the main island. The barrier faces the island ofYomi in Hahaki 
Province.} 76 

Cape Kunye. {This cape also faces the island of Yomi. The narrowest 
point between the island of Yomi and Cape Kuriye is 1,188 feet.} West 
of the cape is the east end of the Iriumi. 

Products obtainable in the southern part of the lriumi include 
dolphin, shark, mullet, sea bass, punctatus, black porgy, ice fish, sea 
slug, lobster shrimp, and edible seaweed. They are too numerous to be 
listed exhaustively. 

North of the district of Shimane is the Great Sea. The eastern side 
of Cape Kuriye is the boundary between the Great Sea and the district. 
{The description [below] proceeds from west to east.} 

Island of Kohi Ishi. {Wakame grows there.}77 

Ohoshima (big island). {[The beaches of this isle are strewn with] 
jagged rocks.} 

76 Although the exact location of this barrier is unknown, it is assumed that it 
was situated southwest of the present,day Cape Miho. 

n Wakame is a very soft) edible seaweed. 
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Uyuhi no Hama (Uyuhi beach). It is about 440 feet in width. {Tuna 

fishing is [possible] there.} 

Nusumiji no Barna. It is 440 feet in width. {Tuna fishing is [possible J there.} 

Tayuhi no HarM. It is 275 feet in wid tho {Tuna fishing is [possible 1 there.} 

Kanuya no Hama. Its vvidth is 330 feet. Tuna fishing is [possible] there.} 

Miho no Hama. It is 880 feet broad. {There is a Shinto shrine on the 
western part of the beach. The dwellings of peasants are in the eastern 

part. Tuna fishing is [possible] there.} 

Cape of Miho. {The whole cape is craggy.} 

Todo Shima (sea lion island). {Sea lions come and stay there.} 

Kami Shima. {The beaches of this island are strewn with rugged rocks.} 

Anchorage of Kumoto. It is about 55 feet in width. {[The items below 
are listed] from east to "vest. Ten large ships can be anchored there.} 78 

Kuro Shima (black island). {Wakame grows there.} 

Hafuta no Hama. {It is 110 feet long.} 

Hisa Shima {Sweet s.eaweed and wakame grow there.} 

Nagashima (long island). {Sweet sea\veed and wakame grow there.} 

Hime Shima. {All sides of the isle are [composed of] rock.} 

Yuhi no Shimato. It is 3,465 feet in circumference, and 100 feet in 
height. {Pine trees) starwort, and Japanese silver leaf grow there.} 

Misaki no Kojima (small island by the cape). {All sides are rock strewn.} 

Shichiruhi no Ura (Shichiruhi harbor). It is 1,210 feet across. {There is 
a Shinto shrine in the south. In the north there are the houses of 
peasants. The anchorage has a capacity of forty large boats. }79 

78 Mizuno Yu suggests that the ships anchored there were official vessels used 
for defense (Mizuno Yu, Izumo no kuni fudoki ronka [Tokyo: Waseda Daigaku 

Kodaishi Kenkyukai, 1965], 504-14. . 
79 This anchorage is sheltered by the peninsula) which protrudes north from the 

main island. It is located at the western edge ofShichirui Bay. 
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Kuu Shima. It is 1,815 feet in circumference] and 7 feet in height. 
{Camellia, pasania, okera, small bamboo, starwott, and Japanese silver 
leaf grow there.} 

Katahi Shima~ {All sides are rock strewn.} 

Fune Shima. {All sides are rock strewn.} 

Yashirna. It is 1,100 feet in circunlference, and 200 feet in height. 
Camellia, pine, and starwort grow [there].} 

Aka Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Uke Shima. {[The plant life is the] same as above.} 

Kuro Shima. {[The plant life is the] same as above.} 

Aha Shima (millet island). It is 1,540 feet in circumference, and 100 
feet in height. {Pine, taro, miscanthus, and Japanese silver leaf grow 
there. } 

Tamaye no Barna. It is 990 feet broad. {Goishi (stones used in the 
game of go) are produced there. On the eastern edge of the beach is 
a place that produces rough grindstones. In addition, there ate peas .. 
ant dwellings on this island.} 

Kojima. Its circumference is 1,320 feet; [its] height [is] 100 feet. {Pine, 
lniscanthus, starwort, and Japanese silver leaf grow there.} 

Kataye no Hama. It is 2,090 feet broad. {There are houses in the east 
and west.} 

CalJe Katsuma. There are two caves there. {One of them is 15 feet in 
height, with an inner circumference of 99 feet. The other is 15 feet 
high, with a IOO .. foot inner circutnference .. } 

Hato Shima. {Its circumference is 660 feet, and [its] height [isJ 100 
feet. {Japanese silver leaf and plantain grow there.} 

Tori Shima. It is 451 feet in circumference, and 160 feet in height. 
There are birds' nests on the island.} 

Kuro Shima. {Sweet sea weed and wakame grow there.} 

Sugi no Hama. I t is 1,540 feet broad. 
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Kinu Shima. It is 660 feet in circumference, and 50 feet in height. 
There is a natural passage through the island large enough to allovv 

boats to travel from north to south. 

Ineage no Hama.lt is 880 feet broad. {There are peasants' dwellings there.} 

Inadzumi Shima. It is 264 feet in circumference, and 60 feet in height. 
{There are groups of pine trees in which birds make their nests.} There is 
an opening in the rocks large enough for a boat to pass from north to south. 

Ohoshima. {All sides are rock strewn.} 

Chikumi no Hama. It is 1~980 feet broad. {There is a pine grove in the 
east, a posting ... station in the south, and peasants' dwellings in the 
north. It is 5.8 miles northeast of the district office. This is what is 
known as "the stepping stone" to the Oki Islands.} 

Kashi Shima. It is 308 feet in circun1ference, and 30 feet in height. 
{Pine trees grow there.} 

Aka Shima. It is 550 feet in circumference, and 16 feet in height. 
{Pine trees grow there.} 

Ashiura no Hama. It is 660 feet btoad. There ate peasants' dweUings 
on the beach.} 

Kuro Shima. {Sweet seaweed and wa.kame are obtained there.} 

Kame Shima. {The products are the same as above.} 

Tsuki Shima. It is 3)399 feet in circumference, and 10 feet in height. 
{Camellia, pine trees, starwort, miscanthus, reeds, and Japanese silver 
leaf grow there. As to the starwort, it grows as tall as six inches by the 
first day of the year.} 

So Shima. {Sweet seaweed and wakame are obtainable there.} A passage 
penetrates the island so that boats are able to cross north and south. 

Maya Shima. Its circumference is 473 feet; [its] height [is] 50 feet. 
{Pine trees grow there.} 

Matsu Shima. It is 440 feet in circumference and 80 feet in height. 
{There is a pine grove on the island.} 

Tateshi Shima. {It is a rock island!} 
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Cape Sezaki. {It is strewn with jagged rocks. It is known as the HSezaki 
Lookout."} 

Nonami no Hama. It is 1,144 feet broad. {There is a Shinto shrine at 
the eastern edge of the beach. There are peasants' dwellings also.} 

Tsuru Shima (crane island). It is 1,155 feet in circumference, and 90 
feet high. {There are pine trees growing there.} 

Majima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Motsu Shima, {Sweet seaweed and wakame grow there.} 

Long Beach of Kawakudo. It is 2,200 feet broad. {Peasants' dwellings 
are located on the beach.} 

Kuro Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Divine Cape of Kaga. There is a cavern on this cape. Its height is 
about 100 feet; its circumference is 2,761 feet. It has three openings: 
one in the east, one in the west, and another in the north. 

{This is the place where the Great God Sada was born. When he 
was about to be delivered, the bow and arrow of his father became in ... 
visible. At this the mother, Kisakahi, a daughter of the Spirit of Fertility, 
said, in prayer, "May the gods make the bow and arrow reappear if my 
child is the son of my husband, who is the God of Bravery." 

Thereupon, a bow and arrow of horns appeared in the water. The 
mother took them up, saying, "These are not [my vanished] bow and 
arrow." Then she threw them into the water. [Soon] a golden bow 
and arrow nlaterialized in the water. The mother picked them up, 
saying, "What a dark cavern this is!" and shot a golden arrow through 
the cave wall. [Straightaway a ray of sunlight streamed into the cavern.] 
This is the seat of the shrine of the Goddess Kisakahi. Whenever 
people today navigate around the cavern they shout loudly [so that 
the echoes will pacify the spirit of the cavern]. If people proceed with-
out making noise, [the spirit of] the gods will invariably appear and 
cause a gale to capsize their boat.} 

Mishima. It is 1,540 feet in circumference and 100 feet in height. 
There is a waterway through the middle of the island .. {Camellia, 
pine, and white cedar grow there.} 
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Kadzura Shima (ivy island). Its circumference is 2,250 feet and its height 
[is] 50 feet. {Camellia, pine, small bamboo, rniscanthus, and reeds 

grow there.} 

Kushi Shima (comb island). It is 1,320 feet in circumference, 100 feet 
in height. {There is a pine grove there.} 

Ko--o Shima. It is 440 feet in circumference, and 100 feet in height. 
{A n1arsh and a pine grove are found there. [In the marsh] grows 

miscanthus. } 

Mashima. Its circumference is 990 feet, and [its] height [is] 100 feet. 

{There is a pine grove there.} 

Hirashima. {Sweet seaweed and wakame grow there.} 

Kuro Shima. {Same as above.} 

Nashima. It is 990 feet broad, and 90 feet high. {Pine trees grow there.} 

Aka Shima. {Sweet seaweed and wakame grow there.} 

Ohohashi no Hama. It is 2,640 feet in circumference. {There are houses 
of peasants on the northwestern side of the island.} 

Cape Susuhi. {Okera grows there.} 

Mitsu no Hama (august beach). It is 1,144 feet wide. {There are d~rellings 
of peasants there.} 

Mishima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Mushitsu no Hama. It is 660 feet broad. 

Cape of Taye. There is a cave on this cape. Two cypress trees grow [on 
the beach of the cape]. The inside of the cave is 10 feet in height, 

and 165 feet in circutuference.} 

Anchorage of Taye. It is 2,310 feet across. {T\vo large boats can be 

anchored there.}80 

80 The anchorage is located north ofEdomo Bay. Mizuno cl~~ms that this beach 
(including its anchorage) was used as a naval base (ibid., 509-13). 
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Kuu Shima. The circumference of the island is 715 feet, and its height 
is 70 feet. {Pine trees grow there.} 

Various items that are obtainable in the northern sea are listed below: 

Tuna, globefish (puffer), shark, squid,. octopus, abalone, top shell, 
clam {or sea chestnut} ,81 sea urchin, bitter top shell, oyster, barnacle, 
round clam, wal<.ame, small seaweed, sweet seaweed, Japanese agar, etc. 

The products are so numerous that it is impossible to list them all. 

[ROADWAYS] 

It is 3.5 miles [from the district office south] to the ferry port of 
Asakumi, the boundary between the districts of Ou [and Shimane]: 
440 feet of the 3.5 miles is in the sea.82 

It is 5 miles [from the district office west] to the Bridge of Sada, 
the boundary between the districts of Akika (and Shimane]. 

It is 5.8 miles [from the district office north] to the posting--station 
of Chikumi, the stepping stone to the Oki Islands.83 

[Respectfully presented by] 84 

District Clerk, without rank Izumo no Omis5 

81 Most texts contain alternative graphs in small letters following the word umugi, 
which is translated here as "clam.)) Kato interprets these alternative graphs as 
meaning "sea chestnuts." My translation adopts Kato's interpretation (within the 
braces). For the graphs, see the glossary, under umugi. 

82 Although the precise location of the district office of Shimane is not known, 
it is assumed to have been located somewhere north of the present~day city of 
Matsuye. 

83 Northeast of the distlict office the thoroughfare reaches the posting-station of 
Chikumi on the north shore of present-day Yatsuka~gun. 

84 Shimane was a tniddle~sized district under the Taiho Code. According to the 
R)'o no gige> four officials were assigned to such a district. Their names are listed 
below. 

85 This man was responsible for subtnitting the information for the report, i.e., he 
created the first draft of the Izumo fudoki. 
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Distrie t Governor, 
Outer Senior 6th Rank, 
Upper Grade 

Assistant District Governor 
Outer Junior 6th Rank, 

Upper Orade 

Secretary, Junior 6th Rank, 
Lower Grade, 12th Grade 
in Merit 

Distric t of Akika 

Kosobe no Omi86 

Kosobe no lshi no Omi 

Tajihibe no Asomi87 
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In the district of Akika there are four townships {twelve villages} 

and one unit of shrine households.88 

Township of Etomo: The old graphs were etomo. 
Township of Tada: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Ohono: The graphs remained unchanged. 

Township of lnu; The old graphs were inu. 

{Each of the above four townships has three villages.} 

Unit of shrine households. 

Akika was named after the goddess Akika, \vhose shrine is north of 
the district office.89 

Township of E tomo. It is 3 + 1 miles northeast of the dis trie t office. The 

86 According to the SSR, Kosobe no Asomi is the descendant of Kogen Tenno. 
However, the title omi is not found under the name Kosobe. See Saeki Arikiyo, 
Shinsen shojiroku no kenkyu (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1962), 256. 

87 The SSR lists Tajihibe as one of the shinbetsu, or persons descended from local 

deities (ibid.). 
88 The district of Akika comprised the area north of the present~day Shinji 

Lake. Its eastern border was the Sada River and its western limit the present ... day 

city of Hirata. 
89 This deity's name is found only in the Izumo fudoki. Prob~?ly she is an indig .. 

enous goddess. 
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god Ihasakahiko, a son of Susanowo, when making an inspection tour 
over the land, said, "The land is young and beautiful. It is shaped like 
a painted arm piece.90 I would like to build my shrine here." Thus, it 
was named Etomo, meaning "painted arm piece. H {The graphs were 
altered to etomo in 726.} 

Township of Tada. It is 1.7 tniles northwest of the district office. When 
the god Tsukihoko,91 a son of Susanowo~ came to this place on an 
inspection tour; he said, "My heart has become bright and truthfuL I 
shall dwell at this place." He decided to build his shrine there. There.
fore, the place is called Tada, tneaning "truthful."92 

Township of Ohono. It is 3.3 miles west of the district office. Waka 
Futsunushi (Young Lord of the Spiritual Sword) hunted here at one 
time.93 He ordered a huntsman to wait on the west hiH of this town .. 
ship, while he chased a wild boar from the south to the north. When 
he reached the winding dale of [this townshipJ ,94 he lost sight of the 
boar. He said, "It is only natural that I lost trace of that wild boar." 
Thus, it was named Uchina, meaning "lost field." The people today 
wrongly call it "Ohono." 

Township of Inu. It is 4.9 miles west of the district office. Arne no 

90 Kato suggests that etomo is derived froln the words e (picture) and tomo 
(archery arm piece). He also Sq:ys that the shape of tomo is like that of magatama 
(comma;shaped jewel). I have followed Kato's interpretation. Eromo faces Etamo 
Bay, which is on the Japan Sea. 

91 This god's full name is Tsukihoko Towoyoruhiko. The first word can Inean 
~4halberd," and the second, "penetrating." Altogether, the name means ~'god of the 

penetrating halberd." His name is found only in the Izumo fudoki. He probably 
represents the indigenous people of the area who long resisted the subjugation 
efforts of the Yatnato. 

92 Tsukihoko's words, "my heart has become bright and truthful," are reminis; 
cent of an expression used in emperors Monmu and Shomu's edicts ("Shoku 
Nihongi," 1,99). 

93 It is said that this Futsunushi is the same deity who mended his shield in the 
township ofTatenuhi in the district of Ou. 

94 Kato gives the name of the dale as Auchi, as my earlier translation has it. 
However, in light ofNara phonology, I have adopted Akimoto's suggestion that 
the correct name is Kumanuchi no Tani, meaning uwinding dale." . 
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Mikatsuhime, the wife of Ohosumihiko,95 who resided in the township 
of Inu, once made an inspection tour. When she came to this place, 
she said, HOh, beautiful is the [land of] Inu!" This is how the place 
was named Inu. {The graphs were altered to become inu in 726.} 

Unit of shrine households. {This unit belongs to Izumo.96 The etymology 
is the same as that described in the section on the district of Ou.} 

[LIST OF SHRINES IN THE DISTRICT OF AKIKA] 

Sadamiko Shrine 
Miwi Shrine 
Etomo Shrine 
Ohonotsu Shrine 
Ohowi Shrine 

Hita Shrine 
Tarumi Shrine 
Kososhi Shrine 
U taki Shrine 
Uchi Shrine 

{The above ten shrines are registered with the Council of Religious 

Affairs.} 
Etomo Shrine on the Shore 

Nutashi Shrine 
Tada Shrine 
ldeshima Shrine 
Tanaka Shrine 
Hosomi Shrine 
Inu Shrine 
Kayano Shrine 

The san1e [Eramo] Shrine on the Shore 

Namu Shrine 
Same Tada Shrine 
Ashimu Shrine 
Mitani Shrine 
Hosomi Shrine in the Low 

Moshi Shrine 
Akika Shrine 

{The above sixteen shrines are not registered with the Council of 

Religious Affairs.} 

95 The full name of this god is Akafusuma Inu Ohosumihiko Sawake. Akafusuma 
means "red quilt.~' F usuma is a pillow word for inu ( to sleep). Because the name of 
the township is lnu, the word akafusuma was chosen to modify the name. This 
deity's spouse, Arne no Mikatsuhime, is known by another name, Arne no 
Mikajihitue. Akimoto takes her to be a guardian deity of very capable sorceresses 

(NKBT 2, 156). 
96 The original is vague here. It simply says lzumo nari, which means "It is 

Izutno." This could mean that the tax revenue from these shrine households was 
allocated to the upkeep of the Kidzuki Shrine. Nonetheless; thIS interpretation is 

tentative. 
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[MOUNTAINSJ 

~amunabi Yama. It is 3 miles northeast of the district office. Its height 
IS 2,300 feet, and its circumference is 4.7 miles. The shrine for the 
Great God Sada is located at the foot of the mountain. 

Taruhi Yama. It is 2.3 miles north of the district office. It is 1,700 feet 
in height and 3.5 miles in circumference. 

Ashitakano Yama. 97 It is 3.3 miles west of the district office. Its height 

is 1,800 feet and its circumference is 2 miles. The soH is fertile. Hence, 

it became a garden to enrich the peasants. There are no trees except 
[the ones surrounding] a Shinto shrine at the top of the hill. 

Tsuseno Yama. It is 3.3 miles west of the district office. It is 1,100 feet 

in height, and L.7 miles in ·girth. There are no trees. There is a marsh 

on the ridge of the hilL It is 275 feet in circumference. Wisteria, bush 
clover, reeds~ and miscanthus grow there. Some plants grow tall, and 

others are short, so that they cover the \vater. Mandarin ducks live there. 

Ima Yama. It is 3.3 miles west of the district office. Its circumference 
is 2.3 miles. 

The plants that grow in the hills and fields are as follows: 

Okera, udo, yenow zedoary, kurara j hahakuri, 98 woody peony, forsythia, 

China root, mercury, emikusa,99 wild ginger, prickly ash, yam, pepper 

vine, peony, hotozura, hog brake, starwort, wisteria, plum, glory tree, 
paulownia, pasania, camellia, camphor, pine, white cedar, and zelkova. 

The animals are as follows: 

Eagle, peregrine falcon, copper pheasant, dove, pheasant, \vild boar, 
deer, hare, flying squirrel, fox, and monkey. 

97 Texts differ in their reading of the name of this hill. In one interpretation, it 
could be rendered as "high hill of the woman's heart," as my earlier translation has 
it. More recently, J have adopted Akimoto~s emendation and changed the name 
to Ashitakano (see ibid., 158). 

98 Fritillaria Thunbergii Mig. 
99 Clematis aplifolia D. C. 
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[RIVERS, PONDS, BEACHES, AND ISLANDS] 

Sada Gaha. This river has two sources. {The eastern source is the 

Taku Gaha of the Shimane District. The western source comes from 

the village of Watari in the district of Akika.} The two waters join 

and flow south into Sada no Ului (Sada lake). The circumference of 

the lake is about 2.3 miles. {Silver carp may be caught there.} This 

lake is connected to the Iriumi. The length of the waterway is 825 
feet, and its width is 55 feet. 

Yamada Gaha. It derives its source from Taruhi Yam a, 2.3 miles north .. 

west of the district office. It flows south, emptying into the Iriumi. 

Tada Gaha. Its source is in [the hills of] Ashitakano Yama, 3.3 miles 

west of the district office. It flows south, emptying into the Iriumi. 

Ohono Gaha. It originates in Ihato Yama, 4.3 miles west of the district 

office. It flows south, emptying into the lriumi. 

Kayano Gaha. The source of this river is in the Ohotsugi Yama, 4.7 

miles west of the district office. It flows south, emptying into the Iriumi. 

Inu Gaha. The source of this river emanates from Inu Yama,. 5.3 miles 

west of the district office~ It flows south, emptying into the Iriumi. 

Nagaye Gaha. It originates in Kamunabi Yama, 3 miles northeast of 
the district office. It flows south, emptying into the Iriumi. {No fish 

are found in the above seven rivers.} 100 

Etomo no Ike (Etomo reservoir). {The old graphs were etomo. Now it is 

recorded with the ne\vly adopted graphs erorno.} It is 2 miles in cir ... 

cumference. Mandarin ducks, teal, wild geese, and crucian carp are 

found there. Reeds, Indian rice, and sedge grow on aU four sides. The 

water lilies were abundant before the first year of Yoro [717]. Since 

the second year [of Yoro] they have all died [for no apparent reason]. 

Not a single root remains. They say that there are many pieces of 

100 Akimoto places this river after the description of Sada Gaha t above. His 
rationale is that of geographical consistency (ibid., 160). 
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earthenware, large jars, and tiles in the bottom of the reservoir. Wl 

Since ancient times, several people have drowned in the reservoir. Its 
depth is not known. 

, 

Fukuda no Ike (Fukuda pond). It is 1,265 feet in circumference. {Man .. 
darin ducks, teal, and wild geese come there.} 

Morihara no Ike. Its circumference is 2,750 feet. 

Mineji no Ike. Its circumference is 1,650 feet. 

Sakura no Ike. {It is 2~200 feet in circumference. Mandarin ducks are 
found there.} 

South [of the district] is the lriumi. Here mullet, sea bass, black 

porgy) lobsters, and many other kinds of fish are obtained in the spring. 
Kuguhi (swans), wild geese, teal, and ducks are seen in the autumn. 

North [of the district] is the Great Sea. 

Etamo no Harna. It is 3,740 feet broad. There are houses on the eastern 

and southern parts of the beach. In the west is a field, and to the 
north is the Great Sea. Between the beach and the village there are 

no rocks or plants at all, just piles of white sand. When there is a 
strong wind, the sand swirls and falls like snow; some is scattered on 
the ground like ants, while some covers the mulberry and hemp bushes. 

There are two cliff walls, which have been tunnelled through. 
{One opening is 30 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 8 feet high. The other 

is 22 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 10 feet high} The stream that flows 
through these tunnels empties into the Great Sea. {East of the stream 

is the district of Shimane; [to the] west is the district of Akika.} It 
(the stream) has a length of 990 feet, and a width of 15 feet, between 

the river mouth and the rice field to the south. The water of the rice 
field is the source of the stream. This is one of the sources of the 

above--mentioned Sada Gaha (Sada river). Water from the rice field 
of Watari village takes two routes: one south, the other north. Accotd~ 

ing to the elders, Haso, the father of the Shimane District governor, 
Kunimaro of the Kosebe no Omi, cut through the rocks in order to 

drain the water from the rice fields. 

101 The site of this reservoir is now covered with rice fields. Shell mounds surround 
the site. We know the ancients believed that earthenware could appease the spirits 
of the water, which may explain its appearance in the reservoir. 

-
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The beach, which lies between the rocks in the west and the cape 
of Shima, the boundary of the district of Tatenuhi, is very craggy.102 It 
is so rough that there is no place for ships to anchor, even when the 

wind is quiet. 

Shiro Shima (white island). {Sweet seaweed grows there.} 

Mishima. It is 60 feet in height, and 440 feet in circumference. {There 

are three pine trees growing there.} 

Tsuo Shima. {All sides are craggy~} 

'Tsukiho Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Various itelTIS that are obtained in the northern sea are listed below: 

Puffer, shark, mackerel, squid, abalone, top shell, sea mussel, clam, 
sea urchin, luud snail, barnacle, oyster, wakame, small seaweed, sweet 

seaweed, and Japanese agar. 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 2.8 miles [from the district office] to the bridge of Sada~ the 

boundary between the districts of [Akika and] Shimane. 
It is 5.1 miles [from the district office] to the bridge of Inu, the 

boundary between the districts (of Akika and] Tatenuhi. 

[Respectfully presented by] 103 

District Clerk, Outer Junior 8th Rank, 
Lower Grade, 12th Grade in Merit Kusakabe no Omi 104 

District Governor, Outer Senior 
8th Rank, Lower Grade, 12th Grade 

in Merit Osakabe no OmP05 

102 This is the present-day Hanaguri Saki. It is also called Ushi no Kubi, meaning 

"bull's head." 
103 The district of Akika was categorized as gegun (a small district). Therefore, 

it had only three officials ("Ryo no Gige," in Kuroita, ed., Shintei zoho kokushi 

taikei, 22:62). 
104 The SSR claims that this clan descended from the imperial family (Saeki, 

Shinsen shojiroku, 187). 
105 The SSR states that this family descended frolu a Korean king (ibid., 303). 
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Acting Assistant District Governor, 
Junior 8th Rank, Lower Grade Tajihibe no OmP06 

District of Tatenuhi 

The district of Tatenuhi has four townships {twelve villages}, 

unit of single households, and one unit of shrine households. 

Township of Saka: The graphs remained unchanged. 

Township of Tatenuhi: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Kutami: The old graphs were kutami. 
TO'wnship of Nuta: The old graphs were nuta. 

{Each of the above four townships has three villages.} 

Unit of single households. 
Unit of shrine households. 

• 

one 

Tatenuhi was named after the words of the god Kami Musubi (Spirit 
of Fertility) .107 He said, "Go and respectfully build a shrine for the 

Lord of the Great Land in the likeness of my present residence. My 
residence, the Grand Ameno Hisumi Palace, was constructed of thou.
sands and thousands of yards of strong rope tied to the beams and 
pillars of the building. The ends of the rope were left hanging beautifully 
from the rooftree. Now, take the measurement of this palace, and 
build one exactly like it for him."lo8 

Thus, he appointed and dispatched Arne no Mitori, or the Noble 
Bird of High Heaven, to be in charge of shield craft. 109 The mission 
came to Tatenuhi and initiated shield craft for the use of the shrine of 

the Great God. Following this tradition, [the people of the district] 

106 Tajihibe is one of the shinbetsu, or persons descended from indigenous gods 
(ibid., 256). 

107 The following story is cited in the "Shaku Nihongt (in Kuroita, Shintei zoho 
kokushi taikei f 8: 119). 

108 This story is written in the Takamagahara tradition. In it the god Kami 
:N1usubi of the Takanlagahara clans orders his followers to build a palace for the 
Lord of the Great Land, that is, the god of Izulno. See Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 110, 
117h. For a detailed analysis of the text with respect to the tneaningof victor and 
vanquished, see Mizuno, Izumono kunifudokironko, 789ff. 

109 This deity is mentioned only in the Izumo fudoki. 
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make and dedicate shields and halberds to the deities [of th~ land]. 
This is why the district is called Tatenuhi~ meaning "shield making." 

Township of Saka. It is located 1.5 miles east of the district office. A 

multitude of deities gathered together, built a brewery~ and fermented 
rice wine in the river valley of Saka. They held festivals day after day 

before they dispersed. Therefore, it is called Saka, meaning "rice wine." 

Township of Tatenuhi. The township of Tatenuhi is east of the district 

office. {The etymology of the name of the township is the same as 

that of the name of the district.} There is a cavern in the rock wall of 
Nariiso on the north beach. Inside it is 15 feet square, 70 feet high! 
and 70 feet wide. There is a small cave on the south side of the cavern. 
Its opening is 6 feet in circumference and 2 feet in diameter. Nobody 
knows how deep it is, because one cannot enter the cave. 

Township of Kutami. It is 1.9 miles east of the dis~rict office. The Lord 
of the Great Land made a tour in search of a site for a warehouse in 

which to store the rice from Arne no Miihida (the heavenly shrine 
field) .110 When he came to this place, he encountered a rain shower 

and was drenched. "What a hill this is! I am soaking wet," said the 
god. Because of this, it is called Kutami, meaning "soaking wet." {The 
graphs were altered to kitami in 726.} 

Township of Nuta. It is situated 2.7 miles west of the district office. 
The god Unodzihiko said, "I will use this delicious water to moisten 
my dried rice.)) Thus, he named the area Nita, meaning "moist." People 
today, however, mistakenly call it Nuta. They should properly call the 
place Nita. {The graphs were altered to nuta in 726.} 

Unit of single households. {The explanation of this designation is the 
same as that found under the district of Ou.} 

Unit of shrine hou5eholds. {They belong to the IzulTIO [Shrine]. The 
origin of the nalne of the unit is the same as that found under the 

district of Ou.} 

110 Literally it means "heavenly rice field. U However, if the first word, ameno, is 
taken to symbolize Yamato power, its connotation changes to ''ri~e fields the yield 
of which reverts to imperial possession." The date of origin of the legend may be 
near that of the reconciliation between the Izumo and Yamato powers. 
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There is one newly constructed temple in the tovvnship of Nuta. It 
has a chapel in its precinct. The temple is located 2.2 miles west of 
the district office. It was built by Izumo no Omi Ohota, the present 
district governor of Tatenuhi.1l1 . 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Kutatui Shrine 
Saka Shrine 

Mitsu Shrine 
Umi Shrine 

Same [Kodzu] Shrine 

Taku Shrine 

Norishi Shrine 
Midzu Shrine 
Kodzu Shrine 

{The above nine shrines are registered \vith the Council of Religious 
Affairs.} 

Kodzu Shrine Another Kodzu Shrine 
Another Kodzu Shrine Ku tami Shrine 

Same Kutami Shrine Takamori Shrine 
Another Takamori Shrine Norishima Shrine 
Tomosaki Shrine 
Sakita Shrine 
Ashihara Shrine 
Another Ashihara Shrine 
Akechi Shrine 

Sukunu Shrine 

Yamaguchi Shrine 
Another Ashihara Shrine 
Mine Shrine 

Ashihara Shrine 

{The above nineteen shrines are not registered with the Council of 
Religious Affairs.} 

[ MOUNTAINS] 

Kamunabi Yama. 1 t is 2.2 miles northeast of the district office. Its height 
is 1;205 feet; its circumference [is] 7.2 !niles. A stone deity112 stands 

on the west ridge of the mountain. It is 10 feet in height, and 10 feet 

III Some artifacts have been excavated at this site. They include a floor tile, an 
arabesque, type roof tile, four foundation stones, and fragn1ents of roof tiles. 

i 12 This is given as ishigarhi (also read as shakujin) in the original. It is widely 
believed that the ishigami insure safe and easy childbirth, 
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in circumference. On the roadside at the foot of the mountain there 
are also more than one hundred stone deities. According to the elders, 
this is the village of Taku in which Adzisuki Takahiko's consort, Ameno 

Mikadzihime, gave birth to Takitsuhiko. l13 

When she \-vas about to give birth to her son, the princess said, "I 
desire that you be born, my child, in a place that faces your father's resi .. 
dence. [Kamunabi Yama] is the place I have chosen." What people caU 
"the stone gods" are the rocks in which the spirit ofTakitsuhiko dwells. 

This god provides rainfall when the people pray for relief from drought. 

Adzumaya Yama. It is 1.7 miles north of the district office. 

Mikura Yama. I t is 2.3 miles northwest of the district office. 

The plants that grow in the numerous mountains of this district 
are listed below: 

Pnckly ash, mercury, snake's beard, China root, 'wild ginger, pepper 
vine, spindle tree, ginseng, false goatsbeard, yam, okera, wisteria, plum, 
yew, elm, pasania, glory tree, paulownia, camellia, camphor, pine, 
and zelkova~ 

The animals that live in this district are [as follows]: 

Eagle, peregrin falcon, dove, copper pheasant, wild boar, deer, hare, 
fox, nlonkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS, PONDS, BEACHES, AND ISLANDS] 

Saka Gaha. Its source is in Kamunabi Yama, northeast of the district 
office. The river flows southeast as far as the lriumi. 

Taku Gaha, It en1anates from Kamunabi, northeast of the district of-
fice and it flows southwest as far as the lriumi. , 

TSuji Gaha. It has two sources. {One is in Adzumaya Yama in the east, 

In Takitsuhiko is a son of Ohonamuchi (Lord of the Great Land). Adzisuki 
(also spelled Ajisuki) is the guardian deity of the hoe and the plo~gh. His conso,rt's 
name) \\rhich is preceded by the word amenD (or arne no) suggests that she 15 a 
goddess of the Tak31uagahara strain. 
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and the other is in Mikura Yama in the west.} The two strealns join 
and flow south, draining into the lriumi. 

Uka Gaha. The source of this river is in Mikura Yama. It flows south 
and enters the Iriumi. 

Manakahi no Ike. It is 17705 feet in circumference. 

Ohohimugashi no Ike. It is 1,650 feet in circumference. 

Akechi no Ike. Its circumference is 2,750 feet. 

Nuta no Ike. It is 1,925 feet in circumference. 

Nagata no Ike. It is 220 feet around. 

South [ofTatenuhi] is the Iriumi.1l4 Products obtained in the Iriumi 
are the same as those described under the district of Akika. 

North [of TatenuhiJ is the Great Sea. 115 

Cape Shirno. {It is a boundary between the districts of Akika and 
Tatenuhi. The cape is surrounded by high cliffs. Pine and white cedar 
grow there. There are nests of falcons in the trees.} 116 

Saka no Hama. I t is 275 feet wide. 

Koshidzu no Hama. It is 506 feet \vide. 

Mitsu no Shima. {Sweet seaweed is obtained there.} 

Mitsu no Hama. It is 209 feet wide. 

Noroshi no Shima, {Sweet seaweed grows there.} 

Noroshi no Hama. {It is 44 feet broad.} 

Kamama no Hama. It is 550 feet wide. 

114 This is the present,day Shinji Lake. All the rivers tuentioned above emptied 
into this lake. 

115 What follows is a list of places on the coast of the Great Sea (the presen t ... day 
Japan Sea). 

11 6 The sound of the name of this cape, shimo, resembles a part of the Japanese 
n31ne for the Korean Peninsula, Soshimori. Sonle scholars consider this to be evidence 
of immigration from the Korean Peninsula (see Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 113, 126n.) 
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Cape Otsu[uruhi. It is [ ... ]117 feet long, and 1,650 feet wide. {It 
consists of rugged rocky hills. Pine trees, edible greens, and taro pata ... 
toes grow there.} 

Kodzu Shima. {Sweet sea\veed grows there.} 

Kodzu no Hama. It is 550 feet wide. {It is the boundary benveen the 

districts of Izumo and Tatenuhi.} 
The products obtained in the northern sea are the same as those 

described under the district of Akika. The sweet seaweed of the district 

of Tatenuhi is considered to be the most flavorfuL 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 3 miles [from the district office] to the Inu Gaha, the boundary 
between the districts of Akika [and Tatenuhi]. 

It is 2.5 miles [from the district office] to the UkaGaha, the boundary 
between the districts of Izumo [and Tatenuhi].. 

[Respectfully presented by] 118 

District Clerk, without rank 

District Governor 
Outer Junior 7th Rank, 
Lower Grade, 12th Grade in Merit 

Assistant District Governor 
Outer Senior 6th Rank, 
Lower Grade, 12th Grade in Merit 
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Izumo no Omi 

Takayoshi no Fuhito 

117 None of the extant texts have graphs indicating the length of the cape. Kato 
and Akimoto suggest 1 ri, 200 bu. If they are correct, the distance would be 2,750 
feet. The texts also differ in their readings of the name of the cape. While Akitnoto 
calls it Otsufuri no Saki) Kato gives us Kozu no Saki. Hisamatsu reads it as Otsufuruhi. 
My translation follows Hisamatsu. This is now considered to be the old name of the 

cape known as Uppurui. 
118 Since the district of Tatenuhi was a gegun (small district) 1 it had only three 

• 
officials. . 

119 The SSR claims that this clan is a kobetsu (imperial descendant). 
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Dis tric t of Izumo 

The district of Izumo h . . h h' 
, , . as elg t towns IpS {twenty-three villa es} a d 

one unIt of shnne households {two villages} .120 g n 

iowns~lp of Takerube: The graphs remained unchanged 
owns ~p of Shitsunu: The old graphs were shitsunu. . 

Townsh:p of Kafuchi: The graphs remained unchanged. 

Township of Izumo: The graphs remained unchanged. 
TownshIp of Kldzuki: The old graphs were kid k' 
1( h' fI . ZUl. 

owns Ip 0 nu: The old graphs were inu. 
Township of Mitan1i: The old graphs were mitami. 

• 

{Each of the above seven townships has three villages.} 

t 
. TO:VllnshIP}of Uka: The graphs remained unchanged. {There are 

wo VI ages. 

Township ofKamube (shrine households): {There are two villages.} 

The etymology of the I 'h . name zumo IS t e same as that given for h 
name of the prOVInce. t e 

~wmhiP of Takerube. It is 4.2 miles east of the district office F I 
t lS township was called the village of Uya because the god' U orm

t 
er

b
y 

came down from th PI ' f H' h ya su e 
th' . h' . , e aln o · Lg Heaven to the ridge of the hill in 
th~S ~~~~; 1~'UH1S shrine is located there. That is why it was called 

emperor "'wil7 d yaT~he name was changed to Takerube because the 
e It. . e emperor [posthumously known as KeikoJ h 

governefd the realm from the Hishiro Palace at Makimuku said '''~h 0 

name 0 my son Yam t 'T; k ' , e 
, a 0 La eru, must never be forgotten."121 Thus, he 

120Th d' , fI 
, e lstnct 0 zumo encompassed the area west of the resent d . 

HIrata. In the eigthth century the Hino Kaha (Hinokaw ) fl P ~ ~y CIty of 
Japan Sea, creating a boundary between Izumo and K' a ~w~d west Into the 
Tokugawaperiod(1600-1867) h' h . aluutodlstncts.Duringthe 
to flow into the present ... day Sh~~J'ie{~~eer c anged course due to silting and began 

12 1 A . ' 
ccordlng to the Kojiki tradition, on his way hotne from the 'fJ' ' 

Kumaso, Yalnato Takenl entered Izumo and killed I T; k EPan lcatlon of 
is then believed to have inv d h' . . zumo a eru mperot Keiko 
N ihon kodai jinmei j iten, 7 44 ~~ te IS sons WI th vanous territori es there (Takeuchi, 
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established Takerube. At the same time, Komi122 of Kamuto ,no Omi, 
was ennobled as Takerube no Otui. Ever since, Takerube no Omi and 

his people have lived here. That is why it is called Takerube . 

Township of Shitsunu. It is located 2 Iuiles east of the district office. 

The alternate name for Amatsu Kichikamitakahiko, a son of Kami 

Musubi (Spirit of Fertility), is Komomakura ShitsunuchL l 23 This god 

resides in the township. Therefore, it is called Shitsunu. {The graphs 

were changed in 726.} 
There are miyake (tax warehouses) located in this township. 

Township of Kafuchi. It is 4.4 miles south of the district office. The 

Great River Hi no Kaha runs through this township.124 Therefore, it is 

called Kafuchi (riverside). There is a bank along the river. Its length 

is 1,705 feet. {71 0 of the 1,705 feet have a width of 70 feet, and 950 

feet of it have a width of 45 feet.} 

Township of Izumo. This township provides the seat for the district 

office. {The etymological explanation is the same as that given for 

the name of the province.} 

Township of Kidzuki. It is 9.5 miles northwest of the district office. 

After the god Yatsukamidzu Omidzunu performed the land ... pulling, 

the deities [of the Yamato strain] gathered at the site, stamping the 

earth so that they could build a palace for the Lord of the Great 
Land.125 Therefore, it is called Kitsuki (constructed on stamped earth). 
{The graphs were altered to kidzuki in 726.} 

Township of Inu. It is 2.7 miles north of the district office. Inu 

Ohosumihiko, a son of the Lord of the Great Water, has his shrine in 

l zz Akimoto reads this name as Furune and identifies hiln as the Izumo Furune 'who 

appears in the Nihon shoki. In my reading of this man's name, I have followed Kato. 
12.3 This god's name involves a play on words. Komomakura is a pillow word for 

shitsu nu "to sleep with [the pillow of ... ]." The word chi connotes "spirit." Nu 
means "luarsh,1I Therefore, shitsunuchi means Hthe spirit of the Shitsunu Marsh." 

124 This same river was also known as the Izumo no Ohokaha. 
125 The Kojiki identifies Yarsukamidzu Omidzunu as the grandfather of 

Ohonamuchi (Okuninushi). I-Iowever, it ignores Omidzunu's participation in the 
kunibiki (land~pul1ing). See NKBT 1,91. -
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this township. That is why it is called Inu. {The graphs were altered 
to inu in 726.} 

Township of Mitami. It is 3.3 miles north of the district office. Waka 

Futsunushi, a son of the Lord of the Great Land, served the Heavenly 
Court as the supervisor of the Heaven .. Owned Rice Fields after the 

separation of the Plain of High Heaven and Earth.126 This deity resides 

in the township. Therefore, it is called Mitami, m.eaning "looking 

after the Heavenly Royal Field." {The graphs wete altered to mitami 
in 726.} There are tax granaries located in this township. 

Township of Uka. It is 5.7 miles north of the district office. When the 
Lord of the Great Land courted Ayatohime, a daughter of Kanli 

Musubi, the princess refused to meet him and fled [to Uka] to hide. 

The lord pursued her and asked for her hand in nlarriage. Because of 
this, this place is called Uka, lneaning "looking for."127 

There is a ridge called N adzuki on the beach north of this town ... 

ship. It is about 10 feet high. Pine trees grow at the top in such a way 
that it looks as though the villagers are walking to and from the cliff 

at dawn and dusk. The branches extend broadly, like men spreading 
their arms. There is a cavern on the west side. Its height and breadth 

are both 6 feet. Inside there is [an opening leading to] another cavern. 
One cannot enter there. No one knows how deep it is. It is said that 

anyone who dreams that he is approaching the cavern is destined to 
die immediately. Therefore, the people call the ridge Yomi no Saka 

(Downhill to the Other World) and the cavern Yomi no Ana (Cavern 
of the Netherworld) ,128 

Township of Shrine Households. It is 3,960 feet northwest of the district 

office. {The township belongs to the Izumo [Shrine]. The explanation 

126 This refers to the legendary period following the Hpeace negotiations1
} be ... 

tween the Izumo and Yamato powers. Waka Futsunushi is the Sword God (see 
"Township of Ohono,') under IIAkika District," above). 

127 lt was custonlary for a woman, after receiving a marriage proposal, to hide 
herself away and make her suitor try to find her. See the initial section of the 
Harimafudoki for a more elaborate story of courting, 

128 This is an archaeological site from which Jomon and Yayoi cuitural artifacts 

have been excavated (see Kato, Izumo no kuni fudoki sankyu, 318) . 
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of the name of the township is the same as that given in the section on 

the district of Qu.} 129 

[TEMPLE] 

There is one temple newly established in the township of Kafuchi. 
There is a chapel in the precinct. The temple is situated 4.4 miles 
south of the district office. It was built by Fune of the Hekibe no Oml~ 
the former district governor. {He is the grandfather of Sademaro, the 

present district governor [of Izumo] .}130 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Great Shrine of Kidzuki131 

Mimukahi Shrine 

Miran1a Shrine 
Ohomi Shrine 

Kumu Shrine 
Adzuki Shrine l3 2 

Inasaho Shrine 

Agata Shrine 

Agu Shrine 
Kusaka Shrine 
Adzuki Shrine 
Adzuki Shrine 

Mitama Shrine 
Izumo Shrine 

Inu Shrine 
Sokinoya Shrine 

Sokinoya Shrine 
Misaki Shrine 

Mitami Shrine 

Iha Shrine 
Tsutsumi Shrine 
Minuba Shrine 

Uka Shrine 
Fuse Shrine 

12C} This unit of shrine households is called a township because it contained fifty 

households. 
130 The first graph of the name Hekibe is missing from most texts. It has been 

supplied on the basis of evidence in the Shosoin Archives, which ~ecord his 
grandfather's name as Hekibe no Onli Sademaro (Dai Nihon komon]o [Tokyo: 

Tokyo Teikoku Daigaku, 1901], 1:602). . . 
U l This is another nanle for the Izumo Taisha. The god Ohonamuchl1s en~ 

shrined in it. The Kojiki says that at the time of the "peace negotiations," 

Ohonamuchi asked the Takamagahara ruler to construct a palace for hilU as a 

condition of the peace. The Nihon shoki contains a similar story .(see NKBT L 123; 
and "Nihon shoki," in Shintei zoho kokushi taikei, ed. Kuroita Ketsumi) 1 :63-73). 

132 Adzisuki Takahiko is enshrined here. 
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Kamushiro Shrine 
Kusaka Shrine 
Inu Shrine 
Toya Shrine 
Kidzuki Shrine 03 

Kamori Shrine 
Inu Shrine 
Inu Shrine 
Miwi Shrine 

[Five more Kidzuki Shrines are listed in this space.] 

Adzuki Shrine 

[Seven nlore Adzuki Shrines are listed in this space. J 

Kusaka Shrine Inu Shrine 
Mitami Shrine 
Hite Shrine 
Kasaka Shrine 
Hane Shrine 

Agata Shrine 

Karakama Shrine 
I j imi Shrine 

Tachimushi Shrine 

{The above fifty .. eight shrines are registered with the Council of Religious 
Affairs.} 

Mis aki Shrine 

Kidzuki Shrine 

Same Adzuki Shrine 

Same Misaki Shrine 
Adzuki Shrine 

Same [Adzuki] Shrine 

[Twenty--seven more Adzuki Shrines are listed in this space.] 

Inu Shrine 

[Four more Inu Shrines are listed in this space.] 

Agata Shrine 
Mitami Shrine 

Ten more Mitami Shrines are listed in this space.] 

Iniha Shrine 

Same [Tsumuji] Shrine 
Yamabe Shrine 

Same [Yamabe] Shrine 

Tsumuji Shrine 
Minuba Shrine 

Same [Yamabe] Shrine 
Mana Shrine 

l33 Kidzuki no Yashiro: This is a branch shrine of Kidzuki no Ohoyashiro. (Izumo 
Taisha). 

• 
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Fuse Shrine 
Sakita Shrine 
Kamushiro Shrine 
Pagoda Tree Shrine134 

Hane Shrine 
Kihisa Shrine 
Same Kamushiro Shrine 

{The above sixty .. four shrines are not registered with the Council of 

Religio us Affairs.} 

[MOUNTAINS] 

Kamunabi Yama. It is 1.2 miles southeast of the district office. It is 
1,700 feet high. Its circumference is 5 miles. The shrine of Kihisakami 
Takahiko) who is enshrined in the Sokinoya Shrine, stands on the 
ridge of this hill. It is called Kamunabi [god's dwelling] because of this. 

Misaki Yama of Izumo. It is situated 9.3 miles northwest of the district 
office. Its height is 3,600 feet, and [its] circumference [is) 32.1 miles. 
There is a shrine for the Lord of the Great Land at the western foot of 
the mountain. u5 

The plants that gro\v in the hills and fields of this district are 
listed below: 

Poison yaln, hotodzura, emikusa, blackberry lily, poke""eed, udo, kudzu 
vine, hog brake, wisteria, plum, prickly ash, elm, glory tree, pau .. 
lownia, pasania, camellia, pine, and white cedar. 

The animals found in this district are [as follows]: 

Peregrine falcon, dove, copper pheasant, swan, ouzel, wild boar, deer, 
wolf, hare, fox, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS, PONDS, BEACHES, AND ISLANDS] 

Great River of Izumo. Torikami Yama is the source of the river that 
serves as the boundary between the provinces of Hahaki and Izumo. 

134 This nalne is given as Momoe no enisu in the original text. Literally, momo ... e 
means "hundred branches." Enisu is the Sophoralaponica. 

us This refers to the land Inass north of the Izumo Taisha. 
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It passes through the village of Yokota in the district of Nita, which 
includes the hamlets of Yokota, Mitokoro, Misaha, and Fuse. Then it 
flows into the village of Hikino where it forms the boundary with the 
district of Ohohara. [Along the border] it passes through the town ... 
ships of Kisuki, Hi, Yashiro, and Kamuhara, finally arriving at the 
village of Tagi where it serves as the boundary between the districts of 
Ohohara and Izumo. In the village of Tagi it passes through the hamlets 
of Kafuchi and Izumo; then it takes a northward route. Further on, it 
bends to the west, passing [through] the townships of Inu and Kidzuki. 
I t empties into Kamu to Lake. The Great River of Izumo consists of 
the lower part of the so.-called Hi no Kaha [system]. 

The soil is fertile on both sides of the river. In some places rich 
fields prOVide the people with abundant harvests of grain, mulberry, 
and hemp. Ayu, salmon, trout, dace, mullet, and sea eel are abundant 
in deep and shallow water. The people who live in the five districts 
[of Izumo, Kamuto, Ihishi, Ohohara, and Nita] between the river 
mouth and the village of Yokota, the upper part of the Great River, 
n1ake a living from the water as well as from the land. FrOIn the first 
month to the third~ lumber is transported down the river, while boats 
are rowed up and down [to inspect] the (timber] rafts. 

The Little Stream of Ohomi. The stream rises in Misaki Yama of Izumo. 
I t flows north, emptying into the Great Sea. {A few ayu are obtained 
there. } 

Tsuchiohi no Ike. Its circumference is 1,342 feet. 

Susuhi no Ike. It is 1,375 feet in circumference. 

Nishido Inlet. It is 1.2 miles in circumference. The water -flows east 
and joins the Iriumi. {Crucian carp are obtained there.} 

Ohokata Inlet. It is 1,287 feet in circumference. The water flows east 
and joins the lriumi. {Crucian carp are obtained there.} 

The water of both inlets comes from the rice fields. 
East of the inlets is the lriumi. It is surrounded by large str tches 

of flat fields on the west, north, and south. Copper pheasants, doves, 
teal, wild geese, and mandarin ducks are often seen in the area. 

The products of this place are the same as those listed in the [section] 
on the district of Akika. 
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(NORTH OF THE DISTRICI OF IZUMO 1 

North [of the district of Izumo] is the Great Sea. 

Cape Miyamatsu. It is the boundary between the districts of Tatenuhi 

and Izumo. 

Ohomi no Hama. It is 3,960 feet broad. 

Keta Shima. {Sweet seaweed and small seaweed grow there.} 

Inomi no Hama. It is 231 feet wide. 

Utaho no Hama. It is 193 feet wide. 

Ohosaki Shima. Its height is 10 feet; (its] circumference [is] 1,375 

feet. Wakame gro\vs there.} 

Nadzuki Shima. {Sweet seaweed and wakame grow there. Also, pine 

trees and white cedar are in evidence.} 

Sagi no Hama (heron beach). It is 1,100 feet wide. 

Kuro Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Meyuhi no Hama. It is 110 feet wide. 

Cape Nihi. It is 1,870 feet long, and 110 feet wide. There is a natural 
arch at the southern tip of the cape, whlch runs east and west. l~ IS 

large enough for ships to pass through. There are pine trees growlng 

at the top of the cape. 

Ureho no Ura (Ureho harbor). It is 429 feet wide. {Twenty ships can 

anchor in this harbor.} 

Yamasaki Shima. It is 390 feet high l and 3,025 feet in circumference. 

{Pasania, camphor) camellia, and pine trees grow there.} 

Ko,ohi Shima (chiLd,bearing island). It is a rock island. 

Ohohashi no Hama. It is 825 feet broad. 

Misaki no Hama. It is 660 feet wide. {There are peasant dwellings there.} 136 

136 This Misaki cape is noW called Hi no Misaki. It is well known for its scenic 

beauty, especially at sunset. 
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Miitsuku Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Mikuriya Shima. Its height is 40 feet; [its] circumference [is] 
{Pine trees grow there.} 

Todo Shima. {There are clams and barnacles there.} 

110 feet. 

• 

Cape Shima. It is 215 feet long, and 176 feet high. {Pine trees grow 
there. } 

Onoho no Hama. It is 99 feet wide. 

Kuri Shima (chestnut island). {Wakame grows there.} 

Kuro Shima. {Wakame grows there.} 

Hafuda no Hama. It is 1 ~100 feet wide. 

Futamata no Hama. It is 539 feet wide. 

Kadoiha Shinla. Its height is 50 feet; its circumference [is] 231 feet. 
{There are eagles' nests on the island.} 

Sona [Beach].137 It is 1.1 miles tong, and 2,850 feet wide. The pine 

trees grow shoulder to shoulder. The waterway that extends from 
Kamuto Lake to the Great Sea is abou t 1 mile long and 660 feet wide. 
It fonns the boundary between the districts of Izumo and Kan1uto. 

The products of the northern sea are the same as those described 
in [the section on] the district of Tate-nuhi, except for abalone. The 
abalone of the district of Izumo have the most delicate taste. There 

are people [in the area] known as Misaki divers; they are the abaLone 
fishermen. us 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 4.4 miles from the district office to the Village of Sasafu, the 
boundary between the districts of Ou and Izumo. 

137 This refers to the hills that extend north from the mouth of the Kamuto 

River. On the opposite s.ide (south of Sa no) is Sono no Nagaban1a (the long beach 
of Son a) . 

us These divers. called Misaki no Ama, made their living by means of fishing 
and salt making. Probably they were the descendants of the earliest settlers. 
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It is 3,630 feet from the district office to the Great River of Izumo) 
the boundary between the districts of Kamuto and Izumo. 

It is 5 miles from the district office to the village of Tagi, the bound-

ary between the districts of Ohohara and Izumo . 
It is 4.9 miles from the district office to the Uka Gaha (Uka river), 

the boundary between the districts of Tatenuhi and Izumo. 

[Respectfully presented by] 139 

District Clerk, without rank 

District Governor, Outer 
Senior 8th Rank, Lower 

Grade 

Assistant District Governor, 
,Outer Junior 8th Rank, Lower 

Waka Yamatobe no OmiI40 

Hekibe no Omi141 

Grade Oho no Omi142 

Secretary, Ou ter Greater 
Initial Rank, Lower Grade [ ] ... be no Omi143 

District of Kamuto 

The district of Kamuto has eight townships {t\venty ... two villages) one 

unit of singie households, two posting--stations, and one unit of shrine 
households. } 

TO'NDship of Asayama: The graphs remained unchanged. {There 
are two villages in this township.} 

Township of Heki: The graphs remained unchanged. There are 
three villages in this township.} 

139 Since Izumo was a medium ... sized district, it had four officials ("Ryo no gige," 62). 
140 The SSR claims that this man's clan was a shinbetsu (Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 

222,2.34) . 
141 The first graph of the nalne Hekibe is n1issing in most texts. It has been 

modified on the basis of evidence in the Shosoin Archives. 
142 According to the SSR, this clan is kobetsu (descended from the imperial family). 
143 No text supplies the luissing graph preceding the word .. be in this name. 
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Township of Yamuya; The old graphs were yamuya. {There are 
three villages in this township.} 

Township of Yano: The graphs remained unchanged. {There are 
three villages in this township.} . 

Township of Takakishi: The old graphs were takakishi. {There are 
three villages in this township.} 

Township of Koshi: The graphs remained unchanged. {There are 
three villages in this township.} 

Township of N amesa: The graphs remained unchanged. {There 
are two villages in this township.} 

Township of Taki: The old graphs were taki. {There are three vil ... 
lages in this township.} 

Unit of single households. 

Posting ... station of Sayufu: The old graphs were sayufu. 
Posting ... station of Taki: The old graphs were taki. 
Unit of shrine households.144 

Kamuto was named after the shrine gate that was dedicated by [a 
man named] Ikasone, [the founder of] the Kamuto no Omit This is 
why it is called Kamuto (shrine gate). The descendants of the Kamuto 

no Omi have lived in this f district] ever since. Therefore, it is called 
Kamuto. 145 

Township of Asayama. It is 1.7 miles southeast of the district office. 
Princess Jewel of Jewel ViUage 146 resides in this township. The god 
Ohonamuchi, the Lord of the Great Land, paid a daily visit to the 
princess in the early morning. This is why the place is called Asayama, 
meaning "morning hilL" 

Township of Heki. It is 1.3 miles east of the district office. The Tomobe 
of the Heki clan were sent to this place during the reign of the emperor 

144 There is an additional township listed in the Shosoin Archives. This is the 
amaribe,. which became the township of Ichitsu. The list is dated 739. See HShosoin 
Archives," in DaiNihon komonjoJ 2:234; and Aoki, Izumo fudoki

J 
122, 162n. 

14,) The SSR lists the Kaluuto no Omi as descendants of Ukatsukunu, twelve 
generations removed from Arne no Hohi, and relatives of the Izumo no Omi 
(Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 231). 

l46 The name is Matalnatsuku Tamanomurahime in the original. This goddess 
is found only in the lzumo fudoki. 
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[posthumously kno\vn as Emperor Kinmei] who governed the real~ 
from Shiki Shima Palace. These people stayed and engaged in matsun~ 
goto [the affairs of the gods] .l47 Therefore, it is called Heki. 

Township ofYamuya. It is 2 miles northeast of the district office. Yamuya .. 
hiko, a son of Adzisuki Takahiko, is enshrined there . This is why the 
place is called Yamuya. {The graphs were altered to ya"I1luya in 726.} 

Township of Yano. It is 1.2 miles north of the district office. Young 
Princess Yano, a daughter of the god Susanowo} was residing there. 
Ohonamuchi, the Lord of the Great Land, who desired to marry her, 
had a house built at this place. The place \vas named after the princess. 

Township of TakakishL It is 3,300 feet northeast of the district office. 
Adzisuki Takahiko, a son of the Lord of the Great Land, wailed day 
and night. His father constructed a tall building in which Adzisuki 
could live. The Lord of the Great Land attached a long ladder to the 
building so that his son could climb up and down when he pleased. 
Thus, he reared and consoled Adzisuki. This is how the township 
came to be known as Takakishi [meaning "high cliffs, or a laddee']. 
{The graphs were altered to takakishi in 726.} 

Township of Koshi. This township is the seat of the district office. At 
the time of Izanami, a reservoir was constructed using the water of 
the Hibuchi Gaha (Hibuchi river). People who came from Koshi to 
work on the project became residents of this area. That is why the 
township is called Koshi. 

Township of Namesa. It is 2.7 miles southwest of the district office. 
Young Princess Suseri,148 a daughter of the God Susanowo, "vas living 
at this place. The Lord of the Great land established a relationship 
with her. When he was paying her a visit [one day], the lord happened 

147 On the term matsurigoto, s'ee Maruyama Masao, "The Structure of 

Matsurigoto: The Basso Ostinato of Japanese Political Life , '~ in Themes and Theories 
in Modem Japanese History, ed. Sue Henny and Jean .. Pierre Lehmann 27-43 
(London: Athlone, 1987). 

148 Her name is given as Waka Suserihin1e. According to th~ Kojiki tradition, 
this princess is the first wife of Ohonamuchi and is enshrined at the IZUll10 Taisha 

(NKBT 1) 99). 

-
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to see a boulder [lying] in front of the shrine of the princess. The 
surface of the rock was very smooth. The lord said, "What an unusually 
smooth rock this is! Namesa, meaning "smoothness," was named after 
his words. {The graphs were altered to names a in 726.} 149 • 

Township of Taki~ It is 6.6 miles southwest of the district office. Princess 
Takiki of Adakaya, a daughter of the Lord of the Great Landt is en~ 
shrined in this township. That is why it is called Taki. {The graphs 
were altered to taki in 726.} 1,)O 

Unit of single households. It is 12 miles southwest of the district office. 
{The explanation regarding the designation of the unit is the same as 
that provided in the section on the district of Ou.} 

Posting~station of Sayufu. I t is located in the same place as the district 
office. A man named Sayofu [sic] who came from the land of Koshi 
once stayed at this place. Therefore, it is called Sayufu. {The graphs 
were altered to sayufu in 726. The reason [he] came to live at this 
place is given [above] under the township of Koshi.} 

Posting--station of Taki. It is 6.3 miles southwest of the district office. 
{The explanation for the etymology [and the change of the graphs] is 
given [above] under the township of Taki.} 

Unit of shrine households. It is located 3.3 miles southeast of the dis~ 
trict office. 

[TEMPLES] 

A new temple has been constructed in the township of Asayama. It is 

3,630 feet east of the district office. A chapel is in the precinct. The 
temple was built by Kamuto no Omi. 

Another new temple has been constructed in the township of Koshi. 

149 Note that this contradicts what is related at the beginning of the section. 
150 The second syllable, kil of the name Taki belongs to the so~called korui~gana. 

This is true in both the old and new graphs, and it is accepted as evidence for the
existence of vowel hannony in N 3ra phonology. For a detailed discussion of this 
theory, see Hashin1oto Shinkichi, Kokugo on'in no kenkyu (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 
1950L 121-99. 
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It is located 1,650 feet southeast of the district office. It was built by 
Osakabe no Omi and his relations. {There vvas once an [old] chapel 

in the precinct.} 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Mikuga Shrine 
Hifuchi Shrine 
Taki Shrine 
Yano Shrine 
Namesa Shrine 
Asayania Shrine 
Sashimu Shrine 
Ari Shrine 
Kumura Shrine 
Ari Shrine 
Honoka Shrine 
Yamuya Shrine 
Hina Shrine 

Asuri Shrine 
Same Hifuchi Shrine 

Yamuya Shrine 
Hakasa Shrine 
Chino Shrine 
Kunawi Shrine 
Takiki Shrine 
Ane Shrine 
Namesa Shrine 
Ohoyama Shrine 

Taki Shrine 
Same Yaluuya Shrine 

[The above twenty-five shrines are registered with the Council of 

Religious Affairs.} 

Yamuya Shrine 
Same Yamuya Shrine 
Kunago Shrine 
Oda Shrine 
SaIne Hakasa Shrine 
Takiki Shrine 

H imori Shrine 
Kunago Shrine 
Kaya Shrine 
Hakasa Shrine 
Taki Shrine 
Hasuha Shrine 

{The above twelve shrines are not registered with the Council of 

Religious Affairs.} 

[MOUNTAINS] 

Tamata Yama. It is 6.3 miles south of the district office. {Cypress and 

Richard bald cypress grow there.} 

Nagara Yama. It is 6.3 miles south of the district office. {Cypress trees 

grovv there.} 
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Kikuri Yama. It is 9.4 miles southwest of the district office. {Cypress 
and Richard bald cypress grow there. This mountain produced the 
lumber to build the palace of the Lord of the Great Land.} 

• 

Uhitaki Yama. 151 It is 1.7 miles southeast of the district office. {This is 
the house of the Great God.} 

Inadzumi Yama. It is 1. 7 miles southeast of the district office. {This is 
the rice,storage [place] of the Great God.} 

Kage Yanta. It is 1.8 miles southeast of the district office. {This is the 
mikage (head ornaluent) of the Great God.} 

Ine Yama. It is l.9 miles east of the district office. {There is a grove on 
the east side. The remaining three sides are stony fields. This hill is 
the rice field of the Great God.} 151 

Hoko Yama. It is 1.9 miles southeast of the district office. {There are 
groves on the west and south sides. The east and north sides are 
rocky cliffs. This hill is the halberd of the Great God.} 

Kagafuri Yama. It is 1.9 miles southeast of the district office. {This is 
the cap of the Great God.} 153 

The plants that grow in the mountains in this district are listed below: 

Pepper vine, bell flower, mercury, gentian, pokeweed, oninoyagara; 
uda, cow parsnip, prickly ash, hotozura, lily, spike moss, ihagusuri, 
false goatsbeard, lovage, Christn1as fern, snake's beard, spindle tree, 
wild ginger, China root, kudzu vine, hog brake, wisteria, plum, 

naruhajikami,154 cypress, yew, glory tree, paulownia, canlellia, zelkova, 
wild 111ulberry, elnl.) Chinese cork tree, and paper n1ulberry. 

151 The Hosokawa text does not contain the six characters of this line. The 
nmne of the mountain and the WOTd kohori (gun) are supplied in accordance with 
the actual topography. 

152 Akimoto has a different interpretation concerning the name of this hill. He 
suggests that it could have been perceived as the '(seeds" of the Great God's rice 
with the addition of one graph, meaning "seeds." 

lS] Today the people of the area call the rock at the top of this hill Kamuri Iwa 
(cap rock). The six hills all refer to the god Ohonamuchi. The place is now known 
as the Asayama Basin. 

154 Zanthoxylum piperitum D.C. 
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Animals that live in this district are [as follows]: 

Eagle, hawk, peregrine falcon, dove~ copper pheasant, quail, bear, 

wolf, wild boar, deer, hare, fox, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS, PONDS, AND LAKES] 

Kamuto Gaha. 155 It rises in the Kotohiki Yama in the district of Ihishi. 

It flows to the north past the three townships of Kishima, Hata, and 
Susa; then it flovvs into the hamlet of Totachi, that is, a unit of single 
households of Kamuto District. The river runs through the unit of the 
shrine households, and through the townships of Asayama and Koshi. 
[From the township of Koshi] it takes a westerly route, emptying into 

the lake. Ayu, salmon, trout, and dace are obtained there. 

Taki noWogaha. This stream emanates from Takiki Yama, 10.9 miles 
southwest of the district office, and takes a northwesterly route, emp-
tying into the Great Sea. {Ayu, sahnon, trout, and dace are obtained 

there. } 

Uka no Ike. This pond is 1 mile in circumference. 

Kugihi no Ike. It is 2,440 feet around. {Vegetables grow there.} 

Kasagara no Ike. Its circumference is 1,980 feet. {Vegetables grow there.} 

Sashiya no Ike. It is 1,650 feet around. 

Kamuto no Mizu Umi (Kamuto lake) .156 It is 1.4 miles west of the dis .. 
trict office. It is 12.4 miles in circumference. Mullet, black porgy, sea 
bass, crucian carp, and oysters are obtained there. Between the lake 
and the Great Sea there is a hill. It is 7.6 miles long and 1 mile wide. 
This was the rope used by the god Omidzunu (Lord of the Great 
Water) to pull the land to Izumo. People today call it Sana no 
Matsuyama (pine hill of Sono). There is no topsoil or pebbles on the 
hill. White sand alone is piled high. There are pine trees on the hill. 
Whenever it is windy, the sand flies over [the hill] and covers the 

155 This Tiver ran west of the Hi no Kaha. 
156 The Hi no Kaha once emptied into Kamuto Lake, which was separated from 

the Great Sea (Japan Sea) by the low .. lying hills of So no Beach. 
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pine grove. Half the grove has been buried in sand. Probably it will aU 
be buried eventually. 

Between Mikuga no Hayashi (Mikuga woods), at the south end of 
the pine grove, and the Nakashima Cape, the boundary between Iztnno 
and Ihami provinces, there is a series of beaches and rocky cliffs. 

The products obtained in the northern sea are the same as those 

mentioned in the section describing the district of Tatenuhi, with the 
exception of seav/eed. No seaweed is obtained in this district. 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 2.4 miles from the district office to the shore of the Great River of 
Izumo, the boundary between the districts of Izumo and Kamu to. 

It is about 6.3 tuiles from the district office to Horisaka Yama, the 
boundary between the Ihishi and Kamuto districts. 

It is 8.5 miles from the district office to the village of Yosoki in the 
district of Ihishi. 

It is 10.9 miles from the district office to Taki Yama, the boundary 
between the district of Ana, in Ihami Province, and the district of 
Kamuto. On the road there is an inspection barrier. 

It is 12 miles from the district office to the township of Kaha--ahi 
[Kahahi] in the district of Ano in Ihami province.157 {On the road-
\vay there is a barrier, which is not always open. Only during times of 
political importance is the barrier in operation.} 

157Kaha,ahi, which is a compound consisting of two distinct words, kahn (river) 
and ahi (to meet) I is a prime example of sound changes in Nata phonology. Native 
Japanese words (Yamato kotoba) never employed two consecutive vowels in word 
formation. During the Nara period, however, when many Chinese words were 
adopted into the Japanese lexicon, rapid sound changes occurred. Thus, the words 
waga (my) and ihe (hoIne) came to fonn a new word, wagihe (my home) by 
dropping the last vowel of waga. In the case of the name of the township men, 
tioned in the text, the combination of the words kaha and ahi fonned a new natne 
for the village, Kahahi ( where rivers meet) by dropping the final a of kaha. I have 
indicated this change by first transcribing the word as it appears in the text (its 
reading according to the commentary) in "historical kana orthography," and then 
writing the newly formed word in brackets. The modern reading of the same 
graphs is kawai. 
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The above ... mentioned five districts [Shimane, Akika, Tatenuhi, 
Izumo, and Kamuto] are situated on the south side of the Great Sea. iSS 

[Respectfully submitted by]159 

District Clerk, without rank 

District Governor, Outer 
Junior 7th Rank, Upper 
Grade, 12 th Grade in Merit 

Acting Assistant Governor, 
Outer Greater Initial Rank, 
Lower Grade, 12th Grade in Merit 

Secretary, Outer Junior 
8 th Rank, Lower Grade , 12th 
Grade in Merit 

District of Ihishi 

Osakabe no Omi 

Kamuto no ami 

Osakabe no Omi 

Kibibe no Otni160 

The District of Ihishi has seven townships {nineteen villages}. 

Township of Kumatani: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Mitoya: The old graphs were mitoya. 
Township of Ihishi: The old graphs were ihishi. 
Township of Tane: The old graph was tane. 
Township of Susa: The graphs remained unchanged. 

{Each of the above townships has three villages.} 

Township of Hata: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Kijima: The old graphs were kijima. 

158 The rest of the province, that is, the districts of1hishi, Nita, and Ohohara, 
had no access to a large body of water. They were situated in more mountainous 

areas than those in which the foregoing districts were located. 
1St) The district of Kamuto was of medium size, so it had four officials. 
160 The SSR lists the natnes Kibi no Asomt and Kibi no Olni but not Kibibe no 

Omi. However; the Shosoin Archives list one Kibibe no Omi and forty ... three Kibibe. 
These persons were recorded as the recipients of rice from the central government 
because they were unable to support themselves with the food they produced 

(UShosoin Archives," 209-47). 
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{Each of the above two townships has two villages.} 

Ihishi was nalued after the goddess Ihishitsube, who is enshrined 
there. Thus, it is known by the name of Ihishi. . 

Township of Kumatani. It is located 8.6 miles northeast of the district 
office. The elders say that Kushi Inadami Toyolnanurahilne [guardian 
goddess of the rice fields] 161 sought a place to give birth to her child in 
this area. When she passed this township, the goddess said, "How 
deep and well hidden this valley is! n That is why the township is 
called Kumatani, meaning "deeply hidden valley." 

Township of Mitoya. It is situated 8 miles northeast of the district of.· 
fice. There is a gate to commemorate the Lotd of the Great Land in 
this township. Therefore~ it is called Mitoya, meaning "holy gate. "162 

{The graphs were altered to rnitoya in 726.] 

Township of Ihishi. It is 3.9 miles east of the district office. This is the 
place where the goddess Ihishitsube came down from the Plain of 
High Heaven. That is how the township came to be knocwn by the 
name of Ihishi. {The graphs were altered to ihishi in 726.} 

Township of Tane. This township provides the site for the district office. 
Ohonamuchi, the Lord of the Great Land, and the god Sukuna Hikona 
sowed rice seeds at this place while on an inspection tour together. 
Thus, it is called Tane, meaning "seeds." {The graphs were altered to 
tane in 726.} 163 

Township of Susa. It is 6.3 miles west of the district office. The god 
Susanowo said, "Though this land is small, it is good land for me to 
own.164 I would rather have my name [associated with this land than] 
with rocks or trees." After saying this, he left his spirit to stay quietly 

161 This is another nanle for the consort of Susanowo, Kushinadahime. 
162 Mita is a prototype of torii. 
163 This story suggests that the rice seeds were sown directly onto the soil of the 

field. By the time of the Izumo fudoki, however, more advanced techniques were 

already prevalent. Seedlings were transplanted from nurseries into the fields. There,. 
fore, the story is considered to be a product of a much earlier time when "slash~ 

and,.burn" agriculture was still practiced. 
164 This is kunidokoro injapanese) meaning ('suitable place to live.') The site of 

Susa]inja is a slnaH, peaceful basin. 
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at this place and established the Great Rice Field of Susa' and the 
Small Rice Field of Susa. That is why it is called Susa. There are tax 

granaries in this township. 

Township of Hata. It is 6.3 miles southwest of the district office. The 
god Hatatsumi came down from the Plain of High Heaven to this 

place. Therefore, it is called Hata. 165 

Township of Kijima. It is located 13.6 miles south of the district office. 
The god Kijin1atsun1i has been enshrined in this township. Therefore, 
it is called Kijima. {The graphs were altered to kijima in 726.} 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Susa Shrine 
Mitoya Shrine 
Ihishi Shrine 

Kahabe Shrine 
Tabe Shrine 

{The above five shrines are registered with the Council of Religious 

Affairs.} 

Sanaga Shrine 
Tanaka Shrine 
Mori Shrine 
Hikura Shrine 
Fukano Shrine 
Kami no Yashiro 

(The Upper Shrine] 
Ahadani Shrine 
Kam ushiro Shrine 

Ihishi Shrine 
Taka Shrine 
Tohi Shrine 
Igaya Shrine 
Takuwa Shrine 
Ashika Shrine 
Anami Shrine 
Shishinomura Shrine 

{The above sixteen shrines are not registered with the Council of 

Religious Affairs.} 

[MOUNTAINS] 

Takimura Yama. It is 1,650 feet east of the district office. 

Anatsu Yama. It is 1,650 feet south of the district offic.e. 

165 Despite the claim that he came down fron1 High Heaven, this god's nan1e is 

found only in the Izumo fudoki. 
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Yamura Yama. It is [approximately] 1,650 feet west of the district office. 

Hirose Yama It is 1,650 feet north of the district office. 

Kotohiki Yama. It is 11.8 miles south of the district office. Its hei'ght is 

3,000 feet, and its circumference 3.7 miles. According to the elders, 

there is a cave on the ridge of this mountain; inside there is a koto 
(zither) of the Lord of the Great Land. Its length is 7 feet, [its] width 
[isJ 3 feet, and its thickness [is] one and a half feet. There is also a 

stone deity in the cave. It is 20 feet high and 40 feet around. Thus, 
the place is called Kotohiki Yama, meaning "playing the zither. "166 

{Wild grapes grow there.} 

Ihaana [lhana] Yama. It is 19.3 miles south of the district office. Its 
height is 500 feet. 

Hatakuhi Yama. It is 17.3 miles south of the district office. {Groruwell 
grows there.} 167 

Fields of Nomi, Kimi, and Ihasuki. They are aU located 13.3 miles south .. 
west of the district office. {Gromwell gro\vs there.}168 

Sahime Yama. It is 17.6 miles west of the district office. {This mountain 
is the boundary between the provinces of Ihami and Izumo.} 

Horisaka Yama. It is 7 miles west of the district office. {Richard bald 
cypress and pine trees grow there.} 

Kikaki Yama. It is 4 miles south of the district office. {Gromwell grows 
there. } 

Iga Yama. It is 9.8 miles north of the district office. 

Nabe Yama. It is 6.8 miles north of the district office. 

166 Another name of this hill is Misen. The zither was an important shatnanistic 
instrulnent. It was used as a medium through which the divine will could be heard. 
For an example of its use, see Aoki, "Empress J ingu," 6- 7. 

[67 Murasaldgusa, or gromwell, is an herb said to be effective in treating skin 
diseases. It is also used to n1ake a purple dye. 

168 Sonle scholars suggest that this Nomi is the birthplace ofNomi no Sukune. 

According to the NS, it was he who proposed the use of haniwa (figurines) in place 
of self-iffirnolation. See Nihon shoki, ed. Takeda Yukichi (Tokyo; Asahi Shinbunsha, 
1962),1:187-88. 
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The plants that grow on the hills and fields in this district are [as follows]: 

Poison yam, false goatsbeard, lovage, udo, thistle, Sololnon's seal, 

nozeri, yam, okera, emikusa, wild ginger, pasque flower, kagami, 
kaminoyagara, bell flower, kudzu vine, ash tree, spindle tree, ihagusuri, 
wisteria, plum, Richard bald cypress, glory tree, pasania, camphor, 

wax myrtle, zelkova, wild mulberry, elm, pine, yew, Chinese cork 

tree, and paper mulberry.1 69 

As for the animals, they are [as follows]: 

Hawk, peregrine falcon, copper pheasant, dove, pheasant, bear, wolf, 
wild boar, deer, hare, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS] 

Mitoya Gaha. It arises in Taka Yama, 5 miles east of the district office. 
The river flows north to join the Great Hi no Kaha. {Ayu are ob .. 

tained there.} 

Susa Gaha. It originates in Kotohiki Yama, 22.6 miles south of the 
district office. It flows north by way of the townships of Kijima, Hata, 
and Susa, and arrives at the hamlet of Totachi in the districrofKamuto. 
It forms the upper reaches of the Kamuto Gaha. {Ayu are obtained there.} 

Hata no Wogaha. The stream comes from the Shikohi Yama, 8 miles 
southwest of the district office. It flows north as far as the Susa Gaha. 
{Iron is produced there.}170 

Ihishi no Wogaha. Its sou tee is in Sakura Yama~ 4 miles east of the 
district office. It takes a northerly route and flows into the Mitoya 

Gaha. {Iron is produced there.} 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 9.8 miles from the district office to the shore of the Hi no Kaha, 
the boundary between the districts of Ohohara and Ihishi. 

169 Kagami is BIetilla,striata Reichb. fil. Kaminoyagara is Gast~odia elata Blume. 
170 Iron: Magane in Japanese. This riverbed contains iron sand from which iron 

impleluents were produced (Kato Yoshinari, Fudokijidai no Izumo [Matsue: Izumo 
Fudoki Kenkyukai, 1962], 100). 
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It is 7.3 miles from the district office to the riverbed of the Yu no 
Kaha [river of hot water], the boundary between the districts of Nita 
and Ihishi. 

It is 9.5 miles from the district office to the village of Yosoki, the 
boundary between the districts of Kamuto and Ihishi. 

, It is 7 mile,s from the district office to Horisaka Hill, the boundary 
wuh the dlstnct of Kamuto~ 

It is 13.2 miles from the district office to the Araka Saka (Araka 
Slope), the bou ndary be tween the district of Weso [Eso] in Bingo 
Province and the district of Ihishi in Izumo. {The barrier [there] 
functions continuously.} 

It is 27 miles from the district office to Misaka, the boundary be .. 
tween Miyoshi District of Bingo Province and the district of Ihishi in 
Izumo. {The barrier [there] functions continuously.} 

[In addition, there are three small roads.J171 

Hata Road 
Susa Road 
Shidzumi Road 

On these three thoroughfares the stockades ate not always functional. 
They are put in operation only at times of political ilnpotrance. An 
three roads lead to the province of Bingo. 

[Respectfully submitted by] 172 

District Clerk, wi thou t rank Heki no Obito 

District Governor, Outer 
Senior 8th Rank, Lower Grade, 

12th Grade in Merit Ohokisakibe no Miyatsukol73 

171 Small roads: Komichi in Japanese. It may seem odd that barriers, or stock~ 
ades, were placed on smaller roads. How~ver, the location of the roads made it 
necessary, for they were adjacent to Ihami and Hahaki provinces. 

l~2 As the district of Ihishi was a gegun, three officials were assigned to it. 
113 Ohokisakibe: I have followed Kurita Hiroshi's interpretation, based on infor ... 

mation in the Shosoin Archives. Akimoto reads the same word as Ohokisaki, 
without the final syllable, ~be. 
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Assistant District Governor, 
Outer Junior 8th Rank, Upper Grade Izu1110 no Olui174 

District of Nita 

The district of Nita has a total of four townships {twelve villages}. 

Township of Mitokoro: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Fuse: The old graphs \.vere fuse. 
Township of Misaha: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Yokota: The graphs remained unchanged. 

{Each of the above four townships has three villages.} 

N ita was named for the words of [the god Ohonamuchi,] the Lord 
of the Great Land. He said, "This land is neither too large nor too 
smalL Trees are luxuriant on the upper reaches of the Hi no Kaha, 
reeds and bushes on the lower reaches. It is also suitably moist land."l75 

Township of Mitokoro. This township is the seat of the district office. 
Ohonamuchi said, "The rice fields are good here. Hence, I would 
have them as my own." Therefore, it was named Mitokoro, lueaning 
"noble territory.H176 

Township of Misaha. It is located 8.3 miles southwest of the district 

office. Adzisuki Takahiko, a son of the Lord of the Great Land, was 
born dutnb. Unable to speak, he cried day and night, even after his 
beard grew long. l77 His father took him on board ship and navigated 
around the island to console him. But AdzisukL did not stop wailing. 

The Lord of the Great Land sought to learn the will of the superior 
gods in a dream: "Tell me why my son cries so, I pray." That night, the 

Lord of the Great Land saw his son speaking in his dream. Awakening 
immediately, he spoke to his son. And the son uttered a word, "misaha." 

174 This is Otoyama of lzun10 no Omi, the heir of Hiroshima. He was pro111oted 
to Outer Junior 8th Rank, Upper Grade, by the ninth month of 734, that is, the year 
following the compilation of Izumo fudoki (Dai Nihon komonjo, 1 :593), 

175 Suitably moist land; Nitashi in the original. This is an ancient word, the 
oldest use of which is found in the Izumo fudoki. 

176 The word mitokoro, with the honorific prefix mi, could mean "divine territory." 
177 A strikingly similar story is found in the Kojiki (NKBT 1,197). 
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"What place do you call by this name, my son?" asked the Lord of the 

Great Land. Adzisuki left his father, crossed a river of pebbles, and 
walked up a slope. When he reached the upper part of the hill) he 
stopped, and said, ~(Thi6 is the place, my lord." . 

There \vas a spring at that place. Adzisuki bathed and purified his 

body with the spring water. This is why the kuni no miyatsuko began 
using the water of the spring to perform the cu.stomary ablutions be

fore going to the Court to present the kamuyogoto. [Also] because of 

Adzisuki, a woman with child will not eat rice grown in this village. If 

she eats the rice, [she knows] her child v·lill be born dumb. The place 

was named after the word misaha. {The graphs were altered to misafla 

in 726.} There are tax granaries in this township. 

Township of Yokota. It is 7 miles southeast of the district office. Ac-

cording to the elders, there were about four tan of rice fields in this 
1 · 178 I h" 1 towns 11.p. ts s ape was rectangu ar. The township was named "rect .. 

angular fields." {Iron is produced in each of the above townships. 

The iron is of good quality. Various instruments and utensils are made 
from the iron [produced in these townships] .}179 

[LIST OF SHRINES] 

Misaha Shrine Iga take Shrine 

{The above two shrines are registered with the Council of Religious Affairs.} 

Tamatsukuri Shrine 
Yuno Shrine 

Shitsuni Shrine 

Kishikiri Shrine180 

Sugahino Shrine 

Hida Shrine 

Ohohara Shrine 

Ihatsube Shrine 

{The above eight shrines are not registered \vith the Council of Reli ... 
gious Affairs.} 

178 "F t H' k . J ~ . 1 . . I I h . 1 h . our an IS yo Wll U1 t1e onglna. n t e elg 1t century, one tan was approxi .. 
ruately half an acre. 

179 \Xlhat is called HKusanagi no T<;urugiU in the Court-oriented Inythology, 
which later became part of the Imperial Regalia, is known to have been obtained 
in this area. See NKBT t 88-89. 

180 There is some dispute over the graphs for this shrine. Akimoto reads them as 

kamikiri, whereas others read them as kishikiri. My translation follows the latter. 
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[ MOUNTAINS AND FIELDS] 181 

Torikami Yama. It is 11.6 miles southeast of the district office. {It forms 

the boundary between the provinces of Hahaki and IZUIllO. Wild grapes 

grow there.} 182 

Murohara Yama. It is 12 miles southeast of the district office. {It is the 

boundary between the provinces of Bingo and Izumo. Wild grapes 

grow there.} 

Hahihi Yama. It is 10 miles southeast of the district office. 

Yuki Yama. It is 12.3 miles south of the district office. {Wild grapes 

grow there.} 

Misaka Yama. It is 17.6 miles southwest of the district office. There is 

a god's gate on this mountain. Therefore} it is called Misaka. {The 

mountain forms the boundary between the provinces of Bingo and 

lzumo. Wild grapes grow there.} 

Shinusakano, It is 3 .3 miles southwest of the district office. {Gromwell 

grows there.} 

Tamamine Yama~ It is 3.3 miles southeast of the district office. According 

to the elders, the god Tamatsukuri is enshrined at the top of the 

hill. 18} Therefore; it is called Tamamine, meaning "jewel hilL" 

Kidzunano. It is 3.3 miles south of the district office. {Gromwell grows 
there.} 

'Ohouchino. It is 3,300 feet south of the district office. {Gromwell grows 
there. } 

Sugahino. It is 1.2 miles west of the district office. It is 1 ~250 feet in 

181 In the eighth century, the word no was used interchangeably to lnean both 

"hills" and ufields~" and there is some indication that this "field" was not flat. The 
sense of it is perhaps something like Hmoorish" land. 

182 According to the Kojiki and the Nihon shoki, this is the place where Susanowo 
killed Yamata no Orochi (the Eight.-Headed Serpent). See NKBT It 85. 

183 Tamatsukuri: The reading of this word follows Akimoto. Kato reads this part 
of the text as tamanohe. Tamatsukuri literally means It jewel making," so the god 

may have been a guardian of lapidaries. 
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height~ and 3.3 miles in circumference. {There is a Shinto shrine at 
the top.} . 

Shitafuru Yama. It is 7.6 Iniles south of the district office. According to 

the story the elders tell, a shark fell in love with Princess Tamahi .~ 
deity who resided in the village of Ai. It climbed the hills by way' o~' 
the Great Hi no Kaha. The princess blocked the river with rocks s6 

that the shark could not proceed. The shark, unable to approach his 

goddess,. yearned for her in vain. That is why it is called Shitafuru 
Yama (yearning hill) .1 84 

The plants that grow in the mountains in this district are [as fo11o\\l:s]: 

Pasque flower, mercury, sasahasorashi, figwort, lily, co\vherb, blue .. 
bell, hotodzura, pink, false goatsbeard, greenbrier, Solomon~s .seal,. 

bloodroot, monkshood, a nil , plumed thistle, ihagusuri, chain fern, 
oninoyagara, emikusa, wisteria, plum, cypress, Richard bald cypress; 

oak, pine, white cedar, chestnut, wild Inulberry, zelkova, Chinese 
cork tree, and paper mulberry. 

The animals that live in this district are [as follows]: 

Hawk, peregrine falcon, dove, copper pheasant, pheasant, bear, wolf, 
wild boar, deer, fox, hare, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS} 

Yokota Gaha. Its source is in Torikami Yama, 11.6 miles southeast of 
the district office. It flows north. This is a tributary of the Hi no Kaha. 

{Ayu are obtained there.} 

Murohara Galla. It rises in Murohara Yan1a, 12 miles southeast of the 

district office, and flows north. It is a tributary of the Hi no Kaha~ 
{Ayu, trout, mullet, and conger are obtained there.} 

Hahihi no Wogaha. The source of this stream is in Hahihi Yama. It 

joins the Hi no Kaha. {Ayu are obtained there.} 

184 Shitafuru is one of the ancient words that fell into disuse before the Heian 

period. It is a kami~nidan verb. Today there is a place known as Oni no Shirafuri1 

meaning "a devil's tongue-shaking, n in the neighborhood. Obviously ani no shitafuri 
entered the legend after the kami.-nidan verb shitafuru was long forgotten. 
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AwiGaha. It originates in Yuta Yama, 12.3 miles south of the district 

office. It flows north as far as the Hi no Kaha. {Ayu and trout are 

obtained there.} 

H.ida Gaha. It originates in Tamamine Yama; 3.3 miles southeast of 

the district office. It flows north and joins the Noki Gaha of the district 

of Ou. {Ayu are obtained there.} 

Yuno no Wogaha. The source of the Yuno Stream is in the Tamamine 

'rarna. The stream flows west and joins the Hi no Kaha. 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 9.4 miles from the district office to the shore of the Shitsunu 

Gaha 185 the boundary between the districts of Ihishi and Nita. There . , 
is a hot spring by the river. One dip causes all the muscles to relax; 

two dips can heal all kinds of ailments. Thus, rtlen and women, old 

and youngt come to this place day and night. No one leaves without 

benefiting from the spring. Therefore, the people call it a medicine 

bath. Tax granaries stand nearby. It is 5.6 miles from the district office 

to the crossroad of Hinotani,186 the boundary between the districts of 

Ohohara and Nita. 
It is 11.8 miles from the district office to Ashibiye Yama, the boundary 

between [Izumo Province and] the district of Hino in Hahaki Province. 
{The barrier is always functioning.} 

It is 12.3 miles. from the district office to YutaYama, the boundary 

between [Izumo Province and] the district of We so in Bingo Province. 

{The barrier is always functioning.} 

It is 17.6 miles from the district office to Hishi Yama, 187 the boundary 

between [Izumo Province and] the district of We so in Bingo Province. 

{Usually the barrier is not operational here. It is set up temporarily 

during times of political importance.} 188 

185 This is present .. day Yumura Gawa. The hot spring is present~day Yumura Onsen. 
186 Akimoto calls this place Karatani. 
187 The name of this hill is the subject of much debate because this passage is 

corrupt in most texts. Akimoto gives Hiichi Yaffia. I have followed Kato who 
interprets it as Hishi Yama. - . 

188 The original reads matsurigoto. The word could also mean "important reli .. 
gious festivals. j

) 
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[Respectfully submitted byJl89 

District Clerk, Outer Greater Initial 
Rank, Lower Grade 

District Governor, Outer Junior 
8th Rank, Lower Grade 

Assistant District Governor , 
Outer Junior 8th Rank, Lower Grade 

District of Ohohara 

Homuchibe~90 

Tadzihibe no Omi 

Izumo no Omi 

The district of Ohohara has eight townships {twenty-four villages}. 

Township of Kamuhara: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Yashiro: The old graphs were yashiro. 
Township of Yauchi: The old graphs were yauchi. 
Township of Sase: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Ayo: The old graphs were ayo. 
Township of Ushiho: The old graphs were ushiho. 
Township of Kisuki: The graphs remained unchanged. 
Township of Hi: 191 The old graph was hi. 

{Each of the above eight townships has three villages.} 

Ohohara was named after a vast field of about six acres. The field 
is located 3.5 miles northeast of the district office. This is why it is 
called Ohohara, meaning "large field." In ancient times, the district 

l89N' . h · . lta was gegun, ence there were only three officials. 
190 According to the Kojiki and the Nihon shaki, Emperor Suinin bestowed the 

tide Toritori no Miyatsuko (Head of the Bird Catcher Clan) upon the person who 
ca:lght the swan t and established Homuchibe, naming it after the prince who 
gal.ne~ the power of speech after seeing the swan (NKBT 1, 184; "Nihon shakE," in 
Shrntel zoho kokushi taikeiJ ed. Kuroita Katsumi [Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 
1935J> 1; 184). The SSR lists Homuchi as one of the names that is not in the SSR 
(Saeki, Shinsen shojiraku, 228,351). 

191 Although there are two graphs given here, most commentators read them as, 

a one-syllable word, hi. However, some linguists believe that all ancient Japanese 
words were disyllabic. If one follows that theory, the graphs should be read as hi,i. 
A similar phenolnenon may be observed i.n the name of the province of Ki, which 
was usually transcribed with two graphs and read as ki .. i. 
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f£ice was situated in the [middle of the] field. Today people still ca~I 
~ Ohohara. {The place where the district office is now located 1S 

called the village of Hi, or Hi no Sato.} 

Township of Kamuhara. It is situated 2.9 miles north of the district 
office. According to the elders, this is the place where the Lord of the 
Great Land stored his divine treasures, hence it should be called 
Kamutakara (sacred treasures). People today, however, wrongly call 

it Kamuhara. 

Township ofYashiro. It is 3.5 miles north of the district office. The Lord 
of the Great Land erected a target mound and practiced archery at 
this place. Therefore, it is called Yashiro, meaning "archery ground." 
{The graphs were altered to yashiro in 726.} 

'Township ofYauchi. It is 3.5 miles northeast of the district office. Accord .. 
ing to the elders, this is the place where the Lord of the Great Land 
would shoot arrows. Therefore, it has been called Yauchi, meaning 
"arrow shooting. n {The graphs were altered to Yauchi in 726.} 

Township of Sase. It is 3.2 mLles east of the district office. According to 
the elders, Susanowo danced there. When he danced, he wore leaves 
of sase on his head. While Susanowo was dancing, the leaves fell to 
the ground. Thus, the place was named Sase.In 

Township of Ayo. It is 4.4 miles southeast of the district office. According 
to the elders, there once lived a man who tilled the reclaimed land of 
this township. One day a one .. eyed devil began to eat hin1 up, His 
aged parents hid themselves in a bamboo bush. The bush appeared to be 
shaking. Seeing this, the man shouted "Ayo! Ayo!" (meaning 4'Watch 
out! You are making it rustle") Therefore, the township was named 
after the dying words of the man [who was eaten up by the devil] .193 

Township of Ushiho. It is 5.4 miles east of the district office. According 
to the elders, Unodzihiko, a sea god, who deeply resented his father, 

192 The dance was a type of kaguTa, a Shinto dance. The exact nature of the 
plant named sase is 110t known. 

193 This story suggests that the notion of filial piety was introduced to this area 
before the cOlnpilarion of the report. One .. eyed devils are rare in 'the early Japanese 
legends, and the next story gives a quite contrary account in light of the Confucian 
eth· lC. 
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Sugane, raised a high tide in the north sea of Izumo so that his father 
would drown. The tide reached as far as this township. That is why 
the place is called Ushiho, meaning "tide."194 {The graphs ushiho were 

• applied in 726.} 

In the village of Yubuchi, northwest of the township, there is a hot 
spring in the small stream of Suga. {The spring has no name. There is 
another hot spring on the upper reaches of the same stream in the 
hamlet of Kema. This spring has no specific name either.} 

Township of Kisuki. It is 2. 7 miles south of the district office. The Lord 
of the Great Land said, "I will not let those eighty deities stay in this 
land, which is surrounded by beautiful green mountains. "195 Thus, he 
launched a campaign against them. When he had chased his enemies 
as far as this place, the Lord of the Great Land overtook them. There
fore, the place was named Kisuki, meaning 'Ito overtake. n 

Township of Hi [Hi no Sato]. It proVides the seat of the district office. 
Hihayahiko, the God of Rapid Fire, is enshrined in this township. 
That is why it is called Hi. {The graphs were altered to hi in 726.} 

[TEMPLES] 

A new temple. It is located in the township of Hi. Its site is 1,650 feet 
south of the district office. There is a chapel in the precinct. {Five 
priests attend this temple.} The temple was built by the district gov .. 
ernOT, Mushimaro, of the Sugutibe no Kimi.196 

A new temple. Another new temple is located in the township ofYauchi. 
It is 3.8 miles northeast of the district office. There is a pagoda in the 
precinct. {One priest resides in this temple.} It was built by the former 
assistant district governor, Oshishima, of the Nukatabe no Omi. {He 
was a cousin of the current assistant district governor, 1 komi. } 197 

194 Similar episodes are found in the Harima fudoki (see HAR, ((Village of Iwa" 
under the "District of Shikama"). 

195 Eighty deities are )rasogami in the original. They are said to be brothers of 
Ohonamuchi (NKBT 1,91-97). 

196 At the end of the section his name is written Suguribe no Omi. 

197 Nukatabe no Omi Oshishilua was one of the stronger local magistrates of this 
area. 
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. . h t nship of Hi. Its location is 1~650 feet ry I t IS In t e ow . h . t 
A neW nunne. . . ff' There is a golden hall in t e prec. Inc . 

f the dlstnct 0 lce. H" I . 198 a 
northeast 0 . } I b "It by Chimaro of the ·1 no nagl, live there. twas lil {Two nuns " . ' 

'd of the townshtp of H 1-rest ent 

[LIST OF SHRINES) 

Yakuchi Shrine 
Kisuki Shrine 
Mishiro Shrine 
Kamuhara Shrine 
Hi Shrine 
Serida Shrine 
Kata Shrine 

Unodzi Shrine 
FUSli Shrine 
U nodzi Shrine 
Hi no Yashiro [Hi Shrine] 
Sase Shrine 
Ushiho Shrine 

{The above thirteen shrines are registered with the Council of Religious 

Affairs.} 

Akahara Shrine 
Yashiro Shrine 
Hihara Shrine 
Haruwe Shrine 
Miyatsuhi Shrine 
Okitani Shrine 
Suga Shrine 
Yokekaha Shrine 

Todoroki Shrine 
Hiwa Shrine 
Hataya Shrine 
Funabayashi Shrine 
Ayo Shrine 
Isayama Shrine 
Kahara Shrine 
Yashiro Shrine 

. d ith the Council of {The above sixteen shrines are not reglstere w 
Religious Affairs.} 

[MOUNTAINS AND FIELDS] 

Uharano. It is located east of the district office. The hill is adjacent to 
the district office. 

Kinahi Varna. It is located 2,200 feet nor.t heas. t of the ddistrict ofkficde. 
[Ohonamuchi,] the Lord ate reat an, f h G L · d constructe a stoc a e 

. . f this name se e Aoki, 198 For the reading of the original and the lnterpretanon 0 , 

lzumo fudoki, 139, 230n. 
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in order to defend himself from the wicked eighty deities. Th, 'e r 

h ' relOte 
t e place was named Kinahi, meaning ("hidden fortress") .199 ' 

Takasa Yama. It is located 3.5 miles north of the district offic I 
h . . e. ts 

elght IS 1,000 feet and its circumference 1. 7 miles. Oak and camellia 
grow on the north side. The other three sides are covered With gr 
A d h 

ass. 
ccor rug to t e elders, ~wohata Sakusahiko [Hemp God] sowed hemp 

seeds at the top of the hIll. Therefore, it was called Takasa, meanin ' 

"hemp on high." The spirit of this deity is enshrined atop the mOuntain~ 
Suga Yama. It is 6.5 Iniles northeast of the district office. {Cyptess and 
Richard bald cypress grow there.}2QO 

Funawoka Yama. It is 5.3 miles northeast of the district office. This 
hill is the ship that the god Wanasahiko [who came from Aha] pulled 
in and set [upon the land]. Therefore, the hill is called Funawoka , 
meaning "boat hill."201 

Mimuro Yama. It is 6.5 miles northeast of the district office. This is the 
place where Susanowo had a temporary chamber built in which he 
stayed the night. Therefore, it was named Mimuro, meaning "noble 
chamber. "202 

The plants that grow in the hills and fields in this district are [as follows]; 

Kurara, bellflower, mukogi,203 cow parsnip, nozeri, udo, poison yam, 
kudzu vine, wild ginger, nitsutsuji,204 nokagami,205 stinkweed, pepper 

vine, emikusa, yam., snake's beard, wisteria, plum, cypress, Richard 

bald cypress, white cedar, oak, ] apanese oak, camellia, paper mul ... 
berry, wax myrtle, Japanese apricot, zelkova, and Chinese cork tree. 

199 Hi, from the word Kinahi, is written in otsurui-gana and means "to hide." 
200 The Kojiki records a legend relating the name Suga to the word for Susanowo t 

the deity who is believed to have come to this place (ibid., 140, 23 2n). 
20t For a similar tale about the name Funawoka, see HAR, "Village of Iwa," 

under the "District of Shikatna." 
202 The word mimuro does not necessarily refer to a building. The word muro has 

the connotation "grotto." 

103 Acanthopanaxsieboldianum Makino. The modern Japanese nan1e is ukogi. It 
is a member of the ginseng family. 

204 Skimmia Japonica Thunb. a strong ... scented, perenniat woody herb. 
105 Cynanchum japonicum Morr. et Decne., a member of the milkweed family. 
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The animals that live in this district are [as follo\vs]: 

I-Iawk, peregrine falcon, dove, copper pheasant, pheasant, bear, wolf, 

wild boar, deer, hare, monkey, and flying squirrel. 

[RIVERS] 

Hi no Kaha. 206 It flows 314 feet west of the district offiC~. , The riv,er 

takes a 'westward route and flows into the Village of Tag! In the dls-

triet of Izumo. {Ayu and trout are obtained there.} 

Ushiho Gaha. It originates on the hill called Yamura Yam a , 207 the boundary 

between the districts of Ou and Ohohara, and runs north, then west, 

to the township of Ushiho. {A few ayu are obtained there.} 

Suga no Wogaha. It arises in Suga Yama and flows west. {A few ayu are 

obtained there.} 

Sase no Wogaha. It arises in Suga Yama and flows west. {No fish are 

found there.} 

Hataya no Wogaha. The source of this stream is in Hataya Yama, north ... 

east of the district office. The brook flows to the south. {No fish are 
found there.} The four above ... mentioned streams [Ushiho, Suga, Sase, 

and Hataya] join and flow west into the Great River of Izumo. 

Yashiro no Wogaha. It originates in the Yokida Field north of the district 

office. The water flo\vs west, emptying into Hi no Ohokaha (the Great 

River of Hi). {No fish are found there.} 

[HIGHWAYS] 

It is 7.7 miles from the district office to Hayashigaki no Saka (Hayashi-
gaki Pass), 208 the boundary between the districts of Ou and Ohohara. 

206 At the time of the compilation of the Izumo fudoki, the river swung westward 
around the township of Kamuhara, and went on to the Great Sea (Japan Sea) by 
way ofKamuto Lake. Today the Hi no Kaha empties into Shinji Lake. 

207 The name of this hill is tentative. Akimoto suggests that it should be de ... 
-scribed as "a hill in the hamlet/village of Kema." See "Township of Ushiho, " above. 

l OS In the section under the "District of Ou," above, this place name is expressed 

as mine (hill/ridge) rather than saka (slope/pass). 
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It is 7.8 miles frotn the district office to the crossroad of Hinotani 209 

the boundary between the districts of Nita and Ohohara. ' 

It is 324 feet from the district office to the beach of Hi no' Kaha 
the boundary between the districts of Izumo and Ohohara. ' 

It is 3.9 miles from the district office to the village of Tagi in th 
district of Izumo, the boundary between the districts of lzumo an~ 
Ohohara. 

All of the above three districts [Nita, Ihishi, and Ohohara] 
situated in mountainous areas. 

[Respectfully submitted by FlO 

District Clerk, withou t rank Suguribe no Omi 

District Governor, Senior 6th 
Rank, Upper Grade, 12th 

Grade in Merit Suguribe no Omi 

Assistant District Governor, 

are 

Outer Junior 8th Rank, Upper Grade Nukatabe no Om{211 

Secretary Hekibe no Omi 

Arterial Roads of the Province of Izumo 

It is about 6.8 miles from the eastern boundary of Izumo Province 
[north] west to the bridge of Noki. 

209 Akimoto calls this place Karatani. See the reference to the "crossroad of 
Hinotani/' under the "District ofNita/' above. 

110 The district of Ohohara was of tuedium size. Therefore, it had four officials. 
211 There is a discrepancy among the texts as to the name of this person. Some 

texts render it as Nukata, while others use Tabe. It has been amended as Nukatabe 
here on the basis of information in the Shosoin Archives (Dai Nihon komonjo, 
2:206,221, 224) .1n addition, a sword, which was excavated from an old burial site 
(Okadayama Kofun, no. 1) in Matsuye, bears an inscription that includes what 
seems to be the title of a clueftain-N ukatabe no Omit See Wakou Anazawa and 
J un'ichi Manome, "Two Inscribed Swords from Japanese T umuli," in Windows on 
thelapanese Past: Studies in Archaeology and Prehistory, ed. Richard}, Pearson, 393-
94 (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 1986). From 
the Izumo fudoki we know that the Nukatabe family produced at least two assis ... 
tant governors of the Ohohara District. For the possible activities of the chieftains 
of this area, see Piggott, "Sacral Kingship/' 56-58. 
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The bridge of Noki is 307 feet long and 26 feet wide. {It [crosses] 

the Ihinashi Gaha.} .. . . . 
The road continues west. It IS 7 mIles from the ~ndge of Nokl. to 

the crossroads north of the provincial go.v~rnm~nt office and the offlce 
of the district of Ou. There the road dIvIdes In two. {One fork con .. 

tinues west, the other goes north.} 

[NORTH ROAD] 

It is 1.6 miles from the seat of the provincial government to the 
Asakumi Ferry, the northern boundary of the district of Ou. {The 
ferry tide covers about 440 feet. There is a ferryboat \vaiting.} 

Farther north is the district of Shimane. It is about 3.8 miles from 
the ferry port to the district office. At the district office of Shimane 
the road takes two routes: one is northerly and the other is westerly. 

The northerly route reaches the beach ofChiktimi where the posting .. 
station ofChikumi stands. This is the stepping stone to the Oki Islands. 
The distance between the district office and the posting .. station of 
Chikumi is 5.8 miles. {There are ferryboats waiting.} 

[WESTERLY ROUTES] 

It is 5..1 miles from the district office to the bridge of Sacia, the western 
boundary of the district of Shimane. The bridge is 30 feet long and 10 
feet wide. {The bridge crosses the Sada Gaha.} 

Farther west the road reaches the site of the district office of Akika, 
which is 2.9 miles from the bridge of Sada. The western boundary of the 
district of Akika lies 5.2 miles west of the district office. It is 2.9 miles 
from the Akika .. Tatenuhi boundary to the district office of Tatenuhi. 

The road continues on to the western boundary of the district of 
Tatenuhi, 2.5 miles away. This is the boundary between the districts 
of Izumo and Tatenuhi. It is about 3.6 miles south from that boundary 
to the district office of Izumo. 

The road [then] runs east of the district office of Izumo where it 
jOins the West Road [the San'indo Road]. 

The ISan'indo] detour [which passes east and north of the lriumi] 
includes the Oki no Michi [North Road] . It is altogether 33 miles [in 
length]. The Oki no Michi [North Road alone] is 5.8 miles long. 
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West Road [San'indo}. It. re~ches the bridge of Noshiro 4 miles from the 
crossroads at the provInclal government site. The bridge is 60 feet 
long and 15 feet wide. 

It enters the village of Tamatsukuri 2.3 miles further we'st ".d 
d"d . , an 

IVl es Into two routes. {One route continues west- the oth 
h } 

, er goes 
sout . 

South Road. It is 4.9 miles from the village of Tamatsukuri to the south .. 
western boundary of the district of Ohohara. 

Crossing the boundary, the road reaches the district office of 
Ohohara. It is 7.7 miles south[west] of the boundary [between districts 
of Ou and Ohohara]. At the district of Ohohara the road splits . iflto 
two. {One fork proceeds southwest and the other southeast.} 

Southwest Road [running from the district office of OhoharaJ. In 314 feet 
it reaches the Hi no Kaha. {There a ferry crosses the river, a distance 
of 137 feet.} 

[From the ferry of the Hi no Kaha] it is 9.8 miles to the district 
office of Ihishi; 25 miles south of the district office of Ihishi is the 
southwestern boundary of Izumo Province. {It then continues into 
the district of Miyoshi in Bingo Province.} The total distance [from 
the provincial government office to the southwestern boundary of 
Izumo] is 55.4 miles. 

[SOUTHEAST ROAD] 

It is 7.8 miles from the district office [of Ohohara] to the southeastern 
boundary of the district of Ohohara [the hamlet of Hihiri, the north .. 
western boundary of the district of Nita] . It is 5.6 miles from the bound ... 
ary to the district office of Nita,2IZ 

The road divides near the district office of Nita. One fork continues 
east, the other south.} 

It is 11.8 miles [from the district office of Nita] to Ashibiye Yama, 
the boundary between the provinces of Hahaki and Izumo. 

112 This passage is highly corrupt in most extant texts. My translation is an 
approximation based on the suggestions made by Kato and Akimoto. Hence, the 
mileage is tentative. 
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As to the south road, it is 12.7 miles [from the district office of 
Nita] to Yuta Yarna, the boundary between the provinces of Bingo 

and Izumo. 

[WEST, OR SAN'INDO, ROAD] 

It is 3 miles from the village of Tamatsukuri to the Kimachi Bridge on 
the West Road. The bridge is 80 feet in length and 13 feet in width. 

In another 4.7 miles [it reaches] Cape Sasafu at the western bound .. 
ary of the district of Ou. It is 4.4 miles west to the district office of 

Izumo. 
Ftom the district office of Izumo it runs 3,630 feet west to the 

Great River of Izumo, the western boundary of the district of Izumo. 
{There is one ferryboat waiting. The trip covers about 275 feet.} 

Two and a half miles farther west is the district office of Kamuto_ 
The Kamuto Gaha runs near the district office. "{A ferry is stationed 

there. It is about 137 feet across the river.} 
Eleven miles west of the district office of Kamuto is the western 

boundary of the province. {The road continues through the district 
of Ano in Ihalni Province.} The total distance between the provincial 
government office and the western boundary of Izumo Province is 
34.1 miles. 

[DISTANCE BETWEEN POSTINO ... STATIONS] 

It is 6.8 miles from the eastern boundary of the province west to the 
posting~station of Noki [on the San'indo Road]. Seven miles west of 
the posting .. station of Noki is the posting.-station of Kuroda. At Kuroda 
the road divides in two. {One fork continues west, and the other 
proceeds toward the Oki Islands.} 

Another 11.4 miles down the North Road one reaches the post-
ing~station of Chikumi, the stepping stone to the Oki Islands. 

The posting~station of Shishiji is 12.6 miles west of Kuroda on the 
West Road. Nine miles farther west is the posting--station of Sayufu. 

It is 6.3 miles from the posting .. station of Sayufu to the next post, 
the posting--station of Taki. 

In another 4.6 miles the road reaches the western boundary of the 
province of Izumo. 
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[ARMY DIVISIONS] 213 

The army division of QU. 214 It is stationed at the site of the cll' . 
ff' f 0 lstnct o lce a u. . 

The army division of Kumatani. 21S It is stationed 9.8 miles northeast of 
the district office of IhishL 

The army division of Kamuto. It is stationed 2.3 miles east of the district 
office of Kamuto. . 

[BEACONS] 

Mami no Tobuhi [beacon of Mami}. 216 It is located 10.9 miles northwest 
of the district office of Izumo. 

Tokura no Tobuhi. It is 4.6 miles southeast of the district office of Kamuto. 

Tabushi no Tobuhi. 217 It is 4.4 miles north of the district office of Izumo. 

Fujikimi no Tobuhi. 218 It is 2.3 miles south of the district office ofShimane. 

213 The word used here is gundan. There were three gundan in the province ot. 
Izumo. A total of 2,600 guards were regularly stationed in ]zumo. See Murao liro, 
"Izurno fudoki no kanzo to setsudoshi,)) in lzumo no kuni fudoki no kenkyu, ed. 
Hiraizumi Kiyoshi (Shimane; hUlno Taisha Gosengu Hosankai, 1953), 516. 

214 This division was responsible for the three districts of Ou, Shimane, and 
Akika. The Shosoin Archives contain a document describing two soldiers (one 
from the Ou division, and one from the KUluatani division) who were sent home 
from a session of training in archery, spearsrnanship, horseback riding, and so on 
(Dai Nihon komonjo, 1 :593). 

215 This division was responsible for the districts ofIhishi, Nita, and Ohohara. In 
the neighborhood there is a site known as Danbara meaning "the field of the army 
division." It is believed to have been the place where the soldiers received their 
training. 

21 6 This beacon served an area that included the present ... day Japan Sea and 
Shinji Lake. 

217 The remains of this beacon are still visible atop Tabushi Yama. 
21 8 This beacon was located at Fujikimi no Takayama in the district ofShimane 

(present ... day Dake Yama). When visibility is good, even the Oki Islands may be 
seen from this mountain. 
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Atsugaki no Tobuhi. It is 6.8 miles east of the district office of Ou. 

[FORTRESSES] 

Taki no Mamori [fortress of TakiJ. It is 10.3 miles southwest of the 

district office of Kamuto. 219 

Sezaki no Mamori. It is 6.5 miles northeast of the district office of 

Shirtlane. 

Completed on the thirtieth day, second month} in the fifth year of 

Tenpyo. 

Edited by Miyake no Omi Kanatari220 

Resident of the District of Akika 

[Respectfully submitted by] Kuni no 
Miyatsuko of Izutno, concurrently 
District Governor of Ou, Outer 
Senior 6th Rank, Upper Grade, 
12th Grade in Merit 
Izumo no Omi Hiroshima 

219 This beacon was located near the boundary with Ihami (1 warni) Province. 
120 Although there is no record of this man in the Shosoin A;rchives, it is likely 

that he Was a literate Korean immigrant (see Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 145, 251n). 
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[OISTRICT OF KAKO] 

Looking all around [him, the prince] said, "This land is shaped like a 
[huge] kako with [rolling] hills and stretching fields. 1 Thus, this district 
came to be called Kako. When the prince went out hunting, a deer 
ran up this hill and cried out "hee .. hee." Therefore, the hill was named 
Hiwoka.2 {The residing deity thete is Ihatsuhiko (Prince of Rock) j 
the son of Ohomitsuha.} Hire Haka is located on this hill. It is called 
Hire Haka because [of the following story]. 

1 The subject of the first sentence is missing in the original. Michiyasu Inoue 
suggests that Homuda (Emperor Oujin) is the subject, while Hisamatsu favors 
Ohotarashi (Emperor Keiko). Akimoto is undecided. Inoue's contention is based 
on the natne of the residing deity of Hiwoka, recorded in the Engi--shikijinmyocho, 
which is given as Isasahiko. He argues that Isasahiko is a rendering ofHomuda's 
other name, Isasawake. My interpretation follows Hisamatsu. In any case~ most 
scholars insist that the original document cOlnpiled in Harima Province must have 
begun with a description of the district of Akashi. This portion is now missing. 
Akashi District belonged to Harima Province at the time of the compilation of the 
document, and was situated on the eastern border of the province. Also missing 
from the extant text is the heading for the district of Kako; this translation supplies 
it in brackets. 

2 The wordkako is traditionally interpreted to mean "deer," because of the 
text's etymological explanation, but there is no topographical resemblance to a 
deer. A more liberal translation of this passage would be: [While Prince Ohotarashi 
was out hunting,] a deer nimbly climbed a hill and let out a cry. The cry sounded 
something like Hhee~hee." The hill is therefore called Hiwoka (the hill of "hee"). 
Looking all around [him~ the prince] said, "Vast are the hills and fields of this land. 
As I look down at the hill on which I stand, it reminds me of a kako ( deer) ." That 
is how the district came to be called Kako. 
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Figure 7 

Man Dressed in a Belted Tunic and Trousers (Note his hair, hair-style, and the 

way of fastening his tunic. Sketched after a day figurine of the Kofun Period) 
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Once upon a time Prince Ohotarashi decided to court Wake Iratsume 
(Princess Wake) of InamL On the courting journey he wore a . long 
s.word decorated with carved jewels and a bright mirror. He took Okmaga 
{also called Ishiji} [along to serve] as his escort. This man is the 
forebear of the Yama no Atahi family in Kama District of this province.} 

Prince Ohotarashi and his escort arrived at the ford of the Takase 
in Settsu. At the prince's request for a ferry, the boatman, a resident 
of Kii named Wotama, said, "I am not your subject, sir." The prince 
replied, "Neverthetess, let me cross the river, agi (my dear man)." The 
man answered, "If you wish to cross here, you must pay the fare." 
Thereupon the prince threw the boatman his kadzura (travelling cap) . 
It lay in the boat [with its jewels] glistening [in the sun]. Upon re .. 
ceiving this [unusual] fare, the boatman ferried the prince across the 
river. Thus, the place came to be called Agi no Watari (Agi ford) 
[after the prince's manner of addressing the boatman].4 

3 Wake Iratsume: Similar nanles appear in both the Kojiki and the Nihon Shoki 
(NKBT 1, 202-3; Aston, Nihongi, 1:191, 2n). The family name Yama no Atahi 
ap.pears in a document of the Nara period. The postscript of a copied sutra pro
duced in 734 mentions three melubers of the Yaffia no Atahi family of the district 
of Kama in Harima Province. Therefore, the Yama no Atahi family must have 
been influential in this area. See Fudoki, edt Hisamatsu Sen'ichi (Tokyo: Asahi 

Shinbun Sha, 1950), 1: 105- 6. 
4 We can infer from this story that the influence of the man called Prince 

Ohotarashi had not yet reached Settsu. Nonetheless, in this section of the docu ... 

ment he is referred to as sumera mikoto. A question thus arises: is it always proper 
to translate this teon as "emperor"l In my opinion, the tenn came to mean "emperor" 
only during Empress Suiko's time (the early seventh century, or even later, \vhen 

the Kojiki was compiled). Settsu: Settsu no Kuni in Japanese. It would be improper 
to translate this phrase as "Settsu Province," for province applies only to an area 
under the control of the central government. For the period covered by the Harima 
fudoki, a clear distinction must be made. Settsu after the Taika Refonn (645) may 

properly be called Settsu Province, while the Settsu of the pre ... Taika period should 

be referred to as Old Settsu, or simply Settsu. This principle is also applied to other 
areas, including lzutno, Kibi, and Kahachi. Travelling cap: The original (extant) 
document contains graphs that can be rendered as Hbeautiful vine prepared for the 

journey. H The second and third graphs read as michiyuki in Japanese. Note that the 

word appears here for the first time in known history. It becalne an important 
literary device in seventeenth ... century plays in which the michiyuki (lovers' jour, 

ney) is crucial in deciding the course of events. See Donald Keene, Major Plays of 
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The prince arrived at Kashihade no Miwi in the district of Akashi 
where he took his princely meal. Thus, the place was named Kashihade 

no Miwi (the well of Kashihade). 
Meanwhile in Kako, Princess Wake learned of the prince's journey 

to seek her hand in marriage and she fled in fear to an island. The 
rince arrived on the shore of Kako no Matsuhara (pine groves of Kako) 

~nlY to find the princess gone and a white dog barking in the direction 
of the sea. The prince inquired [about the dog, saying,] "Whose dog 
is thiS?" Suzumura no Obita (local chieftain of Suzumura) answered, 
''It is Prihcess Wake's dog." The prince said, "Your information is of 
great help to me." Thus, the man was renamed Tsuge no Obito (chief 

) 5 informant. 
Having learned of the princess's whereabouts, the prince wished 

to croSS the straits to the island. He went to Ahetsu (Ahe harbor) 
where he ate his ahe (meal). Thereafter, the place came to be called 
the village of Ahe. Fish caught in the straits were served to the prince 
on a mitsuki tray. This is why the place is called Mitsuki. The prince 
ordered a wharf to be built of young tree branches from which he 
embarked for the island. Thus, the place came to be called Tanatsu 

(wharf) ..6 
Upon reaching the i.sland and seeing the princess for the first time, 

the prince's first words to her were, "Nabihashi tsuma ,of the isle" (My 
beloved wife who has been hiding on this island). The island then 
became known as N abitsuma (hiding wife). The prince tied his boat 
to hers -and gave his pilot [escort] Okinaga a new name, Ohonaka no 

Chikamatsu (New York: Colulubia University Press, 1961). The last two graphs 
read as otokatsura or otokadzura. Otokatsura was an ornamental headdress worn 
by a person haVing the right to perform rituals for the gods, namely, a chieftain or 

shaman. 
S White dog: Things white were regarded in general by the early Japanese as 

~ringing good fortune. For instance, a pair of white birds was an important tributary 
item presented to the reigning emperor by the kuni no miyatsuko (high priest) of 
lzutno Province in the eighth century (Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 19). 

6 This place is identified by the locals as the present~day Ahe-mura in Kako ... 
gun. Small tray: Mitsuki in the original. Mi is an honorific. Tsuki is a small serving 

tray with a single stem at the center, 
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Ishiji (Ishiji the grand intermediary). [The escort guided thel'r b . 
b k h ' . oats ac to t e maInland.] 7 . , 

Upon returning to the mainland the couple journeyed to the v'll . 
f . 1 age 

o Mutsugi in the district of Inami in order to conduct their 
b' (1 ' lk mutsu

zgoto overs tal ) for the first time. The place therefore came to be 
called by the name ofMutsugi (a derivation of mucsubigoto) The p , . , nnce 
[was not pleased with this place. He] complained, "The sound of 
waves and cries of birds here are annoying." Thus, he [and his Wife] 
moved to a palace butlt on hlgher ground, the site of which later 
came to be called Takamiya (palace on the high [ground]). 

Several buildings were added to the palace grounds. The site of 
the sake brewery became the village of Sakaya (sake brewery), The 
site of the pantry and/or kitchen became the village of Niheta, and 
the basement storehouse (muro) became the village of Murotsumi.8 

For his wedding ceremony} the prince moved to a newly constructed 
[fortified] palace. After the ceremony~ he presented his escort, Okinaga 

[Ohonaka no Ishiji], with one of the palace's ladies ... in ... waiting. This 
was Hisura, a daughter of the Izumo no Omi. This man's grave .is 
located west of the posting ... station of Kako.9 

Years passed and Princess Wake died at the [fortified] palace. For 
her grave [the prince] chose a site on Hiwoka. As the funeral procession 
was crossing Inami Gaha (Inami river) J a cyclone rose from dOWB~ 
stream, causing the waves to suck the body of the deceased into the 
river. Her body was never recovered; only her comb box and scarf 
were found. The funeral was conducted with the burial of these two 
objects. That is why the place is called Hire Haka (scarf tomb). 

Grief stricken} the prince swore never to eat another fish from this 
river. As a result, ayu caught in Inami Gaha may not be used as tribute 
presented to the court.l0 

In later years the prince himself became ill. [Medicine was sent for, 

7 Nabihashi tsul11a: The word nabi means "to hide!hiding," hashi means "lovely," 
and tsunla means "sweetheart." 

8 Storehouse: My reading of this word follows Akimoro. Hisamatsu reads it as 
yakata, which means "a lodge." 

9 Fortified palace: Kimiya in the original. Ki (in kimiya) means "Korean ... style 
fortress." The site of the fortress is unknown but it was most likely on the hillside. 

10 A)'u: A fish belonging to the Plecoglossid family. It preViously had been an 

important item of tribute presented by Harilna Province to the Imperial Court. 
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3nd] 3 new palace was constructed at his request in KaKo no Matsu
.. The prince moved 1nto the new palace. [There] a man found a 

hara. f h" h d [vein of] water and dug a well. Because 0 t 1S, t e area came to 
f:°!mown as Matsuhara no Miwi (august well in the pine grove),u 

Village of Magari. {The condition of the ~oil in thiS, villag~ is slightly 

b . .. verage.} When Prince Ohotarashl made an InSpeCtIon tour of 
a · ave a . " 11 d h 
·h" . a he noticed the river winding through thIS VI age, ane t IS are , , 

'd "The curve of this river is very beautiful." That 1S why the place sal ~ 

is called Magari (curve).12 

Village of Ahaha. {The condition of the soil in this village is about 
average.} In ancient times) Korime, the forebear of the Oh~tomo no 
Miyatsuko, tilled this land and sowed a great deal of mrllet. The 
place is therefore called Ahaha (abundant millet) ,13 

U In early Japanese belief, a place where a person becallle ill was considered to 
.be contaminated. When stricken by illness, people moved from one place to another 
to ward off such contamination. When a sovereign died, the capital was moved to 
a new site~ a custom that strongly suggests a northeastern Eurasian origin. 

12 The imperial edict of 713 asked provincial governors to supply the central govern

ment with information about land conditions. The condition of the soil was roughly 

classified into three groups: superior, average, and inferior. Each group was divided 
into subgroups-better, medium.! and poor-making a total of nine categories. 

Superior better superior in every way 
Superior nledium excellent 
Superior poor very good 
Average better slightly above average 
Average medium about average 

Average poor slightly below average 

Inferior better upper grade of the inferior class 
Inferior medium middle grade of the inferior class 

Inferior poor lowest grade of the inferior class 

The etymology for the village of Magari given here seems unsubstantiated by the 

local topography. It is more plausible that the village was once owned by Prince Magari, 

hence the name (see "Village of Koshibe," under the "District of Ihibo" below). 

13 Ahaha: This village is not included in the Wam)'osho. Akimoto assunles that 

its site is the present-day Kakogawa City (NKBT 2, 263 1 16n). Korime: She was 

known as a Korean ilUnl.igrant from Kara. The story perhaps represents slash-and~ 
burn agriculture, the main products of which were millet and kaoliang, crops 
cultivated in Japan before the introduction of wet rice. 
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There is a field in this village called Funahiki. It is said that in the 
past there was a tempestuous god in the nearby village of KamlJsaki 
who detained half the boats that passed there. Therefore, boat.men 
passing through the area tried to avoid the god by entering Ohotsu no 
E (Ohotsu inlet) in Inami and rowing upstream on the Inami Gaha 
(Inami river). At the dale of Kaworita the boatmen would pull their 
vessels over the land, dragging them as far as Hayashi no Minato 
(waterway of Hayashi) in the district of Akashi. This is why the field 
is called Funahiki (boat~pulling).14 .. 

The etymology [for the name Hayashi no Minato] is the same as 
that provided in the report [from the district of Akashi] above. 15 

Village of Nagata. {The condition of the soil is about average.} Once 
upon a time, there was a long rice,field located along the road that 
Prince Ohotarashi was acc ustolued to take to visit Princess Wake,. 
While passing [the field] one day, the prince was heard to say, "What 
a long rice ... field this is! H Therefore 1 the place came to be called the 
village of Nagata {long rice .. .fields) .16 

Village of Umaya. {The condition of the soil is about average.} This 
village belongs to the urnaya. Because of this function t it is caned 
Umaya no Sato (village of the posting .. station). 17 

r DISTRICI OF lNAMI] 

According to a tradition, the district of lnami was named after the 
calm \vaves of the sea during the time of [Ptince Tarashi N aka, post .. 
humously known as Emperor Chuai] who governed the realm from 
Toyora Palace in Anato. The prince was to go down to Kumaso State, 
in Tsukushi, accompanied by his wife. En route to Tsukushi their boat 
was anchored at the shore of Inami. At that time the sea was very 

14 This story suggests the existence not only of ftequent high tides but of pirateS'. 
15 This statement appears to refer to the tnissing Akashi section (see note 1). 

The word ge (Ureport") in the original authenticates the docutnenes compilation 
date, namely, the eighth century. 

16 The site of Nagata is the present ... day Onoe .. cho, in Kakogawa. 

17 Uluaya no Sato: The posting~station of Kako. The income from this village 

was used for the upkeep of the posting-station (see Aoki, Izumo fudoki J 28). 
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1m the wind and wave", quiet. Therefore, it was named Itinami 
ca . , h d' . fl' . 18 
(quiet waves). Inami is t e envatlon 0 nnamt. 

VUlage of Ohokuni. {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
Ohokuni was named after the peasants' dwellings located th~re. ~hey 
were so numerous that the place came to be called Ohokuill (thlckly 

populated/large territor:)'. .. .. 
In this village there 1S a hIll called Iho Yarna. When Pnnce Tarashl 

Naka passed away, his wife, Princess Okinaga Tarashi, took Ohoku of 
the Ishitsukuri no Muraji (chief stonecutter) as her guide and trav ... 
elled to Sanuki in search of hawaka stones [for the princeJs burial 
chamber] .19 The site of the funerary shed had not yet been chosen 
wnen Ohoku found the right kind of stones. Returning [from Sanuki,] 
Ohoku discovered this hill land found it suitable for the burial site]. 
That is why the site is caned Iho Yama (sepulchral mound) .20 

There is a field on the west side of this hilL In the field is a pond. 
Thus,. the field is called Ike no Hara (pond field) + In the southern part of 
this: fi.eld there is a piece of sculpture in the shape of a house. It is about 
twenty feet long, fifteen feet wide, and fifteen feet high. The sculp ... 
tut.e is called Ohoishi (great stone). It is said that the stone was carved 
by the order of the Yuge no Ohomuraji during Prince Shotoku's reign. It 

~8 Prince Tarashi Naka: Posthumously known as Emperor Chuai. Most postwar 
Japanese historians deny that Emperor Chuai existed. According to the Widely 
.accepted current view, he and his wife, Okinaga Tarashi (Empress Jingu) i were 
'created by the editors of the Kojiki and the Nihon shoki to legitilnize Emperot 
Oujin's claim to the throne. The phrase, which is translated here as "according to 
a tradition/' literally means '~one authority says." It is commonly used in the Harima 
fudoki to introduce variant etymological explanations. For more information about 
postwar scholarship, see Inoue Mitsusada, HN ihon kodaishi to Tsuda Sokichi.)) 1n 
ed. UedaMasaakLHito toshiso: TsudaSokichi. Kyoto: San'itsuShobo, 1974,255-70. 

19 Princess Okinaga Tarashi: A quasi~mythological figure of the Japanese i1nperial 
.genealogy known as Empress Jingu (see Aoki, "Empress ]ingu, 'I 3-39) . 

20 Scholars differ in their interpretations of the use of-the site. In Akimoto's 
opinion, it was used as a temporary burial site (NKBT 2, 265, I8n, I9n). See also 

Inoue Michiyasu, Harima fudoki shinko (Tokyo: Ookayama Shoten, 1931)) 68; 
ahd Fudoki (Hisamatsu), 1: 112. 

21 Yuge no Ohomuraji is another name for Mononobe Moriya (?-58 7), an influ-

ential person at Court who was opposed to Prince Shotoku's policy of adopting 
Buddhism as a Court-sponsored religion. 
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Village of Mutsugi. {The condition of the soil is about average.} The 
reason the place is called Mutsugi is discussed above. In this village 
there IS a pme grove where mushrooms grow abundantly. Their col 
is like that of the flower of the namomi plant, and their shape is li~: 
that of uguhisutake mushrooms.They sprout early in the tenth month 
and last about twenty days. The taste of these mushrooms is excel-
lent. 22 ' 

Village of Yake. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Yake is named after Prince Ohotarashi's granaries, which were built 

in this village. That is why it is called the village of Yake (royal gra
nary). 23 

In this village are two [monuments] called Masukata Yama .. Both 
are made of rocks. One monument resembles a square measuring c'up, 
and the other is like a barrel. Situated near them is a stone bridge. It 
is said that once this bridge reached the sky (heaven) and people 
climbed II p and down between heaven and earth. That is why it is 
called Yaso Hashi (bridge crossed by the multitudes). 24 

Village of Kamuki. {The former name was Kame .. ochi.} The tondi ... 
tion of the soil is slightly above average. 25 Kame ... ochi was named after 

an incident that occurred during the reign of Prince Takatsu [post .. , 
humously known as Emperor Nintoku] who governed the realm from 
Takatsu Palace in Naniha. Kumachi fron1 Wosada, the forebear of the 
Kisakibe archers, travelled this area looking for a suitable place to build 

his house~ He tied a wine jar to the flank of the horse he was riding. 

22 Namomi and uguhisutake; Because the graphs were badly distorted during the 
copying process, it is difficult to identify the names of these plants. These readings 
are tentative. 

23 This site is the present~day Masuda, Higashi Kamiyoshi, Kakogawa. 
24 This passage has long been taken as proof that the ancient Japanese believed 

in the existence of heaven and earth. See "Shaku Nihongi/' in Shinteizoho kokushi 
taikei, ed. Kuroita Katsumi (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1932), 8: 75. In reality, 
however, the bridge in question could have been a symbol for either the political or 
the psychological boundary between the old residents and the new. 

25 When the old name of a place was reported, it was inscribed in small graphs,. 
Thus, in this translation the old name has been placed in braces. 
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While he was in this village, the wine jar fell off ~n~ landed ~ on t2~e 
ground]. Thus, the village was named Ka~e .. o~hl .(Jar .. dropp~ng). 

There is also a place called Saka Yama tn thls vdlage. DU~lng the 
. . f Prince Ohotarashi a spring of wine issued forth at thls place. 

(tIDe 0 h f 
This is why it "vas named Saka Yarn a (wine hill). Whenever t e ar:ners 
b . e intoxicated with this wine) they fought each other wIldly. 

H· ~came the prince ordered that the spring be plugged. Later, in the . ene, f 
year of Kanoye Uma (670) someone reopen~d the spring. The water 0 

this spring still retains the flavor of sake Wlne. 
There is a small island called N abitsuma in the sea off the southern 

coast of this district. Prince Taka Anaho [posthumously known as 
Emperor Seimu], who governed the realm from the palace o~ Taka 
Anaho in Shiga, sent Hikonamuchi, the ancestor of the Wanlbe no 
Omi, to determine the provincial boundaries. At that time Kibihiko 

and Kibihime (the chieftains of this area) came _to see the royal [sur-
veYQr] Hikonamuchi. Hikonamuchi wed Kibihime, and she gave birth 
to a girl. This girl was Wake Iratsume of Inami [the Princess Wake 
who later married Prince Ohotarashi]. Her beauty was unsurpassed. 

Prince Ohotarashi wished to marry this maiden and went to court 
her. Learning of his [impending] visit) the princess fled to this island 

and hid herself there. That is why the island is called Nabitsuma 
(hiding wife). 27 

District of Shikama 

The district ofShikama was nalued after the words of Prince Ohomima. 
[Once,] when he was staying at his temporary palace in this district, 

26 Prince Takatsu (1'. c. 420): His palace is described as Naniha no Takatsu no 
Ohomiya in the original. Kisakibe archers: Kisakibe no Yumitori in Japanese. 
Kisakibe were the people who worked for the wives of reigning princes. The 
practice ofcreatincr Kisakibe was a device used to strengthen the royal fatnity in 
early Japan. Yumit~ri could also be read as a personal natne meaning itthose who 
take up the bow." 

27 Hikonamuchi: The Kasuga no Omi and KakiInoto no Olni families are also 
said to have been the descendants of Hikonamuchi. Wanibe: The Wanibe family 
Was powerful in the Yamatoregion (Fudoki [HisamatsuL 1:113~ 28n) . 
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he heard the loud cry of a deer. The prince exclaimed, "Oh; the d , ' 
cries sol " Because of this, it is called the district of Shikama ('d eer 

" eer~ 
crying land). 28 

Village of Ayabe. {The c,oncii,tion of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Ayabe was named after lmmlgrants who came from the land ofSanuk.t 
[on Shikoku Island] to live there. That is why the place is called Ayabe 
(imn1igrant group) .29 

Village of Sugaju. {The condition of the soil is slightLy above average.} 
Sugafu was named after the sedge fields surrounding this area. That 
is why it is called Sugafu (sedge ... growing) . 

Village of Masaki. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Masaki was named after the words of Prince Homuda [posthumously 
known as Emperor 'Oujin] .30 When the prince came upon this area, 
while on an inspection tour, he said, "These two hills temind me, of a 
man's tattooed eyes. n That is why it is called Masaki (tattooed eye:s).ll 

Village of Aga. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 

zg Prince Ohomilua: The original reads Oha Mimatsuhiko, which could be 

rendered as Prince Mirna the Great. In the next line of the original he is described 
by means of the Chinese graph wang (ohokimi in Japanese), which is usually ren .. 
dered as "prince" by Sinologists. However, in Japanese scholarship the same graph 
is customarily interpreted as "king." Probably the man was a chieftain who came 
from a place called Mirna, possibly on the Korean Peninsula. 

29 Traditionally, Japanese scholars have interpreted the words ayabe and ayahito 
to lnean "those who can1e from Paekche." However, not all the immigrants neces ... 
sarily came from that area. Some may have COlne from places such as Si11a, Koguryo, 
Inainland China, and even Southeast Asia. 

30 Although Prince Homuda, traditionally identified as Emperor Oujin (t. c. 

390--410) , is known to have engaged in a military campaign on the Korean Penin .. 
suia, recent scholarship casts doubt upon this identification (see Ledyard, "Gallop .. 
ing," 217- 54). 

31 Tattooed eyes: This refers to a type of permanent eyeshadow, which is ap ... 

plied to the outer edges of the eyes in a particular design so as to make them look 

larger. A comparable custom is obsetved by a small number of Ainu who live in 
Hokkaido today. 
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The village is named after the two deities who reside there. They are 
A:. ahiko and Agahime, the son and daughter of the Great God of r:a. Because of this the place is called Aga.32 

\lillag~ of Iwa [lwa,be]. [This village includes the areas of] Funawoka, 
Namiwoka, Kotowoka, Hakowoka, Kushigewoka, Miwoka} Mikawoka, 
Inawqka, Kabutowoka, I kariwoka , Fujiwoka, Shikawoka, Inuwoka, 
and Himejiwoka.33 The condition of the soil of this village is slightly 
above average. Iwa .. be was named after the people who migrated there. 
1 wa no Kimi and his family came from the district of Shisaha to settle 

in this area. That is why it came to be known as I wabe.34 

[There is a hill called Tegariwoka in this village.] Tegariwoka was 
named after the deed of a neighborhood deity who came to this area 
to cut grass by hand, and who wove a mat on which to sit while 
eating ... That is why it is called Tegariwoka (hand ... cut hill). According 
to another version~ Korean immigrants in this area did not know how 
to use the sickle, so they simply cut grass by hand. Their method of 
cutting grass gave the village the name Tegari (cutting by hand) .35 

[Apart froIn Tegariwoka,] the aforesaid fourteen hills are described 
in detail, as follows. Long ago, Hoakari, the son of Ohonamuchi, was 
known for his fierce and reckless nature. Ohonamuchi was very upset 
by his son's temperament, and he decided [to disown him]. He devised 
[a scheme] to get rid of him. He took his son to Kamiyama (godly 
hill) in [the village of] Idate and ordered him to fetch some water. 

32 The Great 'God of lwa is known to have been a god of the land of Izumo.He 

may be the representation of a powerful chieftain who came from Izumo to the 
~and of Harima. 

33 The texts differ in the order in which they list these hills. This translation 
follows Akitnoto who rearranged the order according to the appearance of the hills 
in the following sentences. 

. 34 Iwa no Kimi family: This family lived in the district of Shisaha and worshiped 

the Great God oflwa as their ancestral deity. They seem to have been descended 
from the people who came to the area from northern Harima. 

35 The original text states that they broke off the grass by hand. Probably they 
were using harvesting knives) which have no handle. Korean immigrants are here 
described as Karahito. The graph denoting kara stands for han"in Korean. 
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[The area was adjacent to the sea in those days.] Before Hoakari 
could return, Oh~namuchi embarked [upon the water 1 to escape}~ 

. When Hoakan returned with the water, he spied his fathet's boat 
sailmg away. Outraged, he caused winds and high waves to rise d 
chased his fatheesboat. Ohonamuchi's boat was unable to na;i:~e 
under such condltions and was wrecked. The area [where the ship 
was :vrecked] thus came to be known as Funawoka (boat hill) and 
Namtwoka (wavy hill). [When his boat broke up, Ohonamuchi's be
longings were thrown into the sea and transformed into several hills.] 
Thus, Kotokamlwoka (wher-god hill) appeared at the site where 
Ohonamuchi's zither felL Hakowoka (box hill) appeared at the site 
where his box fell, and Kushigewoka (comb hill) 'where his comb 
dropped. At the site to which the winnow was thrown, Mikatawoka 
(winnower hill) emerged. [Likewise,] the place where Ohonamuchi's 
wine jar fell produced Mikawoka (jar hill). The place where his rice 
sank into the water yielded Inamurewoka (rice, or rice.-stalk, hill). 

[OhonatTIuchi's weapons also sank and were transformed into hins.] 
These are Kabu towoka (helmet hilI), Ikariwoka (anchor hill), and 
Fujiwoka (wisteria~rope hill). [Ohonamuehi's animals were also trans~ 
formed into hills.] Thus emerged Shtkawoka (deer hill), Inuwoka 
(dog hili), and Himejiwoka (silkworm hill). 37 

Ohonamuchi later spoke of his misfortune to his wife Princess 
Norsu, saying, "I intended to escape fronl that reckless child [but the 
consequences were \vorse than I expected.] I suffered much from 
rough winds and waves." This is why the area is called Ikashiho (an .. 
gry waves), or Tashiname no Watari (ford of suffering) .38 

36 Prince Hoakari is described as the son ofNinigi in the NS. He is said to have 
been the forebear of the Ohari no Muraji fan1ily (Nihongi, trans. Aston, part 1, p.SS; 
Saeki, Shinsen hojiroku, 222) + Ohonamuchi is considered to be the tutelary deity of 

the Izumo people. He has about a dozen alternate names. In the folklore tradition 
of later tilues this deity is better known by the name of Ohokuninushi. Both 

Ohonan1uchi and Ohokuninushi mean "great land holder. ') See Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 
54-67,87, 45n; and E. Dale Saunders, "Japanese Mythology," in Mythologies of the 
Ancient World] ed. Samuel Noah Kramer, 425-28 (New York: Doubleday, 1961). 

37 The last item, Himejowoka, is the etymology of the present-day Himeji City. 
38 Princess Notsu: Notsuhime or Notohime. Possibly she was a chieftain in the 

Koshi region. 
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'l . f Kaya (mosquito netting). {Mitegurawoka is in this village.} 
~l~o d 
The condition of the soil is slightly above ~verage. Kaya was na~e 

the mosquito net [that protected PrInce Homuda from bItes 

~~~l: he was travelling in this area]. !he prin~e .had his hut built at 
this place and put up a mosquito net In the bUIldIng. That ,IS why the 

1 ,. 's called Kaya (mosquito netting). The same word lS the ety--
pace 1 . . ... 

1 gy .cor the hilt and the flyer In thIS VIllage. roo 0 11 

Mitegurawoka. It was named after a deed of ,Prince Homuda .. ~he 
. e went [to the top of this hill] to present glfts to the local delnes. 

pnne k . or· h 'll) 39 The hill therefore was named Mitegurawo a (gtft .. ofLenng 1 . 

Village of Karamuro. {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
Karamuro is named after Korean .. style storage buildings. The forebear 
of Takara of the Karamuro no Obito family was very wealthy and 
successfuL He erected Korean--style buildings around the area. That 
is how the place came to be known by the name of Karamuro (Korean .. 
style houses) .40 

Villctge of Kochi. {The hamlets of Kusakami and Ohotachiwoka [belong 
to this village].} The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the 

inferior class. The Koehi, an immigrant family that settled in this 
village., was the first [to clear the fannland]. Thus, the family name of 
Kochi came to designate this village. 41 

The name of Kusakami [hamlet] also has some relation to an im ... 
migrant family. Kana, of the Nara no Kochi, who is the forebear of 
Yamamura, originally from Korea, requested this land for reclaluation. 
At that time there -was grass growing there, the roots of which had a 
distinct odor. That is why the hamlet came to be known by the name 
Kusakami (stinking grass). 42 

39 The story may represent political concessions among local leaders of this area. 
40 The Karamuro no Obito family was probably of Korean origin. Muro literally 

means Hroom or storage place." I have translated it as "buildings and houses." 
41 A textile fragment preserved in the Imperial Repository ofShosoih bears the 

graphs that mean "the owner of the rice field at Kochf' (cited in Takeuchi, Nihon 
kodai jimmei jiten, 775). 

42 The word Nara, a part of this man's name, indicates tha~ the family first 
settled in the Nara region and then moved to this area. Hence, the Nara no Kochi 
family is distinct from the above~tnentioned Kochi family. Kochi is a place name in 



. 
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Ohota~hiwoka was named after an act of Prince Homuda. One 
day the pnnce went to the top of this hill to observe the land Th' , 

h h h
' . . at rs 

w y t e III IS called Ohotachi (grandstand). 
• 

Villa~e . of Asako. {~a~aunegaha [runs through this village].} The 
c?ndltlon of the sOlI IS about average. Asako was named after the 
buthplace of the farmers who settled in this area [The story· . . , . goes 
back to the tlme of Pnnce Homuda s reign.] Prince Homuda came 

this place from the land of Tajima. On his way he was unable to o~~ 
tain [materials for] his head ornan1ent, mikage. This gave one hill of 
the ~rea the name ~agey~ma no Saki (hin [without] headdress). Toyo 
Oshlwake, the kunL no mtyatsuko) was stripped of his title and office5~ 

Presently Akone, the kuni no miyatsuko of TajimaL came to his 
rescue]. Akone interceded with [the prince] for [Toyo Oshiwake, in: 
an attempt] to have the latter's offense pardoned. According to the 
agreement then concluded, Toyo Oshiwake surrendered about ten 
acres of rice field, labelled salt land, to compensate for his offense, 
and he regained his title and office. 44 

[The prince arranged] for his farmers from Asako, in the land of 
Tajima, to settle this newly acquired rice land. That is how the village 

came to be known as Asako.45{It was formerly called Asakobe. The 

word asako was expressed by one graph. Later, according to the order 
of [the Council of State], the word asako came to be expressed by two 
graphs. } 

southern Korea (Yoshino Yutaka, ed., Fudoki [Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1969]). The 
Yamamura of Korean descent: According to the NS, the ancestors of the Yam.amura 
came to the Yamato region froln Paekche in 540 (Nihongi, part 2, 38). 

43 Head ornament: This passage in the original is corrupt, and the graph in mQst 
texts is meaningless. According to Inoue Michiyasu, however, a kind of headdress 
is intended. I have followed Inoue's interpretation on the assumption that providing 
headdress materials to a new ruler might have been a symbolic gesture of submission 
(Inoue Michiyasu, Harima fudoki shinko, 407). 

44 This must have been a device through which the early rulers gained control 
over the land of other chieftains. In early Japanese belief, salt was thought to 

counteract an offense. Thus, the ceded land was labelled salt land. 
45 "Newly acquired rice land" is lny liberal translation of the original text. The 

original reads shihoshiro no ta, which literally means "the rice field for [the expense] 
of salt.;; 
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According to the [source material] for this report, Akone [the 

friend of Toyo Oshiwake] married a woman from the village of Aha. 
Be lived with her in this village until [the time of] his death. When 

he died his people constructed a tomb and buried him in the village . 

It is said that later his kabane (remains, or bones) were moved to [his 

f . < ] 46 
place 0 ongtn. . 
, Nagaunegaha was named after the village of Nagaune in Kamo 

District from which people would go to harvest makomo (wild rice). 

A struggle ensued between these people and [the followers of] 
Ishitsukuri no Muraji [who had settled there. Earlier settlers tried to 
prevent the people of Nagaune from stealing. The former] killed [the 

latter] and threw their bodies into the river. The river was named 

after the village of the slain people, N agaune. 

Village of Hirano. {The hamlet of Shirakuni and the hill called 
Hakowoka [belong to this village].} The place now called Hirano 

(reclaimed land) was once called Wono (sluall field). The hamlet of 
Shirakuni was named after [a group of] people who came from Shiragi 
(8illa) in the past. When the people [envoys] of the Silla Court came 
to the [Japanese] Court [to present tribute,] they usually took lodging 
in ihis Village. That is why it is called Shirakuni (place of Sillans). 
{There is also a hill of the same name.} 

Hakowoka was named after the utensils of Princess Himejiwoka 
who ?llowed Ohonatnuchi Sukuna Hikone to pay a nightly visit to 
her. The princess kept food and such utensils as a food box on this 
hill. Therefore, the place came to be called Hakowoka (box hill) .47 

Village of Ohano. {Tohori is located in this village.} The condition of 
the soil is abou t average. The place now called Ohono was once a 

46 Akone: By interceding in the conflict between Toyo Oshiwake and the 
prince, this man seems to have obtained the position of the prince's deputy at 
Asako village. The original places this paragraph about Akone after the etymology 
OfNagaunegaha. Akone's bones must have been moved to his place of birth, as 
such a practice was customary. 

47 Ohonamuchi Sukuna Hikone; Most comnlentarors agree that this is the 
combined name of two deities, Ohonamuchi and Sukuna Hikone. Note that 
Ohonamuchi means "great land holder" while Sukuna Hikone means "small land 
holder." 
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vast. barren fi~ld} and ~hus it ~ave rise to the name Ohono (vast field). 
Ounng the reIgn of Pnnce ShIma, who governed the realm from Shima: 
Palace [post~umousl: known as Emperor Kimmei] 7' Weta, the forebear 
of MurakamI Tarushlma, requested this area [reclaimed it] and stet ed 
there. The village is still called Ohono.48 y 

Tohori was named after a site from which sandstone was dug D . . . ' . . . unng 
t~e reIgn of PrIDce Hornuda a road was built along the Ohokaha (great 
flver) , the boundary between the districts of Kamusaki and Shikama. 

At that time sandstone was dug from the site. Therefore, the place 
came to be called Tohori (sandstone--digging). The place still produces 
sandstone. 

Village of Wogaha. {[This village includes] the hamlets of Takase and 
Toyokuni, Agalnano, Imesaki, Mayumisaka, Mitachiwoka, and 
Itoshima.} The condition of the soil is about average. {The fo-r;mer 
name of this village was Kisaki no Sato.} Kisaki was named aftet the 
occupation ofa man who belonged to the Kisaki--be (empress's corporate 
group). This man was Yumitsll ka. His fore bear was Hiru of the Tatari 

no Kimi. This Hiru of the Tatari no Kimi asked Prince Shima to grant 
him this land. His descendants were later made the Kisaki .. be. That 

is why the village was called Kisaki in the past. In the year of Kanoye 
Tora [690], Councillor Kamitsu Keho renamed it Wogaha (small river). 
Councillor Kamitsu Keno was governor of Harima Province at that 

time.49 

According to another version, Wogaha was named after a small 
stream that flows from the field of Ohono to this area. 

The hamlet of Takase was named after rapids in this area. When 
Prince Homuda was viewing the area fron1 the top of Imesaki} he 

looked to the north and saw a \vhite object moving in the distance. 

48 Prince Shima: The original text describes this prince's office as Shima no 

Miya. It is generally agreed that this is the same as the Shiki--Shima no Miya 
described in the NS. The Soga falnily had their mansion at the place called Shima, 
and Soga Umako was known as Shima no Oho ... omi. See Inoue Michiyasu, "Harim3 
fudoki)" in Kofudoki ... shu, 2:20; and Kadowaki Teiji, Asuka: Sono kodaishi to Judo 
(Tokyo: Nippon Hoso Shuppankyokai, 1970), 98; Nihongi, part 2, 38. See also 

"Village ofWogaha,'~ below. 
49 Hiru of the Tatari no Kimi is said to have been a descendant of a king of Kara 

(Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 311). 

. 
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An attendant from Kamitsu Keno was sent to observe it more closely. 
The attendant's name was Manahiko. Manahiko reported that it was 

rapids in a stream rushing down from the highlands. This is why it is 
called the hamlet of Takase (rapid water) .50 

The hamlet of Toyokuni was named after the god Toyokuni in 

T5Ukushi. The god Toyokuni resides in this hamlet. Thus, it is called 

k . 51 
Toyo unl. 

Agamano was nalned after an incident involving one of Prince 

Homuda's horses. While hunting in this field, the prince happened to 
see one of his horses Tun away from the herd. Prince Homuda asked 
whose horse it was. "That is the horse of Aga Kimi [my lord]," said a 
gentleman .. in--waiting. Thus, the place was named Agamano (field of 

my horse). 
The place where the prince let his huntsmen shoot their arrows at 

that time was named Imesaki (target knoll). [The name was later 
changed to Yumesaki.] The place wh re ohe bow was broken was 
named Mayumi Woka (bow--tree hill). The hill on which the prince 
stood was named Mitachiwoka (observation hill). The shooting [of 
-the a.rrows] caused a deer to emerge from the grove and jump into the 
sea. The deer swam to the opposite shore. That is why the islands 
were named Itoshima.52 [In the sea there was a group of islands that 
later came to be called I to Shima.] 

50 An. attendant: The otiginal graphs are usually read as toneri. In early Japan it 
was customary for local chieftains to send their young sons to the Yamato Court as 
a gesture of submission. These boys often became loyal attendants of the members 
of the imperial family. Manahiko may well have been from Kamitsu Keno (front 
Keno, present ... day Gunma Prefecture), in the upper Tonegawa region. (The word 
kamitsu literally means "upper," indicating, in this instance, that this part of the 
area or province is closer to the capital than the other. The counterpart of the word 
is shimotsu, which literally means "lower. j) It indicates that this part of the area or 
province is farther from the capital than the one preceded by the word kamitsu.) 
After the Taika Reforn'll the toneri came to constitute the lower aristocracy. It was 
this class of men that supported Prince Ohoalna (Emperor Tenmu) in the Jinshin 
Insurgency (672- 73) and led him to victory. 

5.1 This is one of the tales that suggests the "we5t~to ... east" migratory routes of the 

early Japanese settlers. Toyokuni refers to the territory included in Buzen and 
Bungo in the eighth century. _ 

52 These islands are the present ... day Yejima Gunto where old courting customs 
were preserved until the 1950s (Aoki, Ancient Myths, 149-50). 
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Village of Abo. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Abo "vas named after the native place of the people who settled in 
this area. They caIne from the hamlet of Abo in I yo [on Shikoku 
Island]. That is why it is called the village of Abo. 

Village of Mino. {The village includes Tsugi no Minato.} The condition 
of the soil is of the middle grade of the inferior class. Mina was named 
after the native place of the settlers of this area. They came from the 
district of Mino in Sanuki. It is therefore called Mino. 

Tsugi no Minato was named after a Inan who possessed the extra .. 
ordinary power [of theurgy]. Once upon a time~ there was a dead 
woman in this area. A man came and restored her life. This man is 
said to have been the forebear of the Hi no Kimi in Tsukushi {but his 
name is not known}. After restoring the dead woman to life, the man 
married her. That is why the place is called Tsugi no Minato ([life .... ] 
restoring/connecting haven) .53 

Village of [date. {The condition of the soil is about average.} Idate 
was named after the god Idate who resides in this village. When 
Princess Okinaga Tarashi desired to conquer Silla and mobilized her 
army to cross the sea, the god Idate guarded the fleet. Because of this, 
god's presence, the village is called Idate.54 

Village of Anashi. {The condition of the soil is about average.} Anashi 
was named after the god Anashi in the Yamato region. The entire 
village of Anashi constitutes a kamube, or unit of shrine households, 
of the Anashi Shrine. That is why the village is called Anashi.55 

Village of Ayabe. {The village includes [the hamlets of] Tashino, Ahino, 
and Tenugaha.} The etymology of this nalne is the same as that given 

for the village of Ayabe [above. It is inhabited by immigrants and 
their descendants]. 

Tashino was l1anled after a gesture of Prince Homuda. When he 

53 This man may have been a shan1an. 
54 The god Idate is known to have been a war god with the power to control 

seafaring. 
55 All the taxes collected in this village were allocated to the Anashi Shrine. I 

have interpreted kamube as referring to a unit of shrine households based on its use 
in the Izunlo fudoki (see Aoki, Izumo fudoki , 18, 28). 
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this area while on an inspection tour, Prince Homuda 
caro~ ~:~hiP to po:nt to this field, and said, "This is a good field in 

riil~i~h to build houses and cultivate." That is why the place is called 
W h". (' dicated field). The name has been altered to Tashlno. 
Sas 1110 in . d d h' 

AhinQ was named after the meeting of Pnnc~ ~omu .a an. 1S 

b· While the prince approached from the htllslde, hls subjects 
su Jeets. . h' 

ha s newly subjugated ones] arrIved by sea. They n1et at t IS 
[per . P 1l d Al . ( . f' Id) 56 place. That is why the place is ca e 11no meeting Ie " . 

Tenugaha was named after a deed of Princ~ H?ffiUda. W~11e tOU~l~g 

h · the prince washed his hands in thIS flver. That IS why It IS t e area, . 
called Tenu (hand ... wetting). {Ayu are obtained there. They are very 

tasty. } 
There is a pond called Umahaka at the northern foot of Funawoka 

in the village of Iwa.57 In the past, during the r ign of Prince Oho ... 

hatsuse [posthumously known as Emperor Yuryaku], there lived a man 
named Nagahiko, the forebear of the Wohari flo Muraji. This man 
had a nice maid and a good horse, and he was very pleased with both. 
On his deathbed this man instructed his son regarding his funeral 

[follOWing which his maid and his horse were expected to die in Inemory 
of their master]~ The man said, "After my death be sure to conduct 
all funerals in the same manner as mine." The son accordingly con, 
stfucted three tombs: one for his own father, one for his father's maid, 
and Qne for his father's horse. Later, when Councillor Of us hi became 

go:vernor of Harima Province, he built dikes around the [horse's] tomb. 
That is why the water around the tomb is called Umahaka no Ike 
(horse .. tomb pond). 58 

Shikama no Miyake. [Shikama no Miyake (the royal granary of Shi-
kama) was established by Prince Ohosasagi in this district.] During 
his reign, Prince Ohosasagi ordered a subject to fetch the kuni no miya, 
tsuko of five provinces: Oki, lzumo, Hahaki [Hoki}, Inaba, and Tajima. 

56 This area is in the rolling hills west of Himeji City where the San'indo High~ 
Way left the San1yodo Highway. 

57 This paragraph rightly belongs in the section under the village of I wa. Akimoto 
believes that it contains supplementary information added after the rough dtaft of 
the fudoki had been completed (Akimoto, Fudoki no kenkyu 247). 

58 This tale describes the custotn of self,immolation1 which some scholars clailn 
did not exist in Japan. 
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These five magistrates forced the prince's messengers to act as . '1 . 
h . " h' 1 -h . Plots on t elr Journey to t e capIta. [T e prmce was. greatly offended by th' " .]59 
B f h IS. 

ecause 0 t eir offense, the five magistrates were banished 
Harima Province and confined to a prison workshop where theY~ill:~ 
the royal granary land [their fo~low;rs must have acc.ampanied them], 
The pnsoners reclaImed the pnnce s land. The nce fields thus created 

were named Okita (the rice field of Oki), Izumota, Hahakita, Inabata 
and Tajimata. Since that tiIne the Shikama no Miyake has collecte.cl 

and stored the yields of these rice fields for royal use. The granary is 
also called Kawaraku no Miyake (compensation granary).60 

District of Ihibo 

The etymological explanation is provided later [in this section]. 

Ito Shima. This is the collective nalne for a group of islands. These 

islands were named after an incident that occurred while Prince Homuda 
was present. The prince conducted a hunting tour around the area~ 
He then had his huntsmen shoot arrows at Imesaki of Shikama. There .. 
upon a doe [startled by the shot] emerged from Agamano. It passed 
the hiU on which the prince stood and waded into the water.6I 

The deer swam in the sea until it finally reached one of these islands~ 
The huntsmen saw this and said to each other, "[How very fast the 
deer is!] It has already reached the island," These islands came to be 
known by the name of Ito [perhaps meaning Hhow very ... H]62 

Village of Kaguyama. {The former name ,vas Kakuhaka (deer ... coming 

tomb),} The condition of the soil is of the upper grade of the inferiou 

class. The name Kakuhaka is [a kind of name in which two things ·are 

combined:] the shape of this hill actually looks like a burial mound f 

5-9 Commentators differ in their readings of this prince's name. The graphs mean 
"large sparrow" or "wren.!! Sakamoto, Inoue Michiyasu, and Hisamatsu read them 
as ohosazaki, which can mean u wren." Akimoto and Inoue Mitsusada read them 
as ohosasagi, which can mean "grandiose buriallnound." My reading follows the 
latter. On the word sazaki (wren), see Nihongi, part 1, 277-78. 

60 This story illustt"ates some of the tactics by which the unifiers of early Japan 
gained power over local chieftains. 

61 See note 52. 

62 The phrase translated as "how very" could also mean "already,"" 
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d legend tells us that] while the Great God of I wa occupied the 
[aD . a deer came and stood on top of this hill. It therefore came to be 
area, h f P . I G Ch"' . 1.1 d Kakuhaka. Later, in t . e time 0 rovincla l overnor . 1m on 
cal e · f h'11) 63 ne> Omi, the name was changed to Kaguyama ( ragran t . 1 . ' 

Yanuchi Dani [or Yanuchi Tarn J. This. is a dell in Kaguyama. Viewed from 
this small vaHey, the surrounding [bluffs] have the appearanc~ of a~ 
encl@sing fence. Therefore, it came to be known as Yanucht Danl 

(courtyard dell). 

H.amlet of Sasa. While on an inspection tour, Prince Homuda came 

upon. this place and saw a monkey with a bamboo leaf in its mouth. 

The village was named Sasa after the bamboo leaf. 

Hamlet of Atsu. At one time the Great God of I wa made an inspection 
tour of this area. When he came to this hamlet he "vas suffering from 
heartburn. I-Ie broke the cord fastening his clothes [in order to air his 
chest].. That is how the place came to be called Atsu (burning hot) + 

Another theory suggests that the village got its nalue from [an 
incident that occurred in the area]. Long ago there were two stars 

sh:tning in the sky. One day these stars fell to earth [at this place] and 

be,came two rocks. The villagers gathered around the site to determine 
\vhat had happened to the stars. They had a heated discussion [about 

these "fallen stars"]. That is why the place is called Atsu (abridgment 
of ug?tsu, meaning "to discuss"). 

Ihimori Yama. Ihimori was named after the spouse of the meal god in 
the district of Urari in Sanuki. The goddess was caned Ihimori no 

Ohotoji (meal .. serving dame). She came from across the sea to live on 
this.. hilL Thus t it is called Ihilnori (meal .. serving) . 

Ohotori Yama. Bean geese (large wild geese) live on this hill. That is 
why it is called Ohotad (big bird.)64 

63 The site of Kaguyama (or Kaku Yam a) is the present .. day Shingu City. The 
original gives the graphs for Kakuhaka, ,Nhich literally could mean uthe grave to 
which deer come/can1e.;) The Chitnori no Omi family is perhaps descended from 
~ore.an immigrants who gained a moderately high position at the Yamato Court 
(see Nihongi, part 2, 290; and Saeki~ Shinsen shojiroku~ 199. " 

64 Hisamatsu Sen'ichi suggests that storks are intended here rather than bean 
geese. The originalsimplygives.the graphs meaning "big bird" (fudoki [His81uatsu] I 131). 
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Village of Kurusu. {The condition of the soil is about average.} Kurusli 
was named after a chestnut grove in this village. Prince Takatsu [p0st~ 
humously known as Emperor Nintoku], who governed the rea~m from 
Takatsu Palace in Naniha, ordered some peeled chestnuts to be pre~ 
sented in his name to Ikeko of the Waka Yamatobe no Muraji. Ikeko 
thereupon retired from the Court to come to this place and plant the 
royal gifts in the village. The chestnut trees grew, and thus the hamlet 
was named Kurusu (chestnut grove). Chestnuts from this grove are 
said to be free of bitterness [bitter skin] because the nuts were peeled 
before they were planted.65 

Kanasa Gaha. (winding river): This rivet was named after one of Prince 
HOluuda's arrows. When the prince was here on an inspection tour, 
one of his iron hunting arrows fell into the river. The incident gave 
rise to the name Kanaya (iron arrow).66 

AtLvi Yama. The mercury plant is obtained on this hilL Therefore, the 
hill is called Awi (mercury plant) . It was during the reign of Prince 
Homuda that this plant was first found on the hill. Some unident~fied 
birds come to stay there. They stay from the first to the fourth month. 
After the fifth month they flyaway. The shape of the birds resembles 
that of doves, and their color is dark blue.67 

Village of Koshibe. [The former name was Mikoshiro no Sato.] The 
condition of the soil is about average. Mikoshirowas nan1ed after 
land given to the people who were settled in the village as royal serfs. 

During the reign of Prince Magari, Wotsu of the Tajima no Kami was 

65 The author probably wanted to emphasize some royal favor granted to the 
Waka Yamatobe family. 

66 The original has graphs meaning "winding river" preceding the name of the 
Kanaya Gaha. Akimoto believes them to be a kind of footnote describing the river. 
I have followed hin1, and interpret the passage to mean liiron arrow." 

67 Mercury plant: The original has graphs to which Hisaluatsu gives the reading 
kure no awi (abbteviated as kurenai). Ifhe is correct, this plant is Carthamus tinctorius 
L., namely, the safflower. Although the color of its flower is orange, the dye ex" 
tracted from the dried saffiower is dark red. Another name of this flower issuyetsumu 
hana, which later was adopted as the name of one of the heroines in the Tale of 
Genji. 
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. d d rincely favor and endowed with the title of Mikoshiro no 
accor e p , f h 1 
Kimi (chief of the royal serfs). He wa,s ma~e ~upervlsor 0, t e roya 

hich was newly established 111 thiS vtllage. That LS why the 
'Granary, w . k h 68 
t? I was called the hamlet of Mi as iro. 
p a

c
L_
e 

hen. Councillor Kamitsu Keno was governor of Harima Prov .. ater, w , 
. h' hamlet grew and the number of households lncreased to as 
If1 c e) t 18 - , . . 1 £ 

.. - s thirty· [a number insufficient to constttute a village]. T 1erelore, 
many a f H' P . - 'II Kamitsu Keno who was the governor a anma rOVInce, CounCI or , 

d the thirty households together and called [the resulting unit] 
groupe d h'b 
Koshibe (surplus households). That is why it is now calle Kos 1 e no 
Sato (village composed of surplus households) ,69 

According to another version, the residents in this area came from 

[a] miyake, in the land of Tajima, t~ settle in the hamlet, hence [the 

namelKoshibe (relocated people). 

S4gisumi Yama. Sagisumi was named for the nun1erous herons that 
once came to this hill. Thus Sagisumi (heron .. living) became the name 

of ,the hill. 

Taruikura Yama. The rocks of this hill are piled up like shelves. There ... 

fore, the hills are called Tanakura (shelves). 

M'ihashi Yama. The god Ohonamuchi piled bags of rice here in order 
to make stairs. In fact, the rocks on this hillside are piled up in such a 

68 Prince Magari: It is significant that this prince's name is recorded here. Al
though he is posthulnously known as Emperor Ankan (r. 534-35?), his reign must 
have been nominal, or at least only partially recognized in some localities. We can 
infer from this portion of the text that Prince Magari was accepted as the sovereign 
by the local people of this area. There is SOIne debate over how to translate the 
word koshiro, or mikoshiro. I have followed John W. Hall's interpretation in his 
Government and Local Power in Japan, 39) 56. See also Kida Teikichi, I'Keitai Tenno 
ika san~tenno koi keisho ni kansuru gimon," Rekishi chin 52, no. 1 Guly 1928): 1-29. 

f:J9 Note that the NS mentions Kamitsu Keno in connection with Prince Magari 
(see Nihongi, part 2, 31). The suffix be of Koshibe signifies that these people were 
workers serving the royal family (Hirano) Taika zandai shakai soshiki no kenkyu, 
130) . For evidence of a similar grouping, see the section under amaribe in Aoki, 
Izumo fudoki, 11,86. 

7° .A miyake was a toyal granary attached to a domain. 
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way that they look like stairs. That is why the hill was named Mihashi 
(august stairs). 7I 

Hamlet of Sana. The forebear of Tamate of the Wake no Kimi Was 

originally from Izumo District in Kahachi Province. His birthplace 
however, was not a desirable place to live, so he decided to move: 

When Tamate arrived here in search of good land, he said, "This 
land is rather narrow but it looks like a good place for me to settle." 
Thus, it was named Sano (narrow field). 72 

Village of Kami Woka. {The old name was Hayashida no Sato.} The 
condition of the soil is slightly below average. Kami Woka was named 

after a deed of the Great God Abo from Izumo. This god heard that 

three hills in Yamato Unebi, Kagu, and Miminashi-were fighting 
each other [for supremacy]. The Great God Abo, wishing to intercede, 

set ou t for Yamato. When the god reached this area, he learned that 
the three contenders had already stopped fighting. [Learning of the 
peace settlement among the three, the Great God Abo saw no need 
to proceed further.] He capsized the boat in which he was travelling 
and decided to stay. The site of the capsized boat is called Kami Woka 
(god's hill). The shape of this hill really looks like a capsized boat.73 

[Sugafu Yama,] Sedge grows all around this hill. This gave rise to the 

name Sugafu Yama (sedge ... growing hill). According to another tradition, 

71 See "Village ofYake, 1) under the "District oflnami,l1 above. 

Tl. Probably Wake no Kimi was related to Prince Homuda. The prince's full 
name was HOluudawake. According to recent studies, Wake derives fronl the 
suffix of Homudawake. See Ueda Masaaki, j'Yamato kokka no kozo," in Nihon 
reskishi: kodai 2 (Tokyo: hvananli Shoten, 1962), 30 .. 

73 The Yamato version of the tale has a n10re romantic flavor. In this story, there 
are three hills in the Yamato BaSin. where the capital towns were located in the 
seventh and eighth centuries. Two of the three hills were believed to be male, the 
third female. The two male hills contended for the female's favor. The tale refers 
to the intricate love affairs of two brothers, Prince Naka and Prince Ohoalna 
(Emperors Tenji and Temmu, respectively). The brothers loved the saIne beauty, 
Princess Nukata, who left many love poems in the Man'yoshu. In her prime, she was 

in love with Prince Ohoama. But when Prince Naka ascended the throne a love 
triangle allegedly developed. Eventually Prince Ohoanla withdrew from the affair. 
According to some historians, the }inshin Insurgency of 672 resulted from the 
personal hatred between the brothers. 
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d after words Prince Homuda uttered while he was on an 
. was name 11 d h .c 
lt'r in the area. The prince ordered a we ug at t e loot 
. spectlon tau d ld [Af 
111 h'11 The water of the well was very clear an co. tet 
of th~ 1 h. od water] Prince Homuda said, "My mind is refreshed 
drink~nglt 1S gOh'lled wa~er." That is how the place came to be called b thls c ear, c 1 . 
Y 1 f h' ) 74 Sugafu (rich y te res Ing ·. 

b 1 h ' holl Th S l't is called Tono . tV;: ka A palace was ui t on t 1S 1. U , Tona wO . 

Woka (palace hill). Oak trees grow there. 

Village of Kusakabe. {The village is named after a man's surname.} 

The condition of the soil is about average. 

rr h' [The Larmer name was Kusakabeno.] In the past, Nomi no lac ~no, I' , h 
S k . e a fashioner of clay images for funerals, was return1ng orne 

u un , k b 
[from Yamato] to the land of Izumo. He spent the ~ight at Kusa a eno 

here he became ill and eventually died. [Upon hlS death, the people :f Izumo were summoned.] They came from Izumo, formed a line from 
the riv~rbed [of Ihibo Gaha] to Kusakabeno, and passed pebbles by 
relay from the river to the burial site. There they constructed .a bunal 
mound using these pebbles. Because the people of Izumo lined up 

around Kusakabeno to construct a tomb, the area came to be called 
Tachino (standing field). The grave itself is called Izumo no Hakaya 

(Izumo tomb). 75 

Village of Hayashida. {The former name was Ihanashi.} The condition 

of the soil is slightly below average. When he came to this land for the 

first time, the Great God of Iwa stuck [a twig] into the ground at this 

site to mark it as his territory. The twig grew tall and became an 

74 The Chinese graphs in the editor's (Akimoto's) note and the ones given at 

the end of the statement differ, hence the difference in the meanings. 
'75 This description strongly suggests that travellers between the Izumo and 

Yamato regions followed a route that passed through Harima Province. Nomi no 
Sukune: He is known to have been a funeral director for the royal house and for 

other nobles in Yamato. When he becatne old, he probably retired hom the Court 
and planned to return home, dying on the way. According to the native cult of 

Japan, a man's dead soul cannot be appeased unless his people recite the proper 
prayers. The NS contains a poem suggesting a similar way of carrying rocks by 
hand: "If one passed from hand to hand I The rocks I Built up IOn Ohosaka, / 

How hard 'twould be to send rheIn" (Nihongi, part 1, 159). 
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imposing elm tree. That is why the place used to be called Ihanashi 
(elm tte e ) .76 

Matsuwo Woka. When Prince Homuda arrived at this hill on an {nsp 
ec.., 

tion tour, the sun set and darkness fell. He collected pine branches 
from the hill and made a torch. That is why the place came to be 
called Matsuwo (pine's tail). 

Shiho Woka. There is a spring on the south side of this hill. It is about 

thirty feet square. The site of the spring is about ten miles from the 

seashore, yet the water is salty and it rises and falls with the tide. At 
high tide, the water is about three inches deep. Pebbles line the bottom 

and grass grows on the edge. Animals such as bovines, horses, and 
deer are fond of this water. Because [the water contains salt,] the hill 
is called Shiho Woka (salt hill). 

{Iseno.} Ise [was named after two guardian deities of the newcomers 
who came to this area. These deities are Isetsuhiko and Isetsuhime]. 

Every time newcomers attempted to settle in this area they woulCl 
suffer great misfortune. The immigrant families [, however, wanted to 
stay]. These were the forebears of Ite of the Kinunuhi (dressmakers) 

and Tora of the Ayahito and their people. Because they desired to 
settle in this area, they built a shrine to the two deities of Ise at th~ 
foot of this hill. The deities [enshrined on the ridge of this hill] are 

the god and goddess Ise, the children of the Great God of Iwa. After 
consecrating the shrine of these deities, [the newcomers] prospered 
and the number of their households increased. Thus originated the 
name Ise.77 

Ise Gaha. The river was named after the Ise deities. 

Inadane Yama [Inatane Yama]. The two deities, Ohonamuchi and 

Sukuna Hikone J were on the ridge of Ikuno in the village of Hani 

Woka, of Kamusaki District, [when] they looked upon these hills and 

76 Ihanashi: The two different species are combined here as if they were the 
same: Ulmus palvifolia] acq. and Epigraea asiatica Maxim. 

77 Isetsuhiko and Isetsuhime: Tsu in Isetsuhiko is genitive. The suffix}1iko con-
notes the masculine and hime the feminine, hence the "god ofIse" and the "god ... 
dess of Ise." 
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said, "Lo, those hills would be a good place to store dee stalks." They 
sent for rice stalks and ,had t~em plied, up there. The shape of these 

' 1 ' l'ke rice stalks plled hlgh. That IS why they are called Inatane bil 5 15 1 . . 78 
Yama (rice seed or nee stalk h1lls). 

'lla' . f Ohochi {Posting--Station}. The condition of the soil is slightly 
~ ~o . . d 

1 age [Ohochi was named for the words of Pnnce Homu a.] be. oW aver . .' . 
When the prince came upon this ~~ace whIle .on a.n m~pectlon tour, 
h ommented on this land, saying, Though I lmagined It as a narrow 

1 e ~ this is indeed a large tract of enclosed land." Because of thiS, it 
an , 1 d]) 79 is nam.ed Ohouchi (large enclosed [an . 

Hiyama. There [was once] a spring on the east s~de o~ thi~ hill. When 
Prince Homuda attempted to ladle water from thts spnng, 1t was frozen 

over. That is why the hill was named Hiyama (freezing hill). 

Tsukiwore Yama. Prince Homuda went hunting on this hill. He at-
tempted to shoot a running boar with his bow made from a zelkova 

tree. However, the bovv snapped [before the arrow could be launched]. 
The incident gave rise to the name Tsukiwore Yama (zelkova ... breaking, 

or DDw .. snapping, hill). There is a rock cavern on the south side of this 

hill. Cattail grows inside the cave. Thus, the place is called Kama 
W0ka (cattail hill). The cattail has never ceased to grow [there]. 

Village of HiToyama. {The former name was the hamlet of Tsuka.} 
The condition of the soil is slightly above average. Tsuka was named 
for -a deed of the goddess Ihatatsu .. Hime. This deity stood in the grove 

ofHatawi, in the hamlet of Izumi, and shot arrows in several directions. 

All the arrows she shot toward this place stuck deep in the ground, 

with only the ends protruding. [The part protruding was about as long 

as] a man's fist. Therefore, the place was called the hamlet of Tsuka 

78 Inatane Yama (or Inadane Yama): At the beginning of the section the oliginal 
gives graphs meaning "rice seed hills." At the end it gives graphs that could mean 
('hills where rice stalks are piled high." The inconsistency seems to reflect a change 
of connotation in the word meaning "rice seeds." In early times~ Japanese fanners 
stored rice seeds with the stalks attached. Later they change~ their method of 
storage, keeping only the grains to be used as seeds in the following season. 

79 Posting~station of Ohochi; This is the site of the present,day Himeji City. 
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(fist). The name was changed to the village of Hirayama when Pt' . 
I h'k h . h . tnce s· 1 a a was serVIng as t e commissioner of this area.80 

Asauchi Yama. Once upon a time Marahi of the Izushi no K· · . . . . ' . lmt, a 
reSIdent ofTa]lma, lived on this hill. Two women from this man's h . , ouse .. 
hold dIed one nigh~ while beating hemp. They died with beaten hemp 
o~ thelr chests, glvLng nse to the name Asauchi Yama (hemp ... beating 
ht11). Today the residents around this hill never beat hemp after night .. 
fall. People say that in Sanuki , . ,81 

Oshi Kaha. It was during the reign of Prince Homuda that the Great 
Goddess Mikage of Izumo resided in Kamiwo Yalna at the village of 
Hirakata. She harassed travellers in this area, killing half of them and 
sparing half. Three 111en-Kohote of Hahaki (Hoki), Fukuro of Inaba , 
and Tsukiya of Izumo discussed the matter and appealed to the royal 
COurt for help. Kutoto of the Nukatabe no Muraji was sent [by Prince 
Homuda] to offer prayers to appease the goddess. Kutoto constructed 
an altar for prayer at Yakatada and established a winery at Sasa Yama 
for the ceremony. People feasted and enjoyed the occasion. They deco .. 
rated their waists with oak leaves and walked down to the river jostling 
each other. This ritual gave rise to the name Oshi (pushing). 82 

Village of Hirakata. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average..} 
Hirakata was named after the native place of the people who settled 

80 Prince Ishikaha was the governor of the "01d 11 Kibi and Harima regions. 
Conunissioners (or early territorial governors-certainly those of post-Taika pe .. 
dod) ruled larger areas than those assigned to the governors of the eighth .. century 
provinces. A commissioner's position is understood to have been similar to that of a 
viceroy. According to the NS, Prince Ishikaha served as the commissioner of Kibi 
and Harima until his death in 680 (Nihongi, part 2,341; see also HIT, note 3). 

81 There is a play on words in the name Asauchi. The first part, asa, has two 
connotations: hemp and morning. Thus, asauchi can be translated two ways, as 
Hbearing hemp" or as "beating [hemp] in the morning, n The rest of the text is 

missing but it probably would have continued with something like "a similar tale 
was handed down by the elders in Sanuki. n 

82 This legend seems to constitute an explanation of an existing local festival. 
Note that those concerned with the problem were not Harima residents but the 
residents of neighboring areas. These areas were located in the San'in Circuit 
while Harima was in the San1yo Circuit. The tale hints at conflict between the 
San1in and San'yo circuits (see note 75). 
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in this area. Immigrants ~rom Hirakata vill~ge in Mamuta District, 
which is in Kahachi PrOVInce, settled here fIrst. Thus, the place was 

named Hirakata.83 

Sahi Woka. [Sahi was named for the sahi (plough) that was made 

for sacrificial use to appease the violent deity of this area]. The Great 
Goddess of Izumo, who is now enshrined at Kamiwo Yama, was quite 
violent [at one time]. Whenever travellers from Izumo passed through 
the 'area, this goddess killed half of them: five out of ten, three out of 
five. The Izumo [immigrants] made a plough to dedicate to the goddess 
in an attempt to appease her. [The plough, however, was ineffective;] 

the goddess was not appeased. 
There is a reason [why the goddess of Izurno was so spiteful toward 

Izumo men. In the remote past] a god of [IzumoJ calne to this place. 
His goddess followed him. The Inale deity was disturbed [by her ap.
I?earance in his new land] and he deserted her. The female deity was 
so e.nraged [that she determined to harm the Izumo people in reprisal]. 
Later, immigrants from the village of Hirakata, of Mamuta District in 
Kahachi Province, came to the foot of this hilL These people respect .. 
fully prayed to the goddess, [begging for a peace settlement,] and 
[finally] they were successful. Because the goddess resides here, the hill 
is called Kamiwo (goddess's feet). Sahi Woka was named for the [in-
eff~ctive] plough that the [Izumo people] dedicated to the goddess.84 

Sawoka. Sawoka was named after the annual rice .. planting festival 
held there. During his reign, Prince Takatsu sent for peasants from 
Tsukushi to create rice fields in this area. Every year in the fifth month 
the farmers would gather around this hill fot a feast celebrating the 
annual rice .. planting rituaL That is why the hill is called Sawoka 
(rice--planting hill) .85 

83 This must have been a group of people called the Imaki no Ayahito (newly 
arrived immigrants), According to the SSR, the land of Matnuta in Kahachi was 

• 
gtven to a group of immigrants headed by a man named Ofukamuki who clailned 
to be a descendant of the royal family of the Kingdom ofWu in southern China 
(Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku1 325; Hirano, Taika zendai shakai soshiki no kenku, 183-84). 

84 This story may reflect the demise of a people possessing inferior agricultural 
techniques. 

85 I have translated this as "peasants. '1 The original uses graphs that may be 
translated as "workers in the rice fields," tabe. This story indicates that the royal 
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O~omi Y~ma. Ohomi ,vas name? f~r a deed of Prince Homuda. The 
pnnce chmbed to the top of thlS hlll so that he could see in a111:' . . 
d" " Th'" h I lOur nectlons. IS IS W Y it is ca led Ohomi (grand viewing) Th " .e·pnnce 
stood on a huge boulder about three feet tall, thirty feet long and 
twenty feet wide. Some concave spots on the stone are said to be his 
footpnnts and the traces of his walking stick. 

Misaki Yama. Three promontories protrude [northward] from this hill. 

They are so conspicuous that people began to call the place Misaki 
Yama (three ... forked hill). 

Mitachi Woka. Prince Homuda went to the top of this hill to view h' " , IS 

country. Thus, it was named Mitachi Woka (noble .. standing hill). 

Village of Ohoyake. {Its former name was Ohomiya.} The condition of 
the soil is slightly above average. When he came to this area on an 
inspection tour, Prince Homuda built his palace in this village. That 
is why it was named Ohomiya (grand palace). Later, Councillor Tanaka 
changed its nan1e to Ohoyake (great mansion) when he was the gov ... 
ernar of Harima Province.86 

Ohonori Yama. {The present name is Suguribe Woka.} Prince Homuda 

promulgated an important code on this hill. This is how the hill came 
to be called Ohonori (grand code). The reason why it is now called 
Suguribe Woka [is stated below]. During her reign, Princess Kahara 
of Woharita [posthumously known as Empress Suiko] commissioned 
the Suguribe people of Chiyo, in Yamato, to reclaim the area. The 
Suguribe settled at the foot of this hill. Because they lived in this 
area, [the hill is also] called Suguribe Woka.87 

family maintained a stronghold in Tsukushi (Kyushu) sometime around the early 
fifth century. lt is widely accepted that Prince Takatsu is a historical figure who 
sent envoys to the Chinese court around 421. At this time the planting of rice 
seedlings was an advanced farming technique. Before it was introduced, rice 
seeds were sown directly on the ground (see glossary, under tabe). 

86 Councillor Tanaka was arelative of the Sogafamily (Saeki, Shinsenshojiroku, 174). 
87 The Suguribe were froln Paekche. In the original text, the subject of the sentence 

that begins with the expression "During her reign ... cOlnmissioned" is unclear. I 
have interpreted it to mean that Empress Suiko (r. 593- 628) is referred to. Note 
that this part of the HAR uses Suiko's name to express time, while another section 
indicates the time by mentioning Prince Shotoku's nan1.e. See "Village ofOhokuni,'; 
under the "Disttiet of In ami,)) above; and Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 303, 309-10. 
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Karnihako Woka, Shimohako Woka, Nahetsu, and Afukota. -During the 
reigtlof Prince Uji, the Takanashi brothers, who were the forebeats of the 
Uji no Muraji, asked that the place called Yofuto, in the hamlet of Oho .. 
tabe, be given to thenl. [The land was granted by Prince Uji.] When 
the Takanashi brothers arrived to reclaim the land, one of their servants 
carried the cooking utensils by means of a pole on his shoulder.88 

When the servant arrived at this place, the pole broke and the 
utensils fell to the ground. Thus, the place where the pans dropped 

was named Nahetsu (destination of the pan). Likewise, the place 
where the box attached to the front of the pole fell was named Kami .. 
hako Woka (front .. box hiU). The place where the box attached to the 
baclt of the pole dropped was called Shimohako Woka (back .. box hill). 
The place where the pole fell was named Afukota (pole land). 

Village of Ohota. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Ohota was named after the hamlet of Ohota where Korean immigrants 
settled. In ancient tilnes, Suguri of Kure came from Kara [the southern 
Korean Peninsula] to settle in the hamlet of Ohota of N agusa District 
in the land of KL Sometime later, a branch of this family moved to the 
Village of Ohota of Kami [the eighth .. century Mishima District] in 
Settsu. From here, still another branch moved to the hatulet of Ohota 
of lhibo District. Because the original Suguri family had settled in a 
place called Ohota, their branch families also called their farmland 
Ohota. 89 

KQtoage Woka. Kotoage was named for the words of Princess Oho 
[Okinaga] Tarashi. When she was about to dispatch her army to fight 
in the area, the princess gathered her troops on this hill and gave 

88 The Uji no Muraji were related to the Mononobe family.ln 684, they were 
given a new title, sukune (Nihongi; part 2, 367; Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 237) 272). 
Prince Uji: The original reads Uji no Sumeramikoto. According to the NS, he was 
Printe Homuda's heir apparent. But when Homuda died Uji declined to ascend 
the throne, recommending Prince Ohosazaki (Emperor Nintoku) instead. The 
t~e in the NS is suggestive of power struggles that arose after Homuda's death (see 
Nzhongi., part 1,272-77). 

89 Suguri of Kure; Kure no Suguri. Alnong those who were accepted as imtni, 

~ants from the southern Korean Peninsula sonle came from "China by way of 
aekche. Kure is an archaic Korean word meaning "the cultured," namely, China, 

and/or the Chinese. 
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them instructions. She said, "This war should be carried out stealth.t 
It must not be declared beforehand." Thus, the place came to I~~ 
known as Kotoage Saki (prior declaration/declaration hill). 90. 

Tsudzumi Yama. Long ago, Ise of the N ukatabe no M uraj i fought Tarno 
[Fuku taJ of the Hara, who was the miwabito at this place. They began 
their battles with the beating of drums. Thus, the hill was named 
Tsudzumi (drum,sounding hill). {The spindle tree grows in the valle 
below this hill.} 91 Y 

Village of Ihami. {The condition of the soil is excellent.} Ihami was 
nalued after the native place of the laborers who opened this area. During 
the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as ElnperorKotoku 
who governed the realm from] Toyosaki [Palace] at Nagata in Naniha) 
an unusually bountiful crop of rice grew in the vast field of this village. 
Momotari of the Azumi no Muraji harvested the crop and dedicated 
it to the emperor. Thereupon, the emperor issued an edict, declaring, 
"It is fitting to reclaim this land and make it into a rice field. H

, Thus, 
the emperor commissioned Tamu of the Adzumi no Muraji to recruit 
laborers from Thami Province. That is why the village came to be 
called Ihami, and the rice field Momotari.92 

Sakawino. Sakawi was named after a well dug for a sake brewery. 

90 Okinaga Tarashi: The original has graphs that luay be read as Ohotarashi 
Hirne no Mikoto. I have amended the name according to the suggestions of the 
majority of Japanese commentators. However, the identification of this woman in 
tenus of the imperial genealogy may not be significant. More important is the 
implication that belligerent female chieftains such as this one existed in the Japanese 
Islands. 

9l Tamo of the Hara: The identification of this name is tentative, for no Japanese 
COlnrnentator has achieved a conclusive reading. Miwabito: The original has graphs 
that could mean "god's people." This probably refers to a wizard or a family of 
theurgists. In medieval Japan, the same graphs were read as shinjin (in a Sino ... 

Japanese reading). The term referred to people affiliated with ecclesiastical insutu.
tions such as Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples (see Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 258). 

92 According to the SSR (ibid., 268), the Adzumi no Muraji family was de .. 
scended from the sea god Watatsumi. This probably means that they were originally 
seafarers. The "laborersu from Ihami Province were probably conscripted workers, 
or yobo"{o. 
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Prince Homuda constructed a palace in the village of Ohoyake, dug 
.. 11 and established a sake brewery in this field. Therefore, the a we , 

place was named Sakavvino (field of the tice.-wine well). 

Usukitsu. Princess Oho [Okinaga] Tarashi came upon this place while 
she was en route to an overseas campaign in Kara. She anchored her 
fleet overnight in the sheltered mouth of the Uzu River. From this 
haven she proceeded toward Itsu. On the way to Itsu the fleet encoun,. 
tered an adverse wind and could not proceed. Under the circumstances 
the princess decided to drag the boats across the place called Funakoshi 
and continue overland. But the wind was so strong that the boats 
could not be pulled. The princess then mobilized the local peasants to 
help pull the boats. Among them was a woman who was eager to 
present her son to the princess as a servant. This woman was in such 
haste to reach the princess that she fell into the water. That is why 
the ford is called Usukitsu (ford of making haste). {Today, the [Japanese] 
say isusuku to mean "make haste."}93 

Uzu Gaha (swirling river). Uzu was named after SWirling waves on the 
west side of Usukitsu. Princess Ok~naga Tarashi anchored her fleet at 
[one of the fords of] this river. 

Hamlet of Itsu. Itsu was named for words spoken by the prtncess's sailors, 
who said" "Itsu (how soon) can we return to see this place again?" 
That is why the village is called Itsu (when/how soon). 

$uzume Shima (sparrow island). This island was so named because a 
large number of sparrows gather there. {No plants grow there.} 

Village of Urakami . {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
Urakami was named after the birthplace of Momotari of the Azumi no 
Muraji. Formerly this man resided at Urakami of Naniha. He later 
moved to this area. Thus, the place came to be known by the name of 
the man's place of origin, Urakami.94 

93 FUllakoshi, or Funagoshi: A sitnilar story is found in the description of the 
"Village of Ahaha," under the "District of Kako)" above. The child must have 
been presented as a hostage or an attendant. 

94 For the Azumi no Muraji family, see note 92. 
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Mitsu. This place provided shelter to the fleet of Princess Ok ina a 
Tarashi. That is why it is called Mitsu (honored anchorage) ,95 g, 

Murofu no Tomari (shelter of Murofu). This shelter is so situatea that 
wind is prevented from blowing in. It prevents drafts in the manner of a 

cellar. It is therefore called Murofu no Tomari ("shelter like a cellar').96 

Ofu no Ura. In ancient times ofu (white clams) were obtained thete~ 
It therefore is called Ofu no Ura (white ... clam beach), 

lhe Shima. Quite a fevv people live on these islands and there are 
many houses there. That is why they are called Ihe Shima (house 
islands). {Baluboo and arrowroot grow there.} 

Kami Shima. This island is located east of Ito Shima [former name of 
Ihe Shima]. Kami Shima was named after a stone [statue] of a deity 

located on the west side of this island. It is shaped like an image of 
the Buddha. The island got its name of Kami Shima (deity island) 
from this stone deity. There are five different ... colored jewels set into 
the face of this image. Several other jewels are set into its chest. It 

looks as though the deity is crying [shedding colored tears on its face 
and chest]. One might well wonder why the image looks as if it is 

ctying. [Naturally)] there is a story behind it, as follows. 

During the reign of Pr[nce Homuda) a visitor from Silla came to' 

his Court. The visitor saw this statue and reckoned the jewels to be 
priceless, He crushed the face in order to remove one of the eyes, 

severely damaging it. The stone deity was enraged at this act and 
caused a violent wind to rise. Shipwrecked, the visitor's boat drifted 

toward the south shore of Taka Shima where it sank. All the passengers 

were drowned. The dead were buried on the beach. Thus, the beach 
was named Kara Barna (Korean beach). Today, those who pass through 

this area are careful not to mention the people of Kara or those who 
are blind. [Perhaps this is because the stone deity was "blinded."]97 

95 The early connotation of tsu (in the name Mitsu) was "anchorage." Later it 
also came to mean "ford.)) 

96 The meaning is that the sea was calm since the spot was sheltered from the 

wind. 
97 Visitor from Silla: This probably was an elnissary sent to present tribute to the 

Japanese Court. The tone of the tale suggests its date, for it sounds as if it was 
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. Sh;rna The belongings of the people drowned in-the [above .. 
Kararu ~ 0 0 ' h 1: 

. d] shipwreck drifted to the shore of thts Island. It t eterore 
rnentlone , 

med Karani Shima (Korean cargo Island). 
was na 

k-" Shoma. This island is higher than the others in this area. It there~ Ta- a ~ - ' 
fore is called Taka Shima (tall isiand). 

Village of Hagihara o {The condition of the ~oil is abou t a.verage o} 
Hagihara was named after the bush clover, whtch began growtng there 

d "n-o the stay of Princess Okinaga Tarashi who was on her way home uno 
from her expeditionary campaign in Kara. She had her fleet anchor at 
[the shore of] this village. During the night the bush cl~ver grew as 
tall as ten feet. That is why the village was named Hagthara (bush.

clover field). [Observing this unusual phenomenon,] the princess and 
her subjects dug a well near the bush clover and [ordered that] the 

-space around the clover and the well be left untouched. That is why 
the well is called Harimawi (well in an unreclaimed tract).98 

The well was built in the Korean style with a barrel installed in 

which underground water could collect. Because the well was Korean 
in style, people gave it the alternate name of Kara Shimizu (Korean 
water). The water of this well was abundant [accumulating day and 

night]. The princess had a sake brewery built nearby. This site was 
named Sakata (sake field). Once one of the brewery barreLs over ... 

turned and was emptied. Thus, the place came to be called Katabukita 

(overturned field) .99 

[Near the brewery site was a place where] young girls [processed 

sake] by crushing rice. The princess's subjects married these maidens. 

created after the enmity between Silla and Japan worsened. This entry seems to 
reflect the armed conflict of 663 in which Japan was defeated in a sea battle waged 
against Si11a and T'ang forces. Also note that indigenous Japanese beliefs do not 
emphasize icons. Tales such as this one betray a Buddhist influence on the story, 
tellers' knowledge and tnentality. 

98 Hagihara: Inoue Michiyasu suggests that the name of this village was actually 
Harihara since the word meaning "bush dover" is hari in archaic Japanese. In any 
case, the word hari seems to have been incorporated into the name of the province, 

Hatima (Inoue Michiyasu, Harimafudokishinko, 284). . 
99 The word Kara later came to mean HChina~" as in Kara~mono (imported from 

China). 
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Thus, the place was named Hototachita (first,.night field) + Around 
Hototachita bush clover grew abundantly. Thus, the area came to be 
called Hagihara. The deity enshrined there is Sukuna Tarashi.:oo 

Suzukuhi Woka. This hill is called Suzukuhi [Woka] because of [one 
of Prince Homuda's hunting trips in the area. During his reign)] Prince 

Homuda engaged in falconry on this hill. [The hill was named after 
an incident in which] one of his falcons dropped its bell to the ground. 
The bell was never found despite [an earnest search]-thus, the name 
Suzukuhi Woka (bell .. eating hill). 

Village of Woyake. {The former name was Ayabe no Sato.} The condi ... 
tion of the soil is the middle grade of the inferior class. Ayabe was so 
named because immigrants lived in this village. The name was later 
changed to Woyake. The reason for the change [is described below] . 
The grandfather of Wakasa, of the Kahara family, married a daughter 
of the Hata no Kimi of Woyake and nan led his house Woyake. Later, 

ChimaroJ the grandson of Wakasa, was [elevated to the position of] 
head of the village. Upon this, the village was named Woyake. [The 
event took place] in the year of Kanoye Tora [690] ,101 

Shitadami Gaha. Shitadami was named after the small clams once 
found in this river. Farmers dug irrigation ditches for the rice fields in 
this area. There were a large number of small, fresh--water clams in 
the ditches. The ditches later formed a small river .. Thus, the river 
was named Shitadami (small clams). 

Village of Ihibo. {The condition of the soil is about average.} Ihibo 
was named after the hill in this village. Because the hill is called 

100 This story implies the existence of communal marriage. See also HIT, under 
the distticts of Kashima and Tsukuha. 

WI Wakasa of the Kahara family: According to the SSR, this fan1i1y was de .. 

scended from Prince Ch'en Ssu, the son ofWu .. ti of the kingdom of Wei. Though 
the family's ancestral background luay be fictitious, the tale introduced here may 

shed light on the rise of "powerfulH local chieftains on the strength of "arranged 
n1arriages." Note that the progenitor of the Kahara family, the grandfather of 
Wakasa, married a girl of the Hata no Kimi and took the nanle of the girl's place of 
origin, Woyake (junior house), as the name of his own house (i.e., of his family). 
This is one of the earliest known records of family,nalne adoption by an adult male 

(Saeki, Shinsen shoji'roku, 322- 23; NihongiJ part 2,36-37). 
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IhibD Yama (riee.-grain hill), the village came to be called Ihibo no 

Sato (village of rice grains). 

h 'bo Woka. Ihiho was named after the rice dropped atop this hill. 
~hen he arrived from Kara (Korea), Arne no Hihoko (Pdnce of the 

Sh' ' g 'Halberd) asked Ashihara no Shikowo (Ugly Man In the Reed 
ln1n . . . . ' 102 

Field) to give hlm shelter at the mouth of the ~zu ~,lve~. . 
"I wish to find a place where I can stay the nlght1 sald the Pnnce 

of the Shining Halberd. "You are the lord of this land. [PrOVide me 
with a shelter]. H However, Ugly Man in the Reed Field did not allow 
the prince to come ashore. Thereupon, the prince god stirred the sea 
with his sword to form a whirlpool and sat on top of it. After witnessing 
this valorous feat, the Ugly Man became afraid of the prince. He saw 
that he must secure his priority over the area. He therefore climbed 
to the top of Ihibo Woka and ate some rice [for its magical effect]. In 
so dOing, he dropped a few grains of rice from his mouth. That is how 
the hill came to be called Ihibo (grain of rice). All the pebbles on this 
hill resemble grains of rice. 10

} 

[In the meantime,] the native god stuck his walking stick into the 
,ground. Water sprang from the spot and began flowing north and 
south. The northern stream is cold, and the southern stream is warm. 
{The wokera plant grows there.} 104 

102 Arne no Hihoko and Ashihara no Shikowo: Arne no Hihoko represents 
newcomers (immigrants) to this area. Ashihara no Shikowo represents the local 
,people who were already settled there when the newcomers arrived. It is reasonable 
to interpret this story as a reflection of conflict between the indigenous leadership 
and an intruding power (see note 133; and Saunders, "Japanese Mythology," 427). 

f03 To partake of a n"leal was felt to have a magical effect on the ability to control 
land. This ritual must have been practiced by chieftains in many areas. The one 
who first performed it probably gained priority over the land involved. Note that 
even today a part of the Japanese emperor's accession ceretuony, daijo~sai, in ... 
eludes such a "rice~eating)l ritual. See Bock, Engi~shiki, 15, 22,26,41,59; Felicia G. 
Bock, liThe Enthronement Rites," MonumentaNipponica 45,3 (Autumn 1990):307-
37 j Felicia G. Bock, "The Great Feast of the Enthronement," Monumenta Nipponica 
45,1 (Spring 1990):27-38; and RobertS. Ellwood, The Feast of Kingship: Accession 
Ceremonies in Ancient lap an (Tokyo: Sophia University, 1973) . . 

104 Wokera is the Atractylis ovata Thunb., a medicinal plant often presented as 
tribute to the Imperial Court during the classical period. 
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Kami Yama. There is a stone [statue of a] deity on this hill. TheTefore 
the place is called Kami Yama (god's hill) ~ {Pasania trees grow there: 
Pasania nuts grow during the eighth month.} . 

Village of Izumi. There is a cold spring in this village. The village is 
identified with this spring and therefore is called Izumi. {The condition 
of the soil is about average.} 105 . 

Minashi Gaha. Minashi was named after the outcome of a water fiaht 
b 

between two deities in this area. The god Ihatatsu and the goddess 
Ihatatsu, children of the great god of I wa, fought over the water of 
this river. The brother god wanted the river to flow north toward the 
village of Koshibe, while the sister god wanted to direct it south to" 

ward the village of Izumi. The male deity broke off the ridge of the 

hill [so that the river would flow north]. Upon seeing this the goddess,
thinking [her brother's conduct] unreasonable, used her [magicq.l] 
comb to block the water and dig a ditch, directing the river south .. 
ward toward the village of IzumL106 [Thus, their quarrel continued.] 

The male deity then went around to [the south side of the village 
of] Izumi and devised a scheme to make the water flow toward the 
hamlet of Kuhahara in the west. But the goddess never capitulated. 

She constructed an underground water pipe so that more of the river 
water reached the rice field belonging to the hamlet of Izumi. Because 
of this, the original river dried up. Therefore, it is called Minashi, 
meaning "waterless. "107 

Village of Kuhahara. {The former name of the village was Kurami.} 

105 Akimoto reports (NKBT 2, 306) that the Sanjo .. Nishi Text, which he uses as 
his basic text, has the condition of the soil described at the end of the etymology of 
this village. He amended the text as it appears in this translation, that is, he placed 
the description imlnediately after the name of the village. 

106 As the comb was a shamanistic charm, the story testifies to a Japanese 
association with shamanism. The gods concerned are Ihatatsuhiko and Ihata-
tsuhime. 

107 This story must reflect actual fights over water. With the adoption of more 
advanced rice~farming techniques, irrigation becalne a crucial factor. The story 
reveals that the fight was won by people who developed the ability to make under .. 
ground water pipes. 
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h condition of the soil is slightly above average. Whe-n he stood 
T e r-r, ukiwore Yama to view the surrounding territory, Prince Homuda 
atOP IS . . h r 
saW the tall granary buildings [that b~lon.ged to him]. He t · ere.rore 
. . d· the village Kurami (granary ... vlewlng). The name has SInce name . 

been altered to Kuhahara. . 
. [There is another version of this etymology.] Acc~rdlng t? t~e 
elders, members of the Kuhahara no Suguri stole saddles In the dlstnct 
of Sayo. The owner of the saddles followed and accused them of the 

theft when they came to this village. Thus, the place was called Kurami 
(sacldle ... revealing) .108 

Koto Saka. Koto Saka was named for a zither that was played there. 
During the reign of Prince Ohotarashi a traveller from Izumo rested 
at the pass on this hill. [While resting, he heard about] an old man 
who made his living tilling rice fields with his daughter at the foot of 
the hill. The Izumo visitor \vis hed to win the girl's heart, and he sere ... 
naded her with his koto (zither). Therefore, the pass was named Kato 
Saka (Zither pass). The site produces copper .. bearing rocks shaped 
like the dice used to play sugoroku. l09 

District of Sayo 

Sayo was named for the season of rice planting. When the two great 
deities, the Great God and the Great Goddess Tamatsuhime, com .. 
peted, expanding their territories, the goddess slaughtered a deer, 
opened its bowels, and sowed rice seeds in the blood [to obtain fast .. 
growing seedlings]. The seedlings sprouted overnighc The goddess 

108 Perhaps both of the parties involved in this story were immigrants. Obviously 
the people of the district of Sa yo were adept at saddle making while the people of 
the Kuhahara no Suguri were not. Note that Soga Iruka, who was killed by Prince 
Naka (later Emperor Tenji) in 645, was known as the chief of the saddle makers. 
The rise of the Soga family at the Yamato Court coincided with a marked im~ 
provement in saddlery in the Japanese Islands. 

109 Probably the traveller was a sorcerer. In the Japanese myths the koto (zither) 
plays a role comparable to that of Orpheus's lyre in the Orphic tradition. Sugoroku 
Was a popular pastime during the Heian period (794-1192). See Ivan Morris, The 
World of the Shining Prince (New York: Knopf, 1964)' 150:-51. 
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then transplanted them~ [This act signified her victory over th ' 
d I h 

. e great 
go . twas t e fifth month of the year.] 110 

"You have indeed transplanted the seedlings dUring the sa'" ~ . (. h 
. . h' 1 )" d h yo t e evening In t 1S ear y season, sai . t e great god. [He thus acknowl .. 

edged that he had been defeated by the goddess's advanced fa . 
l' ] d rm~ng 

tec 1nIques an he left for another place. His words gave rise to the 
nalne Sayo. [Sayo later came to mean "a night in the fifth month."] 
Thus, the district was named Sayo. 

Likewise, the goddess ac~uired a new name, Sayotsuhime (beauty 
of Sayo). Even today, there LS a Sayo no Machida (oracle rice field) in 
this district. The hill where the deer was slaughtered was name'd 
Kaniha Yama (deer's garden). There are twelve dales on the to _ . ur 
sides of this hill, from which iron [ore] can be obtained. Inu" of the 
Wakebe family, discovered the iron. It was this Inu's grandson who 
began the custom of presenting iron to the court of the emperor [post .. 
humously known as Emperor Kotoku who governed the realm from] 
Toyosaki [Palace] in N aniha. ll1 

Village of Sayo. The etymology of this village's name is the same as 
that of the district. The condition of the soil is excellent. 

Yegaha. {The former name was Tamaochi Gaha (jewel,.dropping 
river).} The great god [once] dropped his jewel into this river. Thus, 
it was named Tamaochi (jewel .. dropping) . Today it is called Yegaha 
because Oho Yegaha of the Inasabe once lived in the village. {The 
Japanese gold .. thread [plant] grows on the hill of this village.}1l2 

Kurami. The Great Goddess Sayo produced iron saddles on the hill of 

110 This story reflects the custoln of establishing priority tights over crops. The 
Taiho Code stipulated that if seeds were planted on the land the crops belonged to 
the person who had planted them ("Ryo no gige,1' 113- 14). 

111 This area was known for its excellent blacksmiths (who were Korean immi~ 
grants). The Wakebe were the people of the Wake family (see note 72). This story 
suggests that at the tilne of Kotoku's reign (645-54) the Wakebe people lost their 
monopoly over the iron industry. Iron ore frolu that time on had to be turned over 
to the central governnlent. 

112 Names of plants can be extremely useful in identifying the location of a: 
particular site. For example, kakumagusa Oapanese gold ... thread) grows in damp areas 
where the sun never shines. It was used to treat stomach and intestinal ailments. 
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this area., Therefore, the hill was named Kanakura (iron saddle) and 
the river was named the Kurami (saddle ... revealing) .113 

Ishi [Stream/River J. This is the upper part of the Kurami [River]. The 
riverbed is as smooth as the surface of a bench. Thus, it is called Ishi 
(bench). { ... and false goats beard grows on this hill.} 114 

Village of Hayase (rapid water). {The condition of the soil is excel .. 
lent.} The village was so named because of the rapids in this area. 
The goddess that presides at the Hayase Shrine is Hiro, the younger 

.sister of the Great Goddess Sayo.li5 

Kohorino. When the goddess Hiro occupied this area, it was frozen. 
Thus~ the hill was named Kohorino (frozen hill) and the dale was 

named Kohori Tani (frozen dale). 

Village of Oho. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
While he was in this village, Prince Mirna dug a ·well, ate some dried 
dce, and said, "I have acquired a lot of land now." His words "'ave b 

dse to the name Oho (plenty). The spot where the prince dug the 
well was named Miwi (august well) ,116 

Kuhaye Gaha. Kamuhiko (Prince of the Divine Nature) obtained a 
handle for his plough from the hill in this area. The river flowing from 
this hill therefore was natned Kuhaye (plough handle) .117 

Murofu Yama. This hill protects the area surrounding it in much the 
same way as a cellar prevents the wind from blOWing in. This is why it 
was named Murofu. {Ginseng, udo, mercury, false goatsbeard, and 
wokera are obtained there. This hill also produces limestone.} 118 

113 See HVillage of Kuhahara, " under the "District oflhibo " above' see also note 108 
114 . . 1" 

The ongtnal has two graphs preceding the plant name "false goatbeard" but 
the meaning of the graphs is indecipherable today. 

:~:G~ddess ~iro: This is rendered as Hiro Hime (Hirohime) in the original. 
, Pnnce Mana; The original has graphs that can be read as Mimatsuhiko (a 

pnnce of Mima) . Note that the name carries no epithet in this passage (see note 28; 
see also HIT, note 56). 

117 Kamuhiko: Perhaps this is Prince Mirna. 
118 F h i'D-' or t e etymology of a similar nalne, see "M urofu no Tomari," under the 
lstnct of Ihibo/' above. Uda is Aralia Cordata Thunb~ It was used as a medicine 

and hence was a tribute good. ' 
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Kuzuno. Prince Mirna said, "This hill would be crushed if I t , d 
. "Th . s eppe on 
It. us) lt was named Kuzuno (crumbling hill). The name l ' 
1 d was ater 

C :lange to Uno. On the four sides of this area there are low hins a 
at the center there is a flat field.119 nd 

Village of ~ashihahara. Oak trees grow abundantly in this village. 
Therefore It was named Kashihahara (oak ... leaf field). 

Uheto [River]. When he came from Izumo the areat god ch h' 
... 'b ose as 18 

be~cI: a htliln ~he vIllage of Shima, sat upon it, and set a fish trap in 
this nver. The flver, named after the god's fish trap, was called Uhe 
meaning "fish-trapping." But no fish were caught in the trap. Inste~~ 
a deer became trapped in it. The great god prepared the deer [.. ] meat 
as namasu. As the god was about to eat, he d£opped the first piece 
before he could put it into his mouth. [He interpreted this as a bad 
omen and immediately] left for another place.120 

Village of N akatsugaha. {The condition of the soil is very good.} N aka .. 
tsugaha was named after a man called Oho Naka (Great Naka), the 
forebear of the Toma no Obito (chieftain of the straW ... lnat makers). 
On her way to Kara (Korea), Princess Okinaga Tarashi anchored her 
fleet at Ihaya, a port of Ahaji Shima (Ahaji island). At that time a 
heavy rainstorm soaked everything. The princess's soldiers were 
drenched. Oho Naka devised makeshift huts, using straw mats, in 
which the soldiers took shelter. The princess [who was very pleased 
by his ingenuity] said, "This Inan is indeed valuable to our country.'" 
Thus, she gave Oho Naka a kabane (title), calling him Toma no Obita. 
After that [the man and his family] settled in this village. [The river 
in this area] was named Nakatsugaha (the river of Naka) after this 
man. The village was named after the river. 

In the past, during the reign of the emperor [poshumously known 

119 Note that the word expressed in the last syllable, no, ofKuzuno (Kudzuno) 
connotes "hills/plateau" but not "field" in this case (see "Kohorino," above). Prince 
Mirna: Mimatsuhiko in the original, which can be rendered as Prince ofMima. 

120 Namasu is sliced raVl meat. By the eighth century the word had come to 
mean sliced raw meat soaked in vinegar. Today the same word also means finely 
sliced radish and/or carrots soaked in vinegar. The story indicates that meat was 
part of the diet of people during this period. For the magical effects of eating, see 
note 103, 
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as Emperor Tenji, who held his court at Ohotsu] in Afumi, there was 
a man named Sonafu of the Wanibe. He was a resident of Nakatsugaha. 
Sonafu bought a sword from a resident of Tonoki in Kahachi Province. 
After he obtained the sword, [several misfortunes befell his household, 
and] all [the members of] his family died one after another. 121 

Later, a man named Inuwi of the Tomamibe unearthed a s\vord 
while tilling a rice field. The sword was found under the topsoil at the 
site of Sonafu's former homestead. It was lying in a hole about a foot 
in diameter. The handle of the sword was decayed but its blade was 
not tarnished and it still shone like a luirror. The man thought this 
strange 'and sent for a blacksmith to temper the blade. When it was 
pu t to the fire, the sword wriggled like a snake. The astonished black
smith refused to temper it. Inuwi then realized that the sword had a 
divine nature and he presented it to the Court. [The sword was ac-

cepted by the Court. I22 

[Many years later,] in the seventh month of the year of Kinoye 
'Sarti [684]' during the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as 
Emperor Tenmu who had his court] at Kiyomihara, Maro of the Sane 
no Muraji was commissioned to return the sword to its original place. 
Today the sword is kept at the miyake (royal granary) in this Village 
[of N akatsugaha] .123 

Funahiki Yama. Chimori no Omi was appointed governor of Harima 
Province during the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as 
Emperor Tenji who held his court] in Afumi. Chimori constructed an 
official ship on this hill. When the ship was finished, he had it slid 
down the hill [to the sea]. That is why the hill is called Funahiki 
(boat.-pulling) .124 

121 The Wanibe are said to have been undertakers (Fudoki [Yoshino], 115). 
122 The NS records a similar tale in the section concerned with the time preceding 

Emperor Tenji's accession (see Nihongi part 2 276), 
123. " 

Scholars dIsagree about the proper place of the sword story in the text. Given 
the context, it would seem that this passage was independently compiled and 
added t th .. 1 . 1 . a e onglna text some tIme a ter. The Inlportance of the story lies in the 
fact that th's " d f d' . II 1 k h p . . 1 swor 0 IVlne nature was ater · ept at t e mi)'ake III this village. 
wtobably tt was placed there as a symbol of the strengthened imperial institution 

hlle also appeasino the soul of the dead. 
124 '. b . 

For Chlmon no Oml, see note 63. 
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Kasasagi (idle chatterers) live on this hill. They are also called Kot . ean 
crows. These birds live in the hollows of dead trees and are seen in 

spring but not in the summer. {Ginseng and wild ginger grow there.} 

At the foot of this hill there are five damson plum trees, which bear 
fruit until Inidwinter. 125 

Mikazuki Hara. During the reign of Prince Takatsu [posthumously 

known as Emperor Nintoku, who governed the realm from Takatsu 

Palace] in N aniha, there were two men whose extravagance was such 

that they washed their feet with fine wine. These men were Kaguro 

of Hahaki and Oyuko of Inaba. The Court considered their conduct 
excessive [and disrespectful], and it dispensed Sayo of the Sawi no. 
Muraji to summon them. Sayo arrested all the members of the two 
households and began the journey back to the capital. En route SaY,0 
tortured his prisoners by plunging them into water. 126 

Among these prisoners were two women who wore jewels on their 

wrists and ankles. Sayo thought that these women must be persons of 
some consequence, so he asked about their background. In ans.wer to 
Sayo's inquiry the women said, "We are Una and Kuha, the daughters 

of Miso of the Hatori no Muraji and his wife Princess Arasaka. As you 
may know, our mother is [a daughter of] the kuni no miyatsuko of 

/ 

Inaba. "127 

Sayo was astonished. He said, "Then you must be the daughters of 

one of the most influential persons at Court!" Immediately he releas~d 

the women. The place where they were released was named Mi,··oki. 
Yama (farewell hill), and the place where Sayo tortured his prisoners 

was named Mikazuki Hara (soaking field) ,128 

125 Midwinter: The eleventh month according to the lunar calendar. 
126 Note the manner of torturing the prisoners, which reminds one of the South 

Vietnamese soldiers' treatment of their captives during the Vietnam War. 
127 Miso of the Hatori no Muraji: This is rendered as Harori no Miso no Murajiin 

the original. In those days, when one wished to show respect for a person with a 
particular name and title, it was customary to place the title (muraji in this case) at 
the end of the name. Usually a man with an official title such as this would have 
been known as Hatori no Muraji Miso (i.e., Miso, being his given name, would 
have come last). In this tale, obviously) the daughters were very proud of their 
lineage. Hence, they spoke their fathees name and title in this respectful fashion. 

128 Translated as an "influential person at Court," the original uses the term 
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Village 'Of Uno. {The condition of the soil is excellent.} !he god. Ta~a ... 
hI· the son of the great god, fathered Prince Oholha by hls WIfe, 

taras , .. . , 
ddess Tamatarashi. Prince Ohoiha was very submIssIve to hls father s 

~~shes. The place was named Uno (in agreementlharmony) after this 

filial son. 

Hamlet of Shihonuma. Salt water flows from the ground in this hamlet. 

That is why it is called Shihonuma (salt marsh). 

District of Shisaha 

Shisaha was named after an experience of the Great God of I wa. 
After he finished founding his land, the god embarked upon an inspec.

don tour of the hills, rivers t and valleys to determine the boundaries 
of his territory. While on this tour he met a huge deer at the hamlet of 

Yata. This deer was holding its tongue out as it walked. The god 

declared, "An arrow is hidden under this aniruai's tongue." The district 
was named Shisaha [abbreviated form of shishiaha, meaning "to have 

met with deer"]. The hamlet in which where he saw the deer was 
named Yata (arro'w field) .129 

Vi1l4ge of Hiji. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 
Hiji was named after a man who became the Village headman of this 

area. During the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as Emperor 

Kotoku who governed the realm from] Toyosaki [Palace] at NagaTa in 

N.aniha, the government divided Ihibo District in two and established 
Shisaha District. At that titne Hiji of the Ya!nabe was appointed village 
headman. The village is known as Hiji after this mants given name. no 

Hamlet of Uhara. When he occupied this area, the Ugly Man in the 

mahetsukimi (councillor), However, it would be difficult to identify any tnember of 
the Hatori (or Hataori) no Muraji as a councillor at Court during Prince Takatsuts time. 
. 129 A sin1ilar story is found in the description of "Kakuhi Yarua," under the 
"District ofKamo)" below. 

DO Hi]i of the Yan1abe: This man would be the descendant of an influential 
magistrate in the land ofHarima. Yau1abe means "mountain keeper." According 
to the SSR t the Yamabe's forebear is the same a . that of the Wake fmnily (Saeki, 
Shinsen shojiroku t 170-80; see also note 139). 
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Reed Field said, "This place is so small that it looks like the don f vt () a 
cellar." Thus, it was named Uhato (front door) . 13 1 . 

Hamlet of Hirami. The great god dropped his belt in this hamlet. It 
therefore was named Hirabi (belt). Today people call it Hirami. 

Hamlet of Kahato. The Prince of the Shining Spear stayed in this 
hamlet. While he \-vas there he said, ~'The river is very noisy." Thus 
the halulet was named Kahato (sounding river). ' 

Hamlet of Nihato. {The former name was Nihaki.} [The great god 
once travelled through this vilLage carrying some rice.] The rice hap .. 
pened to get \vet. Finding some mold on his rice} the god decided to 
make wine out of it. [\X1hen the wine was ready] the god dedicated it 
[to the spirits of this land] and feasted [with his followers] there. 
That is how the place came to be called Nihaki (wine .. dedicattng 
garden). Today people call it Nihato.132 

Ubahi Tani. Ugly Man in the Reed Field and the Prince of the Shining 
Spear fought each other for possession of this area. The contenders 
struggled by grappling in a valley. As a result, the shape of the valley 
was greatly distorted. It looks like a series of twisted vines. Because 
[the deities] grappled over [this place,] it is called Ubahi Tani (grap-
pting ravine) .l3 3 

Inatsuki Mine. The great god had [his followers] pound rice on the 
ridge of this hilL That is why the hill was named Inatsuki Saki [sic], 
meaning "rice~pounding promontory." {Tasty chestnuts grow there.} 

UI Uhato: The original text has graphs that could mean "front door.~' But the 

name Uhato does not necessarily explain the name of the village, Uhara. 
In The word nihaki has been tnterpreted in two ways. Inoue Michiyasu take.s it 

to n1ean unrefined rice wine, while Akinloto interprets it as wine brewed for ritual 

use (NKBT 2, 318, lln; Inoue Michiyasu, Harima ludoki shinkot 356). 
133 This story seems to underscore the potential conflict between the early 

settlers and the newcorners. Apparently, the Prince of the Shining Spear (Arne no 

Hihoko) is a product of the metal age. This nanle is listed in the section entitled 

shoban (miscellaneous foreign origins) in the SSR. This means that the deity rep' 

resented the newly atTived immigrants from the continent (Saeki) Shinsen shojiroku, 
290,306,310) . 
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The place where the bran of the pounded rice fell was named N u ka 

Saki (rice ... bran promontory) .134 

Village of Takaya. {The condition of the soil is the middle g:ade of the 
inferior class.} Takaya was named after the words of the Pnnce of the 
Shining Spear. He said, "This village exceeds all the other villages of 
this area in height." That is why the place is called Takaya (higher 

houses). 

Tsuda Gaha. No one was able to provide its etymology. 

Hamlet of Shiho. The water obtained in this hamlet contains salt. That 

is why the hamlet is called Shiho (salt). Cattle love to drink this water. l3S 

Village of Kashihano. {The condition of the soil is slightly above aver ... 
age.} Kashihano was named for the oak trees growing in this area. 

That is why it is called Kashihano (oak ... leaf field) .136 

Inaka Gaha. When the Ugly Man in the Reed Field and the Prince of 
the Shining Spear contended for this land, they happened to see a 
horse crying by the side of this river. So the river was named Inaku 
(neighing). [Today people call it Inaka.] 

Hamlet of Hijima. The great god's garment fell to the ground in this 
hamlet. Thus, it was named Hijima (mud ... getting land). 

Hamlet of Shikikusa. The seat of the great god "vas prepared at this 
place, It was made of grass. Therefore, the place is called Shikikusa 
(grass carpet). There is a hill in this hamlet. About three miles from 
this Village is a marsh, which is about 2,500 feet in circumference. 

134 Rice pounding: The Izumo fudoki contains a similar legend, though in that 

story the deities pounded earth instead of rice. Rice pounding must have had a 
strong ritual symbolism relating to the covenant between the leader of a given area 

and his followers. Both Inatsuki Mine and lnatsuke Saki can be translated as "rice, 

pounding hill.» The words saki) mine, and woka are used interchangeably in HAR. 

See also Aoki, Izumo fudoki (p. 62) for earth stamping. 

13 5 Today it is about fifteen rniles fron1 the sea. 
136 'T' b . k h 'h (( k 1 f " "k 1) H h 1 10 e preClse, as l a means oa ea, not 03 tree. ence, t e pace 

name means "field covered with oak leaves" (see also "Village-of Kashihahara," 

." de l" the "District of Sayo," above) + 
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Sedge grows in this nlarsh. The sedge grass [of this marshland] makes 
the best hats. {Also growing there are cypress, Richard bald cypress, 
chestnut, Japanese gold--thread, and vines. Iron [are] is obtained there. 
Wolves and bears live there.}137 . 

Ihibe Woka. The [great god] who occupied this area prepared his meal 

atop this hill. Thus, the hill came to be called Ihibe (cooking stove). 
The shape of [the three peaks of this] hili resembles those of a rice 
steamer, a winnow, and a cooking stove. us 

Village of Anashi. {The former name was the village of Suka.} The 

condition of the soH is slightly above average. The great god had his 

meal at this village. Therefore, it was nan1ed Suka (eating). The 
name was later changed to Yamamoti because Mirna of the Yamabe 
was made village headman. [The name was changed again;] at present, 

it is Anashi. Anashi was named after Anashi Oaha, and the river was 
named after the goddess Anashi. 139 

The Great God of Iwa wished to court this goddess [Anashi] but she 
repeatedly refused to see him. The god became so angry that he blocked 
the flow of the river by piling up pebbles at its source. Thus, the river 
changed its course and flowed in the direction of Mikata. That is why 
Anashi Gaha is very small. Cypress, Richard bald cypress, and vines 
gro\v on the hill of this village. Wolves and bears also live there}40 

Village of lshitsukuri. {The former name was Iwa.} The condition of 

the soil is the middle grade of the inferior class. The Ishitsukuri no 
Obito lived in this village. That is vvhy the Village was named 
Ishitsukuri in the year of Kanoye Uma [670] .141 

137 The site of this hamlet is said to be the present~day Chigusa~mura. Inbue 

Michiyasu interprets the graph for the first item in the original as kuchinashi (garde~ 
nia) . Akimoto takes it to represent hinoki, Given the order of the plant descriptions 
elsewhere in the document, it seelllS reasonable to assume that hinoki is meant 
(Retinospora obtusa Sieb. et Zucc. ; usually rendered as cypress), See NKBT 2,320, 
6n; and Inoue Michiyasu 1 Harima fudoki shinko, 364. 

t3 . This story illustrates the early] apanese belief in the efficacy of rice ... eating rituals.-
1)9 Yamamori nlcans "mountain keeper." The name Yamabe is derived from 

their profession of "keeping Inountains.1
) 

140 This suggests that there was once an un uccessful negotiation for alliance. 
141 Ishitsukuri no Obi to was probably a kinsman of Ishitsukuri no Muraji of the 

district of Ina mi. The title abito is one degree lower than that of muraji. 
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k 
rna Gaha. When the great god occupied this land, he found squid 

I a d Ik ( ·d 1·· ) 142 in the river. Thus, it was name ' ama sqUl .. lVing . 

Village of Uruka. {The condition of the soil is the lowest grade of the 
. L . r class.} Konohana Sakuyahime, the wife of the great god, was 
Inleno . . . ' b 'f 1) 143 
very beautiful. That is why the VIllage was named Uruka ( eautl U • 

Hamlet of Haka. When he contended with the Great God of I wa, the 

prince of the Shining Spear arrived at this place ahead of th great 
god. The great god was very alarmed, and said, "I did not expect him 
to arrive before me, but he beat me there!)1 Thus, the place was named 

Haka [by adopting the first two syllables of the word hakarazu (not 
expecting)]. It always rains when someone comes to t~iS place wit~out 
washing his limbs. {Cypress, Richard bald cypress, sPlndle tree, Vlnes, 
and horseradish grow on the hills of this village. Wolves and bears 

also live there.}144 

Village of Mikata. {The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the 
inferior class.} The Ugly Man in the Reed Field and the Prince of the 
Shining Spear arrived at Shini Take (Shini dale) where the soil is black. 
'With his toe each of them tossed three pieces of vine to determine his 
territory. A piece of the Ugly Man's vine landed in Keta District of 

Tajima Province. Another piece landed in Yafu District of Tajima Prav ... 

ince, and the third piece fell in this village. That is why the village 
was named Mikata (the third piece). All three pieces [tossed by the] 

Prince of the Shining Spear landed in Tajima Province. Therefore, 

142 Squid: The graph in the original is highly distorted. However, most comlnen~ 
tators agree that it n1ay be read as ika (squid). It may also be an abbreviation of 
'ikanago (sand lance). 

143 Konohana Sakuyahime: This name is also found in NS and Kojiki tales. In 
both documents, this beauty is Ninigfs wife. However, the personage represented 
by the name Konohana Sakuyahime may not be, for the name llleans "princess of 
the blossoming flower." Hence, she could be taken simply as a female chieftain or 
as a group of people whose socia1 customs were matrilineal. 

144 The racing story suggests the success of the newly arrived immigrants. The 

place could have been the sanctuary of a tutelary deity of the early settlers, and 
washing may have been a prerequisite of entering it. Note tha~ the rival of the 
Prince of the Shining Spear is described as a god oflwa both here and under the 
"Village ofTada," below. In other parts of the document) the prince's rival is the 

Ugly Man in the Reed Field. 
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the Prince of the Shining Spear occupied Izushi District of "ra'" ; 
t; , luna Province. 145 . 

According to another theory, Mikata was named for a deed of the 
great god who planted his mace as a symbol of his presence in this 
village. Thus, the village came to be called Mikata (respectful figure) . 

OhouchiGaha, WouchiGaha, and Kanauchi Gaha. The big river is 
caned Ohouchi (great space), the small one is called Wouchi (smail 
space), and the one that produces iron sand is called Kanauchi (it:on .. 
containing). Cypress, Richard bald cypress, and vines grow on the hill 

[that is the source of these three rivers J. Wolves and bears also live 
there. 

Hamlet of Iwa. {The former name was Miwa.} The great god brewetl 
rice wine in this hamlet. Therefore, it was named Miwa (divine wine). 

The hamlet was also called Owa. After founding this land, the great 
god said, "(I have finished my. work). I shall keep this as the place 
where my coffin will rest."146 

District of Kamusaki 

Kamusaki was named after Kamusaki Yama [in the hamlet(Df 
Yamasaki], Prince Take Ihashiki, the son of the Great God of Iwa, 

resides on this hilL Because of this, the district was named Khmusaki 
(god's territory) .147 

Village of Haniwoka. {It includes the hamlets of Ikuno, Ohokah:,:lchir 
Yukaha, Ahaka[ ... kahachi]' and Hajika.} The condition of the soil is 

14'i Shini Take also lnay be read as Shini Dake. Yafu also may be read as Yabu. 
This kind of tossing game is still popular among Korean children. _ 

146 The last sentence is my liberal interpretation of the text. Japanese commen.,. 
tators do not agree in their interpretations. However, one thing is clear: the manner 
of ending this tale is similar to that employed in an IZU legend (see Aoki, Izumo 
fudoki, 83) . 

147 Yaruasaki: Inoue Michiyasu believes that the name of this village was in-
eluded in the original text, while Akimoto considers it to have been an editorial 
note made by a copyist of a later generation. Take Ihashiki: Perhaps this was a local 
chieftain who came to be caIred Ihashiki (stone .. built) after his burial chamber. 
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the lowest grade of the inferior c~ass. H.ani~oka was named after t,he 

clay carried by the god Suku~a Hlkoh.e l~ his ~ontest of stre.ngth wIth 
the Ohonamuchi. Sukuna Hlkone sald, WhIch do you thInk would 

be more. difficult on a journey; to carry a load of c~ay or to proc~ed 
without stopping for a bowel movement? Ohonamuchl answered, saYIn~: 
,jI'll wager on proceeding without stopping for a bowel movement. 

"Then I will wager on carrying a load of clay," said Sukuna Hikone. 

d d h ' + 1{8 Thus, they eparte on t eu Journey. . 
'Several days passed, and Ohonamuchi declared that he could pro ... 

ceed no farther. He stopped for a bowel movement. Sukuna Hikone 
smiled at this~ and said, "I am suffering, too." With this he threw his 

load of clay onto this hill. That is how the hill came to be called 

hiani .. woka (clay hill). 
When [Ohonamuchi] had had his bowel movement, some feces 

[that had dropped on the small bamboo leaves] rebounded from the 
leaves and stained his clothing. Thus~ the place was named the hamlet 
of Hajika (repelling). The clay and feces turned into s~ones. [These 

s.tones] are said to be still in existence. 
According to another version, Haniwoka was named for Prince 

hlomuda's words. While on an inspection tour, Prince Homuda constructed 
a palace at this hill. He said, "This is the right kind of clay for [making 
mud walls and ceramics]." Thus, it was named Haniwoka.149 

[Ikuno was named at Prince Homuda's discretion.] In the remote 
pas~, there was a wild goddess living there \vho killed half the passers .. 
by. That was the reason why the place was caned Shinino (dying 
field). Later, Prince Homuda decided that this name was a bad [omen] 
and he changed it to Ikuno (living field) }50 

Ahaka ... Kafuchi was named for [the Ahaka GahaJ, which rises in 
Ahaka Yama in the district of Asako in Tajima Province. The Ahaka 

148 Haniwoka: See ((Inadane Yama," under the "District oflhibo/' above. Sukuna 
Hikone: See note 47; and Aoki, Izumo fudah} 129. Hani: The word Haniwa 
(cylindrical clay figurine) is derived fronl hani, meaning (jclay.~' 

149 This version of the etymology is nl0re convincing than the first. It is probable 
that the people of this era found the local clay suitable for ceramics. 

150 There are two sitnilar stories in the HAR (see HOshi Kaha" and HYillage of 
Hirakata," under the "District of Ihibo/' above). 
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[River] valley thus was named Ahaka ... kafuchi (around/within the 
Ahaka). {Elm trees grow there.} 

?hokafuchi. It was named after the Ohokaha (big river). Therefore 
It was named Ohokafuchi (within the big river). {Cypress and Richard 
bald cypress grow there. There are about thirty families there whose 
customs differ [from ours]} .151 

Yukaha. In the relnote past, there was a hot spring in this river. Thus 
it was named Yukaha (hot ... water river). {Cypress, Richard bald cypress:: 
and vines grow there. There are [also] about thirty families there 
whose customs differ [from ours].} 

Village of Kahanohe.{Seka Gaha and Tokaha Yama [are in this village].} 
The condition of the soil is slightly below average. This village is located 
alongside the river. Thus, it was named Kahanohe (beside the river). 

Seka was named after a hunting incident involving Prince Homuda. 
He cornered several wild boar and deer at this place and had his hunts ... 
men shoot and kill [the animals]. Thus, the area was named Seka 
(cornering). The prince continued to hunt until night fell and the 
stars appeared in the sky.152 Therefore, it is called Hoshikura (numerous 
stars). 

Togaha Yama (sandstone .. river hill) was so named because it produces 
sandstone. 

Village of Takawoka. {Kamusaki Yama and Nagusa Yama are in this 
village.} The condition of the soil is about average. Takawoka (high 
hills) was so named because of the high hills in this village. 

Kamusaki Yama. The etymology is the same as [that for the name of 
the] district. 

15 1 Families whose customs differ: It is significant that the HAR mentions these 
people, for the NS and the SSR provide information about their possible forebears. 
According to the NS} Yamato Takeru captured these aborigines in the northea,st.
ern region of the Japanese Islands and presented them to the Ise Shrine. Some of 
them later moved to Harima (Nihongi; part 1,209,211-22). 

15 2 In most texts, this sentence is placed after the Togaha Yama section, below. 
Akimoto suggests that the Togaha Yama section was a later addition to the text. 
My translatioh follows this suggestion. 
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Nagusa Yama. {There is no etymological explanation for the name of 

this hilL Cypress grows there.} 

Village of Tada. {Ohowachinot Yachi.g~sano, 153 and, ~uk~ Woka [are 
. 1 ded in this village).} The conditlOn of the soIl 1S slIghtly below InC u . 
. . . ge T:ada was named for the words of Prince Homuda. Aganoko, avera . 
the forebear of the lord .. in ... waiting Sahekibe, earnestly requested that 
he prince grant him this land when Prince Homuda came to the 

t - The prince said "You requested it so ardently." Thus, it was area. , 
named Tada (ardently) .154 

Ohowachino was named for the miscanthus used to construct a 
fence around Ajisuki Takahikone's palace. Ajisuki Takahikone (Prince 
of the Shining Plough), who resided in the shrine of Nihisuki, built 
the fence around his palace. That is why it was named Ohowachino 
(tall miscanthus field). 155 

[The place known as Nuka Woka was named after bran piled high 
at t.his place.] When the Great God of I wa and the Prince of the 
Shining Spear fought each other and mobilized their armies, the troops 
of the great god gathered and pounded rice there. The bran from this 
rice Was piled high. These piles of the winnowed bran were called 
tsuka (mounds). Some people also called them Kimure Yama (fortress 
hills) .. According to another theory~ people from Paekche built for ... 
tresses in this area [like the ones they knew in their homeland]. It 
was during the reign of Prince Homuda that they came to this area. 
Yashiro of the Miyake family, in the village of Kahanohe, is one of the 
descendants of these Paekche people. 156 

Yachigusano "vas named for the troops of the Prince of the Shining 
Spear. The place was named Yachigusano (field of eight thousand 
soldiers) . 

l53 In the following section, the description ofYachigusano is placed after that of 
Nukawoka. Akimoto believes that the N ukawoka section may have been a later 
addition. 

154 The word tada also means i'directly." 
155 It is generally agreed among Japanese scholars that ohowachi is a plant be .. 

longing to the miscanthus family.l concur in the general opinion. 
156 The word kimure seems to be a compound composed ofki (fortress) and mure 

(hills). Both words are of Korean origin. For the word nuka, see note 178. 
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Village ofKageyama. {Kage Woka and Kabuto Woka are in this village,} 
The condition of the soil is slightly below average. Kageyarna was nameq 
after the headdress of Prince Homuda. Prince Homuda dropped his 'head, 
dress while walking on the hill in this village. That is why [the village 1 
IS called Kagayama (headdress hill) and [the hillJ Kage Woka. On 
the same outing, Prince Homuda discovered that his sword was not 
sharp enough to cu t his way through [the bushes and tall grass]. He 
issued an order, saying,"Dig some sandstone and bring it to me. "157 That 

is why the place was named the hamlet of Tohori (sandstone .. digging) . 
Kabuto Woka was named for the helmet of the god Iyo. When the 

god Iyo was fighting Prince Uchikakumu (surrounding) Toyoho (strong 
gates), the god dropped his helmet on this hill. Thus, the hill was 
named Kabuto Woka (helmet hill). 

Village of lkuhabe. {The divine hill of Ihakura and the Takano Shrine 
are in this village.} The condition of the soil is about average. The 
village was named for the Ikuhabe who lived there. 158 

Divine HiLL of Ihakura. The god [Uchikakumu] Toyoho is consecrated 
in this hill. Therefore, the hin is called Ihakura (divine rock chair). 

The Takano Shrine was so named because of the height of the hill 
on which it stands. It is the highest hill in the area. Therefore, it is 
called Takano (high hill). The goddess Tamayori resides on this hilL 
{The Japanese pagoda tree and the katsura tree grow there.} 159 

District of Taka 

Taka was named after the words spoken by a man in ancient times. Very 
long ago there was a giant who always walked bent over. He went from 

157 "Dig SOme standstone": The original has four graphs that are variously inter .. 

preted by the commentators. Akimoto reads them as to horiko (dig sand stones and 
bring thetn to me), while Inoue Michiyasu reads them as rna furiko (wave the 
hemp strip) . I have followed Akimoto. 

158 Ikuhabe: The SSR says that the Ikuha no Omi family was descended from 
Kadzuraki Sotsuhiko, the general renowned for his military campaigns on the 
Korean Peninsula during the reigh of Prince Hon1.uda (Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 
187; 199, 205). 

159 Katsura is the Cercidiphyllum japonicum Sieb. et Zucco 
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South Sea to the North Sea, and from thete he moved west. When 
thh

e 
: t arrived in this land, he said, "I always walked bent over 

t e glan . ' .. . h 
" in other places the sky is low. The sky of this land IS hlgh enoug 
because . lk' h "Th" h h d' . 

h I can stretch myself and wa upng t. 1S 1S W Y t e lstrlct 
sO t at . h 160 

. -" d ""-:aka (being high). The giant's footpnnts became mars es. was n.ame Ii 

Village of Kami. {Ohomi Yama and the.ham.let of Arata.} ~he condition 
of the soil is the upper grade of the Infenor class. Kaml (upper part) 

n med after the location of the village on the upper part of the was a ." 
river [called Sugihara Gaha]. 

Ohomi Yama was named for the people who lived in this area. In 
the remote past people from the village of Ohomi in Akashi District 
came to live at the foot of this hilL Thus, it was named Ohotni Yama. 

pine trees grow there. 
Arata was named after the condition of the soil of this atea. The 

.goddess of this area, who was named Michinushi (road mistress),. gave 

birth to a child deity whose father was unknown. The goddess WIshed 
to learn the identity of her child's father and so she planned to have 

some oracle wine brewed. The goddess cultivated a rice field of about 
fifteen acres. The rice ripened within seven days. The goddess then 
prepared sake for oracle use, gathered a great number of gods, and 
had her son serve the wine. The child god tunied immediately, faced 
the god Arne no Mahitotsu (Prince of the Heavenly Blacksmith)} and 
served him some wine . Thus did the child recognize his father. After-
ward, this rice field went unused. That is why the hamlet is called 
Arata (unused rice field.) 161 

'Village of Kuroda. {Ofu Yama, KiheWoka, and Ohoamino are in this 
village.} The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the inferior 
class. Kuroda was named after the color of the soil. I t is dark; there-
fore, it [this place] is called Kuroda (black field). 

Ofu Yama was named for the words spoken by the goddess 

Okitsushima (island in the offing), the Great Goddess of Munakata. 
In the remote past, the great goddess conceived a child by the great god 

160 For an analysis of thi.s tale, see Aoki t Ancient Myths, 118-19, 122. 
161 The tale strongly suggests the existence of matriarchal pra.ctices in ancient 

Japan. For a more detailed discussion) see ibid., 157-58. 
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of I W~t came to this hill, ~nd said, "My time of waiting is over. ') Thus 
the hIll was named Ofu (IS over) .162 ' 

Kihe Woka was named for other words of the Great G dd · -" k 0 ess of 
Muna . ata. The goddess said, "The time of my delivery has come )) 
Thus, It was named Kihe (time has come). . 

o hoamino was named for a net used to ca teh birds In the . " remote 
pa. st there was an elderly couple [who made a Living by catchin b" d" ) 
Th h g .If S • 

ey strung ~ uge net and caught birds on Ofu Yama. Once a great 

n~mber of bIrds cam~ over, hit the net, . and flew away with it. The 

~lr.ds flew as far as ~hIS fi~ld whe:e they dropped the net. That is why 
It IS called Ohoamlno (bIg net fIeld). 

Village o~ Tsuma. {This village includes Tsu taki, Hiya Yama, Hiyano, 
Suzuhon Yan1a, Iya Woka, Afu Yama, Takase, Masaki, Wanifutaki 
and Atakano.}163 The condition of the soil is the upper grade of th~ 
inferior class. Tsuma was named for the tasty water of this area. When 
they were determining the boundary between their territories, Harima 
Tome [female chieftain of the land of Harima] and Taniha Tome 
[female chieftain of the land of Taniha] came to this hill. They ladled 
some water from a well in this Village, tasted it, and said, "This water 
tastes good." Thus, the place is called Tsuma [an abbreviation of mitsu 
umashi (water tastes good)] .164 

Tsutaki was named for the words spoken by the god Sanuki who 
courted the female chieftain of this area. In ancient times the god Sanuki 
came to court Hikami Tome (female chieftain of Hikami [in the land 
of Taniha]). Hikami Tome consistently rejected him. But the god insis-
tently kept courting her. This outraged the female chieftain, who asked, 
"Why do you force me?" She finally hired Prince Take Iha and his troops 
to get rid of the god Sanuki. The god Sanuki was severely defeated. 
Upon returning to his hOlne, he said, HHow unskillful I am!" Thus, the 
place was named Tsutaki [an abbreviation of tsutanaki (unskillful)].165 

[62 " The Great Goddess of Munakata was a tutelary deity of the Munakata no 
Kimi family. The SSR lists this family name under the category of "earthly gods/' 
namely, native chieftains (see Saeki, Shinsen shojiroku, 168). 

.1 6] There is no description of Atakano in the text. 
l64 Harima Tome and Taniha Tome: The word tome means "matron" and/or 

mistress. rom t "e context It can e ta en to mean "female chieftain.)) ". "F h . b k 
165 The story suggests a failed attempt at coalition. See "Village of Anashi," 
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Hiya Yaffia was named for the cry of a deer. Once Prince Homuda 
as hunting on this hill and came upon a deer. The deer cried "hee .. 

W
h 

"Hearing the deer's cry, the prince restrained his huntsmen. 
ee. 

Th 
s the hill was named Hiya [in imitation of the deer's cry. Likewise,] u, 

the field was named Hiyano. 
Suzuhori Yama was named for a bell lost on this hill. When Prince 

Homuda visited the area on an official inspection tour, he lost a bell 
on this hill. Though the prince even had the soil turned over [with 

shovels] to find the belt, it was never recovered. Thus, the hill was 

named Suzuhori (bell ... digging) .166 
Iya Woka was named for an order of Prince Homuda. One of his 

hunting dogs {whose name was Manashiro (snow white)} chased a 

wild boar to this hilltop. The prince saw the chase and ordered his 
men to shoot the boar. That is why the hill was named I ya (arrow-
shooting). The dog died of wounds inflicted by the 'Vvild boar. The 
pdnce buried its body on this hill. Inuhaka (dog grave) is on the west 

side of this hill. 
Afu Yama was named for a pole used to carry wild boar's meat. 

Thus, it was named Afu (carrying pole). 
Takase was named for the shallowness of the river in this area. 
M~saki was named for the prince's hound whose eyes were injured 

by the wild boar. Masaki means "eye..-crushing."167 
Atakano was named for the injured wild boar. While hunting in this 

field, Prince Homuda [heard] the groaning of a wild boar that had been 
shot with an arrow. It therefore was named Atakano (groaning field) .168 

Village of Hafuta. {Mika Saka and Hananami Yama are in this village.} 
The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the inferior class. Hafuta 

under the "District of Shisaha," above. Prince Take Iha is probably the Take 
Ihashiki described under the "District of Katnusaki", above. 

166 A similar story is related in the "Suzukuhi Woka" section under the "District 
oflhlho," above. The bell had a special significance in terms of the owner's magico~ 
political power. [With shovels]: My addition. There is no such word as "shovel" in 
the original. 

167 Another place known as Masaki has a different etymology. See "Village of 
Masaki," under the- "District of Shikama," above. " 

168 Translated here as "groaning/' the word atakimay have had the connotation 
of suffering in early times_ 
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w~s named for an act o~ the god Sanuki following his struggle 'with 
Pnnce Take Iha. After he lost the battle, the god Sanuki' crawled . 
this area. That is why the plac~ was named Hafuta (crawling fieJ.d~~ 

Mlka Saka ~as na.med for Pnnce Take Iha's cap. When he chased 
the god Sanukl to thts pass, Prince Take Iha said, "You will never be 
able to cr~ss this border again." So saying, Prince Take Iha placed his 
cap on thIs pass. That is why the pass is called Mika Saka [abbreViated 
from mikage saka (cap pass)]. 

~ccordi~g to another theory, Mika Saka was named for a large jar 
buned at thts place to mark the boundary between the lands of Taniha 
and Harima. Therefore, it was named Mika Saka (jar pass) .169 

Hananami Yama was named for the god who resides on this hin. 
This is the god Hananami in Afumi. 170 

District of Kamo 

Kamo was named for the wild geese that nested in the hamlet of 
Kamo. It was during the reign of Prince Homuda that a pair of kamg 
laid eggs there. Thus, the district was named for the birds, Kama 
(wild geese) .171 

Village of Kami Kamo. {The condition of the soil is slightly above average.} 

Village of Shimo Kamo. {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
The reason why these two townships are called Kamo was discussed 
above. Kama was originally one village. Later it was divided into the 
two townships of Kami (upper) Kama and Shimo (lower) Kama. 

While on an inspection tour, Prince Homuda saw a pair of geese 
land in a tree near the Sufu no Wi (sucking well). The prince asked 
what kind of birds these were. Sakitama of the Homuchibe no Kimi 

169 This luust be an indication of an existing custom. Haniwa, or clay figurines, 
were used after burial to mark the boundary between this and the other world. 
The early haniwa are in the shape of jars. 

170 According to the story of the village of Kahaahi in the district of Kamo, 

below, this god was chased by his wife, the goddess from Afumi. 
17 l At one time this area was called Harima no Kamo no Kuni. (Fudoki 

[Hisan1atsu], 1: 184). 
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in Tagim-a,l72 the lord ... in.-waiting, replied that these were some of the 
wild geese that flew along the rivers of the area. The prince ordered 
the geese shot. [One of the prince's huntsmen] shot the two birds 
with art arrow. Although they were both pierced by the arrow, they 
flew over the ridge of the hill in this village [that is, the old village of 
Kama] and fell into a dale. Thus, the ridge was named Kamo Saka 
(geese pass) and the dale into which the birds fell was named Kamo 
Tani (geese dale). [The prince's men prepared the meat of the two 
birds for his meal.] The spot where the meat was cooked was nalned 

N isaka (cooking pass). 
There are three dales in the village of Shimo Kama; Usuwi Tani, 

Mitani, and Sakaya Tani. The place where the god Ohonamuchi 
pounded rice was named Usuwi Tani (mortar dale) and the place 
where' he set his winnow was named Mitani (winnow dale). The spot 
where the god Ohonamuchi built a sake brewery was named Sakaya 
Tani (brewery dale). 

Vi.lLage of Sufu. {The condition of the soil is about average.} There is 
a well in this village. Once a woman was sucked into the well as she 
attempted to ladle water from it. Thus, the village was named Sufu 
(s~ucking) . 

Kakuhi Yama. Kakuhi was named for a white deer that Prince Homuda 
saw on this hill. The deer's tongue was protruding when the prince 
spotted it. That is why the hill was named Kakuhi (deer's tongue 
showing/tongue ... showing deer) .173 

Hamlet of Homuchibe. Homuchibe was so named because Sakitalna, 
the forebear of the Homuchibe family, received a grant of land in this 
area during the reign of Prince Homuda. 

172 The name Homuchibe has its etymology in the legend relating to a son of the 
quasi .. mythological Prince Ikume (posthumously known as Emperor Suinin) who 
gained speech after seeing a swan, uttering its cry, flying over the palace (Nihongi, 
part 1,175). Note that the NS transcribes the name as Homutsube, while HAR 
and Kojiki transcribe it as Homuchibe (NKBT 1,198-99). 

173 A . '1 . 1 d h 
Shisaha. 

SImI at story 1S re ate at t e beginning of the section on the district of 
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Village of Mihe. 5T~e conditio~ of the soil is about average.} Long ago 
a woman [of thls vIllage] obtcuned a bamboo sprout. She wrapped it i ' 
a cloth and nibbled at it. The woman then became numb"Sh: 
crouched in pain and was unable to stand. Therefore) the place came 
to be called Mihe (crouching) .174 

Village of Narahara. {The condition of the soil is about average.} 
N arahara was named for the oak trees that grow there. Thus, ' the 
village came to be known as N arahara (oak field). 175 

Kisumino. Kisumino was named for the words spoken by Kurodawake 
the kuni no miyatsuko of this area. During the reign of Prince Homuda

1 

, 
Ohotomo no Muraji petitioned the prince to grant him this land. The 
prince summoned Kurodawake, the kuni no miyatsuko, for a report on 
the condition of this place. 176 Kurodawake told him, "It is like a {refined] 
garment stored at the bottom of a chest."l77 This phrase gave rise to 
the name Kisumi (hidden treasure). 

Ihimori Dake. The hill was so named because Ohonamuchi's rice was 
piled there. 

Nuka Woka. Nuka Woka was named for the chaff that flew on this 
hill when Ohonamuchi pounded rice in the village of lower Kamo. 
That is \\Thy the place is called Nuka Woka (chaff hill).178 

There is a hamlet called Tamano [in this area]. The hamlet was 

174 This story seems to refer to an old custom of eating bamboo sprouts. It may be 
related to the custom among Japanese children of wrapping a pickled plum in the 
skin of a bamboo sprout and nibbling it. The word mihe literally means "three 
folds.)) 

175 Translated here as "oak trees," the term in the original is nara, or Japanese 
oak (Quercus glandulifera Blume). 

176 Kurodawake was probably the forebear of the kuni no miyatsuko of Kamo 

(Saeki, Nihon kodai, 14). Ohotomo no Muraji; There are several places calied 

Otoma (the present .. day designation of old Ohotomo) in this area. They must 
have been nalned for this man and/or his descendants. 

177 By inference, this means "beautiful, well .. conditioned, hidden land." 
17 The original graph for nuka meant either "bran" or "chaff" in archaic Japanese. 

Today it exclusively means "bran." 
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med after the jewels dedicated to the tomb of a beautiful woman na . 
who died there. The royal princes Oke and Woke, who resided at the 

alace in the village of Shijimi in Minagi District, sent Wotate of the 
~amabe [no Muraji] to court Nehime, the daughter of the kuni no 
rniyatsuko Koma of the Kurodawake family. Nehime accepted the 
marriage proposal. The two princes, however, stood on ceremony [for 
each was afraid of offending the other by marrying the girl firs t]. In 

the end" neither of them married her}79 
Years passed, and the girl grew old and died. The princes were 

grieved by her death. They sent Wotate with a royal proclamation 
announcing their wishes regarding the girl's funeral. The royal message 
read ~'We shall have her tomb [placed] where the sun shines from 
morning till evening. Be su re to bury her relnains there, and decorate 
her tomb with jewels." That is why the hill was named Tama Woka 
(j ewel hill) and the village was called Tamano (jewel field). 

Village of Kose. {The condition of the soil is the middle grade of the 
inferior class. Kusaye and Kurokaha belong to this village.} Kose was 

named after the Kosebe who lived in this village. That is why it is 
called Kose.180 

Kusaye. Kusaye was named for the smell of the corpses of people ex ... 
ecuted there. During the reign of Prince Homuda there were several 
chieftains in the land of Harima who fought among themselves inces-
sandy. Prince HOlTIuda issued an edict prohibiting these contentious 
and troublesome factions, and [then he] chased them all to this village 
where they were executed. The bodies created a terrible stench, and 
the blood of the dead turned black and flowed like a river. That is 

179 Princes Oke and Woke; Later these princes ascended the throne, the younger 
Prince Woke first, then the older Oke. They are posthumously known as Emperor 

Kenso (r. c. 480) and Ninken (r.c. 490). See Nihongi, part 1,393. For Yaluabe, see 

note 130. Koma: The given name of this kuni no miyarsuko, Koma, lneans "Korean" 
in archaic Japanese. 

180 The Kose family was influential in the Yan1ato region in the late seventh 

century_ The Kosebe were probably the people of the Kose family' (Saeki, Shinsen 
Shojiroku, 173). 
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why this village is called Kusaye (stinking spot) and the river is called 
Kurokaha (black river) ,181 

Village of Yamada. {The condition of the soil is slightly below average .} 
Ikahino is included in this village. Yamada was named for the people 
who settled alongside the hill of this area. Therefore, the place is 
called Yamada (hillside field). 

Ikahino. Ikahino was named for a wild boar that was kept in this area. 

During the reign of Prince Takatsu [posthumously known as Emperor 
Nintoku] who governed the realm from Takatsu Palace in Naniha, 
Asabe no Kimi, one of the Kumahito of Himuka [a resident of south .. 
eastern Kyushu], brought a wild boar to the boat in which the goddess 
Atuaterasu was consecrated. Asabe no Kimi asked the prince for a 
place in which to keep the wild boar [in memory of the goddess 
Amaterasu]. The prince gave this place to the man. The wild boar 
was released on the hill. Thus, 1kahi (wild ... boar keeping) became the 
designation of this hill. 182 

Village of Hashika. {The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the 
inferior class.} Hashika was named for the words spoken by a god. In 
ancient times there was a god who distributed nuts to the hamlets in 
this area. Bu t when he came to this hamlet he discovered that he was 
short of nuts. The god said, "Indeed there are too few nuts." There .. 
fore, it was named Hashika (being short). {This deity still resides in 
this village.} Even today, no trees in this village bear nuts. {Chinese 
black pine, cypress, and Richard bald cypress grow there.}183 

Village of Hotsumi. {Its former name was Shihono. Womeno belongs to 

this village.} The condition of the soil is the upper grade of the inferior 

181 Several chieftains: The original has three graphs that can mean "one hundred 

and eighty.!! However, the word containing the graph denoting the number "eight" is 
usually used to express a larger number. It is sufficient to assume that there were in ... 

cessant battles for dominance in this area. See also the glossary, under momo ... yasO. 
182 The Kumahito of Himuka were natives of southeastern Kyushu. Note that 

Himuka traditionally is known as the place from which the fitst mythological 

emperor of Japan [Jimmu] made a journey to the east. 
t83 Nuts: The original has the two graphs that read kononli in archaic Japanese. 

Today the same graphs mean "sweet" (see glossary, under konomi). 
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class. Shihono was named after the salty water obtained in this village. 
Thus, it was named Shihono (salt field). It is now called Hotsumi 

because the Hotsumi no Omi family lives in this village. 184 

Womeno . [Worne was named for words spoken by Prince Homuda while 
he was on an inspection tour.] Prince Homuda stopped in this field, 

looked aU around, in every direction, and said, "What aln I seeing 
there? Is it a sea or a river?" "It is mist, your highness," said the lord ... 
in.-waiting. "I cannot see it in detail," said the prince) "although I can 
ge t a general idea of what it is." Thus, the place was named Worne 
(detailed view). The prince also composed a poem there. 

U tsukushiki 
Worne no sasaha ni 
Afare furi 
Shima furu to mo 
Na kate so ne 

Wome no sasaha 

Lovely leaves 
Of small bamboo of Worne, 
Though you suffer 
From sleet, or frost, 
Do not wither, 
You, the leaves of small bamboo of Warne. 

Prince Homuda's subjects dug a well at this place. It was named Sasa 
no M.iwi (bamboo ... leaves well) .185 

Village of Urumi. {The condition of the soil is about average.} [The 
original name of Urumi was Umi. It was named for the words of the 
god Nitsuhiko.] The god Nitsuhiko vvished to direct the water of 
Hafuta Gaha toward Urumi, so he made a request to the great water 
god of this village. The great water god disliked the idea, and said, "I 
raise rice seedlings by using wild boar's blood. I do not need river 

water to do that." The god Nitsuhiko reasoned aloud to himself, "This 
god must be tired of digging the canal. That is why he does not agree 
with me." Thus, the place was named Umi (being tired). Today people 
call it Urumi rather than U mi. 186 

Village of Kafuchi. {The condition of the soil is slightly below average.} 

184 The Hotsumi (also Hozumi) no Omi family had the same forebear as the 
Mononobe family, namely, Ikaga Shikowo (ibid., 214,272). 

185 Sasa no Miwi: Although the original places this section before the poem, 

Akimoto considers the story about the well to be a later addition. Hence, he places 
it after the poem. My translation follows Akimoto. 

186 A similar story is found under the district of Sayo. 
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The village was named for the river that runs through it. Th ' h 
on 0 II d K · us, t e 

VI age IS ca e afuchi (within the river). 

[~easantsl in this village do notspread straw before so~ing rice 
seeds: Instead they sow the seeds [directly into the wet rice paddy]. 
[Thls custom came from an ancient episode] The G· G d 
S . . 0 reat 0 of 
u~moye came to this village and had his [ritual] meal there. The 

god s ~ervants scattered a haystack, which was made by a peasant [of 
this village], to prepare seats for the meal. The owner of the haystack 
naturally was upset by this, and he appealed to the god S . . 
Th d ' d d h '. . Uffilnoye. 

e go J u ge t e SItuatIOn [to be serious, and he gave the man 
a su~mary decision,] saying, "As to the seedlings of YOllr rice field, 
[I will cause them to growl without the hay being spread over the 
field. They ,~ill grow just as though [the seedlings were] protected 
by [mulch]. That IS how the fanners of this village came to use hot
beds for rice and no longer spread hay [on the ground prior to 
replanting] .187 . 

Village of Kahaahi. {The condition of the soil is excellent.} Harasaki 
Numa [is part of this village). Kahaahi was named for the geographical 
10catlOn of the vtllage, which is situated where the Hashika Gaha 
flows into the Kama Gaha. It therefore is called Kahaahi (meeting 
rivers). 

Harasaki Numa. Harasaki was named for a goddess who disemboweled 
herself and died at this marsh. The goddess from Afumi, the wife of 
the god Hananami, came upon this place while she was chasing her 
husband [and discovered that her husband had already gone else
where]. Greatly disappointed, the goddess disemboweled herself and 
jumped into the marsh. This is why the place is called Harasaki (dis-

1R7 The Great God ofSuminoye (also known as Sumiyoshi) is a sea god who was 
worshipped by seafarers. This god presides over Settsu. He traditionally was known 
to have been married to a goddess in the Kako River Valley. Although it is lost in 
the translation, the original text of this sentence employs the expression nabant (to 
n1ake a journey in the direction of the capital) where I have used the English word 
came, indicating the direction in which the believer in thiS god travelled. In other 
words, the belief caIne from the west, finally reaching Settsu Province. The legend 
later became the story of Takasago Pine, a prototype of a No play. See Donald 

Keene, No: The Classical Theatre of Japan (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1966), 
99, for a synopsis of the play. 
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) The silver carp in this marsh are said to have no enlboweling . 
entrails.18s 

District of Minagi 

M' 0 as named for the words spoken by Prince Izahowake [post .. '. Inagl W · , . d 
humously known as Emperor Richu] whIle he was o~ a tour to eter .. 

' . the boundaries of his jurisdiction. When he atnved at the grove 
:t~bSO, in the village of Shijimi, he said, "How beautiful ,are the 
waters of this land." Thus) the district cam~ to be c~l1ed ~lnagl [a 
d.erivation of the word minagare uruhashr (beautlful rlvers and 

.. ms)] 189 $trea . . 

Village of Shijimi. {The condition of the soil is about ~verage.} Shiji~i 
was named for a clam that climbed up to the edge of Pnnce Izahowake S 

rice bowl. While Prince Izahowake was having a . meal in this village, 
he noticed a small clam that had climbed to the edge of his rice bowl. 
The ' prince said, "This clam is identical to one I ate at Wanasa in 
Aha." That is how the village came to be called Shijimi (small clam) .190 

Shijimi is the place where the princes Oke and Woke [later known 
as emperors Ninken and Kensa] spent their youth in exile. Following 
the murder of their father, Prince Ichinohe [the son of Emperor Richu], 
at Kutawatano in Afumi, the two princes fled to this village with the 
assistance of Omi of the Kusakabe no Muraji. There they found shelter 
in a stone cave. 191 

After securing this shelter for the princes, Omi unbridled their 
hors~s, burned all their belongings to erase the evidence of their pres .. 
ence, and strangled himseLf. He strangled himself because he was aware 

188 A similar story is related under the "District of Ihiho, " above. . 
189 Izahowake was the heir to Prince Takatsu (Emperor Nintoku, r. c. 420) and 

the grandfather of the princes Oke and Woke. The village of Shijimi was located 
east of the present .. day Yoshida, Miki~shi. 

190 Although it is translated here as "rice bowl," the word literally means "box. n 

In early times, steamed rice was carried and served in a stnall box. 
191 This section refers to the !11urderofPrince Ichinohe by Prince Oho Hatsuse. 

Prince Ichinohe is here described as sumera mikoto, although he never ascended 
the throne. This shows that the term sumera mikoto was not stricfly reserved for the 
emperor (see note 88; see also HIT, note 5) . For the account relating to the murder 
oflchinohe, see Nihongi, part 1,336,378. 
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that [by protectin~ contenders to the throne] he had committed a 
grave offense [agalnst the new rulerJ,l92 

The two princes kept changing their shelters from one pI . 
h · ' . ace to 

anot er, flnally seekIng refuge wlth Itolni, the village chief of Sh'" . 
This they did by [disguising themselves] as servants. [Itomi was :J~~~ 
man, and he bUl~t a. new dwelling while the princes were serving 
hIm.] At the dedIcation of hIs new house, I tomi let the two princes 
keep the light burning in the courtyard. 193 

. Later th~t night, Itomi asked th~m to sing congratulatory songs for 
hlm. The pnnces told to each other, 'After you," but finally the younger 
stood up and sang. Among the songs he sang was the following: 

Tarachishi 

Kibi no magane no 
Saguha mochi 

Ta utsu nasu 

Te ute kora 
Are ha mahi semu 

Also: 

Afumi ha mitsu tamaru kuni 

Yamato ha Awogaki; 

Awogaki no Yamato ni mashishi 
Ichinohe no Sumera Mikoto ga 
Miana suye 
Yatsuko rama 

With iron hoe 
OJ Kibi, 
The sufficient, 
Till you the land. 
Why not clap your hands; 
I will dance. 

The land of water is Afumi 
The green fenced is Yamatoj 
He who governed the realm 
In green fenced Yamato 
was Ichinohe; but his descendants, 
Alas, are servants! 

At this, everybody rushed to pay their respects to the princes. Among 
them was Wotate, of the Yamabe no Muraji, who later was made super .. 

visor of Yamato in the land of Harima, a territory under the direct rule 
of the royal house. Wotate said, "They are indeed the sons of Princess 

Tashiraga. I have heard that her grief at losing her sons is such that 
she can neither eat nor sleep. She is dying of grief. )'194 

192 Omi was a toneri (royal attendant) at that time (see note 50). 
193 A more elaborate account of this story is found in the NS (see Nihongi, part 

1,379-83). 
194 Princess Tashiraga: This name differs &om the one given in the NS. Accord .. 

ing to that source, the lTIother of the princes was Hayahime (ibid., 377). Also see 
HNuka Woka," under the '(District of KalTIO, ') above. 
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Thus, Wotate journeyed to the Court [to see Princes·s Tashiraga] 

and reported to her what he had witnessed. [By that time Prince 
Ohohatsuse, who had murdered the princes' father, had died.] Princess 

Tashiraga"'s joy was such that she shed tears at the good news. She 
immediately sent Wotate to fetch her sons. The princess and her sons 

rejoiced upon seeing each other and they spoke together of [their 
. d' fl' ] 195 long an paID u separatIon . 

Afterwatd the princes returned to the village of Shijimi and con .. 

structed their palaces there. Thus, the palaces of Takano, Wono, 
Kahamura~ and Ikeno were built. Royal granaries were also con ... 

structed. The hamlet in which the granaries were built was named 

Miyake, and the place where the granaries stood was named Mikurawo 

(royal granary site) .196 

[EDITOR'S NOTES] 

The deities who reside in the shrine ofHafuta of the village of Takano 
are Tamatarashihiko Ohoinawo and Tamatarashihime Toyoiname. 

The god who resides in the shrine of Misaka in the village of Shijimi 
is Ashihara no Shikowo (Ugly man in the Reed Field) whose other 

name is Yatokakasu Mimoro. When he consolidated this land, the 
Ugly Man in the Reed field ascended to the top of Misaka no Mine 
[and became the guardian god of products]. 

The name of the village of Yegaha was so designated because the 
goddess Yegaha no Ohotoji (female chief) resides there. 

The name of the village of Hirano (flat field) or opened field) was 

so decided because of the configuration of the land there. 
The name of the village of Takano (highland) was so decided 

because of the configuration of the land there. 

195 Probably this story was one of the sources of the Kojiki and the NS's account 
of the accession of the princes. The authenticity of the story, however, is open to 
question. 

196 It is significant that so luany royal granaries were built in t~is area. The early 
Yamato rulets seem to have used it as a base fot their western and northern cam~ 
paigns. 
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The Bungo no Kuni Fudoki 

ungo has eight districts {forty sato (townships), which include 
.......-..... 
_ 110 kozato (villages)}, nine posting--stations {all these have "small--

rQad" status}) five beacons {all of these are of "small.-province" size}, 
and two temples {priests reside in one and nuns in the other}.l 

Fonnerly, Bungo and Buzen provinces constituted one administrative 
unit [called ToyokuniJ. In the remote past, Prince Ohotarashi [post-
humously known as Emperor Keiko], who governed the realm from 
Hishiro Palace in Makimuku, issued an edict and appointed Unade; 
the forebear of the Toyokuni no Atahi, governor of Toyokuni. The sun 
was setting when Unade [in fulfillment of the terms of his appointment] 
arrived at the hamlet of Nakatomi in the district of Nakatsu of Buzen. 
He spent the night in this village.2 

i The word township is expressed with a Chinese graph, hsiang, which reads as 
sato. Many Japanese commentators take this as proof that the Bungo fudoki was 
compiled after 715 (see glossary] under go~ gori--sei, and saw; see also Aoki, Izumo 
fudoki 11) . Small road: komichi in the original. There were three categories of 
highway: ohomichi or ohoji (great road) ) nakamichi (mediulu~sized road), and 
komichi or koji (small road) . The categorization, or status, of a road determined the 
size and facilities of its posring,station. For exan1ple~ a "great road" posting..-station 
kept twenty horses for the use of official government travellers, while a "slua11 
road~} station kept only five. Each posting,station received an allotment of land 

from the central governluent ("R)to no gige 1" 113, 275) + Small province: The status 
of a province determined the number of facilities placed there for the kindling of 
beacon fires to signal a state of emergency (see glossary, under "small province})). 

2 Bungo and Buzen: Although it is not known exactly when these provinces 
were established as separate administrative units, it tnust hay!? occurred before 
698. In the section relating events of that year, the SNG stat~s that pearls from 
"Bungo" Province were presented to the Court. Unade: This personage may be 
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At dawn the following day, white birds flew into this village from 
the north. Unade ordered his men to watch the birds. Thereupon the 
birds turned into rice cakes. After a while, these rice cakes turned 
intO taro potato plants. The plants grew continuously, and their flowers 
and leaves were abundant even in winter. Unade was greatly impressed 
by this phenomenon, and said, "Those transformed taro plants are 
unlike any I have seen. This must be a sign of the grace of the gods in 

d h "3 heaven an eart. 
Unade then went to the royal Court for an audience with the 

prince. The prince was overjoyed with the news. HSuch is the grace of 
heaven, the gift of the earth," said the prince." [Hereafter] your land 
shall be named Toyokuni (abundant country).H The prince further 
honored Unade by bestowing upon him a kabane (title) and calling 
him Toyokuni no Atahi (the honest deputy of the abundant country). 
Thus, the land was named Toyokuni. Later this land of Toyokuni was 
divided into two provinces, one of which was named Toyo no Michi 
no Shiri no Kuni [rear half of Toyokuni, or Bungo].4 

District of Hida 

The district of Hida has five townships {fourteen villages} and one 
posting .. station. 5, 

Unade Sukune who was the kuni no miyatsuko ofToyokuni, (Sato Shinobu, Bungo 
fudokino kenk)lU [Tokyo: MeijiShoin, 1956], 154). The han11etofNakatomi was 
located at the present-day Miyako-gun, Fukuoka .. ken (ibid. , 156). 

3 In early Japanese belief, white birds possessed a divine nature. Also, taro 
potatoes constituted the staple food of the early Japanese islanders, especially 
those who lived in the southern portion of the archipelago. This story suggests the 
intrusion bf wet ... rice agriculture into a hunting ... and .. gathering economy (Sasaki 
Kamei, Inasaku izen [Tokyo: Nippon Hoso Shuppankyokai, 1971], 202ft) . 

4 This story implies that there was an extremely favorable climate for wet ... rice 
cultivation in this area, which is a part of present .. day Kyushu Island. Bungo is the 
Sino-Japanese reading of the graphs adopted to express the word toyo no michi no shin. 

j Hida has the same connotation as hina (hinterland). According to a local 
tradition of this area, Toba no Sukune was appointed kuni no miyatsuko of Hida 
during the reign of Prince Anaho [posthumously known as Emperor Anko, t. c. 
462]. Although the introduc tion to this section states that there were five town ... 
ships, only two are described in the text. Posting ... station: This "",vas the posting ... 
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In the remote past Prince Ohotarashi chastised the Kumaso. Follow .. 
ing his victorious campaign against the Kumaso, Prince Ohotarashi 
left his temporary palace at Ikuha, in Chikugo [northern Kyushu], to 
return to the royal court. When the prince [followed by his retinue] 
arrived in this district, he encountered a goddess named Hisa. This 
deity appeared in human form to receive the royal [procession], and 
gave the prince a report describing the condition of her territory [as a 

gesture of submission]. Because of this event, that district was named 
Hisa. Now it is called Hida, a corrupt form of Hisa.6 

Township of Ishiwi. {It is south of the district office.} In ancient times 
there was a Tsuchikumo fortress in this area. Unlike most fortresses, it 
was [surrounded] not by stone [walls] but by earthen [walls]. Because 
of this) the place ·was named Ishinashi no Woki (stoneless fortress). 
Today people mistakenly call it Ishiwi. 7 

There is a large river in this township. It is called Aso Gaha and it 
has its source in Mt. Wokuni of Aso District in Higo Province. In this 
township the Aso Gaha joins the Kusu Gaha to become the Hida 
Gaha. Ayu are abundant there. The river forms the border between 
the provinces of Chikuzen and Chikugo and eventually it reaches Nishi 
no U mi (the Western Sea). 8 

station of Ishiwi. It was located about thirty miles from Dazaifu, the administrative 
headq uarters of the governor general under the Taiho Code. 

6 Kumaso is a collective natne for the early inhabitants of Kyushu Island who 
resisted the Yamato forces. For various discussions regarding this term, see Sato, 
Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 168-71; and HIZ, note 3. Note that the female chieftain 
I-lisa, or Hisatsu Hime, is referred to as a goddess. She seems to have been a 
powerful sorceress with political influence over the local people (for the word 

kami) or kanlu, see HIZ, note 69). Regarding the debate over the sound change 
between Hisa and Hida, see Goto Kurashiro, Hizen fudoki, Bungo fudoki ko~ho 
(Toky.): Ookayama Shoten) 1933), 112-13; and Inoue Michiyasu, Bungo fudoki 
shinko (Osaka: Kojinsha) 1935), 19-20. Atnongthevarioustheolies, Inoue's is most 
reasonable in light of recent scholarship concerning eighth-century phonology .. 

According to his theory, the sound sa of His a was [tsal. It is probable that [ .. tsal 
changed to [ .. tal, and then to [-da]. 

7 The Ishiwi Shrine is in this area. The deity enshrined there is Toba no Sukune, 

the kuni no rniyatsuko of Hid a (Goto, Hizenfudoki, Bungo fudoki kosho, 114). 
8 Ayu: Since few Q}IU live longer than a year, the name means "yearly fish.

J
' See 

also HAR, note 10; HIZ j note 22; and glossmy) under ayu. 
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Kagami Saka. {It is west of the district office.} At one dme, Prin,ce 
Ohotarashi observed the condition of the land in this pass, and sald) 
"The shape of this land is like the surface of a mirror." The place 
came to be called Kagami Saka (mirror pass). This is the etymology of 

the place name.9 

Township of Yugiami. {It is southeast of the district office.} Long ago 

Ohoashi (big feet)? the forebear of the Kusakabe no Kimi t served [the 
Royal Court] in a Yugibe (quiver--furnishing unit). This was during 
the reign of Prince Shikishima [posthumously known as Emperor 

Kimmei] who governed the realm from Shikishima Palace. This man 
built his house in the area and lived there. The place was named 

Yugiohi (quiver bearer). Later it was changed to Yugiami.lO 
The Kusa Gaha flows through this township. It originates south,.. 

east of the district of Kusu, flows past the to\vnship of Ishiwi, and 
merges with the Aso Gaha where it becomes the Hida Gaha. 

Itsuma Yama. {It is south of the district office.} In the year of Tsuchinoye 

9 Kagami Saka is on the south side of the Mikuma River in the present ... day 
Hida-shi.. 

10 Yugi is a kind of quiver. In ancient tin1es, reed mace was used for making 
quivers. The Yugibe was the group responsible for furnishing quivers to the royal 
troops. It is also possible that SOU1e Yugibe people served the royal court as archers+ 
The township ofYugiami was located on the site of modern Yukie-mura (Goto, 
Hizen fudoki, Bungo fudoki kosho, 116; Sato, Bungo fukoki no kenkyu, 176. Ohoashi: 
The reading of the original graphs as muraji was accepted by most Japanese scholars 
until Inoue Michiyasu read them as ohoashi, which means "big feet" (Inoue 

Michiyasu, Bungo fudoki shinko, 27-28; Sato, Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 179; see also 
the glossary), Kusakabe no Kimi: Inoue Mitsusada argues that this Kimi of Kusakabe 
no Kimi may not have been a kahane. Instead, he suggests that this was the self. 
designation of a local chieftain (Inoue Mitsusada, Taika kaishin, 96- 97). Saeki has 

a different suggestion about the same word, kimi (Saeki, Nihon kodai, 55-57 i see 
also HIZ, note 41). Enlperor Kimmei: It has been suggested that two royal courts 

existed concurrently after Emperor Keitai's death. One would have been the court 

of Prince Magari (posthumously known as Emperor Ankan, r. 534- 35?) and hi 
SUccessor Prince Takewo (posthumously known as Emperor Senka, r. 536- 39?). 
The other would have been the court of Prince Shikishima (Emperor Kimmei, r. 

531 ?-71). See Kida Teikichi, "Keitai Tenno ika san-tenno koi keisho ni kansuru 

gimon," Rekishichiri 52) no. 1 (July 1928): 15-23. 
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Tara (679), during the reign of the emperor [posthumously known as 

Emperor TenmuJ who governed the realm from the Kiyomihara Palace 
in Asuka, a series of great earthquakes flattened the hills and moun ... 

tains of this area. One of the ridges collapsed and boiling water poured 

forth profusely. The steam from the water was so hot that rice could 
be steamed (in it] qUickly. The earthquake also produced a geyser 

ten feet in diameter. The depth of this geyser is unknown. Its water is 
dark blue in color. The \vater of this geyser does not run continuousl 

but intermittently it spouts hot mud as high as ten feet. It seems a~ 
though the geyser erupts 'when it is surprised by a human voice. That 
is why it is now called Ikari no Yu (angrily boiling water).l1 

District of Kusu 

The district of Kusu has three townships {nine Villages} and one 
posting ... station. 12 

There was once a big camphor tree in this district. That is why it 
is called the district of Kusu (camphor).13 

District of Nahori 

The district ofNahori has four townships {ten villages} and one posting .. 
station. 14 

II The NS records a series of great earthquakes in this area in 678. They must 
have been caused by the eruption ofMt. Aso (Nihongi, part 2, 339-40). 

12 The three townships were Kogo, Woda, and Nagano (Goto, Hizen fudaki, 
Bungo fudoki kosho, 119). Posting~station: Goto claims that this \vas the posting-
station of Kogo, while Sato identifies it as the posting~station of Arata. The sites are 
not far from each other. The area has grown to become Yokkaichi (the fourth~day 
marketplace). See Sato, Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 184-85; and Goto, Hizenfudoki, 
Bungo fudoki kosho, 119. 

U There is a hill in the shape of a tree stump in this area. Camphor trees grow as 
tall as thirty meters (about one hundred feet). Goto claims that Kusu was so named 
because this area was identified with the Kusu (or Tsuchikumo) , the early inhab ... 
itants who long resisted the Yamato (ibid., 120). See also HIT, "District of Kuji." 

[4 The four townships were N ahori, Kashihahara (modern Kashiwabaru), 
Miyake, and Kutami. Goto says that the site is now called Furuichi (Goto, Hizen 
fudokiJ Bungo fudoki kosho, 121). 
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In ancient times there was a mulberry tree growing in "the hamlet 

of Kuhaki. It was very tall, \\lith a beautiful trunk and branches. People 

called the area Nahokuha (straight mulberry). Later the name was 

d N h . 15 
change to a orL · 

Township of Kashihahara. {It is south of the district office.} In the 
. st there were several oak trees growing in this to·wnship. Thus) the 

~:w~shiP came to be called Kashihahara [oak-leaf field I ,1 6 

Negino. {It is south of the township of Kashihahara.} In the past, when 
Prince Ohotarashi toured this area, there were three Tsuchikumo 

leaders living there. Their names were Uchisaru, Yata, and Kunimaro. 
The prince wished to conduct a [military] campaign against them. 

When he arrived at this field, he issued a decree in appreciation of 

the faithful service of his soLdiers. That is why the place came to be 
called Negino (field of appreciation).17 

Kweishino. {It is in the township of Kashihahara.} The same prince, 
Prince Ohotarashi, desiring to chastise another Tsuchikumo, came 
upon Kashihawo no Ohono (the great field of Kashihawo). In the 

middle of the field he saw a huge rock. It was about six feet long, 
three feet wide, and fifteen inches thick. The prince said, "I shall 

destroy this rascaL May this rock soar like an oak leaf when I kick it." 

Thus, the prince kicked the rock. The rock soared as though it were 
an oak leaf. That is how the place came to be named K weishino (rock-
kicking field). IS 

15 Soil conditions in this area are favorable for the growth of mulberry trees 
(Sato, Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 196-67). 

16 Several places in Japan are named for the oak and/or the oak leaf. Kashiha 
(oak leaves) were integral to the daily lives of the early Japanese, as steamed rice 

was served on them. Today, on Boys' Festival Day, the Japanese eat rice in a similar 
manner. Stemned rice is lightly beaten, wrapped in an oak leaf, and served. See 
also, HAR, note 136. 

17 Artifacts excavated in the area indicate that a sizable battle occurred there, 

The tombs that have been uncovered date from the mid-fourth century. Nearly 
identical accounts to this one, and to those in the following sections, are found in 
the NS (Nihongi, part t 194). " 

18 The story is reminiscent of a children's game still played in the area. Until 
recently, a similar game was played among Koreans in Japan. A coin is wrapped in 
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!Oi,un:hi~ of Kutami. {It i~ north of the d~strict office.} There is a Spring 
In thIS village. When Pnnce Ohotarashl came to this place, ,he let th.e 

ser~ant responsible for preparing his meal ladle SOlne water [from the 
spnng] . Thereupon) a snake was [seen] in the water. [Seeing the 
snake,] the prince said) "This water must have a bad smell. Do n 

. )) Th h . Qt 
use It. US~ t · e spnng was named Kusaizumi (stinking spring). The 
story gave rise to the name of this village, Kusaizumi. Today it is called 
Kutami, a corrupt form of Kusaizumi. 19 

Miyakono. {It is the field in the township of Kutami.} The same prince 
constructed a temporary palace at this place when he stopped on ,his 

way to conduct an expeditionary campaign against the Tsuchikumo. 
That is vvhy the place was named Miyakono (palace site) .20 

Mt.Kutami. {It is north of the district office.} There is a fire [beacon] 
at the top of this mountain. It burns at all times. There are 'several 
rivers at the foot of the mountain. They are called the Kami Kaha 

(divine waters). There are also two rivers with hot water that eventu ... 
ally join the Kami Kaha. 21 

District of Ohona 

The district of Ohona has four tovvnships {eleven villages}, two post .. 
ing..-statians, and one beacon.22 

tissue. Competitors take turns kicking the coin with their toes. The first child to 
miss the coin loses. K weishino: The modern word for "to kick" is ke .. ru. It is derived 

from kwe-ru .. Older people in Kyushu today retain this [qw..-] sound. For example, 
they say kwashi [qwasi] for kashi [kasiJ, meaning "cake" or "candy." 

19 This story n1ay be taken as the ancients' way of describing the fauna of the 

area. Snakes, lizards, and salamanders are considered by some locals to be water 
gods. A place called Kutami is also mentioned in the IZU (see Aoki) lzumo fudoki~ 110). 

2(; The precise location of this field has not been identified. A sirnilar passage. 
concerning Elnperor Keiko's expedition to the land of Hiuga is found in the NS 
(see Nihongi, part I, 195). 

21 Mt. Kutami is the, present~day Kuji Yama, an active volcano with an altitude 
of 1) 7 64 meters. 

22 The posting--stations are \Vono and Mihe. The former kept ten horses despite 

the fact that it was categorized as a small-toad station) which usually maintained 
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All the places under the jurisdiction of this district are ·flat fields. 

Thus, the district was named Ohono (great fields). 

Tsubaichi and Chida. {Both are south of the district office.} In ancient 
times, Prince Ohotarashi resided at the temporary palace in Kutami. 
He planned to annihilate all the Tsuchikumo who were hiding in the 
caves called Nezumi no Ihaya (scoundrels' cavern). He ordered his 
men to cut down a camellia tree and make mallets out of it. He then 
selected the bravest soldiers from his troops, gave them the mallets, 

and sent them into battle. The soldiers pushed forward , trampled the 
grass on the hill, and attacked the Tsuchikumo men. All the Tsuchi~ 
kuma were killed. The slaughter was such that blood ran ankle .. deep 

at the site. 
The site where the mallets were made \vas named Tsubaichi (camellia 

market) and the place afbloodshed was narned Chida (blood.-drenched 
rice field). 23 

Amishino. {It is southwest of the district office.} Two Tsuchikun10 [who 

had submitted to Prince Ohotarashi] lived here. When the prince 
rbured this area, these Tsuchikumo, who were named Shinoka Oki 
[man] and Shinoka Omi [woman], wished to present a meal to the 
prince. They therefore had their men hunt in this field. The cry of 

these huntsmen was so rousing that Prince Ohotarashi said, "Anamisu') 
[meaning that the cry was lively and noisy]. The present--day name of 

Amishino is said to derive from Anamisl1no (lively field) .24 

only five horses (Saro, Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 212). The beacon was located atop 
present-day Haitate Yama (ibid., 214). 

2J Sato believes that this section should be placed after the descriptiot1 ofNegino 

under the district ofNahori. In this he follows Karahashi's suggestion (Karahashi 

Sesai, "Senshaku Bungo fudoki," in Kofudoki ... shu~ 9a; see also Sato, Bungo Judaki 
no kenkyu 218). A very similar story is recorded in the NS. Although the tale is 

similar, the style is not quite the same as that of the BUN. The NS account is 

wordier, and it is written in ornate, classical Chinese (Nrhongi, part I, 194-95; 

Nihon shokit [Sakamoto et al.l, 1:289-91). 
14 Oki and On1i: Gender is indicated here by the suffixes ~ki or ~gi, (masculine) 

and -mi (feminine). See also HIT, "District of Kashima)" which Inentions kamiromi 
and kamirogi. Anamisu; Ana is an interjection. Mist! must derive from bisu, of 
kamabisu --shi (noisy). 
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District of Ama 

Th~ district of Ama has four townships {twelve villages}, one posting .. 
statton) and two beacons.25 • 

All the residents of this district are ama (seafarers). Because of thO 
the district is called Ama. 26 1S 

Township of Nifu. {It is . west of the district office.} In the past, people 

used the red mud obtalned from the hill in this township as pigment. 
Thus) the place is called Nifu (vermilion.-producing).27 

Township of Sat-vi. {It is east of the district office.} This township was 
formerly named Sakawi. 

Township of Hoto. {It is south of the district office.} In the remote 

past, Prince Ohotarashi [posthumously known as Emperor KeikoJ, who 
governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, anchored his' 

boat in the inlet of this township. He noticed that a beautiful sea .. 
weed grew abundantly [offshore], and ordered his men to "pick some 
of the hotsume (best edible seaweed)." The seaweed was presented to 
the prince at mealtime. The place was named for the princely word, 
hotsume. Today it is called Hoto. Hoto is a corrupt form of Hotsume. 28 

25 The four townships were Saka, Hato t Sawi, and Nifu (Goto, Hizen fudoki, 
Bungo fudoki kosho, 133; Sato) Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 221). 

26 Judging from artifacts excavated around the shore in this area, it is certain 
that these seafarers also engaged in hunting (ibid., 115; see also HIZ, note 51). 
Residents: The graphs for this word are usually translated as Hpeasants" but for 
consistency with the content of the text I have rendered thenl as "residents" (see 
glossary) under "peasants"). 

27 The red pigment was cinnabar, or mercuric sulfide (Sato, Bungo fudoki no 
kenkyu, 227); see also HIT, "District of Kuji." 

Ztl Hoto is at the eastern end of the district of Ama. The nanle was taken from the 
configuration of a peninsula and a small island that border the straits on the northeast .. 
ern shore of this township. Ho means ~'small peninsula" and to means a "gate"; 
hence, the name Hato refers to the straits between a peninsula and an island. It is 
obvious that the editor of this portion of the Bungo fudoki was unaware of the real 
etymology. Hotsume: A very fine kind of the wakame sea plant. Today it is called 
antokume. The word antoku derives from a legend in which the child ... ernperor 

Antoku allegedly was drowned with a member of the Taira at Dan no Ura in 1185. 
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District of Ohokida 

The district of Ohokida has nine townships {twenty.-five villages}, 

'One posting..-station, one beacon) and two temples {priests reside in 

nne temple and nuns in the other.} 29 

In the remote past~ Prince Ohotarashi [posthumously known as 
Emperor Keiko], who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at 

Makimuku, came upon this district when travelling from his tenlporary 

palace at the Miyako no Kohori (capital district) of Buzen Province. 

Admiring the shape of the district, he said t "How broad and spacious 

is this iand'! It deserves the name Ohokida (large rice fields)." That is 

why the district is called Ohokida. 

Ohokida Gaha. {It is south of the district office.} The river emanates 
from Mt. Kutami, in the District of Nahori, and flOVlS through this 

[Ohokida] district. From there it empties into the Higashi no Umi 
(eastern sea). Thus, it is called Ohokida Gaha.o Ayu are abundant 

th'ere. 

Sakamizu. {It is west of the district office.} This river's source is in 

the rocks of Kashihano; frOITI there it flows southward. The water is 
clear and tastes sour. It is used to cure hatake (a skin infection) .30 

District of Hayami 

The district of Hayami has five townships {thirteen villages} one 
posting ... station, and one beacon.31 

29 Ohokita (or Ohokida): The Wamyosho transcribes this name as Ohoita. This 
implies that a souhd change had occurred by the tenth century, the compilation 
date of the Wamyosho (Shohan shusei, 611). Posting .. station: This was the posting~ 
station ofTakasaki. The highway around this area is still in existence (Sato, Bungo 
fudokino kenk)lu) 236-37). The beacon was located atop the present-day Takasaki 
Yama. 

30 The water in this area still contains carbonate (ibid., 241). Hawke is a kind of 
fungal infection that afflicts human skin. 

3\ The townships were Asarni, Yasaka, Yufu, Ohomiwa, and Yamada (Goto) 
Hizen fudoki, Bungo fudoki kosho, 141). The posting.-stations w~re N agaya and 
Yufu. The beacon was located near the present-day Rokumei Toge (deer .. crying pass). 
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In the remote past, Prince Ohotarashi [posthumously known as 
Emperor Keiko] , who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Maki .. 
muku, wished to subdue the Kumaso. From Sahatsu of Suha he ~ ern, .. 
barked for Tsukushi. He arrived at Miyaura in Ama District [of this 
province] where he anchored his fleet. 32 

A woman named Hayatsuhime \vas a chief of this area. Upon re' .. 

ceiving the news of the prince's arrival, she went to receive him [in a 
gesture of submission]. She infonned the prince that there were five 

unruly Tsuchikumo chiefs, saying, "There is a huge cavern called 

Nezumi no Ihaya (scoundrels' cavern) in the hill of this village. There 
are two Tsuchikumo named Awo (blue) and Shiro (white). There are 
also three Tsuchikumo in Negino in the district of Nahori. They are 

Uchisaru, Yata , and Kunimaro. These five Tsuchikumo are savage in 
nature and have many followers. All have sworn that they will never 
submit to your lordship. Even if you should summon them forcibly, 

they will resist your command. They will probably fight your forces.J3 

Presently the prince sent his troops to block the [Tsuchikumos'] 

access to strategic places, and he succeeded in annihilating them alL 

This district was named for the female chief Hayatsuhime. People 

later changed the naIne to Rayami. 

Akayu. {It is northwest of the district office .} The mouth of this hot 

spring is in the hill called Kamato Yam a, northwest of the district 

office. It is about fifteen feet wide. Its \vater is red and contains a 

reddish mud. It flows eastvvard. The spring is named Akayu (red .. 

water spa) after its color. The red Inud can be used as pigment for 

}2 This is the present,day Miyanoura, located southeast of Saheki-machi, 
Minamiama .. gun. It is said that a fighting ship of that period could carry about 

thirty~five persons (Sato, Bungo fudoki no kenkyu, 248). 
33 The word translated as "sworn" in the text is expressed in a graph that literally 

means "to sing." It is likely that the Tsuchikumo leaders' unyielding spirit was so 
renowned that it became the theme of local ballads. Traditionally this section has 
been considered a copy fron1 the NS. However, this hypothesis should be reconsid .. 
ered, for the NS account is rendered in much better classical Chinese. Thus, the 
BUN account would seem to have been written prior to the compilation of the NS 
(see note 23, above). The cave lnentioned inthe text has never been located. It is 
possible that it was destroyed by a volcanic eruption. 
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ainring the pillars of buildings. When the pigment is filtered out, the 
p I 34 water becomes c ear. 

Kuberiyu no Wi. {It is west of the district office~} The mouth of this 

hot spring is in a cliff on the east side of Kahanaho Yama. The water 

is dark in color. Mud gushes intermittently. When people sneak up to 

the 'edge of the spring and shout loudly, the water jumps as high as 

twenty feet, as if it were surprised by the noise. The steam rising from 

the water is so hot that one cannot face it while approaching, and all 

the plants around the spring are \vithered. The spring is called Ikariyu 

no Wi (well of angry hot water). However, the people of this area call 

it Kuberiyu no Wi (well of burning hot water) .35 

Township of Yufu. {It is west of the district office.} There are several 

mulberry trees in this township. Ordinarily people make yufu (mulberry 

charms) from these trees. That is why the township is called Yufu 
(mulberry charms/strips) .36 

Mt. Yufu~ {It is northeast of the township of Yufu.} There is a cavern 

at the top of this mountain. It is about one hundred feet deep, eighty
four feet high, and thirty feet wide. There is always ice in the cavern; 

it does not melt, not even in summer. The mountain is located in the 

township of Yufu. That is the reason it is called Mt. Yufu.37 

Mc. Kubi. {It is southeast of Mt. Yufu.} There is a rice field at the foot 
of this mountain. Its former name was Yakata. Legend tells us why it is 

now called Ku bita. Once upon a time a deer came to this field and 

ate the young rice seedlings every time they sprouted. The owner of 

the rice field devised a plan, erected a fence around the rice Held, 

34 This spring is located at the present,day Beppu Spa. The water temperature 
is about 77 degrees centigrade. The reading for the name Akayu fonows HisamatsLl 
(Fudoki [Hisamatsu]). 

35 Although there are several hot springs in the area, the site of this geyser is not 
identifiable today. 

36 The site of this township is now called Yufu,no,in. The name Yufu derived 
from the fact that the area produced mulberry from which)lUfU strips (the prede ... 
cessors of paper strips) were obtained (see the second poem in HIT, "District of 
Kashima"). -

,37 Mt. Yufu is about 1,600 meters above sea level and has a cave at the top. 
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and waited. The next time the deer came to the field, it put its neck 
through the fence [so that it could reach] the seedlings and eat them. 

The owner caught the deer. As he was about to slay the animal, it 
begged for its life, saying, "I shall take an oath now. Forgive my grave 
offense. If I am released alive, I will command my offspring never to 
eat your seedlings." The man tuarveled at the animal's words and 
decided not to kill it. Since that time, no seedlings in this rice paddy 
have ever been eaten by deer. The crops grow until harvest time. The 

rice field \vas named for the neck of the deer. Hence, it is called 
Ku bita (neck field). The word kubi (neck) also gave rise to the name 
ofMt. Kubi.38 

Tano. {It is southwest of the district office.} It is a broad field with 
fertile soil. The ease with which this [land] could be reclaimed was 
once unsurpassed [in all the province]. In the past, many farmers of 
the district tilled this field and always they reaped abundant harvests. 
The abundance ~las such that the farmers left the surplus lying in the 
rice field. As a result, the villagers grew extravagant [and ungrateful]. 
They began to use rice cakes as archery targets. At this [ultimate, 
\vastefulness], the rice cakes turned into white birds, which flew away 
to the south. Within a year, all the farmers of the village were dead 
and the rice fields lay in waste. Since that time, rice farnling has never 
been good here. That is why the place is now called Tano (wasted 
rice land).39 

District of Kunisaki 

The district of Kunisaki has six townships {sixteen villages}. When 
he embarked on his expeditionary campaign [against the Kumaso] 

from Sahatsu of Suhau, Prince Ohotarshi [posthuruously known as 
Emperor Keiko], who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at 
Makimuku, viewed this land from a distance, and said, tiThe land I 

38 M t. Kubi is perhaps the pre ent~day Jogatake, which is about 1,150 meters 
above sea level. Even today deer are frequently seen in this area. The climate must 
be favorable for animals such as deer and monkeys. 

39 Apparently this place became a wasteland after being inundated with volcanic 

ash. 
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see must be a peninsula," Thus, the district is called Kunisaki (head ... 

land or peninsula) .40 

Township of Imi. {It is north of the district office.} The same prince 
came to this village, and said, "It has been a long journey to this land. 
The mountains and valleys are dangerous and forbidding to travel 

through, and yet here 1 am at last." Thus, the village was named 
Kunimi (land,-viewing). The area is now called the township of Imi. 

Imi is believed to have derived from kunimi.41 

, . 

40 The district of Kunisaki was located at the northeastern edge of Bungo 
Province, which overlooks Honshu Island on the north and Shikoku Island on the 
east. Saki (in KUillsaki) means "cape.~' The Wam)'osho lists seven townships rather 
than six: Musashi, Kunaha, Kunisaki, Tashimu, Akil Tsumori, and Imi (Shohan 
shusei l 660). 

41 "Land,viewing" was a gesture of conquest. See HAR, urider "District of 

Ihibo,H in which countless land~viewings are mentioned. 
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The Hizen no Kuni Fudoki 

. izen has eleven districts {seventy townships~ which contain 187 .....-... 
villages}, eighteen posting--stations {all of these stations have 

"·~mall .. roadn status}, twenty beacons {all of these beacons are of the 

"small .. province" size}, one fortress, and two temples {priests reside 

in both temples}. 1 

Formerly, Hizen and Higo provinces constituted one administrative 
unit [called Hi no Kunil~ In the remote past~ during the reign of 
Prince Mimaki [posthumously known as Emperor SujinJ > who governed 
the realm from Midzukaki Palace at Shiki, there were two Tsuchikumo 

[leaders] named Uchisaru and Unasaru living in Asakuna Mountain 
of the district of Mashiki in Higo. These men and their numerous 
followers disobeyed princely con1tnancis and refused to submit to his 
lordship. The Court therefore issued an edict and sent a man named 

Take Wokumi to annihilate them. Take Wokumi is the forebear of the 
Hi no Kimi family. 2 

Upon receiving this royal command~ Take Wokumi conducted a cam-
paign and destroyed all of the foes. Afterward he made an inspection 

1 Inoue Michiyasu's suggestion that the number of villages was 187 is accepted 
by both Akimoto and Hisamatsu. On the other hand, "Ritsusho zanpen" in the 
Shiseki shuran, gives a number of 181. See Kondo Binjo, ed., Kaitei shiseki shuran 
(Tokyo: Kondo Kappanjo, 1902), 27: 109; and Inoue Michiyasu, Hizen fudoki shinko 
(Osaka; Kojinsha, 1934), 1. The fortress was located at Kinoyama on the north ... 
eastern border of Hizen Province. 

2 Prince Mimaki is thou·ght to have been the first Japanese ruler to apotheosize 
the various deities in his sphere of influence. For more about Mimaki, see HIT, 
under the "District ofNihihari"; HAR, '4Kuzuno," under the "District of "Sayo"; 
and Nihongi, part 1,251-52. 
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tour of the [conquered] area. The sun was setting when he arrived at 
Shirakami Yama in the district of Yatsushiro, and so he spent the 
night there. During the night he saw a fire in the sky. After a while, 
the fire descended to the top of the mountain [on which he stood]. 
Take Wokumi was awed by the sight, and he hastily journeyed to the 
royal court to make a report. He said, "At the august command of 
your lordship, I carried out an expeditionary campaign against the 
recalcitrants in the distant west. Before the fighting ensued, however, 
the defiant enelnies perished. What could have caused this except 
your lordship's majestic power? '} He also described the way the fire 
had burned [on top of the mountain]. v 

The prince said, "We have never heard anything like what you 
are telling [us now]. I will name the place Hi no Kuni (land of fire) 
since the fire descended there from the sky." The prince rewarded 
Take Wokumi's bravery by bestowing on him the kabane of Hi no Kimi, 
and he made him governor of that land. Thus, the land was named 
Hi no Kuni. Sometime later the land was divided in half [creating] 
two provinces, Michi no Kuchi (Hizen) [front half of Hi no Kuni] and 
Michi no Shiri (Higo) [rear half of Hi no Kuni]. 

At another time, Prince Ohotarashi [posthumously known as Em .. 
peror Keiko], who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace in 
Makimuku, punished the Kumaso and toured the land of Tsukushi. 
He embarked for Hi no Kuni at Hinagare no Ura of Ashikita. While 
he was crossing the sea, the sun set and night fell. It was so dark that 
[the pilot] could not navigate [the ship]. Thereupon the prince caught 
a glimpse of light in the sky. The prince comn1anded the pilot, saying, 
I'Proceed in the direction of the light." The pilot obeyed the princely 
command and managed to reach the shore safely,3 

"What is that land called, where the fire burns? Who is tending 
that fire?" asked the prince. The people of the area answered, I'That 
is the direction of Hi no Mura (fire village) of the district of Yatsushiro 
in Hi no Kuni. But we do not know who is tending rthe fire] ." The 
prince said to his advisors, "That is no ordinary fire. It must not have 

3 The Kumaso are independent native chieftains. They are said to have lived in 
the central and southern regions of Kyushu. See BUN, note 6; and Nihongi) part t 
201. 
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been set by man. Now I know why this land is called Hi no Kuni (land 
of [divine] fire)."4 

• 

District of Ki 

The district of Ki has six townships {seventeen villages}, one posting ... 
station {which has "small .. road" status}, and one fortress. 5 

On an inspection tour to Tsukushi, Prince Ohotarashi [post .. 
humously known as Emperor Keiko], who governed the realm from 
Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, stayed at the temporary palace of Kaura 
in the district of Miwi. When he gazed toward Ki no Yam a, he saw 
that mist covered the mountain. The prince said, "That land should 
be named Kiri (mist)." Later people changed it to Ki. Ki is now the 
name of the district.6 

Shrine of the God of Nagawoka. {It is east of the district office.} The 
same prince [Ohotarashi] came upon [the place called] Sakadono no 
Izumi on his return from his temporary palace at Kaura. When his 
meal was served, his armor took on an unusual brightness. The prince 
asked Uwesaka of the Urabe family to divine the meaning [of this 
phenomenon]. Uwesaka said, "There is a god in the land, and he 
desires to possess your lordship's armor. n7 

"If that is the case) I will dedicate my armor at the shrine of that 
god," said the prince. "The armor shall become an eternal treasure of 
this shrine." The shrine thus was named Nagayo (eternity). Later 

4 Advisors: For the graphs translated as "advisors'l or Hcouncillors," which read . 
as mahetsu kimi, see the glossary. Also see HIT; "introductory section." 

5 Fortress: Most extant texts eliminate the word "fortress" at this point. Akimoto 
adds it based on the description given at the beginning of the HIZ. In fact t the 
remains of a fortress have been discovered on the hill now called Kinoyama, and 
the NS includes an account of two Paekche refugees who were commissioned by 
Emperor Tenji to construct a fortress at Ki (Nihongi, part 2, 283-84). 

6 The district of Mi wi was the eastern neighbor of the district of Ki. The name 

of the temporary palace (or camp) 1 Kaura, strongly suggests a Korean origin. 
7 According to ancient beliefs, to take one's meal at a certain place had a 

n1agical effect on the ownership of the site (see HAR, note 103). 
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people changed its name to Nagawoka. Today only the' helmet and 

fragments of the armor remain [there]. 8 

Sakadono Spring. {It is east of the district office.} In the beginning of 
the ninth month, the water of this spring becomes cloudy and tastes 
sour. Its smell prevents one from drinking it. The water becomes normal 
again during the first month. Only then do people drink it. Thus) the 
spring came to be called Sakawi no Izumi. Later, people changed the 

name to Sakadono no Izumi (brewery spring).9 

Township of Himekoso. There is a river in this township called Yamaji 
Gaha. Its source is in the hills north of this district, and from there it 
flows south to meet the Great River of Miwi. In the remote past, an 
evil deity resided on the west bank of this river. Many travellers were 
killed by the deity. About half of the travellers who passed this way 
survived but the other half perished. In order to learn the cause of 
this curse, divination was employed. The answer came, "Find a man 
named Kazeko, a resident of Munakata District in Tsukushi no Michi 
no Kuchi [eighth ... century Chikuzen Province], and iet him serve at 
my shrine. If my wish is thus fulfilled, my violent spirit will be calmed. n 

Kazeko was sent for and made priest of this deity's shrine.1O 
Kazeko dedicated a hata (banner), and prayed, "If this deity sin .. 

cerely desires my service, luay this banner fly in the wind and drop at 
his feet~" With this, [the priest J raised the banner high and let it fly in 
the wind. The cloth flew as far as the grove of Himekoso, in the 
district of Mihara, where it landed. The banner then flew back from 

8 The former Nagawoka Shrine, now renamed Nagayo Shrine, is located in 
Nagayo-mura. According to a local tradition, the object of worship there is a suit of 
armor. This tale probably reflects a political accommodation reached between the 
earthly god (early settlers) and Ohotarashi (the intruding people). 

9 The site referred to is a mineral spring located near the present~day Tosu City. 
It is probable that the water was used to brew wine 1 and thus the spring was named 

Sakawi (rice-'wine well). 
10 Texts differ as to this man's name. Some call him Ajiko, while others call him 

Kazeko.Ifhe was Ajiko, he was the founder of the Mirna no Kimi (or Minuma no 
Kimi) family. The Mirna no Kimi family claimed descent from the Mononobe clan 
and was in charge of the Munakata Shrine. See note 30, below; and HAR, CIVil ... 
lage of Ahaha," under the "District ofKako," for cursing gods. 
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the grove and landed near Yamaji Gaha. [By studying the course the 
banner had travelled, Kazeko] determined the god's dwelling place.l1 

That night Kazeko had a dream in which a kutsubiki (weaving 
tool) and a tatari (spinning wheel) appeared to be dancing and pushing 
him around. The dream [told] him that the deity was female. There ... 
upon, he built a shrine to the goddess. Since then [the deity has been 
appeased]; travellers are no longer killed. Thus, the place came to be 
called Hitnekoso (shrine of the princess). Himekoso is now the name 
of this township. 12 

District of Yabu 

The district of Yabu has four townships {twelve Villages}, and one 
beacon. In the past, Prince [Ohotarashi], who governed the realm from 
Hishiro Palace at Makin1uku, came upon this area while on a hunting 
trip. A hunting dog belonging to one of the royal huntsmen rushed in, 
barking at the place where the peasants of this district had gathered 
to receive the prince. Among the crowd of villagers was a pregnant 
woman. When this woman stared at the dog, it stopped barking. Thus, 
the place was named Inn no Koye Yamu (dog's barking ceased). The 

present name [of this] district, Yabu, is a corrupt form of Yamu.13 

Township of Tosu. {It is east of the district office.} During the reign of 
Prince Homuda [posthumously known as Emperor OujinJ, who gov-
erned the realm from the Shining Palace at Karu Shima, [people of 
this district] built an aviary where they raised many kinds of birds. 
The birds were presented to the Mikado (Court). That is why the 
district was named Toya (birdhouses). People later changed the name 
to Tosu (birds' nests). 

Township of Wacari. {It is south of the district office.} In the remote 

past, the ford of the Miwi River was so broad that both men and cattle 

11 The material of haca was perhaps the mulberry. Note that in the Kyushu 
dialect hata means "kite ." Himekoso was a weaving goddess worshiped by Korean 
people in the area (Inoue Michiyasu, Hizenfudoki shinko , 28- 35). 

12 Kutsuhiki, or kutsubiki, is a Korean ... style weaving tool. Tacari is a Korean ... style 
spinning wheel. 

J 3 In Japan, dogs symbolize easy childbirth. 
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had difficulty crossing. When Prince [Ohotarashi], who governed the 
realm from Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, came to this place on a 
hunting trip, he established a boatyard on Ikuha Yama and a rudder 
factory on Kaura Yama. A boat was built, which made it possible for 
people and animals to cross the ford. That is why the township was 

named Watari (ferry/crossing).14 

Toumship of Sayarna. {It is south of the district office.} The same prince 
[Ohotarashi] came to this area and stayed at his temporary palace on 
the hill of this township. When he walked around the palace [camp] 
ground to see the view in all directions, th~ visibility was extremely 
good. Thus, the place was named Sayake [clearly visible]. The present 
name [of this] township, Sayama, is a corrupt form of Sayake. 

District of Mine 

The district of Mine has six townships {seventeen villages}, and one 
posting ... station {which has "small ... road" status} .15 

In the past, this district formed a single jurisdiction together with 
the [territory of the present ... day] district of Kamusaki. Later, Tori of 
the Ama no Atahi petitioned [the prince] to divide it into two districts, 
Kamusaki and Mine. The district of Mine was named after the village 
of Mine in the district of Kamusaki. 16 

14lkuha Yama is the present, day Takai Dake, the eastern boundary of Ukiha, 
gun. Kaura Yama is the present .. day Kora Yan1a in Kurulne City. 

15 Perhaps this is the posting.-station of Kiriyama mentioned in the Wamyosho. 
See Kyoto Daigaku Kokugo Kokubungaku Kenkyushitsu, ed., Shahan shusei Wamyo 
ruijusho [Wamyosho], 2 vols. (Kyoto: Rinsen Shoten~ 1968), 1 :854. 

16 This simple statement may conceal layers of human history that often involved 
warfare. Recent archaeological research indicates that from the time of the early 
Yayoi period the area flourished, with complex, wealthy settlements, often sur ... 
rounded by moats. See Mark Hudson and Gina L. Barnes, "Yoshinogari: A Yayoi 
Settlement in Northern Kyushu," Manumenta Nipponica, 46, no. 2 (Summer 
1991) : 214ff. The name Ama no Atahi also reads as Amabe no Atahi. As the word 
ama, or arnabe, means "seafarers," the man nalned Ama no Atahi n1ay have been 

a new appointee of the Yamato Court. It is probable that Ama no Atahi came to 
the area) appropriated a portion of the old territory ofKamusaki~ and established a 
new district. 
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Township of Mononobe. {It is south of the district office.} There is a 
shrine to the god Futsunushi, [the guardian god] of the Mononobe family. 
In the past, Princess Kashikiya [posthumously known as Empress Suiko]) 
who governed the realm from Woharida Palace, made Prince Kume gen-
eral of the expeditionary forces moving against Silla. At her majesty's 

command, the prince [Kume] came to Tsukushi and had the Waka .. 
miyabe people of the Mononobe family build in this village a shrine for 
the god [Futsunushi]. Thus, the township was named Mononobe. 17 

Township of Ayabe. {It is north of the district office.} In the remote 

past, Prince Kume came to this place en route to his campaign against 
Silla. He brought with him Ayahito (continental immigrants) from 

the camp of Oshinumi in Yamato. The prince let these men make 
weapons. That is how the township came to be called Ayabe (immi ... 
grant \-vorkers' group) .18 

Township of Meta. {It is south of the district office.} There is a well in 

this township, the water of which tastes salty. [Seaweed grows at the 
bottom of the well.] In the remote past, when he went there oli a 
hunting trip, Prince Ohotarashi noticed the seaweed and called the 
well Menaruwi [seaweed .. growing well]. Today, people call the well 

Metawi, a corrupt form of Menaruwi. Meta also became the name of 
this township.19 

District of Kamusaki 

The district of Kamusaki has nine townships {twenty .. six villages}, one 
posting ... station, one beacon, and one temple. {A priest resides there.}2b 

In the remote past, a violent god lived in this district. This god 

17 Futsunushi was a war god and the guardian of the Mononobe family. See 
HIT, "District ofShida." Prince Kume was the son of Prince Tachibana (known as 
Emperor YOlnei, r. c. 585). For Elnpress Suiko, see HAR, note 87. 

18 According to the NS, the Ayahito from the Oshinumi camp were the de .. 
scendants of prisoners of war taken from Silla. See Nihon shoki (Sakamoto et at), 
1 :617, 30n; and Nihongi, part 1,242, 2n. 

]9 Menaruwi: Akimoto gives meofuruwi as the name of this welL My translation 
follows Hisamatsu's reading. 

20 This posting~station was located southeast of the present~day Kanzaki railroad 
station. The area is adjacent to uYoshinogari,Jl the archaeological site1 which 
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used to kill many travellers who passed through the area. After Prince 
[Ohotarashi], who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Maki .. 
muku, toured this area, the deity was appeased, and it has done no 
harm since. Thus, the district is called Kamusaki,21 

Township of Mine. {It is west of the district office.} There is a river in 

this district. Its source is in a hitl in the northern part of the district. 
It flows south and empties into the sea. Ayu are obtained there. When 

he toured this area, the same prince [Ohotarashi] sailed upstream 
from the mouth of the river and stopped at this village overnight. [On 
the following morning] the prince said, "I had a peaceful sleep last 
night. This village should be called Mineyasu (august sleep in peace) ." 
It was then named Mine (august sleep). {The graphs were altered to 

" h "}22 " mean tree roots. . 

Township of Funaho. {It is west of the district offi~e.} When the same 
prince [Ohotarashi] came to this area, all the people of the township 

got into boats and sailed to the ford of Mine Gaha where they received 
him. That is why the township was named Funaho (boat sails). Four 

rocks at this ford are said to be the anchors of royal boats. One of the 
rocks is {six feet high and five feet in diameter}. Another is {eight 

feet high and five feet in diameter}. If a barren woman prayed to 
these two rocks, she would conceive and beat a child without fail. 

One of the remaining two rocks is {four feet high and five feet in 
diameter}. The other is {three feet high and four feet in diameter}. 

In times of drought, [people] pray to the latter two rocks. [It is said 
that] the prayers will bring rain without fail. 23 

attracted national attention in the spring of 1989 (see Hudson and Barnes, 
"Yoshinogari)" 228-31). 

2l The story SeelTIS to imply the existence of an independent local leader. See 
HAR, "Village of Ahaha," under the UDistrict of Kako"; and HIZ, "Township of 
Himekoso," under the "District ofKi." 

22 The ayUj a member of the Plecoglossid family, is considered the king of edible 
fresh~water fish in Japan. See HAR, note 10; and BUN, note 8. Mouth of this river: 
Most conln1entators read the graph in the original as minato and interpret it as 
meaning "river mouth." Today the graph means "lake" (see glossary, under minato). 

l3 This site is unidentified today. It may have been buried beneath silt deposits 
and forgotten. 
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Township of Kamata. {It is west of the district office.} The sanle prince 
[Ohotarashi] also stayed the night in this township. When his meal 
was served, flies buzzed about noisily. The prince complained, "the 
flies are buzzing so noisily." Thus, the township was named Kama 
(noisy). The present name, Kamata) was derived from Kama. 

Kotoki Woka. {It is twenty feet high and five hundred feet in circum .. 
ference. It is south of the district office.} This area was once a flat 

field. There were no hills anywhere nearby. Prince Ohotarashi com .. 
mented on this, [saying,] "There should be a hill in such a place as 
this." He then ordered his men to construct a mound at the site . 
When it was finished, the prince climbed to the top of the knoll for a 
banquet. After enjoying the banquet, Prince Ohotarashi propped up 
his zither. Thereupon, the zither turned into a camphor tree. {The 

tree is now fifty feet high and thirty feet in girth.} That is why the· 
place is called Kotoki Woka (zither .. tree hill).24 

Township of Miyako. {It is southwest of the district office.} The same. 
prince built his temporary palace there. Thus, the township is called 
Miyako (palace site). 

District of Saka 

The district of Saka has six townships {nineteen villages}, one posting .. 
station, and one temple. 25 

In the remote past, there was a camphor tree growing in this village 
[in this district]. It was tall and had abundant leaves. In the morning 
its shadow covered Kamakaha Yama in the district of Kishima; in the 
evening its shadow covered Kusayoko Yama in the district of Yabu. 

When he came to this place, Prince Yamato Takeru admired the flour ... 
ishing camphor tree, and said, "This land must be named Saka [ex .. 
pressed by a graph, meaning 'flourishing'] .j, That is why the district 

24 Perhaps this mound was built as a stage for religious rituals. It is now a flat 
field. Koto is one of the magical instruments used by shamans (see HAR, note 109; 
Aoki, "Empress] ingu," 2 2-23; and Aoki, Izumo fudoki, 55). 

25 The six townships are ~isaki, Kose, Fukamizo (or Fukamiso), Wotsu, Yamada, 
and Bosho (Wamyosho, 660, 838). The posting-station is probably the one identi .. 
fied in the Wamyosho as the posting-station of Saka (ibid., p. 854). 
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was named Saka. The graph was later altered, and now' it is written 

[in two graphs of uncertain meaning]. 26 

[There is another theory about the etymology of the name Saka.] 
West of the district office is the river known as Saka Gaha. Its sources 

are the hills in the northern part of this district, and from there it 
flows south to the sea. Ayu are obtained from this river. According to 
the latter theory, once upon a time a violent god who harassed passersby 
resided in the upper part of this river. The god [habitually] killed half 
of [the passersby] and spared half. Under these circumstances 
Ohoarata, the forebear of the agatanushi (local magistrate) of this area, 
asked two Tsuchikumo women named Ohoyamadame and Sayama .. 
dame to divine [the cause of the god's violence]. 27 

[After seeking the reason for the god's curse], the women reported 
to Ohoarata, saying, "If you take clay [obtained] in the village of 
Shimoda and make figurines of men and hotses, ~nd then dedicate 
them to this deity, it will be appeased." Followin-g the women's advice, 
Ohoarata dedicated [the figurines] to this god. The [violent] god 

accepted his offering and was appeased. 28 

"Wise are these women," proclaimed Ohoarata. "I will now call 
this land Sakahime (wise women)." The district thus was named 

Sakahime. Saka [the present name] is a corrupt form of Sakahime.29 

26 This was perhaps the village in which the district office was located. 
27 The violent god luay have been an old chieftain whose influence was ebbing. 

SeeHAR, "Village of Ahaha," under the "District of Kako"; "Oshi Kaha,}) under 
the "District of Ihibon 1 qVillage of Hagihara, " under the "District of Ihibo)); and 
"Village of Woyake, jl under the "District oflhibo." According to recent scholar
ship, agatanushi was a title given to local chieftains in the- territories in which the 
Yamato Court had established firm controL See Inoue Mitsusada, Nihon kodai 
kokka no kenkyu (Tokyo: Iwanarni Shoten, 1967),320. The story indicates that 
there was conflict between a former chieftain and a newly appointed magistrate. 
The two TsuchikUlUO women were probably sorceress ... rulers. 

28 The story is clearly a product of the Kofun period. It indicates thatson1e kind 
of an agreement was concluded on the boundary of the territories held by the old 
and new rulers. See HAR~ note 169. 

29 The women were chieftains who ruled the place called Yamada. Apparently 
these female leaders interceded with the new royal deputy, agatanushi} for the 
chieftain who ruled on the upper reaches of the Saka River. The violent god of the 
Upper river represented the early settlers of the area. 
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There is a stone deity called Yotahime on the upper reaches of the 
Sa~a Gaha . . E.very. year the sea god {which is said to be a shark} goes 
upnver to VISIt thIs goddess. Numerous small fish follow him. [Dllring 
thIs tlme, people are forbidden to eat the fish.] If one observes this 
law [and abstains from eating fish], he will come to no harm. But if 
one breaks this law [and catches and eats the fish], he will lose his 
life. These fish remain [on the upper river] for a few days before return
ing to the sea,30 

District of Woki 

The district ofWoki has seven townships {twenty villages} , one posting-
statlon, and one beacon.31 . 

In the remote past, the Tsuchikumo residing in this village secured 
themselves in a small fortress and resisted the royal order. Therefore 
Prince Yamato Takeru launched a campaign and annihilated the~' 
all. That is why the dis trict was named Woki ( sman fortress). 31 " 

District of Matsura 

The distric t of Matsura has eleven townships {twenty -six villages}, 
five posting·· stations, and eight beacons.33 

En route to her. attack upon Silla, Princess Okinaga Tarashi led her 
forces through this district and stopped for a meal beside the Tama ... 

shima Brook. The princess made a fishhook out of a sewing needle 

and used a piece of thread from her skirt as a fishing line. For bait she 
used a few grains of cooked rice. Thereupon, she climbed onto a rock 
in the river, held the fishing line in the air, and prayed, "I wish to 

30 A similar story OCCurs in the lZU. In that story, a shark fell in love with a 
goddess who lived on the upper reaches of a river. Disliking the shark, the goddess 
dammed the river so that the shark could not proceed. Note that in the HIZ the 
story is combined with a tale of fish that migrate upstream for spawning (see IZU, 
note 184; and Aoki, lzumo fudoki, 69-70). 

31 None of the seven townships are described below. The posting .. station is the 
one listed in the Wamyosho as Taku (or Takaku) (p. 854). The beacon is thought 
to ~ave bee,n located on one of the hills east of the present~day Taku City. 

A wokt was a stockade surrounded by mud walls and rocks. 

33 The district of Matsura was centered around the present .. day Karatsu City. 
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attack Si11a and take possession of her treasure. May ayu be caught as 
a good omen if my enterprise is to be victorious and if I am to return 

. 1 "34 home' safe y. . 
She threw the hook into the river. After a little while she caught 

an ayu. "What a wonderful sign this is!" exclaimed the princess. That 

is how the place came. to be named Medzura (vvonderful). In memory 

of this auspicious catch by Princess Okinaga Tarashi, all the women 

of the area fish during the fourth month. [It is said that,] even if they 

try, men are unable to catch fish there.35 

Kagami no \X7"atati. {It is north of the district office.} Long ago, during 
the reign of Prince Takewo [posthumously known as Emperor Senka], 

who governed the realm from Ihorino Palace at Hinokuma l Sadehiko 
of the Ohotomo family was sent to impose peace in Mimana and to 
save the state of Paekche [on the Korean Peninsula]. While he was 

on this royal mission, Sadehiko came to this village. Theret he courted 

and married Otohi of the hamlet of Shinohara. {The graph reads 
shino.} {This woman is one of the forebears of the Kusakabe no Kimi 

family.} Otohi was one of the most beautiful women in the world.36 

When he departed for [the Korean Peninsula], Sadehiko presented 

a mirror to his wife Otohi. Sorrowfully, Otohi crossed Kuri Kaha with 

tears in her eyes. When she came to the middle of the river, the 

ribbon broke and the mirror sank to the bottom.37 This is why the ford 
is called Kagami no Watari (mirror ford). 

34 For Princess Okinaga Tarashi, see HAR, note 18; and Aoki! "Empress Jingu," 
3-36. 

35 A nearly identical story in the NS gives an -account of the same ptincess 
(Nihongi, part 1, 227) . 

36 Sadehiko is known to have been the son of Ohotomo Kanamura (fl. c. 527) j 
a powerful supporter of Prince Tatnaho (known as Emperor Keitai, r. 507-531?) . 
However, the story related here should not be taken as historical fact. The name 
Otahi means "young daughter," or "pretty lnaiden.~~ Although it is not a proper 
name, for clarity I have treated it as such. 

17 The handle of a typical n1irror of this period is located in the center behind 
the reflecting side. There was a hole in the handle to which a ribbon or tassel was 
fastened. Such n1irrars served magical rather than practical purposes, and in an 

extended sense they symbolized political power as well. In this story, the luirror is a 
symbol of Sadehiko's spirit. See also Hl~ note 80. 
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Hirefuri no Mine. {It is east of the district office. There is a beacon on 

this hilL} When Sadehiko left for Mimana; Otohi climbed this hill 

and waved her scarf to him. Thus, it was nalned Hirefuri no Mine 
(scarf .. waving hill) .38 

Five days after her husband's departure, Otohi received a visit 
from a man \vho looked very much like her husband. He slept with 

her each night but left her early each morning.39 These nightly visits 
aroused Otohi's suspicions, and finally she could bear it no longer. 

Secretly she prepared a piece of thread to attach to the fringe of his 

tunic, so that when he left she could follow him. When she followed 

the thread the next morning, Otohi can1e to the bank of a marsh at 

the top of this hill. There she saw a serpent lying on the ground. Its 
body was in the water and its snake ... faced head was at the water's 
edge. When Otohi approached, the serpent changed into a man and 
began to speak. 

Shillohata no 
Otohilne no ko 
Sa hitoyu lno 
Ine temu shita ya 
rhe ni kudasamu 

Lovely Otohi 
Of Shinohara! 
Let us have 
A night together, 
Before you return home. 

[Alarmed,] Otohi's servant rushed to tell her parents what had 
happened; they organized the Villagers to [protec tJ her. When the 

party climbed the hill, neither the serpent nor the girl were to be 
found. They searched the marsh and found human remains. Everyol?-e 
agreed that the relnains were those of Otohi. They buried the remains 
on the south side of this hill \vhere the tomb is still in existence.40 

38 The scarf.-waving hill (Hirefuri no Mine) is 284 meters high. The MYS can,. 
tains poems about this episode. The girl is known by the name of Sa yo hi me. One 
of the poems has a preface, the content of which is similar to that of the HIZ 
legend. See The Manyoshu (New York: Columbia University Press, 1965), 26l. 

39 This sort of tale is very common in early Japanese folklore. It indicates a period 
of transition froln a matrilineal to a patrilineal society. See HIT, "Village ofUbaraki," 
under the "District ofNaka." 

40 The girl's name in the poem appears to be Otohime. The scarf ... waving hill 
must have been a place from which the villagers could see off the men departing 
for the Korean Peninsula. The Otohi~Sadehiko type of love story must have been 
very common. 

f 

• 

• 
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Village of Kasu. {It is northwest of the district of~ice:} O~ce ~pon .a 
. ~ a Lemale Tsuchikumo chief named Mirukashl Hlme lIved In thiS nme, 11 ~ . 

village. When Prince [OhotarashiL who governed the real~ from 
Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, toured this area, he sent one of h1S men, 

Ohoyatako {one of the forebears of the Kusakabe no Kimi family}, to 

destroy her. WhenOhoyatako arrived, it was so n1isty that he could 

see nothing. Thus, the village was named Kasumi (mist). Now the 

place is called Kasu, a corrupt form of Kasumi.4l 

postina,-station of Afuka. {It is northwest of the district office.} Very 

long a~o, Princess Okinaga Tarashi wished to conduct an expeditionary 
campaign against SiUa [on the Korean Peninsula]. When she arnved 

at this posting .. station on her way to Silla, she sa\v a deer on the road. 
That is why the posting ... station was named Afuka (meeting deer) .42 

The sea lies east of the station. Abalone, spiral shellfish, snapper, 

wakame, and miru are obtained there.43 

Posting ... station of Torno. {It is north\vest of the district office.} In the p~st, 
when she was on a military mission, Princess Okinaga Tarashi came to 
this place and stayed. She then adopted a man's attire. [At that time] 
she happened to drop her archery arm pad [there]. The station there ... 

fore was named Torno (archery arm pad). [This station is situated on 
a sman point of land jutting out into the sea.] Abalone} spiral shell ... 

fish, snapper, several other kinds of fish, wakame, and miru are obtained 
in the sea that surrounds the posting .. station on the east and west. 44 

41 Note that both this Ohoyatako and the woman who became Sadehiko's 
consort are identified as forebears of the Kusakabe no Kimi. Thus, if Otohi was a 
historical person, she must have given birth to a child or two before her meeting 
with Sadehiko. 

42 For a similar name, see HIT, "District ofKuji." 
43 Wakame is Undaria pinnatifida Suringar, and tniru is Codium fragile Suringar. 

Both are edible sea plants. The Japanese concept of sea plants is entirely different 
from that of westerners. See Edwin Cranston, "Water~plant Imagery in the 
Madyoshu, " Harvardlournal of A<iiatic Studies 31 (1971): 13ff . 

44 That the princess was dressed like a man indicates that it was common for 
Women to arm themselves and engage in warfare like men. The tomo was worn on 
the archer's bow hand. When the bowstring struck it} it prody::ed a loud sound. 
The tamo was invented originally as a protective device. By the eighth century, 
however, it had become an ornamental/cereluonial piece because of the sound it 
produced (see Manyoshu, 81). 
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Ohoya Shima [Township of Ohoya]. {It is west of the district office.} 
In ancient times 1 there was a Tsuchikumo named Ohomi (big body) 
in this village. He would not sublnit to Prince [Ohotarashi], who 
governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, even when 
the prince journeyed to the area. The prince therefore decreed that 
this man must be destroyed, and finally he annihilatedOhomi [and 
his followers] ~ After that the ama (divers/seafarers) began to build 
dwellings on the island. These houses are numerous, and the island 
constitutes a township. The township is called Ohoya (numerous 
households). There is a cavern on the south side of the island. Stalactic 
fonnations and magnolia trees [may be seen at this spot]. Abalone, 
spiral shel1fish~ snapper, several other kinds of fish, wakame, and miru 
are obtained in the surrounding waters.45 

Township of Chika. {It is [located on islands] in the sea southwest of 
the district office. There are three beacons on these islands. }46 

When he stayed at the temporary palace on Shishiki Shima~ the 
same prince [Ohotarashi] saw islands in the sea to the west. Smoke 
covered the islands. The prince ordered Momotari of the Azumi no 
Muraji to go and inspect the area. Altogether Momotari found about 
eighty islands, only two of which were inhabited. The one called 
Wochika ,vas inhabited by [a group of] Tsuchikumo led by Ohomimi 
(big ears). On the other~ Ohochika Shitna, there lived a Ts uchikumo 
chief named Tarimimi (hanging ears). The other islands were not 
inhabited. Momotari captured Ohomimi and Tariruimi [and their fol ... 
lowers] and took them to the prince as prisoners.47 

When Prince [Ohotarashi] was about to issue the order for their 
execution, the Tsuchikumo prison rs begged for mercy. Ohomimi [per ... 
formed] nomi, and said, "I know that I deserve death. Ten thousand 
executions would not be enough [to compensate] for the crimes com-
mitted by [offenders like] me. [Yet I beg for your Inercy, my lord.] If I 
am pardoned and permitted to live, I will prepare tributary foods and 
send them to your table [as long as I live J .)) 48 

4S We can infer [raIn the story that the- newly arrived ruler(s) subjugated the 
chieftain and befriended the seafarers of this area. 

46 This township constituted what is now called the Goto Retto (Goto Islands) . 
47 For Azumi (AdZLuni) no Muraji; see HAR, note 92. 

48 Here for the word nomi (prostrating), the graphs meaning "kowtowing" are 
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Ohomimi then took pieces of tree bark and with them m:ade [models 
of dried shellfish. There were] samples of naga ahabi) muchi ahabi, 
kage ahabi, and hawari ahabi [all these are varieties of dried abalone]. 
Upon seeing them, the prince decided to pardon Ohomimi and the 
other prisoners. His lordship said, HAlthaugh [they are] far away, those 
islands seem closer now. They shall be called Chika Shima ) nearby 
islands)." That is why the islands are called Chlka. I 

Betel .. nut palm, magnolia, gardenia, itabi kadzura, tsudzura, medake, 
small batnboo, paper mulberry, lotus lily, and hiyu grow on these islands. 
Abalone, spiral shellfish, snapper, mackerel, several other kinds of 
fish, wakame, miru, and other kinds of sea plants may be obtained 
there.49 The seafarers [fishermen] on these islands also raise live .. 

stock. There are a number of bovines and horses there.50 

[To the south lay two other groups of islands.] There are more than 
a hundred islands in one group, and eighty in _the other. There are 
harbors on the two largest islands of the latter group. {One is Ahikoda 
no Tomari where more than twenty ships can anchor. The other is 
Kahara no Ura where more than ten ships can anchor.} Envoys to ~ 

T'ang [China] sail westward from these harbors and pass Mineraku 
no Saki {the cape west of Kahara no Ura}. The facial features of 

seafarers liVing on these islands resemble those of the hayahito. They 
are highly skilled at shooting on horseback. They speak an entirely 
different language from the other local residents [of Hizen Province] .51 

used, which may be an indication of the degree of cultural borrowing from China 
occurring at that time. This area is known to have presented seafood to the Yamato 
Court as tribute. 

49 Itabi kadzura is the Ficus foveolata Wall. var. nipponica Makino, tsudzura is the 
Sinomenium diversifolium Diels., hiyu is the Arnaranthus inamoenus Willd., and medake 
is the Pleioblastus Simoni Nakai. 

SD There were royal pastures on these islands during the Heian period. Not only 
these islands but all of Matsura District was known for its excellent pastures. 

51 Hayato, or Hayahito, are traditionally considered to have been settlers on the 
southern end of Kyushu. During the eighth century, some members of the Hayato 
tribes were brought to the capital to perform ceremonial duties utilizing such 
unusual talents a.s horseback riding and the imitation of bird .and animal calls. 
Ahikoda harbor was located on the west shore of the present--day Nakadori Shima. 
There is a shrine at the site. Kahara harbor was located on the north shore of the 
present ... day Fukue Shima. 
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District of Kishima 

The district of Kishima has four townships {thirteen villages}1 and one 
posting ... station. 52 • 

When he was touring [the land of Hizen], Prince [Ohotarashi], 

who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Makimuku, anchored 
his fleet at the village of Ihataki in this district. [Fresh] cold water 

sprang from the mooring post of his lordship's vessel. It is also said that 

the spot where his ship anchored became an island. The prince observed 
these unusual phenomena, and said, "This district shall be named 

Kashi Shima (island of the mooring post)." The present name, Kishima, 
is a corrupt form of Kashi Shima.53 

There is a hot spring west of the district office. It is surrounded by 
craggy cliffs and is very forbidding. 54 

Womina Yama. {These [hills] are northeast of the district office.} 

When the same prince [Ohotarashi] travelled in this area, there 
were several female Tsuchikumo wizards living atop the hills. They 
would not submit to the royal order and resisted for some time. Thus, 
the prince sent an army to destroy them. These hills are called Womina 
Yama (female hills) because of the women who were living there.55 

District of Fujitsu 

The district of Fujitsu has four townships {nine villages}, one post ... 
ing--station,56 and one beacon. 

In the remote past, Prince Yamato Takeru came to this area. He 
anchored at this ford because the sun was setting in the western hills 

when he arrived at this location. Before setting off for the interior the 

52 This posting-station, knovro as Kishima, was located on the site of the present .. 
day town of Tachibana, Takeo City. 

53 This place has never been identified. 
54 This is the present-day Tsukasaki Spa. 

55 Here is another indication of the existence of strong female leadership in 
ancient Japan. 

56 This was the posting-station of Shihoda. 
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following morning, he moored his ship to a huge wisteria tree. That is 
why the district is called Fujitsu (wisteria ford) .57 

Township of Nomi. {It is east of the district office.} When Prince 

[Ohotarashi], who governed the realm from Hishiro Palace at Maki-
muku, came to this area, there were three Tsuchikumo brothers living 
in this village. {The eldest was Ohoshiro, the middle one was N aka-

shiro, and the youngest was Woshiro.} They secured themselves iy a 

fortress and would not submit to the prince. The prince sent WakptKiko, 
the fore bear of the Ki no Atahi, to punish them. Thereupon, the three 

brothers came out and pleaded guilty. They kowtowed and begged 

for their lives. Thus, the place was named Nomi (kowtow) .58 

Township of Tara. {It is south of the district office and faces the sea.} 

The same prince [Ohotarashi] toured this area. After inspecting the 

state of affairs there, he said, "Although this la!ld is narrow, food is 

plentiful. It shall be called Tarashi (affluent) .'" The present name 

Tara is a derivation of TarashLs9 

Shihota Gaha. {It is north of the district office.} This river rises in the 

Tara no Mine (Tara hills) in the southwestern part of this district and 
flows east to empty into the sea. At high tide the water flows upstream 
with a very strong current. That is why it \vas nanled Shiho Takamitsu 

(coming tide high and full). Now it is called Shihota, which is a cor .. 

rupt form of Shiho Takamitsu. There is a waterfall on the upper reaches 

of this river. It plunges over a craggy precipice about t\venty feet high. 

Ayu are abundant there. There is a hot spring on the east bank of this 

river. The water of this spring is effective in healing human diseases.60 

57 Today there is a place called Fujitsu in Kashima~machi. According to the 
local villagers, the site was once at the mouth of the Shihowi River. A large wisteria 
tree grew on the south side. Persons who passed this place in boats would dedicate 
wine to the tree and pray for good weather. 

58 For nomi, see note 48) above. 
59 This site is located on the east side of the Tara Dake. It is a series of narrow 

strips of land. 
60 This is the ptesent .. day Ureshino Spa, in which the temper~ture of the water 

is about 95 degrees centigrade. 
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District of Sonoki 

The district of Sonoki has four townships {seven villages}, two posting-
stations, and three beacons.6l • 

In the ren10te past, on his \tvay back from his victorious campaign 
against the Kumaso, Prince [Ohotarashi], who governed the realm 
froln Hishiro Palace at Makitnuku, stopped at a temporary palace on 

Usa Beach in Toyo no Michi no Kuchi [Buzen]. He ordered Kamishiro 
no Atahi, the lord .. in--waiting t to arrest the Tsuchikumo in the village 
of Hayaki in this district.62 

While he was there, a woman named Hayakitsu Hime [came forward 

and] informed Kamishiro that she had a brother who was a Tsuchikumo, 
saying, HSir, I have a brother named Taketsumima. He lives in the 
village of Take and has in his possession beautiful jewels, called Itabi} 
of the god Iso no Kami. He cherishes them so much that he keeps 
them in a secret place and will not let others see them." 

Kamishiro went in search of this man, who fled to the other side of 
the hill, seeking to hide in Ochi lshi no Mine. {It is a hill north of the 
district office.} Kamishiro, however, pursued Taketsumima and finally 
caught him. 

To Kamishiro's inquiry as to the truthfulness [of his sister's allega .. 

tion] , Taketsumima replied, "Yes, indeed. Actually I have two kinds 
of jewels. One is called ltabi of the god Iso no KamL The other is 
called Shiratama. They are indeed rare stones to be cherished. None ... 
theless, let me respectfully present them as my tribute."63 Takemitsuma 
surrendered his jewels to Kamishiro and furthern10re informed him of 

another Tsuchikumo. "There is a man named Noyana in the village of 
Kawagishi (riverbank). He also has beautiful jewels, which he cherishes 

61 The Wamyosho lists the posting-stations of Ihahi and Ohomura (Wamyosho, 
854) . The locations of the beacons are not known. 

62 Kamlshiro no Atahi was a chieftain in the northern Shimabara Peninsula. 
Hayaki was located around the Hayaki Straits t which now belong to Sasebo City. 
For Usa, see Nihongi t part C 112. 

63 This area still produces mother,orpearl (Inoue Michiyasu, Hizen fudoki shinko, 
133-34). I have oluitted four graphs that could mean "black sandstone" and "red" 
patched stone" from nly translation. See Morohashi Tetsuji, Dai Kan .. Wa jiten 
(Tokyo; Taishukan, 1958), 8:8539, 8481, for a general description of these graphs. 
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greatly. I do not suppose that he would ever surrender them to your 

lordship. "64 

Kamishiro searched out and captured Noyana. Noyana answered 
Kamishiro's questions, saying, ('Yes, sir. I do indeed possess such jewels, 
and will present them as my tribute. I dare not begrudge you thetn." 

Kamishiro returned to the prince with these three varieties of booty. 
The prince said, "This land shall be called Sonahitama (furnished 
,vith jewels).n The present name Sonoki is a corrupt form of Sona .. 

hitama. / 
Township of Ukiana. {It is north of the district office.} The same prince 

. [Ohorarashi] said to Kamishiro, while staying at the temporary palace 
at Usa Beach, qWe have toured several territories and conquered the 
Tsuchikumo in most of them. Are there any Tsuchikumo leaders who 
have not submitted to our authority?" Kamishiro said, "The village 
from which smoke is now rising has yet to come' under your lordship's 
influence. " 

Kamishiro was sent to that village, which was presided over by a'\ 

female Tsuchikumo named Ukianawa Hime. Because she was obstinate 
and would not pay tribute, the prince d strayed her. The township 
was named after this female chief, and was called Ukiana.65 

Township of Suka. {It is southwest of the district office.} In the remote 
past, when she passed through this area on her way to conduct an ex~ 
peditionary campaign against Si11a, Princess Okinaga Tarashi anchored 

her boat in the sea northeast of this township. The mooring post was 
transformed into a rock approximately twenty feet high and ten feet 
in circun1ference. It was about ten cho [approxiluately 1~200 yards] off .. 
shore. The rock \vas high and craggy; and no trees or grass gre\v on it. 

A high wind capsized and sank the boat carrying the lords--in ... 
waiting. The Tsuchikumo chief named Utsuhi Omara, who happened 
to be there, rescued [the princess's soldiers J. Because of this, the 

64 In early Japanese society) the ownership of jewels was crucial to the mainte~ 
nance of leadership. They not only indicated the wealth of a chieftain but also 
conferred magical power. Note, for example, that of the three objects of the Japanese 
Imperial Regalia jewels are of central importance (see Aoki, "Empress Jingu," 21). 

65 The location of Uk ian a is not known, although it lnust have been southeast 
of the present~day Sasebo City. 
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township came to be called Sukuhi [meaning "rescuing"]. The present 
name Suka is a corrupt form [of sukuhi].66 

Straits of Hayaki. {They are northwest of the district office.} The 
current is fast and strong in these straits. The sound of the approaching 
waves is like a thunderstorm. That is why the place is called Hayaki 

no To (rushing straits). Trees grow abundantly there. Their roots are 
in the ground; their branches extend into the sea, [touching the water]. 

Wakame grows rapidly there and is one of the tributary goods [sent] to 
the Court [from this area] .67 

District of Takaku 

The district of Takaku has nine townships {twenty..·one villages}, four 
pos ting ... stations, and five beacons.68 

In the remote past, while staying at a temporary palace at N agasu 
Beach of Tamakina District in Higo, Prince [Ohotarashi], who governed 
the realm from Hishiro Palace at Makitnuku, viewed the hill of Takaku 
District, and said, "That hill looks as if it could be an island. I wish to 

know if it is a hill or if it is an island." Thereupon, the prince ordered 
Ohona no Sukune to inspect the area closely. [When Ohana no 
Sukune] came to this district, he met a man who said to hitn, "I am 
the god in this hill. My name is Takakutsukura (elevated seat). I 
came to receive you because I heard that you were sent by the prince." 
That is how the district came to be named Takaku. [Takaku is a 
shortened form of the name of the god, Takakutsukura.]69 

Hijiha no Ike. {Natives call the cliff [by this pond] Hijiha. It is north-
west of the district office.} There is a high cliff on the east side of this 

pond facing the sea. I t is approximately a thousand feet high and 

66 This area included present-day Nagasaki, facing Onlura Bay. 
67 Wakame grows fast in this place due to the warm climate. 
68 The district of Takaku enconlpassed the present-day Takaki and Isahaya 

areas. The Wamyosho lists the posting~stations of Funakoshi, Yamada, and Notori. 
The fourth was probably Nihikita, which was south of present.-day Shimabara City 
(Wamyosho, 854; NKBT 2,409, 17n). 

69 The natne Ohono no Sukune is preceded by the word kami, which means 
" d"" bl ') go or venera e. 
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three thousand feet long. The waves of the western sea wash the cliff 
at all times. Because the natives call [the cliff] Hijiha, the pond \vas 

named Hijiha no Ike. This pond is about six thousand feet long and 
five hundred feet wide. Its bank is twenty feet high. The pond covers 
approximately five square miles. At high tide, sea water rushes over 

the bank and flows into the pond. Lotus hly and water chestnut grow 
abundantly. The lotus roots are delicious in the seventh and eighth 
months. However~ in the ninth month they lose their flavor entirely 
and become tasteless and unappetizing.70 

Mine no Yu. {It is south of the district office.} The source of this spa is 
in a hill southwest of Takaku no Mine. An extremely large quantity of 

hot water flows east from that hilL The spring water runs in abundance 
and it is the hottest of all. It can be used for bathing only when mixed 

with cold water. The taste of the water is sour. Sulphur and chalk are 
obtained [in this area]. Hikimatsu pines grow there. Their needles are 
thin. These pine trees bear a small berrylike fruit, which is the size of 
adzuki and is edible.71 < 

70 The site of the Hijiha no Ike is now a rice field. 
71 Mine no Yu is the present-day Unzen Spa. 
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Abo ]rrIT:g: Izumo deity known to eighth,century Harima residents. 

adashi kunibito (or izoku no hito) ~1-fr A: People with different manners and 
customs. The word refers specifically to aborigines captured in the north .. 

eastern regions. See saheki. 

Afumi no Sumera Mikoto lli1I7(~: Emperor Tenji. See Tenji. , 

agata w,*= Pre .. Taika administrative unit in which the inf1uehce of Yamato 
power was predominant. 

agata no karni W,*flilt: Agata god, or local deity. 

agatanushi ~* ±: Custodian of a territory under the direct control of the 
royal family or families of the Yamato Court. This official was less inde ... 

pendent than kuni no miyatsuko. See kuni no miyatsuko. 

Ajisuki (or Adzisuki) [}5J~~J.!*.R: Epithet for a deity to whom the introduc
tion of the plough is attributed. 

Ajisuki Takahikone (or Adzisuki Takahikone) rroJ3&3~1~?&J B t5 tN: Deity 
representing the newcomers/immigrants who introduced improved agri-
cult.ural techniques to Japan. 

ama, amabe r-t¥fA, YffJr , ?aA g:5 : Seafarers. When they submitted to the 
YatnatoCourt r these seafarers were caHed amabe. They were supervised 
by the Azumi no Muraji family. The amabe presented the Court \vith sea 

products. Later the word ama becan1e a part of a family name, as in Ama 
ho Onli. 

amaribe ~~ p: Administrative unit of single households consisting of fewer 
than fifty households. 

Amaterasu 7C ?~: Sun .. goddess of Japanese mythology traditionally consid .. 

ered to be the forebear of the imperial family. 

Arne, Arne no, or Ameno 7( : Epithet for deities who descended from the 

Plain of High Heaven. 

I 
.. 
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Arne no Hihoko ~o: Hiboko) 7Z El1~, "* B iff: Prince of the Shining 
Halberd (or ShinIng Spear), a symbolic figure representing the colonists 
fron1 the Korean ~eninsula. Stories of his strife with Ashihara no Shikowo 
(th~ Ugly Man In the Reed Field) reflect the challenge posed by th~ 
earlIer settlers to the latecomers on the Japanese Islands. 

Anaho ,~f!: Prin~e Anaho (known as Emperor Anko, r. c. 454-56) who 
was killed by hls relative, Mayowa. Oho Hatsuse, Anaho's brother, de.; 
stroyed Mayowa in reprisal and ascended the throne (he was known as 
Emperor Yuryaku, r. c. 457-79). 

Asako 3i:t§ (new); 19> (old): Nalne of a township in Harima Province. 

Ashigara Mountain JEmLU: Border between Sagami and Suruga provinces 
located east ofMt. Fuji. ' 

Ashihara no Nakatsu Kuni ffJ1RL r=pW~: Japanese Islands. 

Ashihara no Shiko\vo * ~ ~ ~(~t ).3JL; Derogatory name given to 
Ohonamuchi, the Great God of Izunlo. 

atahi @: Title given to pre-Taika local chieftains by the Yamato emperors to 
symbolize their 5ubnl.ission to the YamatoCourt. 

Atsu [frlJ R: Name of a to\vnship in Harima Province. 

Authority says ... -~L 

aya, ayahito iJi, T~A: Immigrants who came from the continent to Japan by 
\vay ofPaekche. Later the ternl came to be used to refer to the name of a 
family or clan. 

ayu if~, ,~ti: Plecossus altivelis, a fresh~water fish. There are two ways to 
write the name of this fish. The first, which literally means "one-year 
fish," suggests the belief that ayu lived only one year. The second consists 
of two elements of a Chinese graph: a classifier meaning "fish" and an 
element meaning "divination." The fact that the ancients etnployed 
the latter graph suggests that they used the fish for fortune telling, as is 
attested in the legend of Empress ]ingu in the Hizen fudoki. 

Azuma (or Adzuma) ftfr[£: Eastern provinces. The location of Azunla differs 
depending on the materials consulted. In the Hitachi fudaki it refers to 
the present Kanto region. 

Azumi (or Adzunli) no Muraji ~ ~jJf: Official whose nanle appears in the 
Harima fudaki. 

banbetsu * llU: Descendants of Korean and Chinese immigrants to early 
Japan as classified in the Shinsen shojiroku. 

battle cry. See kotoage. 

Beacon. See tobuhi. 
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Bingo G 1:&: Province situated sou th of Izumo and west of Harima. 
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bu~; (1) Common unit of linear measurement in premodernJapan (equals 
0.0011 mile). (2) Common unit of square measurement in premodern 
Japan (equals 3.3 square meters, about 10 square feet). 

Bungo (or Toyo no Michi no Shiri) ~ 1&: Rear half of Toyokuni (abundant 
country). It refers to the territory that roughly encompasses present .. 

day Oita Prefecture. 

cho err: Variable unit of square measurement used in Japan before 1962. 

Chuai 1~R: See Tarashi Naka. 

Council of Religious Affairs: Jingikan m$ ffi.& '§' in Japanese. The council 
established after the Taika Refonn. It was concerned with l<ami and their 

places of residence, i.e., shrines. 

Council of State: Dajokan ;t:jl)('g in Japanese. The council was established 
after the Taika Reform. < 

daiitsuge *Z T: The 16th rank stipulated in the 5th year of Taika (649). 

daiitsujo *Z.LL: The 15th rank stipulated in the 5th year of Taika (649). 

daijo-sai (aho nihe no matsuri) *~~: Great rice--tasting ritual performed 
by the Japanese sovereign following his accession ceremony. See 
nihiname..-sai. 

daiken (or dail<.emu) *~; The 25th rank stipulated in the 3rd year of Emperor 
Tenji (664). 

Department of People's Affairs: Minbusho Rg~~ in Japanese. An admin~ 
istrative office under the jurisdiction of the Council of State. 

eagle. See washi. 

(The) elders say ... ; according to the elders ... ~:f3 EJ 
engi-shiki g~J:t; Engi formulae, procedures of the Engi era. The collection 

of detailed supplementary laws that enacted the Taiho Code. 

Etomo .~~ (new); ~{* (old): Place name found in the IzumoJudoki. 

fudoki m± ~2: Local gazetteers. Loosely used, this term means "accounts 
concerned with local matters." In this study it refers to eighth~century 
Japanese local reports presented to the central government. 

fuhito 3e: Ttitle given to those in charge of official docun1ents. Most pre
Taika fuhito were Korean immigrants or their descendants. 
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Futsunushi, Futsu no Ohokami *~~±, tff3IH*ffr$: God in charge of the 
divine sword known as Futsu no Mitama. Hence, a war god. One of the 
three deities enshrined in Kashima Jingu. 

ge fW: Reports from lesser officials to their superiors. This particular ~ord 
used at the beginning of the Hitachi fudoki, is believed to have signified 
that the document was an official eighth .. century report submitted by 
the provincial governor to the central government. 

go: See sato. 

gori"sei ~~~£mrr; Term used by Japanese historians to indicate the lowest 
rural administrative structure after 715. One go, or sato, consisted of 
fifty households, which were artificially grouped regardless of the natural 
layout of a village or villages. Each administrative sato was supervised by 
a headman, or sato osa. Villages with natural layouts were called kozato 
after 715. See sato. 

governor general. See sube osa. 

Great Eastern Sea Route *W*jlt 
gun (or kohori) t~: District. Early on, this administrative unit was expressed 

in a graph that could also be read as kohon. There were three categories: 
jogun (or kamitsu kohori) , chugun (ornakatsu kohori) , andgegun (or srnmotsit 
kolwri). 

gundan $~; Anny divisions. Three army divisions are listed in the Izumo 
fudoki. 

gunji (or kohori no tsukasa) 13~ 'Rj: A district governor and his office. 

Hahaki (Hoki) 18~: Province/region adjacent to IZUlno on the east. 

handen flIES: Land allotment. 

hani ~, ti!: Clay. In the Harima fudoki the first graph is used in the sense of 
clay, though the same graph could also mean "slate." 

haniwa fti~: Clay figurines placed araund burial mounds to separate the 
territory of the deceased from this world. The earliest haniwa were plain, 
cylindrical, terracotta pieces resembling tall flower vases. This practice 
seems to have derived from the custom of using pots as landmarks, 
although the Nihon shoki states that it evolved as a substitute for self.
immola tiou. 

hari *:k: Old name far hagi (bush clover). 

Hata *: Family name given to those who immigrated from the continent 
ta Japan. Persons with this family natne claimed descent from China's 
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first unifier, Ch'in Shih .. huang--ti (r. B.C 221-10). Some of these people 
were engaged in commerce in sixth .. centtlry Japan. 

hata JfJi: Flag, banner, kite. 

hatake mall, ijf~~: Fungal infection that afflicts human skin. The Bungo 
fudoki contains the earliest known mention of this skin disease. 

Hayashi n~ (new); ** (old). 

Hayato, or Hayahito ~ A: Traditionally considered to have been. settlers 
at the sou thern end of Kyushu Island. Some Japanese scholars identify 
them with the Kumaso. See Kumaso. 

Heavenly Great God of Kashima (Kashiu1a no Ame no Ohokami) W ~ 7( 
Z * ffi$: Deity whose name appears in the Hitachi fudoki. 

Heki (or Hioki) B fa: Name of township in Izumo Province. See also Hekibe. 

Hekibe B ~g~: Family descended from an imperial retainer of the pre .. 
Taika period. 

Hi (or Hii) fjID, ~W: Word that refers to the name ·of the river Hi no Kaha 
(Hinokawa) . 

High Heaven: Takamagahara, or Takamanohara ~ 7( JJj(, in Japanese. The 
term refers to the ruling power of mythical Japan. 

hiko tb i1 , ~: Suffix to a masculine given name. 

Hi no Kaha (or Hinokaha, Hinokawa) 52W) f r: Hit River, the principal 
river of Izumo. 

hirami f:g: Belts, sashes. The graph can also be read as hire. See hire. 

Hire m: Scarves worn by women in early Japan. The word can also refer to 
a shred of cloth used by shamans in magical practices. 

hita (or hina, ina, shida): Rural t hinterland. 

Hitachi m~~: Old name for the region that now constitutes Ibaraki Prefecture. 

Hitachi no Kuni no Tsukasa 1t ~~ ~ Q]: Provincial governor of Hitachi. 
The word could also mean "the office of the provincial governor of 
Hitachi." 

Hizen (or Hino Michi no Kuchi) ~~§tr: Area that now constitutes parts of 
Nagasaki and Saga prefectures. 

Homuda db -;t.: Prince (known as Emperor Qujin), the protagonist of the 
Harima fudoki; Prince Homuda was responsible for development of the 
Yodo.-Yamato River Valley and pacification of its outlying areas. He was 
probably descended from colonists who married chieftaitls in the Yamato 
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Valley. His or his forebear's first settlemertt may have been located in 
Kyushu. 

hsiang ~~p: (Chinese reading): See go, sato, and go~ri sei. 

Hyobusho ~ff~ ~: Ministry of Military Affairs. 
• 

Ichinohe no Sumera Mikoto $~~~: Prince Ichinohe, also known as 
Ichinohe no 0511iha no Miko. The heir to Prince Izahowake (known as 
Emperor Richu) and the father of princes Oke and Woke (known as 
Emperors Kenso, r. c~ 485-87, and Ninken, r. c. 488-98), Ichinohe was 
murdered by Prince Oho Hatsuse (Yuryaku) who seized power at the 
Yamato Court with the aid of the Ohotomo no Muraji. See Oho Hatsuse 
and Ohotomo no Muraji. 

Ihinashi t&~ (new) j -I: ~ (old): Name of a township in Izutno Province. 

Ihishi t&E (new); {33-_~ (old): Name of a district as welt as a tovvnship in 
Izutno Province. 

Imaki ~*: (1) Immigrants to Japan in the late fifth and early sixth centuries 
who came mainly from China by way of Paekche. (2) The place where 
such immigrants first settled. 

Inaba IZJlf!I: Region adjacent to Izumo, bordering the Japan Sea. It is well 
known because of the myths relating to Okuninushi. 

inetsuki (or inatsuki) f£3~: Rice pounding. This act seems to have had a 
magical significance, and it proclaimed one's suzerainty over a specific 
territory, 

inner minister (U chi no 0 ho Omi) pg * @.: Final position given to Fujiwara 
Kamatari, the designer of the Taika Reform. This title should not be 
confused with the office of naidaijin (which uses the same graphs). Naidai.-
jin was created in the late nineteenth century. It is customarily rendered 
as "the lord keeper of the privy seal." 

Inu 1ft ~ (new); f1t~ (old): Township described under the district of Akika 
in the Izumo fudoki. See below. 

Inu f1t~ (new); tt=r ~ (old): Township described under the district of Izumo 
in the Izumo fudoki. See above. 

iriumi Are; Literally Hinland sea." In the Izumo fudoki the term refers to a 
lagoon divided in two by the Asakumi Straits of Izulno Province. 

Izahowake W !j¥~5fD~: Prince Izahowake (known as Emperor Richu) is 
traditionally thought to be the direct heir of Prince Takatsu (Emperor 
Nintoku, r. c. 395-427). Today there is some doubt that he becalne the 
supreme leader after his father. It is possible that more than one royal 
prince contended for the throne. 
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Isetsuhiko, Isetsuhime W~WttE, w~~ttJf: Deities' appearing in 

the Harima fudoki. 
Izumo tfj~: Old name for the eastern part of present--day Shiman~ P~efec ... 

ture. It is situated in the northwestern part of the Japanese maln Island 
(Honshu) facing the Japan Sea. This is the ~lace that produ~ed the 
Izumo fudoki in the eighth century. From the eIghth century unul1B68, 
the borders of Izumo remained unchanged, except during the Wars in 

the Provinces (Sengoku jidai). 

Izumo Furune (or Furine) tB~f)[*N< Legendary ruler of Izumo who in the 
myths compiled at the YamatoCourt is said to have been destroyed by 
the imperial army. 

Izumo no Omi tI:t~~ ~: The strongest and richest family of eighth--century 
Izun1.o. Hiroshima, of this family, was district governor of au and con ... 
currently high priest of Izumo. He was responsible for the compilation 

of the Izumo fudoki. 

Jingikan J]i$ffi~ ~: Ministry of Religious (kami) Affairs. 

jinja daicho m$ w± It $~: Register of (kami) shrines, a predecessor of the 
Shinmeicho (also read }inmyocho, the roster of the gods' names). 

jinmyocho: See shinmeicho. 

Jinshin Insurgency =E $ 0) IL: Dispute over succession in which Prince 
Ohoama (Oama, later Emperor Tenmu) usurped the throne from his 

nephew Prince Ohotomo (Otomo) in 672. 
kabane fr.i: Title or titles given to imperial subjects by the Yamato emperors 

to designate their profession or status. This was an integral part of the 

familial system under the Yamato. 

l<agami ~l: Mirror used as a shamanistic charm to protect the owner froln 
evil spirits. In Central Asia, some shamans/theurgists wore metal plates 

rather than mirrors. 

Kalnato (or Kamado) Yan1.a 6 r~~: Mountain described in the Bungo fudoki 
as a source of Akayu Spa in the district of Hayami. 

Kami Musubi m$0t= Deity, the Spirit of Fertility. 

Kamitsukasa: See ]ingikan. 

Kamitsu Keno J:. qs m7: Area roughly covering the territory of the present ... 

day Gunma Prefecture. Some chieftains of this area seem to have pledged 
their allegiance to the Yamato Court as soos as the early fifth century, 
while Shimotsu Keno chieftains remained independent until the Taika 

Reform. Later the name Kamitsu Keno changed to Kamitsuke, and then 

to Kozuke. See Keno Kaha. 
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Kamo wa (new); ,~ (old): Wild duck. Also the name of a district in 
Harima Province. 

kamu (or kami) m$; A god. The word is perhaps of Altaic origin. . 

Kamube (or, Kanbe) 1Ii$ p: Shrine households. Under the Taih,o Code in1por ... 
tant shnnes were endowed with households whose taxes were allocated 
to the shrine. . 

Kamuto no Omi m$ P bI: Family that held the position of district governor 
of Kamuto in eighth ... century Izumo. 

kamuyogoto !iI$~ EPJ: Shinto liturgy included in the Engi ... shiki. 

Kanto ~j* region: Region that included Sagami, Musashi, Aha (Awa) , 
Kamltsufusa (Kazusa), Shimotsufusa (Shimofusa), Hitachi, Kamitsu 
Keno (Kozuke), and Shimotsu Keno (Shimotsuke) provinces. 

Kara ~: Old Japanese designation for the states of the southern Korean 
Peninsula. The word kara later took the graph that means China. Without 
the Chinese graphs, Kara hito and kara mono can be interpreted to mean 
" 1" · d u, d d tI overseas peop e an Importe goo s. 

karimiya fIg: Emperor's (or prince's) temporary palace or camp. 

kashiha m: Oak leaves. The leaves of the oak were integral to the daily lives 
of the early Japanese, because steamed rice was served on them. The 
custom is still observed in the practice of wrapping rice cakes to make 
kashiha~mochi. Many towns and villages in Japan have the name Kashiha 
(or Kashiwa). 

Kashima W~, mlt~! Nalne of a god found in the Hitachi fudoki. Also the 
name of a district in Hitachi Province. 

Katawoka no Muraji J=1 flOj ~, 15 $~; Relatives of the Nakatomi family. 

kazura (or kadzura) ~~ A vine, and, in an extended sense, a head ornament 
made of vine. 

Keitai *lHm: Emperor (r. 507?-81). 

Keno =§mT: Area encompassing the northern bank of the upper and middle 
reaches of the Tonegawa (Tone River). See Shimotsu Keno and Kamitsu 
Keno. 

Keno Kaha (also Keno Gaha, Keno no Kawa, or Kenugawa) ::§ !J~dJ; Old 
name of the present ... day Kinu Gawa; a tributary of the Tonegawa. The 

sound of the word Keno was [keno], which provides evidence for the 
existence of vowel harmony. 

ki t]i1Z: Fortress. 
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Kibi r.5' fFm: Area that included Bizen, Bitchu, and Bingo provinces, the 
present .. day Okayama Prefecture. 

Kii me {1t: Province that encompassed almost the entire territory of the present ... 
day Wakayama Prefecture and the western part of Mie Prefecture. Also 
including the areas called Kumano Sanzan (three mountains of Kumano), 
its relevance to the early history of Japan lies in its dense forests, whi<.Sh, 
together with the land of Yoshino , provided the ancients with the setting 
for mythical tales about the founders of the Yamato Court. 

Kijima *~~ (new); 3t EI ~ (old): N arne of a township in Izulno Province. 

kimi:7g: Title bestowed upon local magistrates under the fatuilial system. It 
indicated the holders' relative independence of the Yamato Court. 

Kinki lli~ region: Area encompassing present, day Osaka, Kyoto, and Nara 
prefectures. 

Kinmei mx. EfJJ: Supreme leader of the Yamata Court in the mid ... sixth century. 
The Nihon sJwki gives 540 as the first year of his reign, while the biograph ... 
ical document of Prince Shotoku gives 531. Kida Teikichi suggests that 
during his reign there were two courts (between 531 and 540). He is also 
known as Shima no SutneraMikoto and Shikishima no Miya no Sumera 
Mikoto. 

Kisakibe f.lJf~: Groups of workers assigned to work land granted to the 
wives or consorts of reigning princes or emperors. It is generally accepted 
that the Kisakibe were established in the late sixth century. 

kishima buri (kishirna no utaburi) ff ~ p~ EEH: Native dance song/music of 
northern Kyushu. 

Kiyomihara no Sumera Mikoto $(-W)~ffi{x~; See Tenmu. 

Kizuki (Kidzuki, or Kitsuki) ff?$, ~ {~~;A place in the western part of 
Izumo, the present ... day lzumo Taisha. 

Kobetsu £3U; Imperial descendants as classified in the Shinsen shojiroku. 

Kochi E 9&: Man's name found in the Harirna fudoki. 

Kafun ~ m culture period: Archaeological period represented by great 
earthen burial mounds. The period extended roughly from the second 
to the eighth century. 

kohori ~ (pre--Taika); ~~ (post--Taika): Japanese term for "district." Different 
Chinese graphs were used before and after the Taika Reform. 

kojiki (or furukotobumi) ~~ RC: First Japanese historical chronicle, compiled 
by Oho no Omi Yasumaro in 712. 
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kokushi ~ Q]: Term that referred to both the provincial governor and the 
office staffed by his subordinates. 

Komichi IJ\~: Small road. As stipulated in the Taiho Code, there were ~hree 
categories of artery road: ohomichi (great road), nakamichi (medium~sized 
road)) and komichi. The size or status of each road determined the num

ber of horses kept at its posting .. stations for official use. Each komichi 
posting-station was responsible for providing official messengers and 
five horses. 

Konohana no Sakuyahime *1E16:;z.1~mJl, ifhrEt*~;Z~ttW: 
Princess Blooming Flower, a mythological figure of the Kojiki. As the 
name indicates, she was a beautiful maiden, the daughter of Oho Yama ... 

tsumL 0 ho Yamatsumi had another daughter named Ihanaga. In contrast 
to Konohana) Ihanaga was ugly, but she was endowed with immortality. 
By refUSing to marry Ihanaga, the imperial grandson Ninigi missed the 
chance to become immortal. Ninigi married Konohana. She gave birth 
to two sons, Hoded and Howori, who were always on bad terms. 

konomi m.y: Nuts or fruits. Today the graphs mean "sweets." 

karo yotsu §If g [g 0: Term used in the Hitachi fudoki that is difficult to 
decipher today. 

Koshi ~~ , ~; Region situated in the northern part of the Japanese main 
island facing the Japan Sea. It included Echizen, Etchu, and Echigo . 
prOVlnces. 

koto age ~ (BUN); ~~ (HAR): Declaration of war, a war cry. 

Kotoku ~tt: Emperor (r. 645-54), In the fudoki he is variously described 
with the word Naniha preceding his name, (as in Naniha no Sumera 
Mikoto). 

kotowaza ~g: Folk saying, satirical proverb. 

kozato £: Village. The same graph, read as sato, represented a community or 
township before 715. 

kuchinashi tffi: Gardenia. 

Kumano ~~!7= Area encompassing the southeastern part of present--day 
Wakayama Prefecture and the southwestern part of Mie Prefecture. See 
also Kii. 

Kumaso ~~~, t*M~~: People who once lived in the southern part of 
Kyushu Island. Although they are believed to have differed from the 

Yamato people, their ethnicity is difficult to prove. Perhaps it was their 

manners and customs, which differed radically from those of Yamato 

people, rather than their ethnic origins, that offended the Yamato Court. 
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Kume no Mahetsukimi ~**5R: Councillor Kume, perhaps a relative of 

the Saga family. 

kuni ~ = An administrative unit. In the pre-Taika period, it \vas a political 
unit ruled by the kuni no miyatsuko (local chieftain). In the post~Taika 
period, it was a province governed by a centrally appointed provincial 

governor, or kokushi. 

kunihiki (or kunibiki) ~ '5 r: 'iLand-pulling~" the operation performed by the 
mythical Omidzunu oflzumo. Actually, it refers to the alluvial action of 

the Hinokawa (Hii River). 

kuni no miyatsuko ~~: Local magistrates of various origins. In theory, 
these were officials appointed by the central government to collect 
taxes for the Yatuato emperors. In reality, they were semi--autonon'lOUS 
rulers of rural areas during the pre-Taika period. After the Taika Re
form, most kuni no miyatsuko were appointed to the office of district 

•• governor, or gunJl. 

Kutami gz~ (new); ~~ (old) .: Name of a township in fzumo Province. 

kuzen 0 g: Oral edict of an emperor. 

Kuzu or Kunisu ~~, ~ tl!S: Early inhabitants of the Japanese Islands. Fron1 
the Yamato rulers' point of view, they were unruly because they resisted 
"pacification" by the Court. It is difficult to determine the ethhic differ-

ence betvveenKuzu and Yamato people, however. See Saheki, Tsuchikumo, 

and YatsukahagL 

Ii~: (Chinese reading): See sata. 

Magari no Miya 10'8: Emperor Ankan (r. 531?-536?). 

Magari no Sato ~£-'.£: The township of Magari in Harinla Province. 

rnahetsukimi 7::..:jc: Councillors, or advisors to the supreme leader. The term 

was first used loosely to mean persons who had a voice in deciding 

important matters of Court politics. The earliest councillors Inay have 
been tribal chiefs. In early Yamato politics no one man was able to act 

without the consensus of these councillors. Later the term came to 
designate certain officials in the central governluent. 

mamori ~; Fortress, lookout. 

Man!yoshu ~~~: The first anthology of Japanese poetry. The title literally 

means "Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves." It includes 4,516 poems 

in a wide variety of forms and on n1any subjects. The Hitachi fud.oki 
contains a few poems, the more polished forms of Vl!hich are found in 

this anthology. 

matsurigota 1&.: Term describing an early form of ceremonial observance, 
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which later developed into a quasi .. political manner of governing the 
country. The highest-ranking position in this system was held by the 
sumera mikoto, a title customarily rendered in English as "emperor" . 
" " h' . or elnpress. T e early emperors preslded over the state in the capacity of 
a high priest. 

michiyuki )1[17: Journey. 

mikura (or miyake) lEE-, ~~: Royal granary or tax storehouse. 

Mimaki no Sumera Mikoto ~7J_7C~) ~_*B*~: Prince Mirna or 
Mimaki (known as Emperor Sujin, r. c. 3501). Japanese historians h~ve 
begun to accept this figure as a historical personage~ perhaps the first 
ruler to establish supremacy in the Yamato Basin. 

Mimana {-fW: Japanese outpost on the Korean Peninsula, which existed 
from approxiu1ately the fourth through the sixth centuries. Korean 
scholars deny the existence of this Japanese foothold. 

minaeo ~ (waterway); m (port): Waterway. The graph also means "lake" 
when read as midzu umi. Use of the same graph for the word minato indio' 
cates that the waterway in question was located at a river mouth. The 
word minato (with a different graph) n1eans "port" in modern Japanese. 

Minbusho (Tamitsukasa, or Tami no Tsukasa): Department of People's Affairs. 

miru ~f~: A sea plant, the Codium fragile Suringar. In the water, the iutri .. 
cately forked branches of this plant form a beautiful design resembling 
a spread of pine needles. It should not be confused with matsumo 
(Heterochordaria abietina Setchellet Gardner). 

Mitami ~~ (new); -=.x= (old): Name of a township in Izumo Province. 

mitsuki tEP:f:f: SmaH tray with a stem at the center. 

miwabito m$ A: Group of people who claimed descent from the god Ohokuni--
nushi. . 

Mohitoribe 7J< $; Group(s) of men in charge of supplying drinking water. 
The word mohi means "vessels" in which water was served. 

moma yaso 8 }\ +: Literally "one hundred and eighty." In general, this 
word was used to mean "numerous.'; 

Monmu x:Itt= Emperor (r. 697-707)., the grandson of Emperor Tenmu and 
Empress Jito. 

Mori £J:EJ. (new); xIJ. (old): Name of a township in Izumo Province. 

moshiho ~fi: Pillow \vord for kaku meaning "to scratch," and yaku, meaning 
"to burn." 

mumaya. See umaya. 
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Munakata no Ohokami *~*m$: Great Goddess ofMunakata. Her name 
in the Kojiki is Takirihime and her alternative name is Oki no 
Shimahime. Born to Atnaterasu and adopted by Susanowo, she is known 
to be a tutelary deity of the Munaka ta no Kimi family. The Shinsen 
shojiroku lists her as an earthly (i.e., indigenous) goddess. 

muraji ~: Kahane (title) meaning "tribal or group chieftain." During the 
pre,.Taika period, a fan1Hy with a muraji title cou[d not marry into the 

royal family. 

Nagahata .. be :Btmti5= According to Hitachi fudol<.i, this fanlily descended 
from the weaving goddess who foHowed Prince Ninigi to Kyushu. Ac-
cording to the Shinsen shojiroku, they descended from the Tsao ~, one of 
seven immigrant families that sought refuge in Japan from the troubled 
continent during Prince Homuda's reign. See Homuda and Oujin. 

nagare umi t1E~®;: Word used in the Hitachi fudoki, meaning "lakes" or ~'water .. 
ways. " 

namekuhashi (namekuwashi) 1J*IE: Word found in the Hitachi fudoki used to 
describe "scenic" land. This expression is given as the etymology of the 
name N atnekata. 

Nezumi no Ihaya (Nezumi no Iwaya) f§t~ri: Described as beihg located in 
Ohokida District in the Bungo fudoki. The one described as being located 

in Ohono District is written differently JiI.IEg but sounds the same. 

Nihihari (or Niibari) *JT~: Name of an eighth .. century disttict in Hitachi 
Province. The term means anewly opened." 

nihiname (nihinamiJ nihinahe, or nifunami) fJJJ-!t, *JT S: First crop ... tasting 
ritual. The word derives from nihi no ahe, meaning "new meaL" The 
secohd graph of the expression used in the Hitachi fudoki refers to such 
grains as n1.illet, maize, and Indian corn but not rice. 

nihiname~sai *JTiF~: New rice .. tas.ting festival in which the new crops are 
dedicated to the ancestral deities of Japan. The reigning sovereign par .. 
takes of the dedicated rice. The ceremony commemorates his right to 
perform rituals for the ancestral deities of Japan. In a year in which a 
new sovereign ascends the throne, the ceremony is called daijo ... sai or oho 
nihe nomatsuri. 

Nihongi: See Nihon shoki. 

Nihon shoki (or Nihongi) B :;;$:~*B, B ~*G: Chronicles of Japan, \vritten 
mostly in classical Chinese and compiled in 720, the first critical history 
of Japan. It employs "portent" theory, borrowed from Chinese histori ... 
ography, while including several cycles of house histories and 
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mythologies. Accounts of the earlier periods are less reliable than those 
of the later periods. It is, however, indispensable for studies of early 
Japanese and Korean history because it includes citations from. lost 
Korean documents. . 

Nita m §7: Word thought to have derived from nitashi, meaning "wet/' It is 
given in the Izumo fudaki as a word spoken by the god Unojihiko. 

Notsuhime (or Notohilue) ~Wtt_: Female chieftain in the land of Koshi. 

nuka ~ = Bran, chaff. 

Nuta ill B3 (new); ~§t (old): Nalne of a township in Izumo Province. The 
compiler of the lzumo fudoki believed this word to be a mistake for nita. 
See nita. 

obita §: Group leader, per haps at the level of a village chieftain. 

Ohoama (Oan1a) *mA: Prince; later, Emperor Tenluu. 

Oho Ashi *JE: Name of a man or a tribe, 

Oho Hatsuse (Ohatsuse) *- 113 ~,Ji, * *1§.: Prince (known as Emperor 
Yuryaku, r. 457-79). This prince reinforced the power of the royal house 
by shaking off the influence of the peerage, especially that of the Katsuraki 
family. His reign coincided with the arrival of the continental immi ... 
grants who contributed significantly to Japan's technological and com ... 
merciaI advancement. Immigrants who came at this tinle were called 
Imaki no Aya. See Imaki and Yuryaku. 

Ohosazaki (Osazaki) *1t€: Prince (known as Emperor Nintoku, r. c. 395-
427). He was also known as Prince Takatsu, Takatsu no Miya, and Takatsu 
no Sumera Mikoto. See Takatsu no Miya. 

Oho Tachibanahime (Otachibanahime) *t~ttJl: Princess Great Orange, 
a mythological figure, the wife of Prince Yamato Take, She may symbolize 
the indigenous female chieftain(s) who came to terms with the Yamato 

Court. 

Ohotarashi (Otarashi) *m, *)E: Quasi ... mythological prince (known as 
Emperor Keiko, r. c. 280-· 316). The Nihon shoki describes him as the 
father of Yamato Take and as the ruler responsible for establishing 
Takerube. 

Ohotomo (Otomo) *1i.: Prince (?-672) who allegedly succeeded to the 
throne after the demise of his father, Tenj i. He was soon des troyed by 
Prince 0 hoama during the J inshin Insurgency. At though the Nihon shoki 
does not state that he ascended the throne, the Meiji government recog-
nized him as the heir to Tenji and gave him a posthumous natne, Kobun 
Tenno. The basis for this recognition by the modern Japanese government 
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was the Mito school scholars' contention that the three 'items of the 
"Imperial Regalia" were kept by this prince until his ritual suicide. 

Ohotomo no Muraji (Otomo no Muraji) *{*~: Fatuily that was in charge 
of the early Yamato rulet's household. Their rise seems to have coincided 
with Homuda~s establishment as a hegemon. They were responsible for 

the. development of the Yodo .. Yamato River Valley. 

Oho Yashima (Oyashima) *}\Y1+1; Old name for the Japanese Islands. The 
word aho is an honorific connoting greatness. Yashima refers to the 

eight islands of Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, Tsushima, Ahaji Shima, Iki 

no Shima, Oki no Shima, and Sadogashima. 

okera (or wokera) B J1t: An herb. 

Oki it~: Name of a princess. 

Okinaga Tarashi }~, * ffl' I~' ~ JE.; Quasi ... mythological princess (known as 
Empress Jingu). She is described in the Kojiki as the mother of Emperor 

Oujin. See Taras hi N aka. 
-

Omi @.: Title given to persons who had a status higher than the muraji. 

During the pre ... Taika period, a member of a family with the title ami 
could marry a member of the royal family. See muraji. 

omi ~±; Interpreter of Korean. In the Hitachi fudoki, however, the term is 

used as a man's name. 

Omizunu (Omidzunu, or Omidzuno) §~~: Deity found in the Izumo 

fudoki myths who is responsible for the kunibiki operation. 

Ou g ~ : Area along the Ou River Valley in eastern Izumo. 

Oujin (OJ in) ff!m$: Emperor (r. c. 390-405). Some studies suggest earlier 
dates such as 346-395. He is popularly known as Homuda in the Harima 
fudoki. See Homuda. 

Paekche B i~: Korean kingdom (?-660). 

Peasants, or residents s14. 
People's Affairs, Department of. See Minbusho. 

Prince of the Shining Halberd. See Arne no Hihoko. 

Prince of the Shining Plough: Translation of Ajisuki Takahiko, or Ajisuki 

Takahikone. The name represents the people who introduced metal 

ploughs to the Japanese Islands. See Ajisuki. 

Rock formation, or cliffs J¥ m 
Ryo na gige -%~M= Annotated vetsion of the Yoro Code through which the 

contents of the Taiho Code can be traced. 
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sabahe (sabae) ~!M!, n J1 W= Noisy flies of the fifth month. Sabahe nasu is 
a pillow word for expressions connoting a noisy, disorderly state of affairs. 

saheki (saeki) 16: fs: Unruly people. See also Kuzu, Tsuchikumo, and Yatsuk1hagi. 

Sahekibe 16: 1s -g3: Group or groups of barbarous people captured in the 
northeastern part of old Japan and brought back to western Japan. They 
were supervised by the Saheki no Atahi family. 

Saka fiB (nevv); ~ (old): Name of a district in Hizen Province. 

Salt burning: Salt .. making process. Dried seaweed was burned to ashes from 
which salt was obtained through distillation. See moshiho. 

Salnuta ~ 83: Place name found in the Hitachi fudoki. The graphs can also 
be read as J<.amuta (divine field). 

San'indo W~J1t: (1) San'indo Circuit, consisting of the eight provinces of 
Taniha (Tanba), Tango, Tajinla, Inaba, Hahaki (Hoki), Izumo, Ihami 
(Iwami), and Oki; (2) San'indo Highway, one of the major roads travers .. 
ing all the above provinces except Oki. 

Sanjonishi ~ {~fl§: Noble family whose library preserved the tnanuscript 
of the Harima fudoki) from which a copy was made in 1796. 

sara (or go) ~~B: Village or township, the sinallest administrative unit after 
715, consisted of fifty households. See kozata. 

sato (or ri) 1Il: Village, or township, the smallest administrative unit before 
715. 

Sayufu ~*5 (new); :tNB (old); Name of a posting .. station in lzumo Province. 

Seimu JI)G~; Quasi .. mythological emperor, traditionally believed to be the 
successor to Emperor Keiko. 

seki ~U: Barriers. 

seki ~m: Checking stations. 

setsudoshi ~ JJr. f~: Regional comnlander appointed in 732 to oversee the 
national defense against a possible attack froln Silla. 

shidori. See shizuori. 

Shiki rt: Literally "legal forms," detailed rules issued as supplements to the 
Taiho Code. 

shikigaisha :ct:5}Wr±: Shrines not included in the roster of the Jingikan. 

shikinaisha J:t P9 ffr±: Shrines that are registered, and hence are included in 
the roster of the Jingikan. 

Shikishima no Miya p~ tm ~~ Ii!!;: Palace of Emperor Kinmei, and (by extension) 
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the emperor himself. The Harima fudoki refers to this ruler and his pal, 

ace as Shinla no Miya. See Kinmei. 

Shima no Miya ~~ g: Palace of Emperor Kinlnei, and also the emperor 

himself. 

Shimotsu Keno -r~!f: Area roughly encompassing the territory of the 
present .. day Tochigi Prefecture. Chieftains in this area ~eem ~o have 
remained independent until the mid--seventh century, whlle then coun .. 
terparts in neighboring areas acknowledged the Yalnato Court as early 
as the fifth century. Later the area came to be kno\vn as Shimotsuke. 

shinbetsu fj/$53U= Descendants of the followers of the early Japanese sover-
eigns~ as classified in the Shinsen shojiroku. 

Shinmeicho (OT Jinmyocho) m$~~: Roster of the gods' names. 

Shino r~, ~~; Small balnboo. 

shinzo--in ~JT~~: Newly built temple or newly constructed chapel, possibly 
a type of family temple. 

Shishiji 7\J!l: Old name of the place now called Shinji in Shimane Prefecture. 

Shitsunu 1* m (new); ~ 7J ill (old); Name of a township in Izumo Province. 

shizuori (or shidzuori) ~ *~ 

shoitsuge Ij'6 T: The 24th rank stipulated in the 3rd year of Emperor Tenji 
(664). 

Shomu ~lit: Emperor (r. 724-49), the great .. grandson of Emperor Tenmu 
and Empress Jito. 

shoryo (or sul<e no miyatsuko) y~j: Assistant governor. 

shosenjo IJ'U-J.1:: The 13th rank stipulated in 649. 

shosoin monjo 1£ 131S% 3t if: Shosoin Archives, preserved in the Shosoin 
Repository of Todaij i, N ara. 

shucho (or fumihito) 3:.~; Clerk in the office of the district governor. 

Shukufu 1iI1i~: Generic term for two kinds of precious stones. 

Small province (or gekoku) T ~ 
Saga ~~: One of the most powerful falnilies at the Yamato Court before 

645, descended from the Katsuraki (Kadzuraki) falnily. Emperor Kinmei 
was descended from this family. 

sube osa ~~Ji, ~~, *}@ ~.a: Post--Taika comnllssioner whose role was close 
to tha t of a viceroy. 

sugoroku ~7\: Game played with dice, a kind of backgammon. It should not 
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be confused with the game of dochu sugoroku, which was very popular 
during the Tokugawa period_ 

Suguribe no Olni Jm.g~ §: Descendant family of an imperial retainer who 
originally came from Paekche. 

Suiko fl~. See Woharita. 

Suinin ~1=: Elnperof, a legendary sovereign traditionally regarded as the 
father of the legendary Prince Homuchiwake. 

Sujin *m$: Possibly the first Yamato emperor (c. mid--third century), also 
known as Mimaki no Sumeramikoto, or Prince Mirna. 

Sukuna Hikona (or Hikone) ::P ~15, P B -TiR, IJ\tt~ ffl: Legendary 
figure in the Izumo, Harima, and Yamato myths. In the Izumo myths he 

came to Izumo to cooperate with Ohonamuchi in governing the province . 
Later he disappeared from Izumo. Possibly he represents a collective of 
small ... scale landowners in western Japan. 

sukune 1§~: Title given to local magistrates loyal to the Yamato emperor. It 
means '~little brother." 

sumera mikoto x¥: Title of a person who controlled soothsaying. Before 
600, the term was loosely applied to royal princes. Prince Shotoku at ... 
tempted to reserve it for the supreme leader alone. Ho\vever, it was only 
after Emperor Tenmu' s reign that the term took on the meaning of the 
Chinese word ti W, meaning "emperor." 

Sumiyoshi no Ohokami 1.1. a*mEf1=Great God of Sumiyoshi, also known as 
Suminoye no Kami. This was a god of seafaring and diplomatic affairs, 
the husband of the pine spirit of the Kako River Valley in Harima. See 
Takasago. 

Sun .. goddess. See Amaterasu. 

Susanowo ~~ltcn~: Mythological figure traditionally considered to be a 
brother of Amaterasu. He is described as a god of calamity in the Kojiki 
and Nihon shoki. 

tabe 83 ffB= Workers belonging to the royal family or families. 

Tagima ~ _: N arne of a councillor. 

Taiho Code * _ W%: Legal enactment of 70I consisting of penal and 
administrative laws. While the penal laws were closely modeled on the 

Chinese T'ang Code, the administrative laws were framed according to 

Japanese custom. Some provisions of the administrative laws were 
modeled on the legal code of Northern Wei. 

Taika Kaishin *1t2!zJ~JT: Taika Reform r the political reform that followed 
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a palace coup staged by Nakatomi Kamatari and Naka no Ohoye (later 
known as Emperor Tenji) in 645. Its professed aim was achieved only 
after a civil war (the Jinshin Insurgency) was fought between Tenji's son 

and brother in 671-72. 

tairyo (or oho miyatsuko) *~Ji: District governor. The highest post in the 

gunji office. 

Tajihi ... be (or Tadzihi"be) ~$: Name of a local magistrate v,rho appears in 

the lzumo fudoki. 

Tajima 19i~: Land northeast of the Old Harima region. 

Taka Anaho ~7\tt; Quasi,mythological prince (known as Emperor Seimu) 

whose reign followed that of Prince Ohotarashi (Emperor Keiko) and 
preceded that of Taras hi Naka (Elnperor Chuai) in the imperial genealogy. 

See 0 hotarashi and Tarashi N aka. 

Takahashi Mushimaro rg1ltftJfrJft g: A collector of many of the local tales 
included in the Man'yoshu . He was a low --ranking official, a subordinate 
of Fujiwara Umakahi (Umakai) who was the regional commander of 

Western Circuit (Saikaido) and also provincial governor of Hitachi. 
Because of this, many Japanese scholars believe that he was also respon, 
sible for collecting and refining the local legends included in the fudoki 
of Hitachi, Bungo, and Hizen provinces. 

Takakishi (or Takagishi) ~ J$: (new); ~ ~ (old): An old word meaning 
" l'f£" c 1. 

Takasago ~l1Y: No play based oh the leg nd of the spirit of the pine grove of 
the Kako River Valley and the god of Sumiyoshi in the Yamato River 
Valley. 

Takamuku no Omi ~ rPJ ~: Councillor Takamuku, also known as Takamuku 
no Mahe tsukimi. 

Takatsu no Miya ~~'§: Palace of Emperor Nintoku, and (by extension) 

the person of the emperor himself. His court (palace) was located in 
Naniha, hence he is also called Naniha no Sumera Mikoto. He should 

not be confused with Emperor Kotoku. See Kotoku. 

Takeru--be ~-g:G: Group (or groups) of people allegedly established by 

Emperor Sujin for his son, Yamato Takeru. 

Taki §7f~ (new); ~E (old): Name ofa township in Izumo Province. 

tan ~, &: COlnmon variable unit of land measure. Today it is the equivalent 

of .24 acres) but it is thought to have been twice as large in the eighth 
century. 
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cane ~ Jfrj (new); a (old): Seeds. 

Tarashi N aka ffl r:p: Quasi~lnythological prince known as Emperor Chuai. 
He was the husband ofOkinaga Tarashi and the father of Prince Homuda 

• 

(Oujin) who established hegemony. Tarashi Naka's appearance in the 
chronicles suggests that there was sotne dissension among the peerage 
regarding the Yamato Court's policy in the Korean Peninsula. 

Temporary palace or camp. See lwrimiya. 

Tenji (or Tenchi) 7(~: Emperor (t. 661-71), the son of Emperor Jomeiand 
Empress Kogyoku. He was protagonist and designer of the Taika Reform. 
In 661, after Saimei's death, he took responsibility as the supreme leader. 
However, a fannal accession ceremony was postponed until 668, at which 
time PrinceOhoama was installed as the heir apparent. Because of this, 
most Japanese historians give his accession date as 668. However, the 
Nihon shoki lists 662 as the first year of Tenjl's reign, and a footnote 
states that his accession ceremony was held in 667. 

Tenmu 7(ft\;: Elnperor (r+ 673-86), the brother of Emperor Tenji. He was 
the victor of the Jinshin Insurgency, after which the Japanese imperial 
institution was greatly strengthened. Tenmu made himself the first 
strong sovereign of Japan by unifying his country under a Buddha .. 
Confucian ethic. See Ohoama. 

tobuhi ~: Beacon. 

Tokoyo ~ tit: Eternal world. 

tone (samuwi, or san'i) ffj(11I: Person with rank but no specific office. 

toneri ~ A: Imperial attendants. In early times, the toneri consisted of local 
chieftains' sons. Chieftains sent their sons to the Yamato Court as a 
gesture and symbol of their submission, and the Yamato rulers used 
them as attendants. The practice is reminiscent of the hostage exchange 

observed by the peoples of northern Eutasia. As the royal/imperial insti .. 
tution grew stronger, the original meaning of the toneri was forgotten, 
their role became more diversified, and their status declined. 

Toyo Ashihara no Mizuho no Kuni 1f1fffi(7J<.t!!~: Beautifying expression 
for the land of Japan, which can be translated as "the land of bounteous 

crops. " 

Tsuchikumo W~D~ffi:~ ±*, ±~~: "Unruly people," also local chief .. 
tains. The word derives from tsuchi kimi t meaning uearthly/local chief .. 

tains." See Kuzu, Saheki, and Yatsukahagi. 

Tsukushi :JJL~: Present~day Kyushu Island. 
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tsumadohi Wn~tt, ~~: Courting. See yobahi. 

tsumadohi no takara fr~~t; Token gifts from boys to girls. Receipt of the gifts 
signified initiation into womanhood. 

Ugly Man in the Reed Field. See Ashihara no Shikowo. 

umaya (mumaya, or eki) ,~: Posting .. station. These stations provided official 
travellers with horses, protective clothing, and other necessities. 

Umi mE~, mI:: The sea or a salt.-water lake. 

umugi ~€i ~: Clams. 

unawi fir: Young adults. 

uneme *:ft: Low ... ranking ladies,in~waiting, tributary WOlnen presented by 
the household(s) of local chieftains to the Yamato Court. 

Unojihiko (or Unodzihiko) f J]Cf3fg)m tt~: An unidentified deity who 
may have represented seafarers. 

ura ~m: Cove, port, anchorage. In the Izumo fudoki this term is used to 
describe naval ports. 

urabe 2J g~: Diviners. When used as a family name, the term refers to the 
faluity in charge of people who belonged to ecclesiastical institutions. 

Usa ¥i6:: Site of the Usa Shrine. Usa, in Kyushu, is traditionally accepted 
as the place where the first legendary emperor a inmu) landed on his 
\vay to pacify the east, that is, Honshu. 

Wake lratsume 3U ~I: Princess Wake, a quasi.-mythological figure who mar~ 
ried Prince Ohotarashi and gave birth to Yamato Take. She is also known 
as Inahi no Oho Iratsume. 

Wamyosho (or Wamyoruijusho) 5fDiSf9t, fD~~Ji~1Y: First Sino .. Japanese 
dictionary, compiled under the supervision of Minamoto no Shitagafu 
(Minamoto Shitago in a modern reading, 911-83), sometime around 935. 

washi fig , Jaj~: Eagle. 

waza uta itijffr, ~~: Satirical folk songs. The early Japanese interpreted 
such songs as oracles. The Nihon shoki often explains political changes 
using such songs. 

Woharita (Oharita, or Owarida) /J\?§ 83, /J\~E8: Place where Princess 

Kashikiya (Empress Suiko; r. 592-628) maintained her palace/court. 

Womi (or Omi) a*~: Name of a prince. 

wotokazura (otokadzura) 5fj~: Headdress made of vines. It was worn by lnen 
and WOlnen endowed \vith the privilege of performing religious rites in 

ancient Japan. 

I I 

s 
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yamabe W-g:~: People assigned as "mountain keepers.H They presented the 

royal court with products of the mountains. Later the word becan1e a 
family name. 

Yamato Court *;fD ~)jff: SynonYluous with the political center of early Ja~an. 
Yamato Takeru (or Yarnato Take) ~ftt: Legendary prince believed to have 

been the son of Emperor Keiko. He was possibly a representation of 
various local chieftains who submitted to the Yamato Court as early as 
the sixth century. 

YatTIuya m{'i3 (new); l1::~ (old); Nan1e of a township in Izumo Province. 

Yashiro ~ {-f: (new); ~1-t (old): NatTIe of the two townships in Izumo 
Province. 

yaso tomonowo J\ -f~{*~; Favorites or followers of the early Yamato rulers. 
Some of them had the status of steward in the royal households. 

Yatsukahagi 13lW~1El~BZ, J\*~, J\m~: Unruly people with long legs. 
The name perhaps derived from the fact that they could run very fast. 
See Kuzu, Tsuchikumo, and Saheki. 

Yatsu no kami (yato no kami) 13lJJm$ (new); 9(pg (old): Gods of the valley 
meaning "snakes." ' 

Yauchi @.:5: N arne of a township in Izumo Province. 

Yayoi 5ff ±; Archaeologica1 period (B.C. 300 to A.D. 300). The first artifacts 
of this pe.riod were excavated at a site in Yayoi,cho Hongo Tokyo in 

. , , , 
1884, hence the name Yayoi. 

yobahi m ~ tt , ~~, ~~; "Calling" in the sense of courting. 

yoboro AX: Laborers. 

YOlnei m 13)j: Emperor (r. 586). 

Yomi jfi {R.= Realn1 of Darkness, the land to which the dead (or political 
outcasts) were sent in the mythology of the Yamato Court. It also refers 
to lzumo. 

Yoro Code Jt1r31*%: Revised version of the Taiho Code
J 

compiled in 718. 

Yuryaku ~t~: Emperor. See Oho Hatsuse. 

- ............ ~ 
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yamabe UJlm: People assigned as "mountain keepers." They presented the 
royal court with products of the mountains. Later the word became a 
family name. 

Yamato Court *fD~Jj9!: Synonymous with the politicalcenter of early Japan. 

Yamato Takeru (or Yamato Take) ~:lB:';: Legendary prince believed to have 
been the son of Emperor Keiko. He was possibly a representation of 
various local chieftains who submitted to the Yamato Court as early as 
the sixth century. 

Yamuya ~ <i:r (new); Jt~ (old): Name of a township in Izumo Province. 

Yashiro ~{i; (new); :]({i; (old): Name of the two townships in Izumo 
Province. 

yaso tomonowo J\ +{**ff: Favorites or followers of the early Yamato rulers. 
~ 

Some of them had the status of steward in the royal households. 

Yatsukahagi ~W~~~~, JUR~, J\f*J~: Unruly people with long legs. 
The name perhaps derived from the fact that they could run very fast. 
See Kuzu, Tsuchikumo, and Saheki. 

Yatsu no kami (yato no kami) ~7Jff,$ (new); ~P9 (old): Gods of the valley, 
meaning "snakes." 

Yauchi ~.: Name of a township in Izumo Province. 

Yayoi S;j:: Archaeological period (B.C. 300 to A.D. 300). The first artifacts 
of this period were excavated at a site in Yayoi-cho, Hongo, Tokyo, in 
1884, hence the name Yayoi. 

yobahi m ~ tt , ~I, ~I1f: "Calling" in the sense of courting. 

yoboro AX: Laborers. 

Yomei m 8)3; Emperor (r. 586). 

Yomi j!t 3R: Realm of Darkness, the land to which the dead (or political 
outcasts) were sent in the mythology of the Yamato Court. It also refers 
to Izumo. 

Yoro Code .~1*%: Revised version of the Taiho Code, compiled in 718. 

Yuryaku a:1EIl!i1t: Emperor. See Oho Hatsuse. 

, 
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Kabuto Woka, 175, 176,218 
Kadoiha, 130 
Kadowaki, 180n 
Kadoye, 92, 96 
Kadzuno,91 
Kadzura, 106, 165 
Kadzuraki, 87, 218n 
Kafuchi, 36,39,42,43,68, 122, 123, 

125, 128,227-228 
Kaga,27,94,96,99,106 
Kagafuri, 126 
Kagahi,63 
Kagami, 143,237,261 
Kage Yama, 136 
Kageyama, 166, 178,218 
Kagu, 188 
Kagura, 151n 
Kaguro, 208 
Kaguyama, 184, 185 
Kaha-ahi (Kahai), 138, 222n, 228 
Kahabe, 141 
Kahachi, 10,207 
Kahachi (province), 165n, 188, 193 
Kahagishi (Kawagishi), 268 
Kahakami, 96 
Kahamura, 231 
Kahanaho,245 
Kahanohe (Kawanobe), 166, 216, 217 
Kahara (Kawara), 74, 97 
Kahara (princess). See Suiko 
Kahara no Sukune, 74 
Kahara no Ura, 265 
Kahato, 210 
Kajinashi, 48 
Kakimoto no Omi, 173n 

Kako, 163,166, 167, 168, 197n, 228 
Kakogawa, 169n, 170n, 172n 
Kako no Matsuhara, 169 
Kakuhaka, 185 
KakuhiYama,209,223 
Kakumagusa, 204 
Kamakaha, 258 
Kamakura, 22-23, 29 
Kamama, 120 
Kamata, 258 
Kamatari, 68 
Kamato, 244 
Kama Woka, 191 
Kame, 105 
Kame-ochi,I72-173 
Kami, 103,219 
Kami (8th-century Mishima), 195 
Kamihako Woka, 195 
Kami Kaha, 240 
Kami Kamo, 222, 223 
Kami Musubi, 96, 116, 123, 124 
Kami-nidan verb, 148 
Kami no otoko, 63 
Kaminayagara, 143 
Kamiromi &Kamirogi,57, 241n 
Kami Shima, 198 
Kamishiro no Atahi, 268-269 
Kamitsu Keno, 181 
Kamitsu Keno no Mahetsukimi, 180, 

187 
Kamiwo,l92 
Kami Woka, 188 
Kamiwo Yama, 9,193 
Kamiyama, 175 
Kami Yama, 202 
Kamiyogoto, See Kamuyogoto 
Kamo, 80, 87,228 
Kamo (district), 10, 165, 179,222 
Kamo (island), 93 
Kamo Shrine, 80, 87 
Kamono,48 
Kamori,126 
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Kamoriver, 
Kamo Saka, 223 
Kamoshi,97 
Kamo Shrine, 87 
Kamube (kanbe) , 59n, 78-79, 88, 122, 

182 
Kamuhara, 128, 151, 153 
Kamuhata, 69, 70 
Kamuhiko, 205 
Kamuki,l72 
Kamunabi, 91,112,113,118,119,127 
Kamuri Iwa, 136n 
Kamuro,87 
Kamusaki, 166, 170, 180, 190,214, 

216,221n 
Kamusaki (district), 250, 255, 256, 257 
Kamushiro, 126, 127, 141 
Kamutakara, 151 
Kamuto(district), 78,128,131-132, 

139,143-144 
Kamuto (lake), 130, 137 
Kamuto (river), 137, 143 
KamutonoOmi, 123, 132, 134, 139 
Kamuyogoto, 82n, 88, 146 
Kana, 14 
Kana orthography, 138n 
Kanakura, 205 
Kanauchi,214 
Kanaya, 186 
Kaniha Yama, 204 
Kanoye Tora, 180,200 
Kanoye Uma, 173,212 
Kanuya,103 
Kanzaki, 256n 
Kaoliang, 169n 
Kara, 169n, 195, 197-199,201,206 
Karahito, 175n 
Kara-mono, 199n 
Karamuro, 14, 177 
Karani,199, 
Kara Shimizu, 199 
Karatsu, 260n 

Karuno, 57,62,67 
Karu Shima, 254 
Kasagara, 13 7 
Kasaka,126 
Kasama, 36, 39 
Kasanashi, 97 
Kasasagi, 207 
Kashi,105 
Kashihade, 167 
Kashihahara, 239 
Kashihahara (Kashiwabara), 206 
Kashihano, 211, 243 
Kashima, 6-9, 31, 44, 49, 51-53, 55-

59,64-65,200n 
Kashima (islet), 93 
Kashima-machi, 267n 
Kashima Shrine, 57, 59, 61, 62, 83n 
Kashinowi, 97 
Kashi Shima, 266 
Kasu, 263 
Kasuga no Omi, 173n 
Kasumi,52 
Kata, 153 
Katabukita, 199 
Katahi,104 
Kataribe,83n 
Katari no omi, 83 
Katawoka, 67,70, 71 
Kataye, 94, 95, 97, 104 
Kato, 108n, 121n, 123n, 124n, 143n, 

147n 
Katori, 49, 51, 55 
Katsuhi,89 
Katsuma, 97, 104 
Katsura tree, 218 
Kaura, 252, 255 
Kawakudo,106 
Kawaraku no Miyake, 184 
Kaworita, 170 
Kaya, 135, 177 
Kayano, 111, 113 
Kazeko, 253-254 
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Kazura,ll 
Keene, 165n, 228n 
Keiko (emperor), 10-11, 19,21,43,52, 

64,72n, 122, 163n, 165, 167-170, 
172,187n,233,236-237,239-244, 
246-247,251-252,254-258,263-
270 

Keitai (emperor), 50, 237n, 261n 
Kema, 152, 
Keno,36,38,39,42,65n 
Kenrin,27 
Kenso, or Kenzo (emperor), 225, 229 
Keta, 129 
Ki, or Kii (district), 250, 252 
Ki, or Kii (province), 11, 165, 195 
Kibi, 11, 165n, 230 
Kibibe,139 
Kibihiko, Kibihime, 173 
Kichikami, 123 
Kida Teikichi, 187n, 237n 
Kidzuki, 76,80, 101, ll1n, 121, 123, 

125-127 
Kidzunano, 147 
Kihe, 219, 220 
Kihisa,l27 
Kihisakami, 127 
Kijima, 139, 141, 143 
Kikaki,142 
Kikikatsu, 9, 58-59 
Kikuri Yama, 136 
Kiln, lOOn 
Kimachi, 89, 92, 159 
Kimi,142 
Kimiya, 168n 
Kimure Yama, 217 
Kinmei!Kimmei (emperor), 85, 133, 

180,237 
Ki no Atahi, 267 
Kinoyama, 252n 
Kinoye saru, 207 
Kinu,105 
Kinunuhi,190 

Kisakahi, 96, 106 
Kisakibe, 172, 180 
Kisaki no Sato, 180,258 
Kishikiri, 146 
Kishima, 54,137,266 
Kishima (district), 250, 258 
Kisuki, 128, 152-153 
Kisumi,224 
Kitchen, 168 
Kite, 254n 
Kitsuhiko & Kitsuhime, 55 
Kitsuki, 123 
Kiyomihara, 52, 83n 
Kochi, 14, 15, 166, 177 
Kodzu, 118, 121 
Ko-fudoki, 3 
Kofun, 164, 259n 
Kogen (Emperor), 109n 
Kogo,238n 
Koguryo, 16, 174n 
Kohi ishi, 102 
Kohari,45, 73, 136n 
Kohorino, 205 
Kohori no Miyake, 45 
Kohote of Hahaki, 192 
Kojiki, 1,13,17,21,23, 82n, 122-123, 

125n, 133n, 145,147, 165n, 171n, 
213,223,231 

Kojima, 92, 104 
Koko,68 
Kokugaku,23 
Koma of Kurodawake, 225 
Komi,123 
Komichi, 144n, 233n 
Komomakura, 72,123 
Konohana Sakuyahime, 213 
Ko no Ike, 62n 
Ko-o Shima, 107 
Ko-ohiShima, 129 
Korea, 14,55, 206 
Korean,69n 
Korean beach, 198 
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Korean crows, 208 Kuma, 72 Kurosaka,4 Land pulling, 81, 95,123 
Korean immigrants, 13, 85n, 169n, 175, Kumachi, 172 KuroShima, 103, 104, 105, 107, 129, Land viewing, 24 7 n 

185n,195,204,252n,254n Kumahito, 226 130 Language (different), 265 
Korean king, 115n Kumano, 76,87,89-90,92,95 Kurusu, 166, 186 Ledyard, 17 4n 
Korean peninsula, 120n, 174n, 218n, Kumaso, 122n, 170,236,243,246,251, Kusa, 237 Legend, 8, 20,40,82 

261-263 268 Kusaka, 125-126 Lehmann, 133n 
Korean style, 14, 168n, 199, 254n Kumatani,139-140 Kusakabe, 189 Lily, 136, 148 
Korean water, 199 Kume, 72. 89 Kusakabe no Kimi, 237, 261, 263 Limestone, 67, 205 
Korime, 169 Kume (prince), 256 Kusakabe no Muraji, 229 Lineages, 9 
Korosu, 54 Kumoto,103 Kusakabe no Omi, 115 Linguistics, 23 
Koro yotsu, 58n Kumu, 125 Kusakami, 15, 177 Live-stock, 265 
Kose, 225, 258 Kumura,135 Kusanagi (sword), 146n Living quarters, 56 
Kosebe, 109, 114 Kunago,135 Kusaye, 225-226 Lobster, 114 
Koshi, 81, 82, 86, 95,132,133,137, Kunawi,135 Kusayoko, 258 Lobster shrimp, 102 

176n 
) 

Kunidokoro, 140n Kushi,107 Local chieftains, 35,167,181, 257n, 
Koshibe, 166, 169n, 186-187,202 Kunihiki (kunibiki), 80, 123n Kushigewoka, 175-176 259 
Koshidzu, 120 Kunimaro, 114,239, 244 Kushimikeno,95n Local deity, 109n 
Koshima,63 Kunimi,247 Kushinadahime, 140 Local dialect, 44, 47,55,265 
Kososhi, 111 Kuni no miyatsuko, 12,37,39-40,45, Kusu (district), 238 Local tradition, 65, 77 
Koto (zither), 142,203 53,57,72,88, 89n, 146, 167n, 178, Kusu (river), 236 Lodging, 179 
Kotoage, 195 183,208,224-225,235-236 Kutami,89,90, 116-118,240-241,243 Long beach, 106 
Kotohiki Yama, 137, 142-143 Kunioshiwake,95 Kutawatano,229 Long-eared owl, 91 
Kotokamiwoka, 176 Kunisaki, 234, 246, 247 Kutoto,l92 Lookout, 106 
Kotoki Woka, 258 Kuni yuzuri, 82n Kutsubiki, 254 Lordship, 56 
Kotoku (emperor), 5-6,35,37,42,47, Kunugi, 49, 51 Kuu, 104, 108 Lords-in-waiting, 48, 52, 217, 223, 

50,56,72, 196,204,209, Kurahashi,241n Kuya,97 268-269 
Koto Saka, 203 Kurama, 90 Kuzen, 79 Lost field, 110 
Kotowoka, 175 Kurami, 81, 96, 97,202-205 Kuzu,44,45,53,55,70 Lotus, 61, 265 
Kotsuhiko, 55 Kurara, 91, 112 Kuzuno,206 Lotus root, 113, 271 
Kotsumatsu, 64 Kure, 195 Kweishino, 239 Lovage, 136, 143 
Kowtowing, 264n, 267 Kurefushi, 35, 66 Kyokoji,88 Lovers, 64 
Kozu,80 Kure no awi (kurenai), 186n Kyoto,22n Loyalty,55 
Kuberiyu,245 Kuri Kaha, 261 Kyushu, 226n, 235-236,251n, 265n Luck,74 
Kubi, 234, 245-246 Kuri Shima, 130 Lumber, 128, 136 
Kuchi,99 Kurita, 3 Laborers, 51, 65,196 
Kudzu vine, 91, 98,127,136,143 Kuriya, 51 Ladies-in-waiting, 168 Mace, 214 
Ku~,21, 114, 127, 137 Kuriye, 102 Lads and lass, 46 Machida, 166,204 
Kuhahara,46,202-203,205n Kuroda, 166,219 Lakes, 47, 52,137 Mackerel, 115,265 
Kuhaki,239 Kuroda (station), 76, 80, 87 Land condition, 169n Maeda, 27 
Kuhaye, 205 Kurodawake, 224-225 Land disputes, 22 Magane, 143n 
Kuji (district), 35, 65, 67,69-72, 238n Kurokaha, 225 Landmark, 50 Magari (Prince), 186-187 
Kujira,51 Kuromaro, 74 Land mass, 81 Magari (village), 169 
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Magical comb, 202 
Magical effect, 201n, 206n, 252n 
Magical formula, 43 
Magico-political,221n 
Magistrate, 12,35,47,73,184,259 
Magnolia, 264-265 
Mahehara, 100 
Mahetsukimi, 37, 209n, 252n 
Maid, 183 
Maidens, 20, 64 
Majima,106 
Makeshift hut, 206 
Makimuku, See Keiko 
Makomo, 99n, 179 
Malay barhboo, 92 
Mamuta, 10, 193 
Manahiko,181 
Manakahi, 120 
Manashiro, 221 
Manawi, 89, 92 
Mandarin duck, 99, 101, 112-114, 128 
Mano,126 
Manuscripts, 25 
Man'yoshu, 23,39, 188n 
Manyoshu, The, 262n, 263n 
Maple, 48 
Marahi,l92 
Market, 88 
Marketplace, 100 
Maro, 47, 51, 207 
Marriage, 11,13, 124 
Maruyama, 133n 
Marsh, 51, 61, 70,107,112, 123n, 212, 

219,228,261 
Masaki, 174,220-221 
Mashiki, 249 
Mashima,107 
Masukata Yama, 172 
Matachi,50 
Matrilineal, 213n, 219n 
Matron, 220n 
Matsu,63 

Matsuhara, 62, 167, 169 
Matsura, 250, 260 
Matsurigoto, 133 
Matsusaha (Matsuzawa), 70 
Matsushita, 27 
Matsuwo (Matsuo), 190 
Matsuye,99n, lOIn, 108n 
Maya Shima, 105 
Mayumi,181 
MayumiSaka, 180 
Meal, 56, 65,167,212,223,240,260 
Meal serving, 185,241,252,258 
Means, 66 
Measurement, 116 
Measuring, 172 
Medake, 97, 265 
Medicine, 61,168, 205n 
Medicinal plant, 201n 
Medzuki,89 
Mefu,89 
Meiji,31 
Mercy, 264 
Mercury plant, 91,98, 112, 119,136, 

148,186,205 
Meshima, 36, 74 
Messenger, 184 
Meta, 256 
Metallurgy, 13 
Meyuhi,129 
Mibu no Muraji, 47 
Michinoku, 62, 67, 72 
Michinokuchi, 72 
Michi no Kuchi, 251, 253 
Michinoshiri, 72 
Michi no Shiri, 251 
Michinushi,219 
Michiyuki, 165n 
Midzu,118 
Midzukaki Palace. See Sujin 
Midzu umi, 99 
Mihara, 253 
Mihashi, 187, 188 

tvtihe, 224, 240n 
Miho, 81, 82, 94, 95, 97,102-103 
Mihosusumi, 95 
Miitsuku Shima, 130 
Mikadzukihara (Mikazukihara), 208 
Mikage, 178, 192 
Mikajihime,111n 
MikaSaka, 166,221-222 
Mikata, 166,213-214 
Mikatawoka,176 
Mikatsuhime, 110 
Mikawoka, 175 
Mikazuhime,119 
Mikoshiro,186--187 
Mikuga,138 
Mikuma, 237n 
Mikura, 119, 120,231 
Mikusa,98 
Military affairs, lOIn 
Military campaign, 70, 239, 246, 249, 

251,268--269 
Millet, 92,104, 169 
Mirna, 174n, 205-206 
Mimaki (prince). See Sujin 
Mimana,261-262 
Mirna no Kimi, 253n 
Miminashi, 188,202 
Mimiraku, 250 
Mimoro,231 
Mimukahi, 125 
Minagi (district), 166,225,229 
Minato,56 
Minbusho, 79 
Mine, 118,257 
Mine (district), 250, 255 
Mine no Yu, 271 
Mineraku, 265 
Mino, 70,182 
Minoya,99 
Minuba, 125-126 
Mi-oki Yama, 208 
Mirror, 7,68,165,237,261 

Index 

Miru, 49,52,263-264 
Mirukashi Hime, 263 
Misa,102 
Misaha, 72, 88,128,145 
M~aka, 144, 147,231 
Misaki, 103, 125, 129-130 
Misaki no Hama, 129 
Misaki Yama, 127-128 
Misaki Yama (three-forked), 194 
Misashi,72 
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Miscanthus, 49,50, 8On, 101-102, 104-
106, 112,217 

Misen,142 
Mishima, 106, 115 
Mishima (district), 195 
Mishiro, 153 
Misfortune, 190,207 
M~t,52,64,252,263 

Mitachi Woka, 180, 181, 194 
Mitami, 122, 124-125 
Mitani, 111,223 
Mito, 23,31, 67n 
Mitokoro, 128, 145 
Mitoya, 139, 140-141, 143 
Mitsu, 97, 107, 118, 120, 198 
Mitsuki, 71, 167 
Miura peninsula, 44 
Miwa,214 
Miwabito, 196 
Miwi (Mii), 111, 126, 167, 169,205 
Miwi (district), 252 
Miwi (river), 253-254 
Miwoka,175 
Miyabe,73 
Miyake, 45,123,183,187,207,217,231 
Miyako,258 
Miyakono, 240 
Miyako no Kohori, 243 
Miyamatsu,129 
Mianoura, 244n 
Miyatsuko,35 
Miyatsukobe, 73 
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Miyaura, 234, 244 
Miyoshi, 22, 144 
Mizuho,57 
Mizukaki palace, 53 
Mizuno, 103n, 107n, 116n 
Mizunoto, 47, 72 
Mochida,97 
Mohitoribe,47 
Moist, 117, 145 
Mold,210 
Momotari, 196,264 
Mongols, 23, 29 
Monkey,51-52,55,68,91,98,112, 

119,127,137,143,148,185 
Monkshood, 148 
Mononobe, 42, 121, 171n, 195n, 253n, 

256 
Monopoly, 204n 
Moonlight, 67 
Mooring, 267 
Mooring post, 80, 266, 269 
Moorish land, 147n 
Mori,141 
Morohashi, 268n 
Morris, 203n 
Mori, 79,82,91 
Moshi, 98, 111 
Mosquito, 93, 177 
Mother, 66 
Mother-of pearl, 268n 
Motsu,106 
Mound, 82, 258 
Mountain, 75,112,127,135,141,147-

148,152 
Mud, 68, 70, 244 
Mud snail, 53, 115 
Mukade, 101 
Mulberry, 38, 101, 114, 128,239,245 
Mulberry charm (yufu) , 245 
Mulch,228 
Mullet, 102, 114, 128, 137, 148 
Multitude, 57, 63,172 

Index 

Munakata, 219-220 
Munakata (district) 253 
Munakata no Kimi, 220n 
Munakata Shrine, 253n 
Muraji, 37, 212n 
Murakami Tarushima, 180 
Murasakigusa, 142n 
Murder,229n 
Mum, 168 
Murofu, 166, 198,205 
Murohara, 147, 148 
Murotsumi,168 
Mushimaro, 20, 152 
Mushino, 97-98 
Mushitsu, 107 
Mushrooms, 172 
Mutsubigoto, 168 
Mutsugi, 168, 172 
Mythology, 57, 146n, 176n, 226n 

Nabe, 142 
Nabihashi tsuma, 167-168 
Nabitsuma, 166, 167, 173 
Nadzuki, 124, 129 
Nagahatabe, 69-70 
Nagahiko, 183 
Nagami, 96, 98 
Nagara,135 
Nagareumi,44 
Nagasaki,270 
N agashima, 103 
Nagasu, 270 
Nagata, 120, 170 
Nagaune, 178-179 
Nagawoka (shrine), 252-253 
Nagaye, 82, 90, 113 
Nagusa, 195,216-217 
Nahetsu, 195 
Nahori (district), 234, 238, 241n, 244 
Naka (district), 35, 38, 44, 47,53,56-

57,63,65,262n 
Naka (prince), See Tenji 

Naka (river), 67 
Nakashima, 138 

Index 

Newo,89 
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Nakatomi, 5-9, 37, 47, 56-57, 59, 68n, 
New temple, 88-89, 152 
Nezumi no Ihaya, 241, 244 
Nifu, 242 7ln, 233, 235n 

Nakatomibe,56 
Nakatomi Hataorita, 37 
Nakatsu, 19,233 
Nakatsugaha, 166,206-207 
Nakaumi, lOIn 
Namasu, 206 
Namekata (district), 46-48,54 
Namekata (horse), 52 
Namesa, 132-135 
Namimatsu,64 
Namiwoka, 175-176 
Namomi,l72 
Namu, 111 
Nan-Bokucho,27 
Naniha, 5,35,47, 72,186,197 
Nara,224n 
Narahara,224 
Nara no Kochi, 14, 177 
Nara period, 83n, 165n 
Naraphonology, 134n, 138n, 236n 
Nariiso, 117 
Naruhajikami. See Prickly ash 
Nase, 63 
Nashima, 107 
National history, 21 
Native chieftain, 49 
Native god, 201, 
Narive place, 192, 244n 
Naval base, 107n 
Naval force, 15 
Navigate, 176 
Negino, 239, 241n, 244 
Nehime,225 
Neighing, 211 
Nest, 105 
Netherworld, 102,124 
Newcomers, 7,15,190 
Newly arrived immigrants, 213n 

Nightly visit, 179, 262 
Nihaki,210 
Nihato,210 
Niheta, 168 
Nihi,129 
Nihihari, 35, 37-39, 52, 65 
Nihisuki, 217 
Nihongi, 184, 185,189,192,195,200, 

207,216,223,225,229-230,238-
240,252,261,268 

Nihonshoki, 1-2, 12, 19,23,82,123, 
125,142,147,165,171,176,180, 
207,213,244,256 

Niigata,86 
Ninigi (prince), 57, 58,70,176,213 
Ninken (emperor), 225, 229 
Nintoku (emperor), 12, 172, 183-184, 

186,193,195n,208,226,229 
Nisa, 96, 97 
Nisaka,223 
Nishido,128 
Nishi no Umi, 236 
Nita (district), 79,88,91,128, 139n, 

144,145 
Nitsuhiko,227 
Noki (shrine), 89, 
Noki (station), 76, 80, 86 
Nomi, 142,267 
Nomi no Sukune, 142n, 189 
Nonami,99, 106 
No no Saheki, 44, 45 
Norihama, 44 
Norishi 118 
Norishima,118 
Noroshi, 120 
North sea, 219 
Noshiro, 89, 92 
Notori,270 
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Notsu, 176 
Noyana, 268, 269 
Nozeri,98, 143 
Nuka,217 
Nukahiko &Nukahime, 66 
Nukatabe no Muraji, 192 
N ukatabe no Omi, 152 
Nukata (princess), 188n 
Nuka Woka, 166,224, 230n 
Numawo, 7, 57, 61 
Nun, 243 
Nunagaha,95 
Nunami, 81, 97 
Nunnery, 153 
Nusumiji,103 
Nuta, 117, 118, 120 
Nutashi, 111 
Nut grass, 101 
Nuts, 202, 226 

Oak leaf, 192,206,211,239 
Oak trees, 92,93,102, 148,206,211,224 
Obita,212n 
Occupation, 4 
Ochi Ishi, 268 
Octopus, 97, 101, 108 
Oda, 69n, 135 
Offense, 178, 246 
Offing, 95 
Offspring, 246 
Ofu, 198,219,220 
Ofukamuki,193n 
Of us hi, 183 
Ogres,68 
Ohari no Muraji 
Oho,205 
Ohoarata, 259 
Ohochika, 250, 264 
Oho Naka, 206 
Ohoama, 181n 
Ohoami, 219, 220 
Ohoashi, 237, 

Ohochi, 166, 191 
Ohofu, 52, 56 
Ohohara (district), 79,93, 128, 131, 

139, 143, 151 
Ohohara {shrine}, 146 
Ohohashi, 107, 129 
Ohohatsuse (prince). See Yuryaku 
Ohohi,56 
Ohohimugashi,120 
Ohoiha, 209 
Ohoinawo, 231 
Ohoishi, 171 
Ohokaha, 180 
Ohokahachi, 214 
Ohokami,18 
Ohokata, 128 
Ohokauchi,216 
Ohokida, 234 
Ohokimi, 174n 
Ohokisakibe, 144 
Ohokita (Ohokida), 243 
Ohokujiri, 66, 
Ohokuni, 171, 194n 
Ohokuninushi, 17,64,83, 85n, 176n 
Ohokunitama, 85 
Ohokura,98 
Ohokusa, 79, 85 
Ohokushi, 65 
Ohomaro,61 
Ohomi, 100, 125, 128, 129 
Ohomima {prince}, 173, 174n 
Ohomimi, 264, 265 
Ohomirsuha, 163 
Ohomiya, 194 
OhomiYama, 194,219 
Ohomura, 268n 
Ohonaka no Ishiji, 167-168 
Ohonamuchi, 17-19,31,82,85-86, 

119n, 123n, 125n, 132-133, 136n, 
140,145, 152n, 175-176, 179, 190, 
215,224 

Ohonamuchi Sukuna Hikone, 179, 

"~0 

215, 223 
Ohono, 109,110,179,180,234,240, 

241 
OhonoOmi,45,131 
Ohonori,194 
Oho no Sukune, 270 
Ohonotsu, 111 
Ohosaka (Mt.), 58 
Ohosaki, 97,129 
Ohosazaki (prince). See Nintoku 
Ohoshima, 102, 105 
Ohoshiro, 267 
Ohosumihiko, 111 
Ohota, 69-70, 118,195 
Ohotabe,195 
Ohotachi,178 
Oho Tachibana, 56 
Ohotarashi (prince). See Keiko 
Ohotoji, 185,231 
Ohotomo (hamlet), 69 
Ohotomo Kanamura, 261n 
Ohotomo no Miyarsuko, 169 
Ohotomo no Muraji, 224 
Ohotori,98, 185 
Ohotsu, 8, 59,62,68, 170 
Ohotsugi, 113 
Ohouchi, 214 
Ohouchino, 147 
Oho umi, 56, 60 
Ohowachino, 217 
Ohowi,49, 71,97, 100,111 
Ohoya, 48, 264 
Ohoyake, 194, 196 
Ohoyamadame, 259 
Okayama,11 
Ohoyashima, 53, 264 
Ohoyatako, 263 
Oke (prince). See Ninken 
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Oki, 183, 184 
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Omidzunu, 80-82, 94,123,137 
Omura, 270 
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Orange, 49,56,61 , 72,73 
Orpheus, 203n 
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Osakabe, 115, 135, 139 
Oshi Kaha, 192 
Oshinumi, 256 
Oshishima, 152 
Oshiwi,88 
Otaki,89 
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Other world, 124 
Otohi, 261, 262 
Otokadzura, 167n, 
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Otoyama,89,145 
Otsufuruhi, 121 
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Pardon, 178 Plants, 43, 98,101,104,112-113,127, Prostorating, 264n Religious Affairs (Council of), 90, 111, 
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Pasture, 101, 265n 148,208 Purification, 88, 146 Report, 17On, 179 
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136 Plundering, 45 Pushing, 192 Reservoir, 67, 99,100,114,133 
Passageway, 86 Poem, 40,46 Pseudo-kinship,35n Residence, 70 
Pebbles, 20, 74,146,189 Poison yam, 98,127,143 Respite, 69 
Peace negotiation, 124 Pokeweed,91, 98, 127, 136 Quail, 91,137 Restricted ferry, 100 
Peace settlement, 10, 125n, 193 Political, 23, 138, 144, Inn, 236n Quasi-mythological, 23, 53, 171n, 223n Rhubarb, 10 1 
Pearl Harbor, 25 Pond, 51, 137,171 Quercus glandulifera Blume, 224 Rice bags, 187 
Peasant, 60, 101, 103-107, 112, 129, Port, 206 Quiet waves, 17ln Rice (relief), 139n 
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Pebble, 69, 100, 137,190 75n, 79,86,94,96,105,108,131, Quiver bearer, 23 7 Rice-eating ritual, 201n, 212n 
Peddler, 100 132,168,191,233,235,238,240, Quivers, 7, Rice farming, 13,50 
Peninsula, 247 242,243,249,252,255n,256,258, Ricefield, 55, 62, 69,114, 117n, 140, 
Peony, 98, 112 260,263,266,268,270 Rain, 38, 49,119,213 146,184,203,245 
People's Affairs (Department of), 79 Postscript, 165n Rainstorm, 206 Ricefield unused, 219 
People with different custom, 216 Post-Taika, 192n Rafts, 54 Rice-planting, 193, 194n 
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Rice-stalk, 176, 191 
Richard bald cypress, 135, 136, 142, 

143,148,212,213,214,216,226 
Richu (emperor), 229 
Ritual,40, 167, 192,228 
Rivalry, 213n 
River, 119, 137, 143, 148 
River bank, 88 
Riverbed,189,205 
Riverboat, 80 
River mouth, 114 
Roadway, 100, 108 
Rock,2Q,41,64,68-69,71,86,92,93, 
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Rock wall, 117 
Rocky hills, 121 
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Rope, 80 
Round clam, 108, 
Royal court, 192,235,237,251 
Royal descendants, 35 
Royal gift, 186 
Royal granary, 45, In, 183, 184,207, 

231 
Royal house, 230 
Royal princes, 215 
Royal serf, 186, 187 
RyonoGige, 108n, 115n, 131n, 204n, 

233n 
Rudder, 48,255 
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Sachi,74 
Sacred scriptures, 4, 23 
Sacred treasures, 151 
Sacrifice, 20 
Sada, 81,96, 99, 106, 108, 109n, 112, 

114,115 
Sadamiko, 111 
Saddle 7, 203, 205 

Saddle makers, 202n 
Sadehiko, 261, 262 
Sademaro, 125 
Saeki, 109n, 131n, 132n, 180n, 185n, 

193n, 224n, 237n 
Sanaga, 141, 
Sapphire, 64, 
Safflower, 186n 
Saga, 44, 45 
Sagamu (Sagami), 35 
Sagi, 129 
Sagisumi Yama, 187 
Sahatsu, 244, 246 
Saheki, 44, 45, 49,51,54 
Sahi, 61,193 
Sahime, 81,142 
Sailor, 197 
Saka, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120 
Saka(d~tric~,250,258,259 
Sakadono no Izumi, 252, 253 
Sakahime, 259 
Sakahino 
Sakaki,93n 
Sakamizu, 243 
Sakamoto, 184n, 241n 
Sakata, 89,199 
Sakato, 7, 57 
Sakawi no Izumi, 253 
Sakawino, 196, 197 
Sakaya, 168,223 
Sakaya Tani, 223 
Saka Yama, 173 
Sake, 168, 173, 199,219,223 
Saki, 81, 89 
Sakihara, 99 
Sakita, 118 
Sakitama, 222, 223 
Sakura, 143 
Sakusa, 85, 90 
Sakuta,89 
Salmon, 12, 128, 137 
Salt, 44, 190 

Salt land, 12, 178 
Salt making, 130 
Salt water, 209, 227 
Samuta, 57, 62, 63 
Sanctuary, 213n 
Sand, 61, 69,114 
Sandbar, 52 
Sandstone, 180,216,218 
Senekazura, 91, 98 
San'indo, 93, 183n, 192n 
Sanjo-Nishi, 25, 28, 202n 
Sano, 188 
Sanuki, 171, 174, 182, 185, 192,220, 

222 
San'yodo, 183n, 192n 
Sarashiwi,67 
Sarcophagus, 39 
Sasa, 104, 107, 185 
Sasafu, 93, 130, 159 
Sasaha,227 
Sasahasorashi, 91, 98, 148 
Sasaki, 235n 
Sasano Miwi, 227 
Sasa Yama, 192 
Sase, 151, 153 
Sasebo, 268n, 269n 
Sashimu, 135 
Sashino, 183 
Sashiya, 13 7 
Sato, 235n, 236n, 238n, 241n 
Satomaro,67 
Satsu, 35, 70, 71 
Saunders, 176n, 201n 
Sawi, 89, 242 
Sawi no Muraji, 208 
Sawoka, 193 
Sayama, 8, 59, 60 
Sayama (township), 255 
Sayamadame, 259 
Sayo (district), 203, 205, 211n, 227 
Sayo, 166,204 
Sayofu (a man), 134 
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Sayohime, 262n 
Sayotsuhime, 204 
Sayufu,134 
Scarf, 168, 262n 
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Sculpture, 171 
Sea bass, 102, 114, 137 
Sea battle, 199n 
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Sea deity, 228n 
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Seafarers, 7, 60, 182n, 196n, 242, 255n, 
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Seafood,74,263,264,265 
Sea god, 151,260 
Sea mussel, 115 
Sea plants, 265 
Seashore, 65,190 
Sea slug, 100, 102 
Sea urchin, 71, 108, 115 
Sea water, 44 
Seaweed,44,49, 52, 74,93,200, 102, 

105-106,108,242,256 
Sedge, 113,174,188,212 
Seed,136n 
Seedling, 140n,203,228,245-246 
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Seimu (emperor), 12,173 
Seka, 166,216 
Sekigahara, 17, 
Self-immolation, 142n, 183n 
Self-sufficient, 38 
Senka (emperor) , 237 n, 261 
Separation, 124 
Sepulchre, 171 
Serida, 153 
Serpent,65,262 
Servant, 65,195,197,230 
Serving tray, 167n 
Settler, 182 
Settsu, 11, 165, 195 
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Sezaki, 105, 161 
Shaft of the sun, 13 
Shaku Nihongi, 23, 116n, 172n 
Shallows, 46, 52 
Shaman, 167n, 182n, 258 
Shamanistic, 142n, 202n 
Shark,83,84, 102,108, 115, 148,260 
Sharp blade, 70 
Shell,65 
Shellfish, 71,93,96 
Shellmound, 114n, 
Shelter, 63,198,201,206,229 
Shelter of Murofu 
Shelves, 187 
Shibi,85 
Shichiruhi, 97,103 
Shida (district), 36,42,44 
Shidori,68 
Shield, 43, 83, 116, 117 
Shida,83n 
Shidzumi, 144 
Shihiwi,51 
Shiho, 178n, 190,211 
Shihomi, 89, 
Shihono, 226, 227 
Shihonuma, 209 
Shihoshiro, 178n 
Shihota, 267 
Shijimi, 166,225,229,230,231 
Shikama (district), 152n, 166, 173, 

174,180,184,221n 
Shikama no Miyake, 183, 184 
Shikawoka, 175, 176 
Shiki,79 
Shiki, 53, 249 
Shikigaisha and/or shikinaisha, 77n, 90 
Shikikusa, 211 
Shikishima (Shiki Shima), 85,133, 

237 
Shikita,99 
Shikoaka,73 

Shikohi,143 
Shikoku, 174, 182, 247n 
Shima (prince). See Kinmei 
Shima (palace) 
Shima (village), 62, 206 
Shimabara, 268n, 270n 
Shimane (district), 93, 94, 100,102, 

108,114,115 
Shimane peninsula, 82n 
Shima no Ohoomi, 180 
Shimo, 115, 120, 130 
Shimohako Woka, 195 
Shimo Kamo, 222, 223 
Shimotsu Fusa, 36, 43 , 52, 57, 61 
Shimotsu Keno, 36, 39, 65 
Shinbetsu, 109 
Shingu, 185 
Shini Dake, 213, 214n 
Shining Spear/Halberd, 15, 201 
Shinji Lake, lOOn, 109n, 120n, 122n 
Shinoda, 266n 
Shinoka Oki and Omi, 241 
Shinten,23 
Shinino, 215 
Shinohara, 261, 262 
Shinsen Shojiroku, 14, 131 
Shinto, 23,32,103, 106,112,148 
Shinto dance, 151 n 
Shinto prayer, 81 n, 88n 
Shinusakano, 147 
Ship, 62, 129, 145,251,265 
Ship building, 207 
Shipwreck, 198, 199 
Shiragi, 80, 179 
Shirakabe, 38, 39,42 
Shirakami, 251 
Shirakuni, 179 
Shiratama, 268 
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Shiro, 115 
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Shishiki, 264 
Shishinomura, 141 
Shitadami, 200 
Shitafuri, 148n 
Shitafuru, 148 
Shitakaze, 46 
Shitsunu, 122, 123, 146 
Shizuhata (Shidzuhata), 69 
Shizuku,46 
Shizuori, 69n 
Shoban,21On 
Shogunate, 23,29 
Shoitsuge,47 
Shoku Nihongi, 1, 85n, 233n 
Shooting, 181 
Shoso,85n 
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139o,144n 
Shotoku (prince), 171 n, 194n 
Showers, 48, 117 
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Sickle, 175 
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Silk,70 . 
Silkworm, 176 
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Silver carp, 92, 98 
Sing, 41, 69 
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95,96,116,117,131,132,137,187 
Sinomenium divrsifolium Diels., 265n 
Skin desease, 142n, 243 
Skullcap, 91 

Sky, 53,172 
Skylark,91 
Slash-and-bum, 140n, 169n 
Slaying, 80 
Sleeping chamber, 66 
Slope, 144-145 
Small bamboo, 104, 107,265 
Small clam, 200, 229 
Small land holder, 179 
Small roads, 144 
Small seaweed, 115 
Smartweed, 92 
Smoke, 53 
Snakes, 50,66,67,240 
Snake'sbeard, 52,91,119 
Snapper, 263, 264 
Soaking, 117 
Soga, 180n, 194n,203n 
Soga Umako, 180 
Sogi,25 
Soil, 49, 56, 87,101,112,128,172,175 
Sokinoya, 125, 127 
Soldiers, 53, 70, 206, 217, 239, 241 
Solomon's seal, 91,143,148 
Sonafu, 207 
Sone,49 
Sonehiko, 49 
Sone no Muraji, 207 
Song, 64 
Songfest, 63 
Sono (beach), 81, 130, 13 7 
Sonoki (district), 250, 268 
Sophoralaponica, 127 
Sorcerer, 203n 
Sorceress, 111 n, 236n, 259 
So Shima, 105 
Soshimori, 120n 
Southeast Asia, 174n 
South sea, 219 
Sovereign, 169n, 187n 
Spade,80,81 
Spare land, 80, 81 
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Spears, 7, 58 Strong wind, 1 [4 Susa, 137, [39, 140, 14[,143 Takahashi, 20, 
Speech,44 Struggle, 179 Susanowo, 83,85,95, 1l0, 133, [4O, Takakishi, 132, 133 
Spike moss, 136 Subhuman creatures, 45 147n, 151 Takaku, 43,270 
Spindle tree, 90, 92, 98,119,136,143, Subject, 165 Suseri, 13 Takaku (district), 250 

213 Submission, 178n, 236 Susuhi, 107, 128 Takamagahara, 116n, 119n, 125n 
Spinning, 38. 254 Sufu.222 Suta, 89 Takamiya, 168 
Spiral shellfish, 93, 263, 264, 265 Suga,92,152 Sutra, 165n Takamori. 118 
Spirit of Fertility, 106, 116 Sugafu, 174, 188 Suyetsugu, 97 Takamuku,5,35,37,42,47,48,49, 
Spring. 47, 61, 67, 71.100,146,152, Sugahino, 146, 147 Suyetsumuhana, 186n 57,73 

173,190,202,245 Sugane, 152 Suzerainty, 48 Takanashi brothers, 195 
Spring (water), 6[, 63 Sugi, 97, 104 Suzuhori, 220, 221 Takano, 90,218, 231 
Springtime, 46 Sugihara, 219 Suzukuhi, 200, 221n Takara, 14 
Spying,45 ) Sugoroku, 203 Suzume, 197 Takasago, 228n 
Squid, 108, 115,213 Suguri,195 Suzumura no Obito, 167 Takase, ll, 165, 166, 180, 181,220, 
Squirrel,98, Suguribe, 152, 194 Swan, See Kuguhi 221 
SSR (ShinsenShojiroku), 109n, 115n, Suha, 244 Sweet seaweed, 103, 105, 106, 108,115, Taka Shima, 198, 199 

121n, 131-132, 139n, 193-196, Suiko (empress), 165n, 194,256 121,129 Takatsu palace. See Nintoku 
200n,209-210,216n, 218n, 220n, Suinin, 64, 223n Sweetheart, 63, Takawoka.216 
225n Sujin. 8, 9, 39, 40. 53, 58. 59n, 70, 249. Sword, 7.43.55,61.83.110,124.207, Takaya, 166,211 

Stairs. 187. 188 251 218 Takayoshi.121 
Stalactic formation, 264 Suka. 212, 269 Take. 96 
Star, 185 Sukegaha, 71, 72 Tabe, 141, 193n Takechi, 36, 45. 71 
Starwort. 93.101.102,103,104, 105, Sukuna Hikona, 140 Tachibana. 51, 56 Takeda, 41n. 142n 

112 Sukuna Hikone, 179, 190,215 Tachihayahiwo, 70, 71 Take Iha. 220, 222 
Statue. 86. 198.202 Sukuna Tarashi, 200 Tachino, 189 Take Ihashiki, 214 
Stealing. 45 Sukunu, 118 Tachisame.48 Take Kashima, 53 
Steamed rice, 239n Sulphur. 271 Tada, 109. 110. 111,217 Takekoro.45 
Stench. 225 Sumera mikoto. 37, 165n, 229n Tahara. 91. 97 Take Mikazuchi, 57. 83 
Stipend, 6, 29 Sumiyoshi (Suminoye), 228 Taiho Code, 78n, 108n, 204n. 236n Take Misahi, 72 
Stockade. 144. 260n Summer. 46, 69, 71 Taika Reform. 5. 8.31, 68n, 73n. 165n. Takerube, 52, 122, 123 
Stone bridge, 172 Summoned, 208 181n Taketsumima, 268 
Stonecutter, 171 Sun. 251 Taira. 242n Takeuchi. Inn 
Stone deity, 118.119, 142, 198 Sunset, 129 Tagi, 128, 131 Take Wokumi. 249, 251 
Stone walls. 71 Sungoddess Tagima, 51,54.55,223 Taki, 76. 132.134,135,138,161 
Storehouse. 38, 84, 168 Sunlight, 106 Tajihibe, 109, 116 Takigi Yama, 75n 
Storytelling,81n Supplication, 71 Tajima, 12, 13, 166, 178. 183,184, 186, Takiki, 134, 135. 137 
Straits, 100, 167,270 Supremacy, 188 187, 213, 215 Takimura, 141 
Strangulation. 229 Surplus. 246 Taka, 35. 67, 72,141.143,218 Takitsuhiko, 119 
Straw mat, 206 Surprise attack. 25 Taka Anaho. 72 Tako, 97, 101 
Streamers, 7 Surrender, 55, 82, 269 Takahama.61 Taku, 81,97,99, 101, 118. 119 
String of jewels. 43. 47. 48 Suruga,40 Takahashi Mushimaro. 42n Takuwa, 141 
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Tale afGenji, 186n Tatari,254 Timber, 128 Toyokuni, 19, 180-181,233,235 
Tama, 48, 69 Tatari no Kimi, 180 Title, 178 Toyo Oshiwake, 12, 178, 179 
Tamahi (princess), 148 Tate, 69-70 Toba,42 Toyosaki (emperor). See Kotoku 
Tamaho,50 Tatenuhi, 78-79, 83, 91,115-118, Toba no Sukune, 235-236 Tozama,18 
Tamakina, 270 120-121,129-130,131,138-139 Tochigi, 65n Transplant, 204 
Tamamine, 91,147, Tateshi, 105 Todaiji,83 Travellers, 9, 189n, 203, 253, 257 
Tama no shimizu, 48 Tatewi,90 Todo, 103, 130 Travelling cap, 165 
Tamano,224 Tatoo, 174 Tohi,141 Tray, 67 
Tamaochi, 204 Taxation, 5 Tohori,180 Tree bark, 265 
Tamari,47 Tax storehouse (granaries), 84, 85, Tokaha yama, 216 Tribute, 198n,205n, 265n 
Tamashima, 260 141,146 Tokaido,44 Tributary item, 167n, 168,264,270 
Tamatarashi, 209, 231 Taye, 107 Tokami,93 Troops, 25, 53 
Tamata,135 Tayuhi,103 Tokoyo,38 Trout, 128, 137, 148 
Tamate, 18& Teal, 99,101, 113 Tokugawa, 17,18,23,122n Truthful,110 
Tamatsukuri, 89, 91, 92,146,147 Tega,48 Tomamibe, 207 Tsao family, 69n 
Tamaye, 97,104 Tegariwoka, 175 Toma no Obi to, 206 Tsubaichi, 241 
Tamayori, 218 Temaseki, 75n, 93 Tomb, 179, 183, 189,225,239n Tsuchikumo, 39, 44, 70, 236, 238-241, 
Tamo of the Hara, 196 Temple, 118, 125, 134, 152,243,249, Tomi, 52 244,249,259,264,266,267-269 
Tamu,48,196 256,258 Tomo, 263 Tsuchinoye Tara, 237 
Tan, 146 Temporary burial, 17ln Tomobe, 132 Tsuchiohi,128 
Tanaka, 4,89, 111. 141 Temporary palace, 240, 252,255,268, Tomosaki,118 Tsuda, 211 
Tanakura, 187 269,270 Tone, 79,85 Tsudzumi,196 
Tanatsu, 167 Tenji/Tenchi (emperor), 8-9, 47, 59, Tone (san'i), 88n Tsudzura, 265 
Tane, 139, 140 62,68,188n,203n,207,252n Tonegawa,6,181n Tsugi no Minato, 182 
Tang, 199n Tenmu (emperor), 52-53, 83, 181n, Toneri,85,181n,230 Tsuheshiro, 89 
Taniahi,68 188n, 207, 238 Tonoki,207 Tsuji,119 
Taniha (Tanba), 166 Tenri, 25, 28 Tono Woka, 189 Tsuka, 191,217 
Taniha Tome, 220 Tenu, 183 Tonoye, 102 Tsukasa,35 
Tano,246 Territorial claim, 43,50 Topography, 69n, 72, 136n TsukasakiSpa, 266n 
Tanomo,89 Territorial governor, 192n Topshell,108,115 Tsuki,105 
Ta no sato, 55, 56 Territory, 72, 73, 145,209,213,214 Top soil, 13 7 Tsukiho, 115 
Taoist, 61 Text, 108n, 112n Tora, 190 Tsukihoko, 110 
Tara, 267 Theurgy, 182 Tori, 104,255 Tsukino,47 
Tarashi Naka (prince). See Chuai Theurgists, 196n Torii,140n Tsukiwore, 191,203 
Target, 151, 181 Theogony,9,21,23 Torihiko,54 Tsukiya, 90, 92, 192 
Tarimimi,264 Thistle, 143 Torikami, 147, 148 Tsukuha, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 
Taro potato, 19,20,102,104,121,235 Thorn branches, 45 Tosu, 254 52,69,20On 
Taruhi,112 Three-ply rope, 80, 81 Totachi, 137, 143 Tsukuha Omi, 45 
Tarumi,lll Throne, 229n Tottori, 82n Tsukushi, 70,170,181,182,193,194, 
Tashimi, 81, 94, 95 Thunder god, 83n Toya, 126 244,252,253 
Tashino, 182-183 Thunderstorm, 270 Toyo Ashihara, 57 Tsukutsumi,96 
Tashiraga (princess), 230, 231 Tide, 102, 152, 190 Toyoiname, 231 Tsuma, 46, 220 
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Tsumuji, 126 
TSli no Miya, 7, 59 
Tsunowore, 65 
Tsuo, 115 
Tsuru,106 
Tsuseno,112 
Tsutaki, 220 
Tsutanaki, 220 
Tsutsu,81 
Tsutsumi, 125 
Tuna, 103, 108 
Tunnel, 1q5, 114 
Tutelarydeity, 19. 2Un. 220n 
Twig, 189 
Twill. 68 

Ubahi Tani, 17, 210 
Ubara,45 
Ubaraki, 35. 39, 42. 44, 47. 48,52,65. 

66,262n 
Ubaraki no kohori, 45 
Uchikakumu Toyoho. 218 
Uchi, III 
Uchino.110 
Uchisaru. 239, 244, 249 
Udo, 91. 98. 112. 127, 136, 143,205 
Ueda Masaaki, 188n 
Uehara no Omito, 88 
Ugly Man in the Reed Field. See 

Ashihara no Shikowo 
Uguhisutake, 171 
Uhara, 209 
Uheto, 206 
Uhitaki Yama, 136 
Uji (prince), 195 
Uji no Muraji, 195 
Uka, 120, 121, 122. 124, 125 
Uka (pond), 13 7 
Uka (river), 131 
Ukatsukunu, 132n 
Uke, 104 
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Ukianawa, 269 
Ukishima, 43, 44 
Ulmus palvifolia Jacq. 190n 
Umahaka, 183 
Umakai,20 
Umaya, See Posting-station 
Umaya no Sato, 170 
Umi,118 
Umugi,108n 
Umukahime, 96 
Unade, 19.233.235 
Unakami, 7, 36, 57, 63, 70 
Unasaru, 249 
Underground water, 199,202 
Unebi,188 
Uneme, 61 
Uneme no Omi, 40 
Unidentified bird, 186 
Unifier, 184n 
Uno, 166.206,209 
Unodzi,153 
U nodzihiko, 11 7, 151 
Unruly spirits, 7 
Uppurui,121n 
Urabe, 23,59,60, 252 
Urakami, 197 
Urami,91 
Ureho no Ura, 129 
Ureshino Spa, 267n 
Uruhashi, 55 
Uruka,213 
Urumi, 166,227 
Usa Beach, 268, 269 
Ushiho, 63,151,153 
Usuhi Tani, 223 
Usuki, 166, 197 
Usuwi,223 
Utagaki,63 
Utaho, 129 
Utaki, III 
Utari,185 
Utsuhata.70 

-
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Utsuhi Omaro, 269 
Uwesaka,252 
Uyuhi.103 
Uzu, 15, 166, 197,201 

Valley, 50 
Vegetable, 99,137 
Venison, 43 
Vermilion, 242 
Vessel, 66, 67.266 
Viceroy, 192n 
Village chief, 88 
Village headman, 209, 212 
Village rumors, 63 
Vines, 212, 213,214 
Violation, 50 
Violent god, 256, 259 
Virgin woods, 48 
Visiting deity, 40 
Volcano, 82n, 244n 
Vowel harmony, 134n 

Waka,20 
Wakahiko, 267 
Wakamatsu, 61, 62 
Ulakame, 102-103, 105-108, 115, 129-

130,263,264,270 
Wakamiyabe, 256 
Wakasa of the Kahara, 200 
Waka Yamatobe, 131, 186 
Wake, 35,167,204n.209n 
Wake Iratsume (Princess Wake), 10, 

11,165,168,170,173 
Wake no Kimi, 188 
Walkingstick, 194,201 
Ulamyosho, 169n, 243n, 247n, 255n, 

258n, 268n, 270n 
Wanasa, 92, 229 
Ulang, 174n 
Wanibe, 173,207 
Wanifutaki, 220 
War, 25 

Warblers, 46, 96 
Warehouse, 117 
War god, 182n 
Warfare, 255n 
Warrior, 23, 29 
Washing hands or feet, 213n 
Wasted rice land, 246 
Watada,102 
Watari, 114,254 
Watatsumi, 196n 
Water, 51,61,220 
Water fight, 202 
Waterlily, 113 
Water pepper, 93 
Waterway, 106, 130, 170 
Wax myrtle, 98,143 
Waves, 63n, 64 
Weapons, 53, 256 
Weaving, 69, 70, 254 
Wedding, 168 
Wei kingdom of China, 200n 
Well,46 
Wells, 61, 71n, 169, 189, 196, 199,205 
Weso (Eso) , 144 
Western sea, 236, 271 
Weta, 180 
Wet-rice, 69n, 235 
Wharf,167 
Whirlpool, 15,201 
Whisper, 63 
White bird, 20, 64, 167n, 234, 246 
White cedar, 91.106, 112, 120, 127, 

129,148 
White clam, 198 
White cloud, 43 
White figure, 58 
White flag, 55 
White object, 180 
White sand, 69, 13 7 
White spear, 58 
White wings, 20 
Wife, 74, 167 
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Wild boar, 51, 55, 86, 91, 98,102,110, 
112,127,137,143,148,226 

Wild duck, 48 
Wild ginger, 91, 93, 112, 119, 136, 143, 

200 
Wild grapes, 142, 147 
Wild geese, 99, 101, 113, 114, 128, 185, 

222,223 
Wild horses, 52 
Wild mulberry, 136, 143,148 
Wild rice, 99 
Winding dale, 110 
Winding river, 186 
Wine, 69,196,210 
Wine jar, 172 
Winery, 192 
Wings, 64 
Winnow, 176,212 
Wise Listener, 58 
Wisteria, 91, 98,112,119,127,136, 

143,148,267 
Wisteria hill, 176 
Wizard,196n 
Wochika, 250, 264 
Wogaha, 143, 180 
Wogi,92 
Wogura, 98, 99 
WoharinoMuraji,183 
Woharita, 194 
Wohatsuse Yama, 39 
Wokazaki, 56 
Woke (prince). See Kenzo (Kenso) 
Wokera (okera) , 91, 98,104,107,112, 

119,143,201,205 
Woki, 250, 260 
Wokoro,52 
Wokuni,236 
Wokuri,43 
Wolf. 91,127,137, 143,148 
Wolves, 45,55,212,213,214 
Wome,166 
Women, 42 

Women in men's attire, 263n 
Womeno,227 
Women of consequence, 208 
Womi,53 
Womina Yama, 266 
Wono,179,231,240n 
Wonukino,55 
Wood, 137 
Woody peony, 91,112 
Worms, 69 
Worship, 9 
Wosada, l72 
Wotaka,51 
Wotama, 11, 165 
Wotate, 225, 230, 231 
Wotsu, 186,258 
Wouchi,214 
Wowi,97 
Woyake,200 
Wreckage, 62 
Wren, 184n 
Wu Kingdom of China, 193n 

Yabu, 250, 254,258 
Yabuta, 4 
Yachigusano, 217 
Yadake, 52 
Yafu, 213, 214 
Yahazu,50 
Yakata,245 
Yakatada, 192 
Yake, 166, 172, 188n 
Yakuchi, 82,86, 153 
Yakumo,77 
Yam, 91, 98, 112, 119, 143 
Yamabe,126,209,212,225,230 
Yamada, 69, 92, 226, 258, 270 
Yamaji, 253, 254 
Yamakuchi (Yamaguchi), 79,84,94,95 
Yamakuni, 89, 91 
Yamamori, 212 
Yamamura, 14 
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Yama no Atahi, 10, 165 
Yama no Saheki, 44-45 
Yamasa,89 
Yamasaki, 129,214 
Yamashiro, 79,85,88-90 
Yamata no Orochi, 147 n 
Yamato, 7,9,40,45, 56,57,58, 123, 

188, 194, 238n, 256 
Yamato Court, 2, 6, 13, 17-18,35,70, 

82n, 181n, 185,203n, 230, 255n, 
265n 

Yamato kotoba, U8n 
Yamato power, 117n, 124n 
Yamato region, 173n, 182,225 
Yamato Takeru, 8,21,37,44,46,47, 

48,53-56,59,65,67,72-74,112, 
216,258,260,266, 

Yamura,142 
Yamuya, 132, 133, 135 
Yano, 132,133, 135 
Yanuchi, 185 
Yasakashi,53 
Yashima,104 
Yashiro, 79, 82, 128, 151,217 
Yasogami, 152n 
Yaso Hashi, 172 
Yasoshima, 63 
Yasuki, 79, 83-84, 91 
Yasukiri, 54 
Yata, 209, 239, 244 
Yatsu,50 
Yatsuka-gun, 108n 
Yatsukahagi, 44 
Yatsukamidzu, 77, 123 
Yatsukushi, 53 
Yatsushiro,251 
Yauchi, 151, 152 
Yayoi, 124n, 255n 
Yearning, 63, 64n, 148 
Yegaha,166,204,231 

Yejima, See Ihe Shima 
Yellow zedoary, 112 
Yew, 71, 91, 98,119,136,143 
Yoboro, 196n 
Yofuto,195 
Yokkaichi, 238 
Yokota, 96, 128, 145, 146, 148 
Yomei,51 
Yorni,81,82n,102,124 
Yoro, 113 
Yoshino, 178 
Yoshinogari, 256n, 257n 
Yosoki, 138, 144 
Yotahirne, 260 
Young adults, 62n 
Young girls, 199 
Young women, 42 
Yubuchi, 152 
Yufu, 63,234,245 
Yuhi,103 
Yuge no Muraji, 171 
Yugiami, 237 
Yugibe,237 
Yukaha,214,216 
Yuki, 89, 147 
Yumesaki,181 
Yumigahama,82n 
Yumitori, 173 
Yumitsuka, 180 
Yuno,146 
Yu no kaha, 144 
Yuryaku (emperor), 183,229,231 
Yuu,89 
Yuwe no Muraji, 45 

Zelkova,47,49,52,91, 112, 119, 136, 
143,148,191 

Zither, 142 
Zither Hill, 258 
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